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HEBRAICA.


A CRITICAL COMMENTARY ON THE SONGS OF THE RETURN WITH A HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION AND INDEXES.*

By Daniel Gurden Stevens, Jr.

PART I.

INTRODUCTION AND DISCUSSION OF THE TITLE.

"The Hebrew Psalter, like the Torah, came together not as a book, but as a Pentateuch."† This resemblance extends beyond the present artificial and imitative division of the work, for a critical examination discovers certain indications of the actual structure and discerns the component elements which have been assembled to form the present whole. There are found evidences of the existence of earlier Psalters which have been embodied in their entirety, or are represented by excerpts. It appears that the Book of Psalms is built up of three great strata of Songs, each distinguished by peculiar characteristics: (a) Book I., consisting originally of Psalms ascribed to David;‡ (b) Pss. 42–89 marked (except in the case of the appended group of Korahite Pss. 84–89) by the use, and to some extent the substitution, of the name Elohim for JHVH; (c) Pss. 90–150, comprising especially Songs of a liturgical character. These great sections are themselves also more or less composite in structure, a fact not so readily noticed in the case of collection a, but easily recognized as true of collections b and c, which, since they were made at later periods, have not passed through so many changes as has

* A Thesis accepted by the Board of University Studies of Johns Hopkins University for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy.
‡ Four Pss. of this group (1, 2, 10, 38) are in the Hebrew text anonymous; but of these Ps. 38 is in the LXX. ascribed to David, and Ps. 10 is properly taken with Ps. 9 to form a single piece. Pss. 1 and 3 seem to have been added at a time when the Psalter as a whole was taking shape. Cf. W. R. Smith, The Old Testament in the Jewish Church, 1892, p. 197.
the earlier work, so that the several groups of Songs incorporated in them have not been assimilated to the extent of losing even external individuality. The work of the third compiler, in particular, may be quickly resolved into the pre-existent shorter collections on which it is based. Thus Pss. 92–100 form a group of pieces which, though anonymous, are very similar in thought and expression; two groups (Pss. 108–110 and 188–145) both ascribed to David,—the Hallel Pss. (111–118 together with 135–136 which belong to the Hallel class)—the fifteen Songs of “Degrees” (120–134),—Pss. 146–150, a group of doxologies fitly concluding the Psalter,—these form or represent collections marked by community of title or similarity in contents.

Among the minor Psalters that have contributed to the formation of the grand “hymn-book of the Jewish church” is the small group, Pss. 120–134, mentioned above as contained in the third stratum of compilation. This booklet is individualized, not only by the internal similarities that exist between its parts, but also by an obvious external feature, viz., the title שיר ההלל יא* which is prefixed to each Psalm. It has been reasonably considered that in the correct explanation of this heading is to be found the key to a more complete understanding of the Songs. But concerning the meaning of the confessedly obscure phrase great difference of opinion has prevailed, and not one of the numerous theories and conjectures proposed has as yet received satisfactory confirmation. To be sure, that which appears to be the correct idea, has, in part at least, been set forth by both ancient and modern commentators; nevertheless, it has not yet received the needed support, in that no one has shown that the Psalms in question may be best interpreted on the lines marked out in it. To meet this want, and thus to demonstrate in practice as in theory the correctness of the explanation, is the purpose of the present work. Before proceeding to this, it is proper to examine the merits of the various other explanations offered, and to show in what respects they are faulty.

**Literature.**

In the preparation of this work, the following works on the Psalms have been consulted:

*Psalmi Quindecim Hamaadloth philologice et critice illustrati a T. A. Clarisse,* Lugdini Batavorum, 1819.


E. Hengstenberg, *Commentar über die Psalmen,* Zweite Aufl., Berlin 1852.

*Die Psalmen erklärt von J. Olshausen,* Leipzig 1853.

*Commentar über die Psalmen nebst beigefügter Übersetzung, von W. M. L. de Wette,* Fünfte Aufl., herausgegeben von G. Baur, Heidelberg 1856.

---

* Shir למלש, Ps. 121.
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The Book of Psalms Translated by T. K. Cheyne, London 1884.

The Psalmen übersetzt und ausgelegt von H. Hupfeld; für die dritte Aufl. bearbeitet von W. Nowack, Gotha 1888.


The Origin and Religious Contents of the Psalter (Bampton Lectures of 1889), by T. K. Cheyne, London 1891.

The Psalmen übersetzt und erklärt von F. Baethgen, Göttingen 1892.

The Title.

Scholars have agreed as to the meaning of the first of the two words that compose the title. The Shír, as distinguished from the Mízmôr, is a poetical composition which, if sung at all, is to be rendered without the accompaniment of music; though the word, as the broader term, may be employed where the specific designation Mízmôr would be more appropriate. But the import of the second word, Mâ‘îlôth, is a matter of doubt and uncertainty;
for while it is easy to give a literal translation of the phrase, it is difficult to
determine in what special sense it is used here.

Ma’*lōth is the plural of מַעֲלֵ֣ה Ma‘*lāh, from the stem מָעִ֔לֶה (prop-
erly מַעְלָה) which means go up, to ascend; hence the noun signifies a going up,
an ascent, and is used in this literal sense of a journey from the lowlands of a
country to high mountainous districts (Ezr. 7:9); then it is figuratively applied
to the thoughts that arise in the mind (Ezek. 11:5). Secondly, it designates that
by which one ascends, a stair or step (1 K. 10:19), as also a degree on a step-
clock (2 K. 20:9). Then it is employed with reference to what is elevated, an
upper room (Am. 9:6), and figuratively high rank in society (1 Ch. 17:17).

Upon one or other of these meanings vouched for by Old Testament usage
not a few exegetes have based their interpretations of the title, while others have
inferred or invented new definitions of the word which they think is used here in
an unique special sense. There is thus no lack of explanations, some more or
less plausible, others simply the offspring of the imagination of commentators.
These explanations will now be reviewed, in order that the validity of their
respective claims for acceptance may be decided.

It has seemed most convenient for the purpose of discussion to arrange the
various explanations in classes upon the basis of the character which they assign
to the title; all the attempts at the solution of the vexed problem may thus be
disposed in four main groups around the following distinctive theories: viz., it
has been thought:

A. That the title has a mystical significance;—

B. That Ma‘*lōth is a metrical or rhetorical term;—

C. That the title is a liturgical note or direction, referring to the manner,
place or occasion, in, or upon, which the Songs should be rendered;—

D. That the title points to the historical events or period which furnished
the themes of the Psalms.

In conformity with the plan of treating in the last place that which seems to
be the most satisfactory interpretation of the title and the Psalms, there will be
discussed first the minor members, then the principal representative of each
group.

THEORY A.

THAT THE TITLE HAS A MYSTICAL SIGNIFICANCE.

Several of the Church Fathers, following a method of exegesis commonly
received among them, attached a mystical or allegorical meaning to the word
Ma‘*lōth in this place. Origen (d. 254), for example, thought of the elevation
of the mind to divine things; thus he declares [Selecta in Psalms,* ad Ps. cxix.

* In J. P. Migne’s Patrolog. s. Gr. vol. 12: μόνον οἱ τῷ βίῳ καὶ τῷ λόγῳ ἀναβάνωντες οἴκελοι εἰς τῶν ἀναβαθμῶν, καὶ τῶν ἐν ταῖς φελλαῖς μυστηρίων.
(Hebr. 120)]: "Only those persons who are ascending in life and in thought are fitted for the steps and the mysteries contained in the Songs." Eusebius (d. 340) seems to explain Μα'1άθος of ascent to the divine virtues which men have lost.* (Cf. his Commentarium in Psalmos reliquias superstites, ad Ps. cxix. in Migne's Patrol. s. Gr. vol. 24). The same idea was more fully elaborated by Athanasius, bishop of Alexandria (d. 373), who in his treatise de Titulis Psalmorum † seeks to adapt these Psalms to use as the prayers of those entering the Church, and gradually progressing upward in the path of virtue; he definitely explains the title as referring to the several stages‡ in this change of life.§ Later ecclesiastical writers echo this interpretation, arguing mainly from the idea that Μα'1άθος, as well as its Greek equivalent ἀναβάσιμον, signifies only steps leading upwards; so S. Augustine (d. 430) remarks (Enarrationes in Psalmos, ad Ps. cxix., Opera in Migne's Patrol. s. Lat. vol. 36): "wherever (the word) 'steps' occurs in these psalms it signifies those ascending;" (gradus quomodo in his psalmis positi sunt, ascendentes significant). The ascents meant here are "from the valley of weeping" to "things unutterable and unthinkable." Similarly Cassiodorus (d. 575) avers (Expositio in Psalterium, ad Ps. cxix., in Migne's Patrol. s. Lat. vol. 70) that we are not to conceive of the steps as something "earthly or to be mounted by corporeal steps . . . . but let us understand an ascent of the mind" (terrenum aut corporeis gressibus subeundum nodis . . . . sed mentis accipiamus ascensum). Of the same opinion were B. Flaccus Albinus or Alcuin,|| the instructor of Charlemagne (d. 804), St. Bruno,‖ founder of the Carthusian order of monks (d. 1101), and finally Cardinal R. Bellarmino (d. 1621), who, after mentioning (Explanatio in Psalmos, ad Ps. cxix., Opera ed. Venetiis 1728, vol. 6) the various explanations offered, concludes as follows: "This is certain, that those ascents, whether from Babylon to Jerusalem or up the steps of Solomon's temple, were

* Οἱ καταπεδοῦντες ἀπὸ τῶν τοῦ θεοῦ καλῶν ἀναβάσιμων ἐπὶ ταῦτα παραπεδεικνύτες εἰς τὴν ἀνάβασιν ἐναρκῇ.
† Opera, ed. Paris 1857, in Migne's Patrol. s. Gr. vol. 27.
‡ Such a meaning, of a degree in the progress of initiation into, or attainment to, an office or dignity, μα'1άθος does have in post-biblical Hebrew; cf. the Mishnic Tract Pirqé Abóth, x.3: נאולא הוהי מ'הנהו ל'הללוך נקנין שלש מ'פטועה ה'כוננה ב'เกษני ז'אבריך ו'יהוהו נקנין ל'אר'לעון ל'שומא ל'ראים ל'מהו. "The law is more excellent than the priesthood or royalty, because royalty is obtained by thirty steps, and the priesthood by twenty-four, while the Law is obtained through forty-eight things," etc.
§ A similar explanation has been given of the entire book of Psalms; Gregory of Nyssa has attempted to show (Tractatus Prior in Psalmorum Inscriptiones, cap. IX., in Migne's Patrol. s. Gr. vol. 44) that the Psalter in its five books leads up to moral perfection; the five sections are like steps rising one above the other according to a certain series, some particular virtue being considered in each part, the course of the discussion having the effect of constantly elevating the soul toward the more sublime until it reaches the highest of virtues; ἀεὶ πρὸς τὸ ψυχικὸν τὴν ψυχὴν ὑπερήφανος, ὡς ἢ ἐπὶ τὸ ἀκρόπσατον ἐφίκησα τῶν ἀγάθων.
‖ Expositio in Psalmos Graduales, in Migne's Patrol. s. Lat. vol. 100
‖ Commentarius in Psalmos.
figures of the ascent of the elect, who, by the steps of the virtues and especially of charity, go up from the valley of tears to the heavenly Jerusalem."

The idea of connecting Matthew with the notion of degrees in the attainment to moral and spiritual perfection is one that might readily suggest itself to those whose minds are alert to perceive anything that may be interpreted in a spiritual way; the comparison of the path of virtue with a series of steps reaching its culmination in heaven, is very old. But an application of the language of the Songs in accord with the idea is often forced and artificial, and involves an arbitrary disregard of the main thoughts in the pieces. A careful distinction should in any case be made between the anagogic explanation and the natural meaning. This was recognized by St. John Chrysostom (347–407) who remarks (Expositio in Psalmos, in Migne's Patro. s. Gr. vol. 51), that viewed "from the historical point of view the Psalms speak of the return from Babylon and make mention of the captivity there, but if they be taken in a spiritual sense, they lead to the path of virtue." Moreover, the question to be decided is not what views have been read into the Psalms by those who employed them for homiletic purposes, but what meaning the poems conveyed to those for whom they were originally written and what peculiarity common to them is referred to in the title.

The number of these Psalms (i.e. 15) has also given rise to some mystical speculation. Rabbi Abraham Remokh of Barcelona calls attention to the fact that it corresponds with the numerical value of the divine name יְהֹוָה, which is true enough, but the title is not thereby accounted for. St. Jerome (340–420), commenting on Gal. 1:18, connects with it the idea of perfection. "It may seem to some," says he (Opera, Tomus VII., p. 395, Edit. alt. Venetiis 1769), "an idle thing to observe even the numbers in the Scriptures. Nevertheless not without reason do I think that the fifteen days in which Paul stayed with Peter, signify full knowledge and perfected learning, if indeed there are 15 Songs in the Psalter and 15 steps by which they ascend to sing praise to God," etc. There is, however, no evidence in the Old Testament to show that the number 15 had a connotation

---

* Illud certum est, ascensiones istas sine de Babylonem in Jerusalem, iste per gradus templi Salmorum, Aguras fuisse ascensionis electorum quae per gradum virtutem ac praeclamata caritatis, ascendunt de volle lacrymarum ad coelestem Jerusalem.

† Καθα μεν τὴν ιστορίαν, δι’ ἐν περὶ τῆς ἀνάδοισ διαλέγονται τῆς ἐκ Βαβυλῶνος καλ τῆς αἰχμαλωσίας μεμνημένοι τῆς ἐκείσης· καθα δὲ τὴν ἀναγωγὴν, δι’ εἰς τὴν κατ’ ἀρετὴν ὄδον χειραγωγοῦσιν.

‡ It is interesting to note here that, at the meeting of the Society of Biblical Literature and Exegesis in Philadelphia, Dec. 27–29, 1894, Theo. F. Wright, of the New Church School, Cambridge, Mass., advanced the somewhat remarkable theory that the Songs of Degrees are a prophetic anticipation of the career of our Lord through all the events from the valley of the Jordan to the Ascension. Such an interpretation might be very edifying for homiletic purposes; but the homiletic application, in this case far-fetched, must not be confused with the actual historical background of the pieces; cf. the abstract of the writer’s paper on Messianic Psalms in the Johns Hopkins University Circular, June, 1896, p. 106.

§ Et hic quibusdam superfum videtur, numeros quosque qui in Scripturis sunt observare: tamens non abs rev arbitrator quinctecem dies, quibus Petrum Paulus habitavit, plenam sensitatem scientiam summarumque doctrinam: sicutem XV. sunt carmina in Psalterio, et XV. gradus, per quos ad conendum ascendent Dec.
similar to that of the sacred number 7; the observation of St. Jerome is, therefore, simply unfounded. But further, upon resolving fifteen into its components, seven and eight, Jerome discovers fresh symbolism; thus in his remarks on Eccles. 11:2 (Opera, Tomus III., p. 480, edit. Alt. Venetii, 1757) he says: "And after that ethical Psalm, i.e. the 118th, there are 15 Psalms by which we are first instructed in the Law, and then, when the number seven has been completed, through the number eight we ascend to the Gospel."* Cassiodorus explains the interpretation just given (Expositio in Psalterium, ad Ps. cxix.): "The number seven...signifies the week on account of the Sabbath of the Old Testament; the number eight means the Lord's day...a fact which pertains to the New Testament."† Bruno (Commentarius in Psalmos, in Migne's Patrol. S. Lat., vol. 152) adduces additional reasons why the numbers 7 and 8 should refer to the Old and New Testaments. But it would be idle to give these notions here in detail, since they are merely the fruit of speculative imagination, acting arbitrarily and unrestrained by common sense; nothing in the little Psalter suggests a separation of its contents in the way indicated above; the latter eight Psalms are marked by Old Testament thought and feeling quite as distinctively as the preceding seven, so that they cannot be regarded as representative of the New Testament.

This whole plan of charging simple phenomena with grave religious significance has long since been replaced by the methods of scientific and historical investigation.

THEORY B.

THAT MA' LÔTH IS A METRICAL OR RHETORICAL TERM.

From the analogy of other titles in the Psalter there is no reason to suppose that the heading of these fifteen Songs might have reference to peculiarities of metre or of the structure of the poems. But for considerations satisfactory to themselves a number of scholars have concluded that this is a fact.

J. D. Michaelis (1717-1791) brought forward a conjecture that by Ma' lôth poetic steps (i.e. metre) are meant. In support of this he merely quotes a Syriac expression, itself of uncertain meaning: נלבנ לא מדרים i.e. scalae odarum, a sort of song, perhaps so called because the modulation ascended at certain intervals as by a ladder (cf. the Thesaurus Syriacus ed. R. Payne Smith, s. v. נלבנ). Michaelis seems to have found it impossible to give a more definite explanation; but the same general idea obtained special development at the hands of Bellermann (Versuch über die Metrik der Hebräer, Berlin 1813, p. 190 sqq.). This writer

---

* Et post ethicum ALum Psalmum id est centinimum octavum decimum, XV. Psalmi sunt per quos primum eruditor in legi, et septenario numero æquale, postea per ogdoadem ad Evangelium scandimus.
† Septenarius numerus...significant hebdomadam propter sabbatum Veteris Testamenti: octonarius dominicum diem...quod ad Novum pertinet Testamentum.
founded his attempt to construct a Hebrew Prosody upon a system of morae, according to which all syllables have the same value, and a change is brought about only by the accent; all toneless syllables were short, all heightened by the tone were long; e. g. לְעַנָּה. Observing that nearly all the verses in these Psalms are of the same length, and that, according to his hypothesis, trochees occur very frequently, he took מָּצִלָּה to mean trochee; the individual Songs are therefore aptly designated a Song of the Trochees. In confirmation of this view, Bellermann adduces the passage Gen. 31:10, where the verb יָלַע = saltare leap; מָּצִלָּה, a derivative from this stem, would therefore be equivalent to the Greek τροχαῖς. But the notion of a tripping movement, inherent in the word τροχαῖς, does not belong to מָּצִלָּה; the idea in the Hebrew word is that of ascent from a lower to a higher place, and the usage in Gen. 31:10 (where יָלַע is said of rams in the act of copulation) presents no exception to the general meaning. Aside from this, however, Bellermann found it inconvenient to follow consistently his own rules as to the metre; e. g. Ps. 127:1, which according to his theory should be marked thus: לֶבֶן הָלָּהוּ אֲנָה— he measured as follows: לֶבֶן הָלָּהוּ אֲנָה. As Gesenius remarked (Thesaurus Linguæ Hebrææ s. v. לֶבֶן הָלָּהוּ he might just as well have taken מָּצִלָּה to mean iambus. This is not the place to discuss his system of Prosody; de Wette (Commentar, Einleitung, p. 86) has observed that he did not succeed in showing that the Hebrews had any particular metre; and his explanation of מָּצִלָּה remains simply an unsupported conjecture.

**MA'ZILÁH A TECHNICAL TERM FOR A RHYTHMIC FIGURE.**

The interpretation next to be considered deserves attention not only because proposed by a scholar whose memory is honored by every student of Hebrew, but also for the reason that it is based on the observation of phenomena actually occurring in these Psalms. W. Gesenius (1786–1842), the noted Halle professor, maintained (in the Hallische Literatur-Zeitung, 1813, No. 205, cf. his Commentar über den Jesia, Leipzig, 1821, pp. 570, 790, and his remarks in the Thesaurus Linguæ Hebrææ s. v. לֶבֶן הָלָּהוּ) that the title refers to a certain rhythmic figure in the Songs, according to which a terrace- or ladder-like ascent in the structure of verses and the movement of thought is obtained by the repetition of a part of a verse in combination with fresh elements at the beginning of the verse following. מָּצִילָּה is therefore used here in a figurative sense as a technical term descriptive of the verse-structure of the Songs; and the title is to be rendered: "a Song of Degrees" (Canticum graduum), so that this once meaningless phrase in the Authorized Version now gains a definite connotation. The figure is said to be most clearly seen in Ps. 121:*
I lift up mine eyes to the mountains;
Whence will my help come?
My help cometh from Jahve,
The maker of heaven and earth.
He will not suffer thy foot to totter,
Thy keeper will not slumber.
Behold, slumbereth not and sleepest not
The keeper of Israel.
Jahve is thy keeper,
Jahve is thy shade upon thy right hand.
The sun shall not smite thee by day
Nor the moon by night.
Jahve shall keep thee from all evil,
He shall keep thy soul.
Jahve shall keep thy going out and thy coming in
From henceforth even forever.

This explanation has been approved by de Wette, who includes the newly discovered form of structure among the artistic rhythms of Hebrew poetry (Commentar, Einleitung, p. 54); but it has been developed more fully by C. Ehrdt and Franz Delitzsch. According to Ehrdt, not only are the individual Songs composed in the special rhythm, but the entire booklet exhibits a similar systematic disposition of its contents; his idea represents the extreme limits to which those who follow the lead of Gesenius in explaining the title might be tempted to go, but it is an extension of the theory not warranted by the evidence in the Psalms.*

While Gesenius admitted that in several Songs the figure does not occur, Delitzsch thinks that all of them are marked to a greater or less degree of prominence by the same rhetorical feature, and that on account of this common peculiarity they have been placed together. Though the structure does not appear in the same way throughout, yet "it is enough that here as nowhere else * * * * * * * * * *

* He thinks that the 15 Songs form a connected whole in which may be observed an upward progress of feelings from the lowest degree of pain to the highest degree of joy; also a gradual development of the events and experiences that form the historical background from the last period of the exile to the building of the temple. So the Psalms fall into three groups as products of three successive periods: (a) four Psalms (120-123) of the Exile; (b) five Psalms (124-128) of the earlier times of the Return; (c) six Psalms (129-134) of the period of the building of the Temple. But this division is not justified by the contents of the Psalms, not one of which appears to have been composed during the exile. Psalm 122, with its clear representation of Jerusalem as rebuilt and of the temple-worship as restored, must have been composed subsequent to the third period recognized by Ehrdt. As elsewhere in the Psalter, the chronological order of composition is by no means the present order of arrangement: for, in that case, Ps. 122 should be placed after Ps. 125, a Song which reflects the Messianic hopes of Haggar and Zechariah. This series of word-pictures appears not as a logically developed historical record, but rather as a number of sketches, collected in a single volume, unedited, unarranged, except perhaps with a view to bring out contrasts (e. g. between vexation and joy, 122, 124), or to place like with like (e. g. 127, 128 both referring to domestic happiness). While the general tone of the closing pieces (e. g. 123, 133 is perhaps brighter than that of the opening Psalms 120, 122), yet a defined gradation in the feelings of the congregation as reflected in the poems cannot be made out.
parallelism retires into the background, and a preference is expressed for the use of this figure."

The possibility of using Ma‘šāh as terminus technicus in the sense required may be admitted, though the title would then stand as something unique among the headings of the Psalms. But especially in the absence of any other example of the term with this peculiar significance, the Songs themselves must furnish strong evidence to establish the alleged meaning. If this form of structure is so dominant a characteristic as to lend individuality to the body of Songs in question, sharply distinguishing it as a whole from the great mass of the Psalter; if it is the one peculiarity possessed by each Song which would account for the formation of the separate book designated by a special title—then the explanation of Gesenius may be stamped as correct. But these necessary conditions are not fulfilled. For the rhetorical figure described above is not conspicuous in these Psalms. Gesenius (Theaurus s. v. מִשְׁלֵי יְהוָה) mentions twenty-six out of the one hundred and one verses in these Psalms as illustrating the rhythmical ascent in thought and language, viz.: 121:1, 2, 3, 4, 5; 122:2, 3, 4; 123:3, 4; 124:1, 2, 3, 4, 5; 126:2, 3; 129:1, 2; 130:5, 6, 7, 8; 131:2; 133:2, 3; to this number Delitzsch adds thirty-eight: 120:2, 3, 5, 6, 7; 121:7, 8; 122:5, 6, 7, 8; 123:1, 2; 124:7; 125:1, 2, 3, 4; 126:6; 127:1, 2, 3, 4; 128:1, 2, 4, 5, 6; 129:8; 132:2, 5, 9, 16, 18, 14; 134:1, 2, 3. But a great many of these alleged examples are clearly not legitimate. Instances of repetition are numerous in these Songs, but of various kinds. In the matter of word-figures, the position occupied by the repeated word or words is the determining consideration; so in Ps. 122:2, 3:

עַרְמֹזְתֵּךְ וְיַרְדֵּן בִּשְׁעִירֵךְ יְרֵשְׁלָם
רֵמֶשֶׂת הַבְּנִי

2, Our feet do indeed stand in thy gates, O Jerusalem!

3, Jerusalem, that is rebuilt as a city.

The repetition clearly belongs to a different category from that in Ps. 138:13, 14:

כִּי בָחַר יְהוָה הַצְּבָא צָאת לְפָשֵׁב לֵל
זָאָת מֵנֹאֵרָי עֶרֶב פֶּה אֵשֶׁב כְּי אָחָיָה

18, For JHVH has chosen Zion, he has desired it for his dwelling.

14, This is my habitation forever; here I will dwell, for I have desired it.

In the latter passage the repeated word stands at the end, not the beginning, of the second verse; this is also the case in Ps. 128:1, 2; 124:4, 5; 122:7, 8; 127: 8, 4; 134:1, 2. Further, the repetition of the phrase deceitful tongue in Ps. 120:2, 3 is not analogous to the emphatic reiteration of a whole clause in Ps. 124:1, 2:

לֹאִי תְוָה שְׁאוֹתִי לְעָבָר נָא יְשָׁרֵאַל
לֹאִי תְוָה שְׁאוֹתִי לְעָבָר

“If we had not had JHVH—Israel should say;
If we had not had JHVH”-

or in 129:1, 2.
It will be clear, then, that if the terminology of classical rhetoric be employed, all the cases of \textit{repetitio} cannot be described as coming under any one of the special heads, but several varieties of the general figure may be distinguished, or at least it may be said that something analogous to the constructions employed by the Greek and Latin writers is to be noted; e. g., \textit{Anastrophe} (the case in which the last word of a sentence, clause or verse is the first word of the next) occurs in 122:2, 3; \textit{Anaphora} or \textit{Epanaphora} (i. e. repetition of the same word at the head of successive clauses) is to be noticed in 124:3, 4, 5; 122:8, 9; 128:5a, 6b; 133:2, 3; while 122:4 שבי יתלב יתלב “the tribes, the tribes of Jah”—may be an example of \textit{Anadiplosis} (repetition of a single word in immediate succession), a term which Baethgen (\textit{Commentar}, p. xx.) thinks applicable to the structure noticed by Gesenius. \textit{Chimaz} or \textit{Epiploke}, to which Gesenius, Ehrt and Delitzsch liken the figure, does not appear.*

It is likewise clear that the definition given by Gesenius is not applicable to all these cases. The mere recurrence of a word or phrase does not mark the passage as an illustration of the structure. Thus Delitzsch is certainly not justified in claiming as examples such instances as 182:2a, 5b where the phrase \textit{Mighty One of Jacob} is repeated at the end of the third verse subsequent to the one in which it first appears; or 182:9, 16, these two verses being parallel passages in the prayer and the antiphonal response, and verse 16, by almost literally repeating the phraseology of verse 9, emphasizes the idea of a literal fulfillment of the petition. Nor can 127:3, 4; 128:1, 2; 134:1, 2; 120:2, 3, in all of which the repeated expression is found in the second member of the second verse, be properly included among cases of the peculiar rhythm. If repetition alone be the requisite essential to the existence of the structure, then the title, in case it has the reference alleged, ceases to be distinctive, since the great majority of Psalms might then be fitly termed “Songs of Degrees;” for the repetition of a key-word is, like parallelism, an essential element of poetry, being a common rhetorical device to secure attention to the primary thought, or to fix the thesis asserted in the mind of the hearer or reader. Thus in 121:5 sqq. the frequent reiteration of the word \textit{keep} יַדְעָה and of \textit{JHVT} arises from the desire to lay stress on the idea of divine protection from the dreaded evils; as here preservation is the key-word, so in Ps. 122 peace and prosperity form the inspiring theme.

Again in many places, where owing to the repetition of some expression the figure might seem to occur, the phenomena may be explained as due to reasons other than that of artistic composition according to the formula of this figure. In several of the Songs antiphonies are to be observed; thus in the case of Ps. 121, the alleged most perfect example of the degree-like structure in this little Psalter, representation of a dialogue in vv. 1–4 necessitates question and

* Cf. the example in the Mishnic Tract \textit{Pirqē Abōth}, 4:12; also Rom. 5:3 sqq.; 8:28 sqq.; Joel 4:4.
response in language only formally different; so v. 2, spoken in reply to v. 1, takes up the last words of the preceding hemistich:

אשא עיני אל הרוחים מקית באה עוני
עורי מעון יודות

1, I raise my eyes towards the mountains;

Wherein will my help come?

2, My help comes from JHVH.

And in a similar way in the second stanza v. 4, which voices a sentiment in strong opposition to that in v. 3, repeats the concluding phrase of that verse. It is noteworthy that no such verbal connection exists between the two stanzas. Also in Ps. 184, v. 3 is spoken in response to the address in vv. 1, 2.

Parallelism of the ordinary sorts seems to have been the operating influence in the following passages: Ps. 126:6; 124:4, 5, 7; 125:2; 123:2; 128:1, 2, 4, 5, 6; 127:3, 4; 132:13, 14; 130:5; 120:5, 6; 123:3, 4; 127:1. In addition to these the following instances of parallelism occur: 120:2, 5; 121:5, 6, 7; 122:7; 125:4, 5 (antithetic); 126:2, 5 (antithetic); 127:2; 123:3; 129:2 (antithetic), 7; 130:2; 131:1; 132:2-7, 16, 17, 18 (antithetic). This eminent characteristic of Hebrew poetry is therefore not thrust into the background by some new structure, but maintains its importance here as elsewhere.

In two passages repetition seems to be due to an explanatory marginal gloss that has crept into the text; in Ps. 131:2, the words י بتاريخ על יבשת Like a weaned child is my soul within me—constitute simply an exegetical note on the verse; and in Ps. 133:2 the same is true of the phrase: יבקע חרין שירד על פ י the beard of Aaron that flowed down to the collar of his garment.

Thus by far the greater number of the verses claimed by Gesenius and Delitzsch as examples of the structure they describe find explanation in another way. Those that remain do exhibit a peculiar form of which there will be occasion to speak presently; but they are too few to give character to the book. This fact alone is enough to confute the idea that a title was given these Songs because of a peculiarity in the structure of the verses. But this is not all; for the title, if it is to be explained as Gesenius suggested, would not be distinctive, since numerous examples of a structure the same as that in the few verses just alluded to, are to be found elsewhere in the Psalter, and in other books of the Old Testament.

Those who uphold the theory have already observed that the structure they describe is a characteristic feature of the Song of Deborah (Judges 5) and have noted other examples, as e.g. Isa. 17:13 and 26:2 sqq. But there are many other poetic passages that conform precisely to the conditions laid down in the definition. A fitting example is Ps. 29; here repetition for the sake of emphasis is noteworthy in the case of the theme יקול the voice of JHVH, which occurs
seven times in the eleven verses of the poem; but this sort of reiteration is altogether unlike that in vs. 1, 2:

 Harbour Litohos bin ELiS hymn LiLitohos cobar utzi hog LiLitohos cobar Shem
Give to JHVH—O ye sons of the mighty!
Give to JHVH glory and strength!
Give to JHVH the glory of his name!

or that in v. 5:

Kol Litohos Shabar Arizim Yishbor Yitoh Az Ahri Hebbon
The voice of JHVH breaks the cedars,
Yea, JHVH breaks the cedars of Lebanon—

or in vs. 8 and 10. Here may be seen the construction of which Gesenius took note; v. 2 borrows its opening expression from the second hemistich of v. 1, which in turn is in part a reproduction of the first hemistich; each half-verse is something of an advance over its predecessor, so that the whole has not inaply been compared to a terrace-like ascent in thought. The general form of structure of which the above is a special type is, therefore, fitly termed climactic parallelism or ascending rhythm.*

Several varieties of this construction may be distinguished: (1) as in the Psalm just quoted, one of the prevailing forms which it assumes consists of the repetition of some element of a preceding στιχος or hemistich in combination with a fresh expression complementary or descriptive, in the verse or member following;† this is an especial feature in the Song of Deborah, Judges 5: cf. v. 4b

Arizim Ezeshah to Shelom Neshol
Bo Ubim Nefal Mi
Earth trembled, and the heavens dropped,
Yea, the clouds dropped water.

---

† Interesting examples of this construction occur in Assyrian Literature; thus in IV: 1* 96 sqq. are found these lines:

munasjir lamâ û erqtim šadu munasjir matî
šadu munasjir matî ûa emuqšu šaqâ
ša emuqšu šaqâ tallaktaušu šaqât.

He who rends heaven and earth, the demon who rends the land,
The demon who rends the land, whose powers are exalted,
Whose powers are exalted, whose course is on high.

Also the following passage from the Descent of Istar, IV: 31, 13-15:

Istar ana bâb erqit lâ tarat ina kâssâdîša
ana qēp bábbi amâtu(m) izâkar
qēp mē pitâ bâbka
pitâ bâbkama lârubu anâkû

When Istar arrived at the entrance to the land whence there is no return,
She addressed the porter:
O watchers of the waters, open thy gate!
Open thy gate that I may come in.

Cf. likewise the Koran, Sura 96.
There is also some analogy between this and the so-called concatenary construction in Vedic poetry. This consists of the repetition at the beginning of a stanza of some expression occur-
The mountains quaked before JHVH
That Sinai before JHVH, God of Israel.

Cf. also vs. 7b, 11, 13, 19, 20–24, 26b, 27, 30; the same construction is found in Isa. 26:5, 6; Ps. 96:13; 97:5; 98:5; 10:9; 35:10; 135:12; 115:12; Isa. 17:12, 13; and the poetic fragment Judges 15:16:

With the jaw-bone of an ass—a heap, two heaps—
With the jaw-bone of an ass I smote a thousand men.

Somewhat analogous to this is the form of expression noticed by Canon Driver (Introduction, p. 122) as one of the peculiarities of the Priests' Code: "A statement is first made in general terms, and then partly repeated for the purpose of receiving closer limitation or definition;" e.g. Gen. 23:11: Nay, my lord, hear me; I give thee the field, and as for the cave in it, I give it to thee, in the presence of my people I give it to thee;"* cf. the other examples he gives (ib. p. 122, n. 7) viz., Gen. 1:27; 6:14; 8:5; 9:5; 49:2b, 30; Ex. 12:4, 8; 16:16, 35; 25:2, 11, 18, 19, etc.

(2) A second variety comprises those cases in which the flow of the sentence or verse is interrupted, usually by a vocative, and then in resumption the words already spoken are repeated; so in Ps. 89:52: With which thy enemies reproach, JHVH, with which they reproach the footsteps of thy anointed (people); and in Ps. 92:10: For lo, thy enemies, JHVH, for lo, thy enemies will perish; also in Ps. 93:8; 94:1, 3; 98:7; 113:1; 115:1; 68:25; 77:17; Isa. 26:15; Ex. 15:18; Ps. 57:8; Jer. 31:21.

(3) It sometimes happens that a single word or phrase in a verse or hemistic is repeated in the one following, where it serves as the basis or point of departure for the new thought; e.g. Ps. 25:3:  

This phenomenon furnishes a means to detect interpolations in the Vedas; if, for example, such a connection as indicated above exists between stanzas 1 and 3 of a poem, the second stanza is presumably an addition inserted by a later hand. I am indebted for the foregoing to Professor Bloomfield.

Yea, let none that wait for thee be put to shame; let those be put to shame who lie
without cause; Ps. 25:7, 8. According to thy kindness do thou remember me, JHVH,
for thy goodness' sake! Good and upright is JHVH; Ps. 51:19; 93:1, 2; 94:2, 3; 96:13; 9:17, 18; 11:4, 5; Isa. 9:2; 26:3, 4.

The construction is, as Driver observes, of comparatively rare occurrence and
all but peculiar to the most elevated style; and it should be added, is one of the
oldest forms of Hebrew poetry.

In the so-called Songs of Degrees the following verses illustrate this sort of
parallelism: under variety No. 1 belong: 120:5, 6; 123:3, 4; 122:4, 5; 126:2, 3;
130:6, 7 (corrected text); 124:5, 6; 130:5, 6 (corrected text); under No. 2 belong:
124:1, 2; 129:1, 2; and under No. 3: 122:2, 3; 120:6, 7; 124:7; 130:7, 8; 134:2, 3. In
all 27 verses of 8 Psalms (or, if 121:1, 2 and 3, 4 are to be included in class No. 3, 31
verses of 9 Psalms) may be considered as examples of this structure; but, as
remarked by Driver, the examples are in several cases much less forcible and distinc-
tive than those met with in other parts of the Psalter; so especially 121:1 sqq.
Here, as elsewhere, the construction is confined to two or three verses in a Psalm.
It is clearly not a characteristic of the booklet as a whole.

THEORY C.

THE TITLE A LITURGICAL NOTE.

That the title may be a liturgical note or direction is one of the possibilities
which an investigator would naturally take into account, since it is suggested by
the analogy of other headings which obtain most satisfactory explanation in this
way; e. g. the title of Ps. 30, שיר ליום ההבנה A Song of the Dedication of the
Temple— alludes, not to an event in the life of David, but to the occasion on which
in later days the Psalm was publicly recited (cf. Soferim 18:2) viz., on the anni-
versary of the dedication of the temple by Judas Maccabæus (1 Macc. 4, 52 sqq.);
cf. נExpected, John 10:22; Ps. 92, entitled שיר ליום הכובשים A Song for the Sab-
bath-day, is an instance (the only one in the Hebrew Psalter, ) of a Psalm
appointed to be used in public worship on a specified day of the week;* finally,
directions to the chief-musician are quite frequent.

Many commentators have therefore offered explanations based on the assump-
tion that the obscure title is of this nature. Rabbi Saadya Gaon, who renders
the words תסביהון לילוחי ביראתי סאתי Praise to God with a loud voice,
conceived of the phrase as referring to the tone of voice in which the Psalms
should be chanted, apparently supposing that a higher key was intended to be
used. Of the same opinion were Calvin† and Luther; but the latter adds his own
idea that the Songs were so named because "sung in an elevated place, a higher

* In the LXX. notices similar to this are prefixed to several Songs, viz., 24; 35; 48; 98; 94. Cf.
† Commentarius in librum Psalmorum; Amsterdam, 1667, III., p. 478.
choir (hence his translation: "Ein Lied im höhern Chor"); by the priests or Levites (of whom there were 24 orders), perhaps choir over choir. In support of this is quoted the passage 2 Chron. 20:19, where it is said that the Levites stood up to praise God with a very loud voice; but here, as the punctuation shows, the directive) is a different word from Ma‘lāh.

Ibn Ezra conjectured that Shir Hamma‘lāh may have been the opening words of a song to the tune of which the Psalms were to be chanted. But if such were the case, there would be expected the presence of a preposition before the phrase as in other titles which, though many of them are obscure, seem best explained as denoting the tune or instrument to be employed; e. g. in Ps. 8:1; 81:1; 84:1: בְּגֵן שָׁרוּ to (the tune or music of) the Gittith; in Ps. 4:1; 6:1: בְּגֵן הָנָהָרָה with stringed instruments; in Ps. 80:1: כִּי שָׁמַיִם עֹרָה to (the tune of) "Lilies, a testimony;" cf. 60:1; 46:1; 69:1; in 22:1: עַל עִלָּאָה הַשָּׁלוֹחַ to (the tune of) "the kind of the morning;" or at least על אילָות לְמַנְגָּה to the chief musician, would be prefixed as in Ps. 57, 58, 59, 75, where the words that follow, אל האישנה do not destroy—perhaps signify a tune named from the first words of a song* for which it was originally composed.

According to Luther, some explain the Songs as "Psalms of rising up" from the notion that they were sung at the end of the services, when the congregation was dismissed. But Ma‘lāh does not convey any such idea.

Another more fanciful supposition (quoted by Clarisse) attributes the title to the circumstance that the rendition of the Songs in the services was accompanied by the music of a stringed instrument on which the hand of the player ascended or descended; while yet another conjecture of Jewish origin makes the phrase a compendium for Shir Nanna Ulolah "A Song of a hundred holocausts," i.e. sung on the occasion of such an offering.

**THE SONGS OF THE STEPS.**

A Jewish explanation (found in Saadya and evidently formulated at a much earlier time), which has some degree of plausibility, is quoted by David Qamchi (1155-1255) in his note on Ps. 120:1: "It is said that the Levites repeat them (i.e. the Songs) on the fifteen steps in the mountain of the temple between the court of Israel and the court of the women, by which they ascend from the court of the women to the court of Israel, and they repeat one Song on each step."

Similarly Gratz thinks the title was conferred for the reason that the Psalms were sung on the fifteen steps of the inner court by the Levites in the nights of the Feasts of Booths, to heighten the joy at the ceremony of the water-libation; for the express purpose of such use the Songs were collected in one book. This idea

---

* Cf. W. B. Smith, Old Testament in the Jewish Church, 2d ed., p. 209.

† אמור כד הוי אמור כי נמש ידליב לפי ישראל בשר מכרות שמות בכרי הנגד בנים מנזר

‡ לעות נשים שעון וולין בות מקועות נשים לעות ישראל אמור כי השם ירח במעגל עתר

+ ליעות יולא אמור אמור אמור כד הוי אמור כי נמש ידליב לפי ישראל בשר מכרות שמות בכרי הנגד בנים מנזר

.
appears to be based on a passage in the Mishnah, Succah, 5:2 (cf. Middoth 2:5)
where, in the description of the services during the Feast of Booths, it is said:
"pious and respectable men danced with torches in their hands and sang
songs of praise, and the Levites accompanied them with harps and numberless
instruments of music.* On the fifteen steps, which led down from the court
of the men to that of the women, corresponding to the fifteen Ma'asseh in the
Psalms, the Levites stood with instruments of music and sang." The words,
"corresponding to the fifteen Ma'asseh in the Psalms"—must, it appears, be
regarded as a parenthesis, while the words following them resume the interrupted
narrative. From this parenthesis it would seem that the fifteen steps in the
temple were thought to have been built to correspond with the fifteen songs†; it
is neither said nor implied that the Psalms were so named because sung on the
steps. The Mishnah merely notes a parallelism in number between the Songs
and the steps, without asserting the employment of the Psalms in the service or
giving an explanation of the name. But the passage may have given occasion for
the rise of the idea. The translation of the LXX. ὁδὸς τῶν ἁγίων τοῦ ἱεροῦ (Vulgate:
canticum graduum) might be taken as indicating that, at the time this version was
prepared, the view that the Psalms were "Songs of the Steps" was in existence;
but, on the other hand, it may be urged that the LXX. simply attempted to give
a literal translation, and had in this case, as in the matter of other titles, no
clear view of the meaning.‡

The title given in the Targum, "שירא דאתאמאין על ממקין רוחוהמא
"The Song which was sung at the rising of the deep"
—has been thought to refer
to a tradition which is found in the Gemara of the Talmud. In the Talmud
Jerushalmi, Sanhedrin X., 29a, it is related that when David was digging the
foundations of the temple, and had dug to a depth of 1500 cubits without reaching
the bottom of the abyss, he found a fragment of pottery; he was about to
remove it, when it warned him to desist, saying that when the earth was shaken
and broken by the thunder of God's voice on Sinai, it was placed here to restrain
the deep, which would otherwise submerge the world. David did not heed the
warning, and immediately the deep threatened to inundate the world. Ahito-
phel, who stood by, rejoiced, supposing that David would be destroyed, and that
he would obtain the throne. But, alarmed at a threat of David, he told what
would obviate the danger. David then commenced to repeat these Songs, one
Song for each hundred cubits the deep had risen, and the threatened evil was
averted. Ahitophel, in spite of his timely suggestion, was strangled.

* שבחותליאי טעלייוואו לוי יוזמיי בְּכִל שָׁר אָפְּמוּרֶיַי רִישָׁו

† Cf. the Apocryphal Gospel of the Birth of Mary, VI. 1: Erant autem circa templum justa
quindecim graduum psalmos quindecim ascensionis gradus. Now there were about the temple,
according to the fifteen Songs of the Steps, 15 stairs to ascend.
‡ Cf. Cheyne, Origin of the Psalter, p. 60.
Sukkōth, 53*, contains a slightly different account, according to which the deep first rose, then sank below its normal level, but was restored to its usual height when David repeated the Songs. The fabulous character of the story is too obvious to require remark.

Among the many curious theories put forward, it is not surprising that one involving mathematics occurs. This is given by Hitzig (after Venema) who thinks that, according to the use of מַלָּאäh in the Old Testament, only actual steps can be meant; and, taking his cue from the Mishnic passage quoted above, he supposes the steps of the temple* are referred to. From Ezek. 40:6, 22, 26–31, 34, 37, it is clear that even at the time of the first temple, the ascent to the outer court was made by seven steps, and from this to the inner court by eight. It will be noticed that Ps. 120 consists of seven verses, Ps. 121 of eight, as though the former was meant to serve as an entrance to the outer court, the latter as an entrance to the inner. Then there were ten steps leading up (Ezek. 40:49 LXX.) to the porch in front of the temple. Now Pss. 120–129 were perhaps all of them composed by a single author and formed an independent booklet. Pss. 120 and 121 might readily receive the title “Song of the Steps” on account of their respective lengths; perhaps the writer purposely limited the number of verses they should contain and prefixed to them the title. Then a collator applied the name to the other Psalms of the group, making each serve as a step; finally a second redactor, influenced by the same consideration that procured a name for Pss. 120 and 121, extended the use of the title to Pss. 130 sqq. which came immediately after the original group in the Book of Psalms.

The explanation is ingenious, but arbitrary and artificial. While an author might capriciously bestow a title on his work in the way indicated above, yet it is improbable. The (author or) authors of these Psalms had more serious matters to occupy their attention than the whimsical idea of correspondence between the number of the verses and of the steps. And if the first person was so much influenced by his knowledge of the construction of the temple as to give a meaningless title to a portion of his work, he would certainly have seen the possibility of extending the same title to the remaining portion.

SONGS OF THE FEAST-JOURNEYS.

According to the theory which is now generally accepted, this booklet received its name from the fact that the Songs contained in it were employed by companies of pilgrims on their way to the Holy City to keep the great annual feasts.

* Cf. Hippolytus, Fragmenta in Psalmos, Migne's Patrolog. s. Gr., Vol. 10: πάλιν τε αὐτῶν εἰς ταῖς τῶν ἀναβαθμῶν φιάλι, τῶν ἄρθρων πεντεκαίδεκα, δεικτὶ καὶ οἱ ἀναβαθμοί τοῦ ναοῦ, τάχα δηλοῦσα τὰς ἀναβάσεις περίκεισθαι ἐν τῷ ἔθθῳ καὶ ἀγάθῳ ἄρθρῳ: “And again, there are also certain others called Songs of the Steps, in number fifteen, as was also the number of the steps of the temple, and which show thereby, perhaps, that the steps are comprehended within the number seven and the number eight.”
A CRITICAL COMMENTARY ON THE SONGS OF THE RETURN.

This was the opinion of Agellius (d. 1608) and Venema (1697–1787), and the majority of more recent writers strongly commend it.*

Ma‘ la h would then mean feast-journey, a usage of the word which, though without example, is possible, since the verb יַעֲלוֹת is regularly employed in speaking of such ascents to Jerusalem; cf. 1 Kgs. 12:27, 28; Zech. 14:16; Ps. 122:4. The use of Ma‘ lâh in Ezra 7:9 of Ezra’s journey from Babylon to Jerusalem, taken in connection with the meaning of the verb, seems to justify the usage of the noun (1) of any ascent to Jerusalem, then (2) as terminus technicus, of the pilgrim-journeys in particular.† This can be maintained however only as a possibility. The plural Ma‘ lôth would then be explained as referring to the three great annual feasts (so Hupfeld). But W. R. Smith (Old Testament in the Jewish Church, 1. ed. p. 415, n. 7), adopting the idea (first proposed by Ewald, Dichter d. Alten Bundes, 1866, I. 1, p. 252) that the title could not have been originally prefixed to each Psalm, explained the phrase as a singular not very correctly formed from a previous collective title שִׁירֵי הָמָעֹלוֹת The Songs of Ascent. More correct seems the idea supported by Cheyne (Origin of the Psalter, p. 59 note) that שִׁירֵי הָמָעֹלוֹת = שִׁירוֹ הָמָעֹלוֹת כִּי מִאֲבָב, and is the same idiomatic construction as in the phrase הָמָעֹלוֹת of ancestral houses. The title thus belongs to the collection.¶

Since no argument, except that of possibility, can be drawn from the words of the title, the necessary proof to establish the theory must be derived from other sources. And first, facts are adduced to show that the existence of Songs intended for use on the pilgrim-journeys is probable. According to the Law (Ex. 23:14–17; Deut. 16:16), thrice in a year all the males of Israel were required to appear before JHVH: at the feasts of unleavened bread, of weeks and of tabernacles. It may safely be assumed that pious adherents of the faith, desirous of attending these festivals in Jerusalem, would assemble in companies in order to make the journey with greater convenience and safety. In view of the analogous customs of other peoples,** both Aryan and Semitic, it is not unlikely that the

---


† Or even of the pilgrim-caravans; cf. Cheyne, Origin of the Psalter, p. 59.

‡ The idea of Themis, who understands by Ma‘ lôth the stations, or stopping places along the route of ascent, is untenable both because there is no evidence that such stations existed, and because קָנָנוֹת (cf. Ex. 17:1, where this word means station) or קָוֹתוֹת (Isa. 22:19) must then have been used.

¶ Cf. note † p. 27.

** Cheyne (Origin of the Psalter, p. 51) instances the case of the Russian pilgrims in Palestine; T. C. Murray (Origin and Growth of the Psalms, p. 294 sq.) supposes the Jewish feasts were not unlike the Greek games and afforded the motive for many literary works that have been lost. "Around such gatherings there always grows up a luxuriant ballad poetry, and our collector has gathered from it some of the choicest of those which were connected with their religious observance."
pilgrims sang songs on the march or around their camp-fires, though the passages (Isa. 30:29; Ps. 42:5) brought forward by Hupfeld and Moll do not establish this, since both refer simply to the music of festive processions in the Holy City.

Special emphasis is laid upon the character of the Psalms themselves. Indeed, if these fifteen pieces are a compilation of hymns designed for use on the pilgrimages, or selected as suitable for these occasions, it is reasonable to expect that they should give indication of such nature or fitness. This, it is said, they do, being eminently fitted for such use by their brevity (except Ps. 132) and the nature of their contents, especially the reference to Jerusalem as the religious center (122:4; 125:1, 2; 132:13), and the exhortations to unanimity and fraternal feeling which occur again and again.* Moreover some of the Psalms seem to have been written expressly for the pilgrims; thus Ps. 121 is regarded as aptly expressing the sentiments of a pilgrim as he comes in sight of the mountains of Jerusalem:†

I will lift up mine eyes to the mountains;
Whence will my help come?
My help comes from beside Jehovah
Who made the heaven and the earth.
He cannot suffer thy foot to waver,
He that keeps thee cannot slumber.
Behold he that keeps Israel
Shall neither slumber nor sleep—

While in Ps. 122 is celebrated the joyful entrance of the company through the gates of the city:

I was glad when they said unto me,
"Let us go into the house of Jehovah."
Our feet stand at last
Within thy gates, O Jerusalem.

In the opinion of advocates of the theory these two Psalms are distinctive in their character and indicate the design of the whole collection. But it is at the same time acknowledged that a large number, even most, of the Songs were written with reference to definite historical events and had originally nothing to do with the feast-journeys. Thus Hupfeld claims but five Songs (120–122, 133, 134) as peculiarly suitable for use on these marches; five others (124, 126, 128, 129, 132) he thinks have contents more or less in agreement with what is

* It was, of course, important that those associated in these journeys should live at peace among themselves, avoiding quarrels and evil speaking; cf. the Koran, Surah II. 183:

′elḥajju ashhura maʾlūmāta fāman farada ūḥīnna ′lḥajja faša rašata
yalā jadāla fi ′lḥajja = "The pilgrimage must be made in the known months: whoever therefore purposes to go on pilgrimage therein, let him not know a woman, nor quarrel in the pilgrimage." The months meant are Shawkī, Dūqāda and Dūhejja.

† The translations here are taken from Cheyne.
demanded, while the remaining five (123, 125, 127, 130, 131) are of a more general nature, each having the character of a popular song, such as might well find a place in a pilgrim's song-book. Hengstenberg, who assigns the anonymous pieces of the group to the period of restoration after the Exile, thinks allusions to the woes of the time would be expected even in Songs intended for the pilgrims.* It is possible that pieces originally written with regard to the peculiar circumstances and needs of the congregation at some particular time, were afterwards used for a purpose wholly different from that which the authors had in mind to serve, since on account of their general tone of piety and devotion they were appropriate to any religious occasion. And it is conceivable that such Psalms might find their way into a collection of pilgrim-songs. But, in order that the collection may receive the title, it seems necessary that it should contain Songs which demand interpretation as "Songs of feast-journeys," in number and importance sufficient to impart character to the whole. This requirement is not met here.

Out of the five or six Songs, which commentators are accustomed to explain as "pilgrim-songs," four (120, 125, 133, 134) contain not the slightest allusion to a feast-journey, and any attempt to connect them with such an occasion seems unnatural and in the case of 120 and 125 is clearly not justified by the contents. In like manner, there is no indication that pilgrims were in any way concerned with the composition or rendition of 134. Ps. 133—*How sweet and pleasant it is for brethren to dwell together in complete harmony*—may obtain some sort of illustration in the assembly of co-religionists at Jerusalem, or in the gathering of pilgrims from various sections around a common festive board; but the language suggests rather a reference to fraternal feeling and action in daily life, in all matters, domestic, civil and religious. Even Ps. 121 and 122, so often brought forward as establishing a firm basis for the theory, do not receive adequate explanation when interpreted in this way. The former Psalm was in all probability written in contemplation of a journey to Jerusalem, while the statement in verse 3 of the latter, *Our feet stand at last in thy gates, O Jerusalem* (Cheyne) —suggests an arrival in that city; but reference to a feast-journey is excluded by the terms of the description in 121, for the proposed undertaking is an unusual one, attended with great danger and even risk of life. In 122, a piece of much point and vigor, the theme is personal prosperity to be secured by maintenance of the peace and welfare of the city; in brief, the Psalm consists of an earnest

---

*This theologian, by an ingenious hypothesis, attempts to preserve the genuineness of the titles of Ps. 122, 124, 127, 131, 133. These, he supposes, were written by David and Solomon for the pilgrims, and were made the basis of a series designed for the same use after the Restoration. The post-exile author added ten Psalms of his own in a studied and artificial manner, so that the Psalm of Solomon stands in the middle of the group, with two Psalms of David on either side. The hypothesis is far fetched and unnatural, and flatly opposes the evidence in the Songs.*
appeal, supported on either side by potent arguments arranged in series so as to reach a powerful climax in the personal example of the author; and the position of verse 2 (which like verses 1 and 3 suggests a contrast with a past condition of affairs directly the opposite of that in the present) is that of a link in the chain of argument, introducing one of those elements of the present situation upon which the writer desired to lay stress, as it formed a strong reason why his hearers should heed his intreaty; an appeal of this nature might be addressed to pilgrims, but clearly its most natural and direct application is to the inhabitants of Jerusalem.

The argument for the theory from the contents of the Psalms is therefore nil. Least of all can it be claimed that the contents of this little Psalter exhibit an arrangement in series so that, as Agellius thought, the gradual approach of the pilgrims to the city and temple is indicated; thus it is said that in Ps. 121 the pilgrims see the hills of Zion before them, 122 marks the arrival at the gates of the city, while 134 is the address of the pilgrims to the priests in the temple. The notion immediately falls to the ground when a general application of it is attempted; for what stage of the journey does e. g. 123, 124 or 126 mark?

THEORY D.

THE TITLE A HISTORICAL NOTE.

The theory that this title is an index to the historical events that occasioned the composition of the poems, has obtained but two developments.

1. Songs of Hezekiah.

While the general opinion of both ancient and modern exegetes has been that the historical background of the majority of these Songs is to be found in the post-exilic period, there has lately appeared a new work which places it in the times of Hezekiah. Abraham Wolfson* (in his Dissertation: The Shadow of the Degrees or the Writing of Hezekiah, Warsaw, 1882) finds in the poems allusions to the great events of this monarch’s reign. Thus he thinks such passages as 120:5 and 126:4, where distresses are pictured, when taken in connection with the representation of Jerusalem as in splendid condition and of the temple-services as conducted with regularity (122:1 sqq.; 134), can be explained only of the captivity of the ten tribes; this idea is confirmed by the fact that the name Israel alone is used in these Songs, and that the Israelites are represented not as having returned, but as crying to God in distress. The lying lips and deceitful tongue mentioned in 120:2 aptly describe the cunning means employed by the Assyrian general sent by Sennacherib to terrify and seduce the inhabitants of Jerusalem (2 Kgs. 18:17 sqq.). Wolfson regards these Psalms as

*Attention has been paid here to this writer’s theory simply because he furnishes a type of modern Jewish exegesis.
the Songs spoken of in the Song of Hezekiah (Isa. 38:20*), which he considers authentic, and thinks they were composed by Hezekiah concerning the captivity of Israel; the sign granted to the king as the assurance of recovery from his serious illness suggested the title "Songs of Degrees" (cf. 2 Kgs. 20:11 and Isa. 38:8), while the number of years added to his life (2 Kgs. 20:8) corresponds to the number of the Psalms. In the composition of these poems the pious monarch had in view their use in the services of the temple which he had re-established; and Wolfson supposes that they are arranged in order according to their fitness to be employed at certain hours of the day: thus 120, which refers to the captivity of Israel and the distress of Judah, is the prologue to the collection; 121 is the song of the morning; 122 describes the soul's longing for the house of God; 123 is a prayer; 128, a song of eating; 130, a prayer at the Mincha-offering; 132, a song of public rest; 133, a song of domestic rest; 134, an evening prayer.

Whatever may be said of the authenticity† of the Song of Hezekiah (Isa. 38:9 sqq.), the passage Isa. 38:20 offers no foundation on which to rest a theory concerning supposed literary productions of this pious king. This passage reads thus: נגניהם נגניהם נגניהם נגניהם נגניהם נגניהם נגניהם נגניהם נגניהם נגניהם נגניהם נגניהם נגניהם נגניהם נגניהם נגניהם נגניהם נגניהם נגניהם נגניהם נגניהם נגניהם נגניהם נגניהם נגניהם נגניהם נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgנים נgn is not the plural of the first person singular, which would hardly be consonant with the plural in למלך and למלך, but a denominative ending. The meaning is clear in the note appended to the Psalm in Hab. 3:19: ט to the chief musician, to the accompaniment of stringed instruments; cf. the similar directions to the leader of the choir in Pss. 4:1; 6:1; 54:1; 55:1; 67:1; 76:1. ינ also does not mean sing, but is the technical term used of playing on such instruments; cf. e.g. 1 Sam. 16:16; Isa. 23:16; Ezek. 33:32; Ps. 33:3; 2 Kgs. 3:15. So that the clause must be rendered: and we will play on stringed instruments all our lives.

That the passage cannot be used to prove that Hezekiah wrote songs is clear. But, even admitting that he was a writer, there seems to be no reason sufficient to justify assignment of these Psalms to him, or to unknown writers of his time.

* Cf. the translation in the A. V.: therefore we will sing my songs to the stringed instruments.
† Delitzsche (Biblische Commentary on the Prophecies of Isaiah, Edinburgh 1890) accepts it as Hezekiah's work. So apparently Dillmann, Der Prophet Jesaja, Leipzig, 1890, and von Orelli, Die Propheten Jesaja u. Jeremia, Zv. Aufl., München, 1891. But Cornil (Einführung in d. alt. Test., Freiburg, 1891, p. 148) rejects it on the grounds that nothing in the poem characterizes the author as a king, or shows that his sickness happened at a great crisis or that his recovery is a pledge of better times; and on closer examination it is seen to be not a thanksgiving but a prayer. Had it been an authentic Song of Hezekiah it is hard to understand why it was omitted in Kings, especially since in this book are found two prayers of Solomon, all the long speeches of prophets and even a prayer of Hezekiah. In language and thought it shows a striking similarity to Job and the later Psalms. B. Duhm, Das Buch Jesaja, Göttingen, 1892, p. 255, on account of the language, assigns it to a position among the latest pieces of the Old Testament.
Wolfson lays great stress on the difficulties that would arise in case the Songs are regarded as written to be sung by the Jews on the occasion of the return from Babylon in 537; and, with reason. But these difficulties are not such as to compel the commentator to seek the historical background in the times following the exile of Israel (721). On the contrary, when an explanation is attempted on that basis, yet greater difficulties present themselves, which can only be met by exegesis inconsistent with the plain meaning of the Psalms.

The writer of Ps. 122 looks back upon a time when the kings of David’s line sat on the throne; but there is nothing in the Psalms to indicate that a Judean monarch is at present in authority, while from Ps. 125 it seems clear that a foreign yoke now rests upon the land; and in 132 the restoration of David’s dynasty is made the subject of earnest prayer and solemn promise. It is clear from repeated references in the Songs that a great calamity has but recently reached an end, and the people are struggling with difficulties that have arisen in part on account of a lack of fraternal spirit in some members of the community, as well as against the bitter opposition of their neighbors. This picture does not suit the time of Hezekiah.

Wolfson emphasizes the use of the name Israel in these Psalms. But this term, though to be sure sometimes used to denote the people of the ten tribes (1 Kgs. 15:31), may mean the true Israel, the church of JHVH (Ps. 73:1), and is employed in speaking of the colonists in Judea after the Exile (Ezra 2:59; 10:1; Neh. 7:61). And while it is true that Israel is represented as in distress (Ps. 130), yet two Psalms (124, 129) clearly show that this people has recently experienced a great deliverance; this was not true of the ten tribes at the time in which Wolfson supposes the Songs were written; he is therefore obliged to interpret 124 and 129 as referring to the deliverance of Judah, but at the same time, he makes 130 a prayer of the Israelites in captivity.

In several cases his interpretation destroys the unity of the Songs. Thus, he says that Ps. 120:1–4 tells of the means employed by Sennacherib’s officer to induce the people of Jerusalem to yield to the great Assyrian King; but in verse 5 the subject is totally changed and the scene transferred to the distant lands where the ten tribes languish in exile. This sudden change, for which there is no preparation whatever in the Psalm, is necessary in order that Wolfson may find an explanation, but it involves a grave literary fault of which the author of the Psalm was certainly not guilty. Similarly in Ps. 126 he thinks that verse 1 is spoken by the Israelites in captivity who have heard of the wonderful deliverance of Judah in the days of Hezekiah, and who now in verse 4 beseech that a like mercy may be granted to them. But logical interpretation demands that the speakers of verses 1 and 4 be also those who speak verse 3 and of whose good fortune the nations remark (in verse 2); and with this, Wolfson’s labored inter-
interpretation falls to the ground; for the Israelites had no cause to rejoice at such a signal manifestation of divine favor to themselves in the days of Hezekiah.

Finally, his supposition that the Songs were intended to be used in the temple service at certain hours of the day is very fanciful and arbitrary, and involves a disregard of the actual purposes of the poems. Ps. 121, for example, which he thinks is a song of the morning, contains so little that might in any way indicate this, that exegetes who regard these as pilgrim-songs, entitle it "an evening-song of the feast-journeys." The purpose of Ps. 122 is not to illustrate intense longing for the house of God, but to secure peace in the city by an appeal to the religious as well as the patriotic feelings of the citizens.

2. Songs of the Return (from the Exile).

One of the oldest explanations is that which connects these Psalms with the ascent from Babylon to Jerusalem after the close of the Captivity. In the three Greek versions of the Old Testament, prepared in the second century after Christ, the translations of the title seem to indicate that this idea was present to the minds of the translators; thus Aquila and Symmachus render the phrase by ἐπὶ εἰς τὰς ἀναβάσεις (in the case of Ps. 120 as though here the Hebrew read: בְּרֵי לְמִלְעָה in 121:1), or ἐπὶ τῶν ἀναβάσεων (in 122, 128, 127, 131, 132), which is also given by Theodotion. But, though ἀναβαίνω and ἀνάβασις are used of the ascent from Babylon on the Return,* yet since the terms do not necessarily have such a connotation, but might be used of any journey to Jerusalem (cf. Ps. 122:4), it would not be just to conclude that these renderings are indubitable evidence that the translators interpreted the Psalms as Songs of the Return. But in any case the interpretation goes back to the early centuries of the Christian era. It first finds definite expression in the notes prefixed to the Psalms in the Syriac Version (commonly called the Peshitta); thus for example the title of Ps. 120 reads: שלחוה יˢר לָמַקֶּנֶה מֶעָלָה עֲרֵל בֶּבַיִל דְּרַבָּה. The first Song of the Ascent; the people in Babylon pray that they may be set free;" Ps. 121 is aptly entitled: דְּרַמְּקֶנֶה דְּרַמְּקֶנֶה בֶּבַיִל נִבְּהָה נִבְּהָה עֲרֵל פְּנָה לְדַעְתָּה "Of the Ascent from Babylon; a prophecy concerning the ascent of the people from Babylon." In like manner notes are prefixed to Pss. 122, 128, 126, 127–133. But in the case of 134 both the title* is wanting and the explanatory note does not refer the piece to the time of the Return.

Of the Greek Fathers, Chrysostom thought the Psalms were so-called (i. e. Songs of the Ascents, φῶς τῶν ἀναβάσεων) because they treat of the Ascent from Baby-

---

* Cf. Ezra 1:2: ἀναβαίνουσιν = those returning; Ezra 7:9: τὴν ἀνάβασιν τὴν ἀναβαίνουσα; Ezra 1:8; 7:6; Neh. 7:5, 6, 61.

* It is somewhat surprising that the translation of the title differs in the case of the different Psalms; thus in Ps. 120: οὕτω̣ μετάκινησιν ἄναβασισθησασθήσεται; in 121: οὕτω̣ μετάκινησιν ἄναβασισθησασθήσεται; in 122, 128, 125–130, 132, 133: οὕτω̣ μετάκινησιν; in 181: οὕτω̣ μετάκινησιν; and in 194: οὕτω̣ μετάκινησιν. It is hard to say to what these differences are due.
lon and make mention of the Captivity in that place; though, taken in the mystical sense, they lead to the path of virtue.* Similarly Theodoret, bishop of Cyrurus (390–461) remarks (Interpretatio in Psalmos, ad Ps. cxix., in Migne’sPatrol. s. Gr., Vol. 80) that: “the ascents or steps set forth the ascent of the people who had been in captivity, from Babylon.” One Psalm tells of the misfortunes in Babylon, another the good news of the Return, and another the joy on the journey; one tells of the wars that took place after the Return, another of the building of the temple.”† Also Theodore of Mopsuestia (d. 429), the exegete  
κατ' ἐξοχήν of the Syriac Nestorians, assigns 14‡ of these Psalms together with 25 other pieces in the Psalter to the Chaldean period and the Return from Captivity; e. g. he makes Ps. 121 refer to the return and the admonition to the people and to everyone; 122 was “spoken in the name of the nobles who returned from Babylon;” 123 refers to “the people in Babylon in so far as they in faith supplicated deliverance from those who had carried them away.”‡

Of more recent writers who have held similar views may be mentioned Tiling (Dissertatio de XV Psalmis graduum), whose ideas were largely adopted by Rosenmüller; and Ewald (in the first edition of Die Dichter des Alten Bundes, 1885–1889).

While the interpretation of the exegetes mentioned is in many points unsatisfactory, especially with regard to the historical references of the individual Songs, yet their general idea, that these Psalms were composed in the times of the Return and the Restoration, and that to this circumstance they owe their title, seems correct. For the meaning which the title must then have is supported by the actual language use, and the Songs themselves obtain most natural and fitting explanation when referred to this important epoch in the history of Judaism; so that the theory as to the sense of the phrase  שִׁיר הָמָּה 10th which might reasonably be formed from external considerations, is confirmed by the evidence in the little Psalter itself; in the case of no other theory has this been found true; here only does possibility become probability.

---

* Cf. his words quoted above, p. 6.
† Δηλεώς μέντοι αἱ ἀναβάσεις, ἡ ο力还是 ἀναβαθμοί, τῶν αἰχμαλωτευθέντως λαοῦ τήν ἀπὸ βασιλέως ἐπάνω δέ μεν τὰς ἐν βασιλέως συμφοράς, ὁ δὲ τῆς ἐπανάνθισιν τὰ εἰς ἀγάλλης ὁ δὲ τῆν κατὰ τήν ὕδων εἰσφοράσαιν· ἀλλοι τοὺς μετὰ τὴν ἐπάνω γεγενημένους πολέμους· ἐπερον τοῦ ναοῦ οἰκοδομήν.
‡ Ps. 120 was spoken, he thought, by David at the time he was pursued by Saul and was forced to dwell among strangers.
§ The loss of Theodore’s Commentary on the Psalms (only fragments of the Greek text have been preserved; cf. Corderius, Expositio patrum graecorum in Psalmos, Antwerp, 1683, Tom. I., and Migne’sPatrol. s. Gr., Vol. 66) has in part been made good by the discovery of a Syriac MS. now in the Royal Library in Berlin; the document does not, to be sure, literally reproduce Theodore’s work, yet since in all cases where it is possible to compare it with the Greek fragments, it faithfully follows the original, so in all cases where such comparison is impossible it may be regarded as a reliable witness to the exegete’s ideas respecting the Psalms. Cf. F. Beuthgen, der Psalmcommentar des Theodor von Mopsuestia in Syrischer Bearbeitung, in the Zeitschr. für Alttestamentl. Wissenschaft, V. (1885), pp. 53 sqq.
In the first place, that Ma‘îrâh may refer to the Ascent from Babylon is conceded in view of the fact that the verb מֵאָלַח is regularly employed when allusion is made to this journey; e.g. in Ezra 7:6; 1:3, 5; Neh. 12:1; the participle מֵאָלַח is used of those who returned in Ezra 2:1, 59; Neh. 7:5, 6, 61; and finally the noun itself is employed in speaking of Ezra’s journey (Ezra 7:9). But it is objected (by Delitzsch, Hitzig, Hupfeld, Hengstenberg) that the term could not be used absolutely in the sense of the Return; some more definite form of expression would be necessary, as e.g. המלך מבבל the Ascent from Babylon. To this it may be replied that, while to the mind of a scholar of to-day המלך alone might not suggest the idea of the Ascent from Babylon, yet to the Jews of the 5th century B.C. the word describing this important event was no doubt invested with a definiteness that precluded the necessity of adding any qualification to make clear what was meant, just as the Reformation conveys but one idea to us; to them it became the Ma‘îrâh.

Another difficulty presents itself in the plural Ma‘îrâth where the singular might be expected. This was formerly explained of the several different ascents, that of Zerubbabel and his party in 537 and that of Ezra some 80 years later; and the title was accordingly rendered a Song of the Ascents, i.e. referring to, or employed in these journeys. But H. Ewald (Die Dichter d. Alten Bundes, I., 1, p. 252), followed by W. R. Smith (Old Test. in the Jewish Church, 1881, p. 416, note 7) and F. Bæthgen (Die Psalmen, p. xx.), supposed that the title was originally the heading of the entire book and that, when the little hymnal was incorporated in the third great section of the Psalter, the compiler prefixed to each Song the name of the collection and at the same time changed the collective designation שִׁרְיִים המֵאָלָה שִׁירת הַמָּמַלְכֶּה into שִׁירִים הַמָּמַלְכֶּה so as to adapt it to a single Psalm. This is possible, though it would certainly have been more natural to append to each piece the name of the source whence it was taken. But Paul Haupt, accepting the idea of a collective title, first pointed out (Hebraica, II., Jan. 1886, p. 98, n. 2) that the phrase שִׁירת הַמָּמַלְכֶּה should be rendered the Songs of the Ascent, it being, according to a peculiar construction in Hebrew, the plural of a singular שִׁיר הַמֵאָלָה. The plural of a compound idea may be formed in three ways in Hebrew: thus the Song of the Ascent=שִׁירת הַמֵאָלָה, but the Songs of the Ascent may be expressed by שִׁירת הַמֵאָלָה (plural in nomen regens, which is the normal form), or by שִׁירת הַמֵאָלָה (plur. by attraction in nomen rectum), or finally by שִׁירת הַמֵאָלָה (plur. in nomen rectum only).

* W. R. Smith (Article Psalms in the Encyclopaedia Britannica, Vol. 20 (1886), p. 32, note 2, and Old Test. in the Jewish Church, 1882, p. 203, cf. a Review in the Theologische Literaturzeitung, April, 1883, p. 178, by K. Marti) and T. K. Cheyne (Origin of the Psalter, p. 59, n. p.) seem to have arrived at the same conclusion independently, but both take Ma‘îrâh as meaning pilgrimage.

† Other instances of this construction are תַּחְתֵּי עָרָיִם Num. 1:3 sq.; תַּחְתֵּי הָגוֹיִם the houses of the heights, 2 Kgs. 17:32; תַּחְתֵּי עָרָיִם their idol-houses, 1 Sam. 31:9; cf. also Judg. 7:25:
The title is therefore out of place as the designation of a single Song, and names the collection to which these pieces belong. It must have been prefixed to the several Psalms of the group at a comparatively late period when the term Ma‘álah was no longer understood.

As to the Psalms themselves, their contents bear out the above view of their origin. It is, however, an old and well-founded objection to one phase of the theory, that these could not have been journey-songs used during the Ascent (perhaps by the singers accompanying the party, cf. Ezra 2:65; Neh. 7:57); for several of the pieces, notably Ps. 126, were certainly composed some time after the Return. But the application of the title, Songs of the Ascent (or Return; in the nature of the case Ma‘álah would signify both), need not be so exclusive; Psalms written in anticipation of the event, or in description of its successful accomplishment, or pieces that relate to the history of the first period subsequent to the Return, might all be so entitled. Just as the epoch in Jewish history from 538-432 might be fitly called the Era of the Return from the great event which made possible the work of restoration, so the poems that belong to this period may appropriately bear the name. No title more apt, and at the same time so brief, could be found.

It is becoming more and more one of the recognized facts in Old Testament exegesis that the majority at least of these Psalms were composed during the period just mentioned. Several commentators so interpret them; though some (as Rosenmüller, who follows Tilling, Dissertation, p. 87) think it necessary to suppose that several of the pieces, viz., those attributed to David (122, 124, 131, 133) and Solomon (127), are of an earlier date, but were worked over to adapt them to the needs of the colony in Jerusalem. Hengstenberg, who is quite certain that the anonymous pieces describe the feelings and fortunes of the returned exiles in their efforts to restore the city and the temple, claims a pre-exilic origin for the Psalms named.

Now in order that the Songs may bear the title, it is needful simply that in their present shape they allude to matters connected with the Return; yet the assumption of older forms of the poems is improbable and superfluous. For, in the case of these five Songs, the names David and Solomon found in their headings cannot be taken as sure evidence of their date, for the LXX. text omits them; and this, it is likely, would not have occurred, if they had stood in the Hebrew text of which the LXX. is a translation, since this version exhibits a tendency to ascribe to David an ever-increasing number of Psalms.* That these names are

---

* Cf. W. R. Smith, Old Test. in the Jewish Church, 1893, p. 96 sq.
now found in the Massoretic text is perhaps due to the same tendency. Moreover the idea of such authorship does not agree with the contents of the Songs. Thus Ps. 122, on account of the clear reference to the temple as existing, and because of the allusion to the time when David's dynasty sat on the throne, must be assigned to a date posterior to that of David. No such great disaster followed by such a wonderful deliverance as described in 124 took place in the reign of David. While it is easy to see why a scribe might assign 127 to Solomon, yet the interpretation that must be given of it if he is the author is comparatively weak and unsatisfactory. Ps. 131, which is but a fragment, and Ps. 133 contain little to show when they were written, but there is no good reason to make them of Davidic origin; and, on the other hand, a fitting place may readily be found for them in the period of restoration after the Exile.

All great political events call forth poetry. So, too, this period of revival and restoration was productive of Psalms; it was not an epoch in which the poetic art languished so that writers were content to adapt pieces of an earlier date to the needs of the present. Many of the finest poems in the Psalter seem to have been composed at this time.

In the first rank of Songs that belong to the era of the Return and the Restoration should be placed Pss. 85 and 66, of which the latter is a thanksgiving for release from the Captivity, the former a prayer called forth by the troubles experienced in the first years of the colony. The jubilee of praise at the completion of the temple (in 516) found expression, it seems, in Ps. 93, 95-100; Ps. 118 appears to have been composed for the dedication of this building.* Ps. 110, which Cheyne (Origin of the Psalter, p. 24) assigns to the time of Simon Macabeus, may have been written by one of the party which supported the claims of the Davidic prince Zerubbabel against his rival, the high-priest Joshua, proposing that the prince should unite in himself both regal and sacerdotal functions.†

Quite a number of pieces seem to have been composed in the stirring times of Ezra and Nehemiah. Pss. 80 and 51 were probably written shortly before Nehemiah came to Jerusalem. The contempt and mockery with which the Samaritans and others greeted the purpose of the feeble Jews to rebuild the ruined walls is alluded to in Ps. 102. Pss. 22, 69, 32, 55 all describe the distress occasioned by the hostile peoples who, in conjunction with disaffected Jews, sought to hinder the work. Ps. 81 refers to the frustration of the schemes of Sanballat and his confederates. The struggles against false brethren and heathen foes are lifewise depicted in Psalms 25, 24, 15, 27, 37 and 34. To these pieces must also be added Pss. 9, 10, 65, 67, 91, 92, 113, 114, which belong in the

* Cheyne (Origin of the Psalter, p. 16 sq.) denies this on the ground that "the exuberant spirit of independence and martial ardour in the Psalm" does not harmonise with the occasion. But, it must be remembered, at that time the Jews did entertain hopes of the speedy downfall of the heathen, and of the exaltation of Jerusalem under a Messianic prince.

† Cf. Haupt, Note on Psalm 110, Johns Hopkins University Circulars, July, 1894, p. 110.
latter half of the 5th century B. C. A little later come the long poems, Pss. 108, 105–107, 78, in which the thought that JHVH has been controlling the fortunes of Israel is strongly brought out.

Some of these pieces may have been included in the original group of *Songs of the Return*.

It now remains to show that each of the fifteen Psalms may be best explained with reference to some historical occasion in the early Persian period. Before proceeding to this, however, it will be useful to briefly sketch the history of these times.

**PART II.**

**HISTORY OF THE EXILE AND THE RETURN.**

In the preparation of the following pages the writer has consulted mainly:


**CHAPTER I.**

**JOSIAH'S REFORMS AND THE DOWNFALL OF THE NATION.**

The year 621 marks the beginning of a new era in the history of Israel. Reforms that had long been urged by the prophets were then introduced; but what is of greater importance, this work was based, not, as had been previous efforts of a similar nature, on the preaching of prophets, but on the requirements of a written law which was recognized as embodying the will of JHVH to Israel.

According to the Book of Kings (II. 22:8 sqq.), while at the commands of King Josiah ben Amon (639–608) repairs were being made on the temple, this document was discovered in the building by the chief-priest Hilkiah, who gave it to Shaphan, the royal officer commissioned to institute the work. Shaphan, in making his report, mentioned the discovery and read the book. Josiah, struck by the evident contrast between the worship of JHVH as prescribed in the document and the existing state of the religion, was at once persuaded that the matter demanded serious attention. At the advice of the prophetess Huldah, he called a general assembly of the people in which this "book of the law" was solemnly declared the law of the realm. The new statutes immediately became operative. Idolatry was suppressed in Judah; the worship of JHVH was purged from the contaminations of heathenism, and the temple at Jerusalem made the only sanctuary in the land by the suppression of all other places of worship. The decline of the Assyrian power made it possible for Josiah to extend the reform even beyond the limits of Judah to Samaria and the ancient sanctuaries at Bethel.
The effects of this change were far-reaching and important. It was an attempt to realize the ideal of the prophets: to make Israel the holy people of JHVH. But through the means employed the influence of prophecy was materially weakened. For, if God's will stands recorded in a written law, there is then no need of new revelations through prophets, but only of executives to see that this will is enforced; and this office was naturally occupied by the priests. The prophet himself is a false teacher if his words do not agree with the law.

The customs and affairs of daily life were most deeply affected. Prayer was the only religious exercise permitted in dwellings. The killing of an animal was no longer in itself an offering; this last could only be made at the temple, and considerations of time and expense involved tended to decrease the number of visits a man would make to Jerusalem. So offerings became more infrequent and were made usually at the times of the feasts as the most convenient seasons. With the removal of the local sanctuaries it became no longer possible for a person to obtain advice of a priest or to consult the oracle in his own neighborhood; difficult cases at law must also be referred to the king and priests at Jerusalem. The local feasts gradually ceased after the shrines with which they were connected had been removed; and the three great feasts, Passover, Pentecost and Booths, became the great national festivals which should be observed at Jerusalem. In a word, this city became the religious, as well as the civil, center of the nation.

These results did not make themselves apparent at once; time was required to develop them. In particular, prophecy, whose power was so seriously threatened, stood now at the very summit of its development. Nevertheless, the reform prepared the way for the conditions in the centuries following when the priests were the leaders of the people.

Of the events of Josiah's reign after the reform but little information is given. It would seem that internal peace and happiness were consequent upon the work he accomplished, a fact which strengthened the confidence of his subjects in him. Further, the conviction fixed itself in the minds of the people that, since they were under the protection of JHVH, peace and prosperity were likewise secured for the future. This confidence was soon rudely shaken by Josiah's death.

In the meantime the once mighty Assyrian power had been engaged in a struggle for existence. The successors of Assurbanipal (668–626) had been obliged to content themselves solely with defensive warfare, not being able to follow up successes when they gained them. The end was nigh. In 608 the combined forces of Babylonia and Media laid siege to Nineveh. At this juncture Pharaoh Necho (610–594), a son of Psammetichus (672–610), seizing the opportunity to appropriate a share in the spoils of the crumbling empire, appeared in Palestine. No opposition stayed his progress until Josiah, with foolhardy valor, met him at
Megiddo (608), where the unequal strife was quickly terminated by the death of the Judean king, whose grief-stricken followers took his lifeless body back to Jerusalem.

This sad and unexpected event filled the hearts of the people with mourning and consternation. Josiah, relying on divine help, had taken the field in defence of the land which, in conformity with the Book of the Law, he had striven to make holy to God; yet disaster had overtaken him. The people naturally compared this disheartening failure, in spite of painstaking compliance with the law, with the peace and good fortune enjoyed in the days of Manasseh (686–641) and Amon (641–639), when the sins now put aside were prevalent. Many drew from this the conclusion that JHVH was powerless to help against the heathen gods, and accepted these deities as more potent guardians. But a large number of the people, following the teachings of the priests and prophets, saw in the misfortune a trial imposed by God, which would be followed by the triumph of his cause, and they looked for some yet more signal manifestation of his power than that given in the discomfiture of the Assyrians in 701. This opinion, though it might have been termed pious, was nevertheless plainly at variance with the signs of the times; and it found a brave opponent in the prophet Jeremiah.

Necho, apparently satisfied with his victory, had continued his march northward. But he still gave heed to the course of affairs in Judah; at the end of three months he deposed Jehoahaz (who had been placed on the throne by the Judean army) and made his eldest brother, Eliakim (or as Necho named him, Jehoiakim), king (608–597) in his stead; Jehoahaz was taken to Egypt, where he died, though, it would seem, not until after the fall of Jerusalem. The tribute imposed by Necho was collected by Jehoiakim from the wealthier classes of his subjects (2 Kgs. 23:38 sqq.). This inauspicious initial act of his reign was followed by others that tended to increase his unpopularity; he seems to have been of a despotic temperament and fond of splendor, not the sort of ruler Judah needed at this time.

The opening years of his reign were comparatively quiet after the excitement caused by the event of 608 had abated. Confidence in the security of the state under JHVH's protection was again restored by the preaching of numerous prophets; and the fall of Assyria strengthened the hope that deliverance from all enemies was at hand. But two men at least raised their voices against the popular idea. Uriah of Qirjath-Jearim (cf. Jer. 26:20 sqq.), for his bold condemnation of Judah's shortcomings, was sentenced to death, but escaped to Egypt; Jehoiakim procured his extradition and carried out the sentence. At one of the great feasts, Jeremiah entered the temple and sternly exhorted the people to amend their conduct, threatening as the penalty JHVH would inflict for their sins, the destruction of the temple and the desolation of the city (Jer. 26). In the uproar occasioned by this unwelcome declaration the prophet's life was endan-
gered, but he was rescued by the intervention of royal officers. In spite of threats and abuse he did not remain quiet, and in the stormy times that presently came on found frequent occasion to reprove and advise his people.

After the fall of Nineveh (607 or 598), the conqueror, Nabopolassar, sent his son Nebuchadressar to wrest from Egypt the territory which this rival for power in Western Asia had seized. In the decisive battle fought (604) at Carchemish on the Euphrates, Necho was totally routed, and the Syrian states came under the dominion of the Chaldeans.

The fear that Nebuchadressar would now besiege Jerusalem moved the authorities to appoint a special fast-day that the misfortune might be averted. Jeremiah, unable to be present on this occasion, sent the scribe Baruch to the temple with a scroll containing his prophecies (cf. Jer. 36:2 sq.). The royal officers, who were assembled at the palace, were informed of the occurrence in the temple, and had Baruch brought before them; they were terrified at the words he read and, giving him a hint to keep in hiding, reported the matter to the king. Jehoiakim in anger cast the scroll into the fire and sought, but in vain, to arrest Jeremiah and Baruch. The prophecy which so excited the king seemed to have been that relating to the desolation of Judah by the Chaldeans (Jer. 1:15; 4:5 sqq.). This anticipation of Jeremiah was not immediately realized; but after several years spent in the vain hope of obtaining complete independence, Jehoiakim yielded without attempting resistance (600).

Egypt, though so quickly driven from Syria, did not give up the hope of empire in Western Asia, and now sought to use the states of Palestine in her contest with Babylon. Judah, heedless of Jeremiah’s warning, allowed herself to be drawn into an alliance, and in 598 Jehoiakim revolted; this ill-advised act invited Judah’s ruin (2 Kgs. 24:1 sqq.).

The king of Egypt was unable to send the promised assistance; the Chaldean garrisons, with the help of the Syrian peoples who remained loyal to Babylon, prevented any concerted action on the part of the allies and confined Jehoiakim to Jerusalem; so Judah was left alone to face the storm her folly had brought on. Nebuchadressar himself came with his army to inflict signal punishment on the rebellious nation. But the sudden death of Jehoiakim saved him from the Chaldean’s wrath. His son and successor Jehoiachin quickly saw that resistance was useless, and closed his brief reign of three months by an unconditional surrender. Nebuchadressar now adopted the means employed by the Assyrians to break the nation’s power and to secure himself from further trouble in this quarter; not only Jehoiachin and his court, but also the flower of Judah’s population, together with 1000 artisans, in all at least 8000 men, were deported to Babylonia; naturally the families of these captives accompanied them; with them also went the priestly prophet Ezekiel. The temple was spoiled of a part of its furnishings. The peasants entered into possession of the estates, and
Mattaniah, a younger son of Josiah, was placed on the throne to have authority as a vassal of Babylonia under the name of Zedekiah (2 Kgs. 24:8 sqq.). This well-meaning but weak and indolent king was not the man for the occasion; he lacked the decision and courage which would have made it possible for him to have ensured the continuance of Judah’s national existence. Moved on the one hand by the wise counsel of Jeremiah, he feared the plottings of those unfit and selfish persons whom the social revolution occasioned by the deportation in 597 had elevated to the position of nobles in the land. The worst traits that had characterized court-officers in former years appeared in these new officials in an aggravated form (cf. Ezek. 22:25, 27; 24:6), and acts of violence and bloodshed were committed. Soon, too, the old mistake of looking to Egypt for help began to be made anew, and it was expected that Babylon would fall as Assyria had done. To the people in Jerusalem it seemed that in the disaster of 597 JHVH had exhausted his wrath and had punished the guilty with captivity; in a short time he would turn to his people with salvation, and relieve them from the yoke of Babylonian supremacy by destroying the power that had seized the anointed king and violated the sanctuary. Jeremiah sternly met this popular view with the reply that those left in the land were far worse than their unfortunate fellow-countrymen and must experience further punishment, while out of the faithful in Babylonia God would in time to come make to himself a people. (Cf. Jer. 24; 29:10 sqq., 16 sqq.). But the voice of the patriot prophet was drowned in the chorus of prophets who proclaimed deliverance at hand.

In Babylonia also the same doctrine became current among the captives, who were slow to accustom themselves to their new circumstances and conditions and longed to return. To them the wickedness and disorder prevailing in Jerusalem were positive proofs that those left in Judah had brought on the disaster by their guilt. The feeling engendered by this idea was deepened into hate by other thoughts; the aspersion cast on the captives by the people in Jerusalem (Ezek. 11:15), who seemed to have a better fortune than their deserts warranted, provoked bitter recrimination. Moreover Zedekiah was not regarded as the rightful king; the sympathies of the nation in captivity were with the unfortunate Jehoiachin; Zedekiah was merely a Babylonian vassal. Ezekiel shared these feelings of his companions. Like Jeremiah, he threatened the inhabitants of Jerusalem with complete ruin on account of their sins, and comforted the exiles with the promise of return to their father-land (Ezek. 11:5 sqq., 16 sqq.). His prophecy, however, that JHVH would return to Jerusalem only to destroy the place, aroused, it seems, anger and even violence, so that he was obliged to give up public activity, and retired to Tel-abib on the canal Chebar (Ezek. 8:24 sqq.). From this place, by the messages he sent forth through the elders who came to visit him (cf. c. 8:1; 14:1; 20:1), he exercised some influence,
inconsiderable as compared with that of the prophets who promised the speedy fall of Babylonia.

The state of affairs in Jerusalem rapidly grew worse. Political corruption, evidenced by violence and bloodshed, was accompanied by increased defection from the worship of JHVH; who had now again, it seemed, "left his people in the lurch" or else proved his inability to help in time of need. According to Ezekiel's description (c. 22), vice of the worst sort prevailed; and the prophets, so far from attempting to check it, in many cases furthered it by their own mischievous example (Jer. 29:21 sqq.). Especially did they instill into the minds of the people the delusive idea of security and the notion of rebellion against Babylonia. This teaching presently yielded fruit in action.

When Jehoiakim revolted he stood alone; but now a desire for independence seized all the states of Palestine. Messengers from Edom, Moab, Ammon, Tyre and Sidon (Jer. 27:3 sqq.) came to Zedekiah and, representing that Babylonia must soon fall, asked him to enter into alliance with them. Jeremiah flatly contradicted their assertions, and warned Zedekiah and the people not to listen to them, as well as to turn a deaf ear to prophets like Hananiah (Jer. 28:1 sqq.), who persisted in declaring that the Babylonian yoke would soon be broken. He also endeavored to disabuse the minds of the exiles of the fond hope of immediate return, counseling them to settle down quietly and peaceably and to seek the good of the place where they were (Jer. 29:1 sqq.). His advice was unfortunately not taken.

Some time elapsed before the fatal step was made; and when finally in 588 the outbreak against Babylonia took place only the Ammonites and Tyre were in league with Zedekiah. Nebuchadrezzar seems to have been in no haste to suppress the revolt. But in January 587 he appeared with his army before the walls of Jerusalem, and constructed siege-works about the city (2 Kgs. 25:1). This event filled the hearts of the people with terror. Fearful lest in some way they had offended God, they sought to make atonement; and king and people, at the instance of Jeremiah, in accord with a solemn agreement freed all their slaves of Jewish birth (Jer. 34:8 sqq.). The defence of the city was stubbornly maintained, so that the siege was protracted to an unexpected length.

In February or March the wished-for help from Egypt appeared; Hophrah (or Apries, 589–570) invaded Palestine. To meet and crush this foe Nebuchadrezzar was obliged to temporarily raise the siege. The wildest enthusiasm then pervaded the city; in the excess of foolish exultation and arrogant pride, the people forced their recently liberated slaves back into servitude. This unjust act called forth words of indignant remonstrance from Jeremiah, who declared the city would soon be taken and the inhabitants suffer a fearful fate (Jer. 34:18 sqq.). In similar stern language he replied to a deputation of priests sent by Zedekiah to inquire whether JHVH would interpose with a miracle to save Jerusalem;
JHVH, said he, will deliver the city to the Chaldeans; continued resistance invites death, submission will save your lives (Jer. 37 and 21). The royal officers, incensed at these words, arrested the prophet as he was on his way to his native village of Anathoth and thrust him in prison. His words soon obtained fulfillment.

Nebuchadressar routed* the Egyptians and returned to the siege. The lines of investment were drawn closer and closer around the doomed city. The courage of the garrison began to fail; famine and pestilence did their deadly work. Finally on the 9th of July, 586, the enemy made a breach in the walls through which the soldiers entered, killing and committing outrages. The Idumeans and other tribes accompanying the Chaldeans stole the treasures and desecrated the temple. Zedekiah with the energy of despair sought to escape; he succeeded in passing the lines of the foe, and hastened toward the Jordan, but was overtaken in the plains of Jericho. His troops dispersed through the country; and he was taken to Nebuchadressar to answer for his offence. After witnessing the execution of his sons he was blinded and carried in chains to Babylon (2 Kgs. 25:3 sqq.; Jer. 39:2 sqq.).

For the space of a month the city was given up to plunder and violence; then Nebuzaradan, chief of Nebuchadressar’s body-guard, came to inflict the penalty prescribed by the conqueror. The city and temple were burned; the remaining temple-treasures were carried off to Babylon. Those nobles who had taken a prominent part in the rebellion, together with 60 men of the common people, were taken to Riblah and executed. The greater portion of the people were transported to Babylon; only the very poorest were allowed to remain, and the land was portioned out to them (2 Kgs. 25:8 sqq.).

Out of the wretched fragments of the once important nation the Chaldeans tried to organize a small state. Gedaliah ben Ahiqam ben Shaphan, a member of the party which had opposed the revolt, was appointed governor with Mizpah as his capitol. He endeavored to restore peace in the land and to induce the scattered fragments of Zedekiah’s army, which were carrying on a sort of guerrilla warfare, to submit to Babylonia. But his efforts to form a state were unsuccessful, though the soldiers were persuaded to settle down to works of peace, and the fugitives, who had taken refuge in neighboring countries, returned. The jealousy of Ba’alis, king of Ammon, was aroused; and he found a ready tool in a Davidic prince, Ishmael, who for private reasons was willing to murder Gedaliah. Warning was given the governor, but it was unheeded. Two months after the destruction of Jerusalem Ishmael came to Mizpah with ten companions and was hospitably entertained. But during the meal he killed Gedaliah; the soldiers in the town were also slain (2 Kgs. 25:22 sqq.). Two days later eighty

---

* According to Josephus, _Ant. X._ 7:8, Hophrah was defeated in battle, but from Jer. 37:7 it appears that he fled in fear, not daring to engage the foe.
men, on their way to visit the ruined temple at Jerusalem, were invited into Mizpah by Ishmael, and all but ten, who gave ransom, were treacherously murdered (Jer. 41:4 sqq.). Ishmael then fled toward Ammon, taking with him as prisoners the people of Mizpah. News of these events quickly spread; and in the valley of Gibeon Ishmael was overtaken by Johanan at the head of a large force. The captives, among whom was Jeremiah,* were rescued but the murderer escaped. Fear of Nebuchadressar's vengeance now moved Johanan's party to flee to Egypt. Jeremiah, whose advice was asked, strongly urged them to remain in Judah; but his words were unheeded, and they went, taking him with them (Jer. 41:10 sqq.; 42; 43:1 sqq.).

The colony in Egypt was already a large one, and the social and literary surroundings were favorable. But vice was prevalent, and Jeremiah's voice was soon raised to denounce the idolatry of his people (c. 44). Again his efforts were unavailing. The exiles refused to hearken to the commands of JHVH, and thus lost all that would have assured to them a part in the promised reconstruction in Jerusalem. The larger part of the colony soon perished; some few persons, among them Baruch, went to Babylonia.

With this exodus to Egypt, the nation of Judah passed out of existence.

CHAPTER II.

THE EXILE.

The Exile was such more in name than in nature. The people were transported to Babylonia, not separately, but in families, and were able to preserve their family and tribal formations in their new homes. Moreover they formed, to be sure with certain limitations, a national unit, managing their affairs in accord with their own law, and thus preserving their national customs. The fate of Judah differs from that which Samaria suffered in 721 (2 Kgs. 17:8 sqq.), in that the deportation was not confined to the inhabitants of the capital city, as indeed it might have been had not Nebuchadressar's patience been too sorely tried. The punishment inflicted in 597 was repeated again and again; and the population of the country was yet further reduced by emigration, "so that finally Babylonia was the country in which sojourned not only the best, but also the most compact and most numerous part of the nation, while the parts sojourning outside of Babylonia represented only fragments which were no longer able to exercise an influence on the further development of the people."†

Nor may the residence of the people of Judah in Babylonia be called a captivity. Jehoiachin and Zedekiah were imprisoned, as well as perhaps other prominent offenders. But great freedom was allowed the mass of the people.

* At the fall of Jerusalem he was captured and taken to Ramah, but was set at liberty, whereupon he joined Gedaliah in Mizpah (Jer. 40:1 sqq.).
† Stade, Geschichte Volkes Israel, II., 5.
They were obliged to settle in specified places in and around Babylon; yet they could devote themselves at pleasure to the acquisition of property, a privilege of which not a few made good use; agriculture seems to have been the favorite occupation. The people were free to visit one another, and a lively correspondence was carried on with their relations and friends in other lands.

Contact with the high type of civilization and culture which then distinguished Babylonia could not but have a considerable effect on the strangers. Here was nurtured and developed, if not born, that instinct and aptness for trade which has so markedly characterized the Jew since his residence in this great center of commerce. Babylonian literature, art and science, as well as Babylonian religion, attracted attention and were studied. The influence of Babylonian religious customs* upon the Jewish ritual forms an interesting theme which is only beginning to be investigated and discussed. It is a question in the minds of scholars whether some of the Hebrew Psalm-writers have not borrowed phraseology from the Babylonian penitential hymns.†

These favorable conditions of life were offset by the forced lapse of religious customs that had become closely interwoven with the affairs of every-day life. Sacrifices could be offered to JHVH only in his land and in his temple. The feasts also could not be kept. In brief, those rites with the practice of which the holiness of the nation was inseparably connected had to be omitted, so that Israel stood before the nations in a state of impurity under the wrath of God. Hence arose a feeling of sadness and oppression, and an intense longing for the father-land.

Attempts were made to practice these rites. Some persons even resumed the ancient custom of worshipping images of JHVH, and Ezekiel found it necessary to reprove them (cf. c. 20:30 sqq., 39). Many allowed themselves to be drawn away to idolatry.

The fall of Jerusalem shook most violently the religious faith of the exiles. It was hard to reconcile the facts with the idea of God's righteousness and power. How could a man put confidence in a deity who had thus suffered his city to be captured and his temple to be destroyed? It was right that, as the prophets had threatened, punishment should overtake the guilty; but also, if God is just, forgiveness should be granted to the penitent. But now it seemed that, in this catastrophe following so closely on the reforms of Josiah, the righteous had suffered, though the guilty Manasseh and his subjects had enjoyed good fortune. It did not help matters to say that an inheritance of guilt rested

on the present generation for which the penalty must be paid (cf. Ezek. 18; Jer. 31:29 sq.). So that there could be no wonder if some lost faith in JHVH.

But at the same time the great national disaster was a confirmation of prophecy, and a vindication of God's righteousness. For two centuries the prophets had been declaring this would come to pass on account of the sins of the people; and now that it had happened all opposition to the claims of the prophets was silenced. If the very temple itself had been involved in ruin, it was but an indication that JHVH abhorred what was done in it. Those who still clung to their faith in JHVH were compelled to recognize that the judgment which the prophets made of the past was correct, and that only in accord with the ideas advanced by prophecy could the way to a better future be prepared. This acceptance of prophetic views was the first step toward the formation of Judaism.

In this new movement the leader was Ezekiel, the spiritual father of the exiles, who, it appears, began again to preach publicly after the fall of Jerusalem; to his influence may be ascribed the renunciation of the ideas which had prevailed in the past, and the confident anticipation of a time to come when Israel would again stand in favor with God. Through his preaching the idea gradually won acceptance that JHVH, though he had been justly incensed at the constant rebellion of Israel, was nevertheless inclined to mercy; for he takes no pleasure in the death of the wicked, but desires that by repentance and fulfillment of the requirements of his law the guilty offenders shall obtain life. Out of free grace God is ready to establish forever the covenant which he made with Israel in her youth (c. 16), and which was so shamefully broken by her. He will lead his people through the desert to the place he has chosen, and will purge out from among them all the rebellious and disobedient (c. 20:35 sq.).

The partial fulfillment of prophecies aroused expectation that the remaining predictions would also be verified; and the people looked for the dawn of the Messianic time. This hope was strengthened by Ezekiel. JHVH, he declares, will take his sheep away from the shepherds who have abused their charge, and will pasture them on the mountains and in the valleys of Canaan, carefully tending them himself. By his wise arrangement of the internal affairs of the flock, the invidious class distinctions will no longer produce mischief; the common people will no longer be oppressed by the nobles. A son of David will act as shepherd (נְשָׁךְ) i.e. prince), to lead the flock under the guidance of God. The Edomites and other heathen tribes who entered into possession of parts of Judah when the captivity occurred, will be destroyed, and the land will be thickly settled with the people of Israel. It may be true that Judah was broken and scattered, that the people as a whole is dead; the fragments existing in Babylonia may be like the dried bones of a corpse, so that nothing short of a new creation will answer the needs of the case. But JHVH will clothe these dried bones
with flesh and sinews, and fill them with fresh life and energy. The whole house of Israel will be revived; Judah and Ephraim will form one people under a king of David’s line with JHVH as their God. As the last element in this plan of the Restoration, the prophet shows the people how to avoid incurring God’s wrath in the future and how to perform the duty set before them, to maintain themselves the holy people of a holy God (c. 34–37).

Jeremiah had declared the temple should fall since it might become a cause of superstition (c. 7:11 sqq.). But with Ezekiel the house of JHVH is the center of the religious life of the people. He makes most careful provision, however, that from it and from the immediate neighborhood should be removed everything impure or profane, everything that might stain the purity of the place or offend the eye of God. Only the priests of Zadok’s family could approach the altar; the other priests, since they had made themselves impure by officiating at the high-places, were deprived of the right of offering sacrifices, and became Levites, the servants of the priests of Jerusalem (c. 44).

The land of Palestine was to undergo a wonderful change to prepare it for the reception of the twelve tribes (c. 47). This and kindred ideas of Ezekiel with regard to the Messianic time was frequently repeated by post-exilic writers. The prince who was to stand at the head of the re-organized community would not have the functions or characteristics of former rulers. He would not be the supreme judge, since the Law, explained by the priests, decided in every case. Nor would he lead the armies of Israel; for in the Messianic time Israel would live in peace under the protection of JHVH. But he would retain the duty of maintaining the rites of the temple; and the people would not suffer from unjust exactions at his hands (c. 45:7 sqq.).

In this time JHVH would dwell among his people; and all that might pollute the sanctuary or the people must be avoided. Further, the rites would serve the purpose of preserving the sanctity of Israel and the temple, and of atoning for any profanation that might inadvertently be incurred. Offerings in atonement for the sins of individuals had been made from very remote times, but now sacrifices for the sins of the whole people were definitely prescribed.

After Israel had for some time enjoyed the blessings of this happy period, the nations would make a general attack on the holy land and the new Jerusalem, only to meet, however, a crushing defeat. For JHVH would annihilate them, and thus remove the reproach cast on his name by the heathen who, pointing to the disaster of 586, alleged that he was unable to defend his people (c. 88; 89; cf. c. 25–32).

To be sure, many of Ezekiel’s expectations were not realized. But his work was fruitful. The influence of his ideas is plainly seen in the subsequent legislation promulgated by Ezra. Out of his theology sprang the thoughts which caused and controlled the development of Judaism.
The first half of the Exile, though fraught with much that was of importance for the future of the people, seems to have been comparatively uneventful. In 570 Ezekiel's activity ceased, but the work he had begun appears to have been carried on by his disciples.

The conditions of the exiles from 570 to 540 appear to have remained the same. The historical books of the Old Testament give no direct information concerning the period. But at this time, it is thought, there took place a redaction of the historical works then existing on lines consistent with the view of the past entertained by the Deuteronomist* and Ezekiel. The Exile was a period of reflection. The prophetic writings had obtained favor and inspired interest because of the fulfillment of prophecy. Under the influence of these writings, of the Book of the Law and Ezekiel, thinking men in Israel had come to regard the fall of the state as the penalty for ignoring God's word; and they looked upon the past as a time of constant transgression of the law and of continual rebellion against God, which had terminated naturally in national ruin. They now looked forward to the time when, with the wisdom begotten of experience and the safeguards provided for the future, they would dwell in harmony with God's requirements in the land of their fathers. About the middle of the century there began a commotion among the nations of Western Asia that seemed to promise the realization of this hope.

Nebuchadrezzar's long reign came to a close in 561, and Evil-Merodach ascended the throne. Jehoiachin, who had been in chains for 35 years, was now released and received kinder treatment than was accorded his fellow-prisoners (2 Kgs. 25:27 sqq.). Evil-Merodach, on account of his injustice and debauchery, fell a victim to a conspiracy headed by Neriglissar, a son-in-law of Nebuchadrezzar, who now seized the kingdom. Upon his death in 556, his son, because of his youth and bad traits of character, was murdered by the nobles, who placed one of their number, Nabonidus, on the throne. This last king of Babylon reigned from 555 to 539. In the opening years of his reign, Cyrus, king of Anshan, a small province in the mountains east of Susa, extended his dominion over Persia, and ultimately (in 549) succeeded in taking the capital of Media. The allies of the Medes, alarmed at this unexpected event, determined to take the field against Cyrus. But in the struggle Croesus of Lydia was left alone; for Babylonia afforded little assistance, while Egypt and Sparta came to his aid too late. Cyrus quickly defeated the Lydian troops in spite of their brave resistance, and captured Sardis in 546. Greece stood in awe of the conqueror, and the Greek colonies in Asia Minor were allowed to fall into his hands. Cyrus now busied himself with establishing his rule over the newly

* The author (or authors) of the Book of the Law discovered in 621; so designated because his work seems to have consisted of what now forms the body of Deuteronomy, i.e., roughly speaking, chs. 5-26 and 28.
acquired territory, that he might presently be free to attack Babylonia. Naboni-
dus employed the time thus given him in rebuilding and strengthening his
fortresses.

While the Jews in Babylonia watched the course of events with anxious
longing, yet few of them perhaps expected what would be the final outcome of
the strife, nor the important bearing it would have on their destiny. This was
first proclaimed to them by the great prophet of the Exile, whom it has become
customary to designate as the Deutero-Isaiah.

This messenger came, not as the pre-exilic prophet with a condemnation of
sin and a call to repentance, but with an unique message of comfort and hope.
The dawn of salvation, he declares, is at hand; God will again receive his
people into favor and lead them back to Jerusalem. The victorious Cyrus is
the instrument which JHVH has created to accomplish this gracious purpose,
and the successes which have crowned the Persian monarch's efforts are but
proofs that God's power is with him, working to bring about fulfillment of the
prophecies concerning Israel's future (Isa. 40:1 sqq.; 45:1 sqq.).

These thoughts the prophet grounds on his view of the history of the nation,
in which he recognizes that JHVH's hand has been determining the destiny of
his people.

Moreover JHVH, recognized as the God of prophecy and of history, becomes
to him the only God, he who created and maintains the world. Every movement
in the world that suggests superhuman power must be traced back to Israel's
God. With this view of the Deity, the Deutero-Isaiah formed a new foundation
for the religious faith. Who could think it impossible that such a Being should
overthrow the mighty Babylonian Empire and restore Israel in Jerusalem? Fresh courage was thus given to the timid and the voice of doubt was silenced
(Isa. 40:12 sqq.). The skepticism of those whose hope of release had so long
been fruitless was confuted by the same argument (c. 40:27 sqq.). JHVH had
supported Israel in the weakness of infancy and would now support him in old
age.

Again, if this omnipotent and omniscient Creator has chosen and cared for
Israel, it has been done in order that Israel's history might bring the nations to
know and reverence JHVH. The chosen people must preach to all nations just
as the prophets have preached to Israel. There appears in the work of the
Deutero-Isaiah, as nowhere else in the Old Testament, a broad and exalted
conception of the part Israel, the "servant of God," should play in the world
(Isa. 42:1-6.).

The intended salvation will be brought about first because, as Jeremiah once
prophesied (c. 16:18), Jerusalem has received double punishment for all her sins
(Isa. 40:2); but also, as Ezekiel had said, the honor of God's name was at stake
and for his own sake JHVH will restore Israel (Isa. 48:9 sqq.).
A Critical Commentary on the Songs of the Return.

Israel will return to Palestine through the desert, with JHVH at the head of his people, as when he brought them out of Egypt. Miracles will be done in order to prepare the way. A wonderful change will take place in the appearance of Jerusalem and the Holy Land. On account of the worship of JHVH Israel will be honored and served by the nations. But the uncircumcised and unclean will not again enter Zion; another conquest by the heathen need not be feared. While Ezekiel would carefully separate the chosen people from the defiling contact of the heathen, Deutero-Isaiah conceived that all liability to injury from such a source would be removed, for the nations would unite with Israel in a kingdom of God; Zion would become a house of prayer for all peoples. It is noticeable that the prophet makes no provision for an earthly king; JHVH is Israel's king (Isa. 41:21).

It would seem that the prophet addressed his comforting assurances to a despondent people, the continued failure of whose hopes had made them unwilling to repose confidence in new promises. But as time passed on and events began to confirm his words, another extreme of feeling was reached and, in lively expectation of deliverance, some impatiently sought to hasten the glad day by their own good works; so that he had to preach in the style of the earlier prophets against such mistaken behavior (Isa. 58).

But some not only believed in the possibility of the Return, but were even inquiring how the affairs of the new community should be regulated. The prophet sought to quiet the apprehensions of the eunuchs in particular (Isa. 56:1sqq.), who feared that they would be excluded from the congregation (cf. Dt. 23).

The progress of events speedily proved the correctness of the prophet's interpretation of the signs of the times. After the subjugation of Asia Minor, Cyrus turned his attention to Babylonia. His approach was welcomed by the Jews, who saw in him the warrior of the Lord who had come to destroy their enemy. Cyrus had no difficulty in overthrowing Nabonidus. It seems not unlikely that a large party, among others priests* whom Nabonidus had offended, were ready to act in the interest of the invader. Sippara was taken, and Nabonidus fled to Borsippa, where he was captured. The gates of Babylon were opened to the Persian army by the inhabitants. Four months later (Nov. 538) Cyrus himself entered the city. But the expectations of the Jews that a terrible punishment would now be inflicted on the Babylonians were disappointed; the conqueror contented himself with ensuring his authority by placing a Persian garrison in the place.

The liberal policy adopted by Cyrus secured for the Jews the boon they craved; he permitted them to return, and favored and helped them in the work of reconstruction. In doing this he was moved, not by reverence for JHVH, but

* Cf. the remarks of Dr. J. Dyneley Prince in his dissertation on Mesen mes Tekel Upharsin, Baltimore, 1888, p. 54.
by political considerations. By establishing in a remote quarter of his domain a commonwealth which owed its existence to his power, and was dependent on him for its continuance, he thought to strengthen his empire, since this people, by reason of community of interests, should act in his favor. There was no reason to fear that they would revolt; but rather it was to be expected that they would remain faithful in order to have protection against their enemies on all sides.

CHAPTER III.

THE RETURN AND THE RESTORATION.

Concerning the events of the period of the Return and the Restoration very meagre information has been handed down; and the existing fragments of historical works that seem to have contained the records, now unfortunately lost, are so disposed in the Books of Ezra and Nehemiah that it is difficult to obtain a reasonably correct view of the times. It is here impossible to enter into a discussion of all the critical questions that arise; it must suffice to state what appear to be the best attested results of historical investigation. The Return began probably in 537. In this first detachment of colonists were representatives of perhaps most of the families that had been carried into exile; but the inclination to return was by no means universal. Many found their social and political circumstances in Babylonia very satisfactory, and were naturally unwilling to leave their property* and try their fortunes in Palestine; and, however great were the hopes that had clustered about the Return, some persons did not care to take part personally in the beginnings of the new community, though they gave contributions to help on the work. But it is a mistake to suppose that those who remained in Babylonia composed the unbelieving and recreant elements of the people; such, to be sure, were among them. That as a class they were not indifferent to the welfare of the colony is shown by the large gifts which a little later were sent up to the temple. The time soon came when religion was at a lower ebb in Judea than in Babylonia; and it was only through the Law enforced by Ezra and Nehemiah, representatives of the more orthodox people in Babylonia, that the colony was at length made a Jewish community.

Sheshbazzar, a Persian officer,† was commissioned to superintend the colonization of the Jews in Palestine, and, it would seem, to act as governor of the

---

† So Stade; it is unlikely that one of the Jews would be entrusted with the task of establishing the community, since it demanded a man with greater authority and a greater knowledge of affairs than such a person would possess; the questions arising between the colonists and the residents of Palestine as well as the necessary transactions with the Persian court would also be handled best by an experienced Persio-Babylonian official. Wellhausen, however, Israelitische u. Jüd. Geschichte, 1894, p. 123, note 2, thinks it more probable that Sheshbazzar and Zerubbabel were identical; Tattenai might very well call by the former name (Ezra 5:16) the person elsewhere called by the latter; moreover the Persian Empire was at first favorably disposed to the colony, then afterwards became distrustful; so that it is more likely that Zerubbabel would have been appointed governor at the start than at a later date.
new community (cf. Ezra 1:8.11). There also stood at the head of the returning party a council of twelve men, who controlled the internal affairs of the colony (Neh. 7:7; cf. Ezra 2:2). Prominent members of this council were Zerubbabel, grandson of the unfortunate Jehoiachin, and Joshua, grandson of the priest Seraiah, whom Nebuchadnezzar had executed at Riblah (Ezra 3:2; 1 Ch. 3:17 sqq.; 5:40 sqq.; 2 Kgs. 25:18); both of these men played a conspicuous part in later events, as will presently be seen.

In the arrangements for the Restoration it was provided by a decree of Cyrus that the temple should be built in a prescribed form and size (Ezra 1:2 sqq.; 6:3 sqq.), the expense to be met by a special contribution from the royal treasury. The golden and silver vessels that had been brought to Babylon were also returned.

The colonists were in number about 50,000; the numbers of the various classes are set down in the list (Neh. 7:66 sqq.) as 42,360 citizens, 7,337 slaves and 245 singers. The party seems to have arrived in Jerusalem in 537. They settled in and around the city, for the most part within the limits of the districts that had belonged to the kingdom of Judah. Some have supposed that room was made for them by driving out the Edomites who were occupying portions of the territory; this is not clear. It would appear, however, from the great number of mixed marriages that called forth the action of Ezra and Nehemiah later on, that though the new community exhibited a tendency to exclusivism, nevertheless remnants of the old Israelite population were not only living in close proximity to the province, but were even allowed to dwell among the new settlers.

In spite of the representations of the Chronicler, the building of the temple does not seem to have been one of the first works attempted. The assertion that Sheshbazzar laid the foundation (Ezra 6:16) stands in direct opposition to the definite statement of the prophet Haggai (2:18) that the foundation was laid on the 24th day of the ninth month (i.e. at the end) of the year 520, and that up to this time the house of JHVH had lain in ruins. Both Haggai and Zechariah know nothing of a hindrance put in the way of the work by the Samaritans, but make the indifference and self-seeking spirit of the Jews responsible for the delay. Moreover, had Cyrus or Cambyses, at the instance of the Samaritans, given a decree that the work should cease, this document would certainly have been found, together with the edict authorizing the construction of the temple, when search was made in the archives by Darius (Ezra 5 and 6). That the building was authorized by a royal decree is no argument to prove that the work was commenced in 527 or 523. It is nothing wonderful if, in an empire so large and so loosely connected as was the Persian Empire at that time, all orders from the court are not carried out at once by the local authorities. Then, too, there were many duties that seemed to demand the immediate attention of the colonists;
they were occupied with the work of providing for the shelter and welfare of their families in the new places of abode, and thus found occasion to put off execution of the royal decree until a more convenient time, and regarded the command as a permission of which they might avail themselves when an opportunity offered itself.

According to the words of Haggai (2:14), the only provision made for public worship was the erection of an altar on the site of the temple. With this the most pressing necessity was met, since here the regular and special offerings could be made. Sheshbazzar contented himself with making a contribution to the temple-treasury and furnishing some garments for the priests. Thus the burden of the expense fell on the people. There was another reason why more was not done at the start; the circumstances of the colony appear to have been very unfavorable. In addition to the difficulties attending settlement in the new country, repeated failures of crops disheartened the people.

The period from 536 to 520 was devoted to the work of establishing the community and settling the land; but there exists no information as to the course of events. In this interval Zerubbabel was appointed governor of Judah, and Joshua attained to the dignity of high-priest. The former obtained his position perhaps on account of his energy and ability. But how Joshua came to be made high-priest, or indeed why the office was instituted, cannot be determined. It did not exist before the Exile, though at the temple in Jerusalem there must have been a chief-priest. Deuteronomy knows nothing of it; and even Ezekiel in his plan of the new temple makes no provision for it; he declares that a prince shall take the place formerly held by the king. Perhaps because the governor was a foreigner, or in any case a Persian officer, the desire to have also a purely national head led to the establishment of this new office. Perhaps also Joshua was chosen to give special distinction to the family of Zadok, which alone, according to Ezekiel, should possess the right to the priesthood.

In this period several changes took place in the Persian Empire which had an important bearing on the condition of affairs in the colony in 520. In the year 529 Cyrus fell in battle with the Massagetae. His son Cambyses then took up the work he had so successfully carried on, and added Egypt to the already extensive Persian domain. But while he was endeavoring to extend his conquest yet further, he was recalled by the report of a sedition that had broken out at home. Before starting out on his expedition to the southwest, Cambyses had secretly murdered his brother Bardes (the Smerdis of the Greeks) to make sure his own seat on the throne. During his absence the Magian Gomates impersonated the murdered Bardes, whose death had not as yet become generally known, and seized the throne. As Cambyses was hasty returning, news of Bardes' success reached him in Syria, whereupon he committed suicide (522). But the reign of the Pseudo-Smerdis was brief; a conspiracy was formed against him by seven promi-
nent Persian noblemen, headed by Darius Hystaspis, a member of the Achaemenian family. Bardes was murdered, and Darius became king (521). But his accession was the signal for revolts that shook the empire to its foundations. Only the western provinces continued to render obedience, perhaps with the hope that without effort on their part the government would be overthrown, when they would obtain their freedom.

In this expectation the colonists took a lively interest. The commotion among the nations seemed to indicate the approach of the Messianic time, when the prophecies would be fulfilled, as they had already been fulfilled in part by the Return from Babylon. These hopes were naturally connected with Zerubbabel, the descendant of David, and the Jews soon began to regard him as the Messianic prince, now uncrowned, but whose glory would soon become manifest. Public interest was thus concentrated in him; and, as he had been appointed governor, he now became the leader of the congregation and his influence excelled that of his associates in the council of twelve.

The prophets Haggai and Zechariah seized this opportunity, when the minds of the people were strongly moved with anticipations of coming happiness and glory, to urge the congregation to undertake the building of the temple and thus to fulfill a necessary condition, without which the better future would never dawn (Ezra 5:1).

On the first of Elul in the second year of Darius (Aug. 520) Haggai addressed Zerubbabel and Joshua together with the assembled people, and explained the reason of the misfortunes and bad harvests which had hitherto repaid the efforts of the farmers. It was a mistake, he said, to wait for a more favorable time to erect the temple. The reverse would be the more reasonable procedure; for, as soon as they concerned themselves less with efforts to provide themselves with luxuries and paneled residences and turned their attention to the erection of JHVH's house, then their situation would change for the better. For the drought and the small harvests were the consequences of their neglect of the temple (Hag. 1:1 sqq.).

The religious zeal excited by this sermon bore fruit in a resolution to commence the work, which was actually begun on the 24th of the same month (Hag. 1:12 sqq.). Some time was occupied in removing the debris and preparing the site. In the meantime the thoughts of the people naturally reverted to the time when the former temple had stood here in all its magnificence; in comparison with this building the proposed structure seemed small and mean, and a spirit of despondency seized the congregation. Therefore on the 21st of the seventh month (beginning of Oct.), at the feast of Booths, Haggai delivered a second address of encouragement and exhortation, promising the assistance of JHVH in such measure that the present circumstances would undergo a complete change; a mighty revolution would occur among the nations, and the most valuable treas-
ures of the world would be brought to Jerusalem; thus, though the beginnings might be comparatively unpromising, in the end the glory of the second temple would exceed that of the first (Hag. 2:1 sqq.).

In the eighth month (Oct.–Nov. 520) the prophet Zechariah came before the people, and reminded them of the lesson taught by history; God had been very angry with their fathers, and hence the fate of those who had provoked his displeasure, and hence also the present condition of the congregation. But JHVH is now ready to favor Israel, if Israel will meet his requirements. Therefore let all take heed lest they make the fatal mistake which condemned the former generations; hearken to the prophets, for, though these speakers were not always highly esteemed, yet God’s word, which they spoke, did abide, and the punishments threatened did come. In view of this let the congregation be diligent in the service of God (Zech. 1:1 sqq.).

On the 24th of the ninth month (Dec. 520) the ceremonies attending the laying of the foundation-stone took place. Haggai now reminded the congregation of the urgency of the work. By an illustration (Hag. 2:11 sqq.) he showed that the temporary altar erected in 536 could not sanctify the congregation; the people were not in close touch with religious life; worldly interests prevailed, and, unless the temple was rebuilt, Israel would remain unclean. But, seeing that the work was commenced, he reiterated his comforting assurance, declaring that from this day on a change would take place in Israel’s fortunes; though blasting and mildew had ruined the crops in past years, now God’s blessing would ensure abundance. He also designated Zerubbabel as the Messianic prince whom JHVH had chosen, and promised the swift overthrow of the heathen.

If, however, strong persuasion was brought to bear upon the congregation from within, there were not wanting enemies without who sought to prevent the work. Tattenai, satrap of the province west of the Euphrates, in company with other Persian officers, came to Jerusalem and inquired by what authority the building was being erected, and who had undertaken the enterprise. He communicated the information given him to Darius, stating that on a visit to Jerusalem he had found work on a temple proceeding very rapidly, and that the builders claimed the permission of Cyrus, whose special officer, Sheshbazzar, had laid the foundation years before,* and since that time the house had been in the

---

* This assertion seems at variance with the statements of Haggai and Zechariah, according to which Zerubbabel laid the foundation in 530. But it must be remembered that it would have been very unfortunate for the Jews if the impression had been made that they were acting arbitrarily; hence they represented that the work now being carried on so vigorously was the continuation of what had been begun under royal authority, and had now been in progress 16 years. Sheshbazzar may have begun to remove the debris; he may even have laid a foundation, but since he was a heathen, while on the one hand it might be convenient to use the fact in defense against inquisitive officials, yet, on the other, the work was not done at all unless done by a member of Israel. The lapse of 16 years made the undertaking seem something entirely new, and the repetition of the ceremony of laying the foundation-stone might seem eminently proper. There is thus no necessary opposition between Ezra 5:16 and Hag. 2:18.
course of erection, but was not yet finished. He suggested to the king that this claim be examined and that instructions be forwarded.

Darius instituted search among the archives and there was found at Ecbatana a copy of the edict of Cyrus referred to above. Thereupon the king ordered Tattenai not only to put no hindrance in the way of the Jews, but also to assist them with money from the tribute of the province as well as with gifts and materials for sacrifices (cf. Ezra 5 and 6).

That Darius found it politic to favor the Jews is very probable when we consider his circumstances in the opening years of his reign. But that the command given in his letter to Tattenai was not literally carried out seems also quite certain.

If the idea that Israel stood under the wrath of God had oppressed the spirits of the people before the erection of the temple was begun, and if at the start despondency was very prevalent, as the work progressed the state of feeling gradually changed, and presently the most enthusiastic expectations began to be entertained. The illusions growing out of the Messianic hopes, which were now confirmed by the commotions in the Persian Empire, were no doubt in great measure the occasion of the large contributions freely made to the temple-fund, not only by the colonists, but also by the Jews in Babylonia.

These ideas were nourished by the preaching of the prophets. It has already been shown that Haggai viewed the erection of the temple as the fulfillment of a condition that would secure JHVH’s blessing and the advent of the Messianic time. But yet more definitely does the same thought appear in Zechariah, that this work, through which a part of the old prophecies has been fulfilled, is to be taken as an evidence that the beginning of the Messianic kingdom is at hand. It is an indication that JHVH will overthrow the heathen whom he used as instruments to punish Judah, but who had overstepped the bounds of requirements and inflicted sorer punishment than was intended (Zech. 1:15). The horns (i. e. the powers) that oppressed Judah and Jerusalem will be cast to the ground (cf. 2:1 sqq.), JHVH’s wrath will be visited on the land of the north (i. e. the Babylonian-Persian Empire) until his will is accomplished (cf. 6:8 sqq.). He will make the oppressors of his people become a prey to those who now serve them, i. e. they will be servants of Israel. The execution of this judgment will shortly take place; therefore the prophet urges the Jews who still remain in Babylonia to return at once (cf. 2:10), in order that they may not be involved in the catastrophe that will overwhelm the north. Moreover, though now the population of Jerusalem is small, presently so great will be the number of men and cattle in the place that the limits may not be circumscribed by walls; this lack of protecting fortifications will nevertheless not be felt, for JHVH will be a wall of fire around Jerusalem, and will dwell in the temple (cf. 2:8, 9).
But is there not still resting on the congregation some unexpiated guilt which might prevent the fulfillment of these hopes? If so, responded Zechariah, then JHVH himself will remove the hindering cause. In a vision the prophet saw Joshua standing before God, with Satan as accuser; the high-priest was clothed with filthy garments, symbolizing the impurities resting upon him.* JHVH reproved Satan, but commanded that Joshua should be clothed in spotless garments. The high-priest was then informed that his guilt had been removed from him, and the continuance of his priesthood was promised on condition that he should avoid the sins of the past. He thus becomes a symbol that all guilt has been purged away; and the re-establishment of the priesthood is made a guarantee that the Messiah will come (c. 3). In another vision Zechariah saw a large scroll inscribed with curses, which flew over the land, discovering and cutting off sinners, thus betokening that in the future the curse for guilt would of itself light on the guilty (c. 5:1 sqq.). Even the very conception of sin was removed from the land; the prophet saw a leaden ephah-measure into which was cast a woman who symbolized the wickedness of Israel; the whole was swiftly borne by two winged figures to the land of Shinar, where it was to be placed (c. 5:5 sqq.).

From all places whither they had been dispersed the Jews would return to Palestine, which would become a most fruitful land (c. 8:7, 8). Like the Deutero-Isaiah, Zechariah expected that the new temple would attract all the nations of the earth, who would come to the Holy Land and become JHVH's servants (c. 8:20 sqq.).

With such promises the two prophets encouraged the Jews to diligently prosecute the work on the temple; but to the governor Zerubbabel a special reward was offered. He, it was said, would overcome the difficulties of the undertaking, not by might, but through the influence of JHVH's spirit (cf. 4:6, 7). When at length it had come to a successful completion, he would be installed as the Messianic king. So thoroughly convinced of this was Zechariah that in a symbolic way he crowned the prince king of the congregation. He received the command (cf. 6:9 sqq.) to take a part of the gold and silver that had been contributed by the Babylonian Jews and to make two crowns; these should be placed, one on the head of Zerubbabel, the other on the high-priest Joshua,† while the prophet said to them: Behold the man whose name is the Sprout; and under him will it sprout forth, and he will build the temple of JHVH. Yea, he will build the temple of JHVH, and bear the glory, sitting and ruling on his throne, while Joshua will be priest at his right hand and the counsel of peace will be between them.

---

* Joshua seems to have done something which, in the opinion of the people, rendered him unworthy of his high office.
† From the fact that two crowns are mentioned and from the last words of the passage: between them both (v. 13)—It appears that in the original text two names, not one, must have stood. That v. 13a must refer to Zerubbabel is clear from c. 4:9. The LXX text in v. 13 seems to have preserved the original reading נָלָּל יְשֵׁר instead of נְכַל יְשֵׁר on his throne.
Thus Zechariah thought the dynasty of David would again come into power, and the dominion of the heathen would cease as Haggai had predicted.

But on the completion of the temple these expectations were not realized. Zerubbabel did not become king; and it would appear that no member of the family of David was again appointed governor. If the Persian government became aware of the ideas the Jews held concerning Zerubbabel, it is no wonder that it did not appoint a relative as his successor; experience in other quarters must have been a sufficient warning against entrusting authority to the descendants of national dynasties. Also in the congregation the idea of attempting to restore the throne of David became gradually less prominent, and the tendency to exalt the position of the high-priest became more pronounced, though by slow degrees; for in Nehemiah's time the direction of affairs was still in the hands of the civil authorities.

The temple was finished on the 23d of Adar*, in the sixth year of Darius (Apr. 516), and the occasion was celebrated with services of joy and thanksgiving. It seems clear that the structure was not built according to the prescriptions of Ezekiel, in the effort to separate the clergy from the laity.

The fact that the ideals held before the congregation by the prophets were not realized threatened two dangers: either the efforts of the people to reach these ideals would be relaxed altogether, or else they would be diverted from their high aim to things tainted with worldliness and heathenism.

The circumstances of the community remained much the same after 516 as they had been before. The expected progress had not been attained. Palestine continued to be a land which yielded but a poor return for the labor expended, and drought and locusts played havoc with the crops. Some few persons succeeded in advancing to a state of prosperity; these were, for the most part, descendants of noble families, and from them were chosen the officers of the community. Some priests also, whose support was assured by the service of the temple, became prosperous; and between them and the nobles intimate relations were naturally formed. It was more to the interest of this new aristocracy to maintain its wealth and high position than to give attention to the ideals of the prophets. Similarity in social standing and in interests brought them into close relations with the rich and noble families living in the neighborhood, and ties of connection began to be made by intermarriage as well as by business intercourse.

This course of action, to be sure, met the spiritual needs of these neighbors. They were in great part descendants of the Israelite population of the land, and revered JHVH as their father's God, and had come in some measure under the

* According to the Aramaic document in Ezra 6:15, on the third day. But the statement in 3 Ezra 7:5 seems the correct one, since it would have been easy to leave out the number 50, but its insertion is improbable.
influence of prophetic teaching and the Reform of Josiah. Individuals of their number were permitted to participate in the service of the temple, not perhaps altogether because of the rich gifts they might make, but because in this way the congregation was strengthened. It may have seemed to some pious and well-meaning Jews that by this addition of strangers God would bring about the fulfillment of the prophecies concerning the Messianic time, when Ephraim would unite with Judah and the temple be a house of prayer for all nations. Appeal might be made to the Law to justify the act, for Deuteronomy takes a very kindly attitude toward strangers, excluding only Ammonites and Moabites from the congregation (Dt. 23:3 sqq.).

But the plan of Ezekiel, that the new Israel should maintain itself as a sharply distinct community, holy to JHVH and obeying with scrupulous exactness the commands of JHVH, was disordered by the introduction of this idea. These neighbors had not been concerned in the punishment of the Exile; and therefore had not been brought under the influences which had created the Jewish Church; on the contrary, the old Israelite character was still manifest in them, and their reception into the congregation was calculated to work mischief.

The feelings of many Jews had already, doubtless, been embittered by the fact that these neighbors, who had not experienced the woes of the Exile, enjoyed a greater degree of prosperity than the congregation which had received the promise that its good fortune would provoke the envy of the world. And the only comfort left, the fact of being a member of the congregation of JHVH, an heir of the promises, was removed when these men were allowed to participate in the same blessings.

Not only did worldliness begin to creep in from without; a spirit of carelessness and indifference seized many of the Jews themselves. What profit was there in heeding God's commands, if the temporal rewards promised were not obtained? Of other than earthly blessings they had scarcely an idea; their hope of these had been disappointed, and they therefore sought them in another way. So there reappeared the old sinful tendency to fraud and deceit in every-day affairs, to immorality and kindred misdeeds. The mischief became more widespread; for the idea presently developed that JHVH was not a holy God, since he did not punish these sins. Then, too, it seemed useless to pay the heavy taxes to the temple and the priests when there was no indication that JHVH cared for Israel. No zeal, therefore, was displayed in satisfying the claims of JHVH; inferior animals were presented as offerings or none at all. The fear of offending the holiness of God was gone.

Even the priests became infected with the same spirit and performed their duties with laxity and reluctance, while they shut their eyes to the shortcomings of the laity.
Thus came the danger that the same conditions against which the prophets in former years directed their utterances would again present themselves. This danger was aggravated, not only by the admission of non-Jewish neighbors to the temple, but also by the practice of contracting marriages with the daughters of these people. The leading classes, and notably the priests, in the effort to make sure their own influence, had set a bad example which the lower classes quickly followed; and soon there was no family, not even that of the high-priest, that was not implicated.

A reaction, however, presently set in. The more conservative elements drew together and opposed the deplorable movement. These men soon formed the conclusion that the final judgment of JHVH was at hand, when he would destroy all the sinners and usher in the Messianic time. They themselves were confident that their names were written in JHVH'S book of remembrance, so that they would be kept safe when the terrible judgment came. Israel was now so sinful that another punishment similar to the Exile would be required to remove the guilty offenders.

Out of the circle of these men one individual rises to prominence on account of his personal efforts to bring Israel to repentance. His literary work, originally anonymous, may be conveniently referred to under the traditional designation The Prophecy of Malachi. This prophet reminds the discontented congregation of the love of God manifested both in the remote past and in the recent restoration of Jerusalem, and seeks to recall the Jews to a sense of their obligation to honor God as a son honors his father (c. 1:2 sqq.). By Israel's defection from the service of God the holiness of JHVH has been desecrated; the present condition of the temple service is altogether intolerable, and it would be better if there were no service at all; for God has no real pleasure in ceremonial observances, which are of value only as they secure spiritual service (c. 1:6 sqq.).

Already in Malachi's time the judgment of the past history of Israel which had prevailed during the Exile had undergone a considerable change. The facts connected with the Return and the Restoration occasioned considerations which showed that the present was yet more miserable than the past; those who lived in pre-exilic times had enjoyed things now looked for in vain. Thus gradually developed the idea of the "good old time," until finally a representation of the past was formed according to which the former time possessed all the ideals of the present and was free from all its disadvantages. Malachi could even use the example of the ancestors in order to shame the unworthy descendants (c. 2:5 sqq.).

With special emphasis does Malachi treat the idea of Israel's holiness. Against this a grave offense has been committed in the matter of marriage with persons outside of the community (c. 2:10 sqq.). JHVH'S sanctuary has been profaned thereby because the strange wife has part in the service of her husband. The iniquity of divorce is also dwelt upon; it involves, says Malachi, the
violation of a covenant made in JHVH's presence (c. 2:13 sq.); the cry of the divorced wife makes Israel's service displeasing in God's sight.

Two possibilities now lie before Israel. If the present course of sin be persisted in, then a stern judgment will inevitably ensue. JHVH sends his messenger before him to prepare the way. Unexpectedly he will come to his temple; and who will be able to stand the scrutiny of his searching examination? The priests will be called to account, and a swift judgment will be meted out to those who have offended against God's laws. But if Israel will repent and perform the deeds of the Law, God stands ready to turn in mercy and bestow untold blessings (c. 8:10 sqq.).

In other words, there is no way out of the woes of the present situation other than that marked out by Ezekiel: by a strict observance of God's requirements Israel must prove itself the holy people of JHVH, and sharply distinguish itself from other peoples in the land; the colony is too weak to absorb these and would run a serious risk of being assimilated by them; to meet this danger internal strength must first be developed. The congregation must become aware of the obligations which the holiness of God lays upon it, and resolve to perform its religious duties; the opposition between Israel and the heathen must be emphasized, and in nothing was this opposition so clearly expressed as in the daily religious services. There was needed, then, something that would hold the people to the unflagging observance of these rites. To accomplish this end there could be found no more efficient means than a law, complete and conclusive, that answered all questions concerning these rites, and that would govern the congregation in all its relations. The publication of such a law is the next important event to be chronicled.

The efforts of Malachi and his companions were perhaps temporarily successful. In the beginning of Xerxes' reign (485-465) disagreements seem to have arisen between the colonists and their neighbors (Ezra 4:8). The events of the time might have appeared to justify those who urged that Israel should prepare for the day of the Lord by giving strict heed to his ordinances. Premonitions of the downfall of the Persian Empire were to be seen: the Greeks had checked the movement of the Empire toward the west at Marathon; Egypt had revolted and had to be subdued. But nothing definite can be said as to the progress of events in the colony at this time. If any quarrels arose between the Jews and their neighbors they were in all probability ended by victory for the non-Jews, who in wealth and culture had an advantage over the inhabitants of Jerusalem.

The state of affairs in Babylonia during this time was totally different. The Jews there had kept up a lively correspondence with their friends and relatives in Palestine, and were well informed of the progress of events there. When news of the loose religious life of the colonists reached them, they took the side of Malachi's party; for zeal in obeying JHVH's ordinances and in seeking his honor
was more pronounced among them than in Palestine; and the temptations to which the colonists were subjected did not assail the Jews in Babylonia, who were in the enjoyment of more favorable circumstances. The ideal of Ezekiel, to form a community practicing the rites in purity and holiness, was still clearly before their eyes. Nor had they been discouraged by the failure of the first attempt, but were disposed to renew the effort.

The influence of Ezekiel's teachings had inspired a lively activity in the study of the traditional law. The leisure enjoyed by the priests in Babylonia favored this. The danger that a knowledge of the usages and practices in the pre-exilic temple worship would be lost now that such worship was impossible, was obviated by the codification and extension of the laws and ordinances formerly in force on the basis of the legislation of Ezekiel. It seemed to some that this new code would prove effective in introducing needed reforms in the colony and in preventing defection in the future.

A fitting opportunity for an attempt to reorganize the Jewish Church on the lines marked out in this code soon presented itself. Ezra, a priest and a zealous student of the law, was ready to undertake the work, and petitioned the Persian government to grant him the necessary authority. Artaxerxes Longimanus (465–424) and his council readily fell in with the plan, which, it seemed, might render the authority of Persia in Palestine more secure. There was reason why causes of disquiet in that quarter should be removed and the interests of the leaders of the community united with those of the Empire; for an epidemic of revolt had again broken out, and it was wise policy to use all possible means to prevent its spread.

By the decree of Artaxerxes permission was given that all Jews who felt so disposed might accompany Ezra, who was commissioned to investigate affairs in Palestine, and to arrange all things in accord with the law in his possession. He was entrusted with gifts made by the king and his advisers for the temple, and authorized to collect money among the Jews in Babylonia in order to obtain means to make the offerings prescribed in the law. He was also empowered to draw on the treasurer of the province west of the Euphrates for money to defray the necessary expenses of the temple-service. In the future no tax should be imposed on those who served in the temple in any capacity. Ezra was also given full power to appoint judges over the Jews and to enforce the requirements of the law, punishing those who disobeyed with fines, imprisonment or death (cf. Ezra 7).

Ezra's commission conferred on him very great authority. But the question remained whether, in case the Jews did not submit willingly to his legislation, the Persian officers in the province would afford him assistance; and this was improbable. The most influential persons in the community favored the claims of the non-Jews because related to them by marriage. These strangers who were thus connected with the Jewish nobles were on good terms with the Persian officers;
in fact some of them were Persian officers. So that Ezra had to rely mainly on
the strength of his cause and the support of those who espoused his views.

On the first of Nisan, in the seventh year of Artaxerxes (458), those who had
resolved to accompany Ezra assembled at "the stream that runs to Ahava",*
(Ezra 8:15). The company was composed of two families of priests, one Davidic
family and relatives of twelve families of the laity; in all 1838 men. No Levites
were present; so Ezra sent a deputation to request Iddo, a chief in a place called
Casiphia, that the matter might be remedied. In this way three families of
Levites, in all 38 men, were persuaded to join the party. Two hundred and
twenty descendants of the temple-slaves also accompanied them (Ezra 8:15 sqq.).

Before starting out on the long journey Ezra held a service of fasting and
prayer, in which God was entreated to give help and protection. For Ezra had
made representations to the king concerning JHVH's power to preserve those
who serve him, and he was therefore ashamed to ask for an armed escort. The
presence of soldiers with the company was the more needful because the gold and
silver that was being taken up to Jerusalem might excite the cupidity of robbers.
These valuable articles were given into the care of twelve priests and twelve
Levites, who were made responsible for them. On the twelfth of Nisan (Apr.
458) the march was begun, and on the first of the fifth month (Ab, i.e. Aug.) Jeru-
usalem was reached (Ezra 7:9; 8:31). On the fourth day after the arrival, the sil-
ver and gold was weighed in the temple and found intact. Sacrifices were offered
in token of gratitude for the success of the undertaking. The orders of the king
were communicated to the Persian officials.

Ezra at once began his chosen work; and the practice of intermarriage with
the non-Jewish people of the land first claimed his attention (Ezra 9). He seems
to have had no idea of the extent to which this had been carried, so that when,
shortly after his arrival, several prominent men came to him while he was in the
temple, and informed him that such alliances were very common and that nobles
and priests were especially implicated, he was greatly grieved and astonished, and
sat in a posture of sadness until the hour of the evening sacrifice, while the pious
members of the congregation gathered around him. Meanwhile he had been
resolving upon a plan of action, which he now put into operation. At the evening
sacrifice he arose and, falling on his knees, in the words of a prayer represented
to the people their sinful condition: with shame he confessed that Israel's sins
had been increasing from the times of the fathers to this day; the nation was
destroyed on account of iniquity, and the consequences of guilt still rested on the
people, for they were under heathen rule; but God had recently shown mercy in
moving the Kings of Persia to permit the Restoration; yet Israel, heedless of
punishments and ungrateful for mercies, had disregarded God's express prohibi-

* Probably some canal emptying into the Euphrates.
tion of intermarriage with the heathen; JHVH is righteous, his promises have been fulfilled; but Israel is guilty and worthy of condemnation (Ezra 9:5 sqq.).

This prayer had a powerful effect. The assembly in the temple had increased in numbers while Ezra was on his knees. When he had ceased speaking, Shechaniah, of the family of Elam, confessed in behalf of the multitude that Israel had sinned; but nevertheless there was still hope, if only the people would enter into a covenant with God to dismiss the foreign wives with their children; he urged Ezra to take charge of the matter and promised co-operation. Ezra at once arose and, taking advantage of the favorable disposition of the people, made all present swear to do the thing proposed (Ezra 10:1 sqq.).

But it would appear that a storm of opposition very quickly arose against the plan, which, if carried out would inevitably engender hatred, disunion and misfortune. For not until about four months later, on the 17th of the ninth month (cf. Ezra 10:9) was the call for an assembly at Jerusalem issued with the threat that he who failed to appear would be excommunicated and suffer the loss of his property. Accordingly on the 20th all the people assembled in the open space near the temple, in fear because of the occasion and suffering on account of the inclement weather (for it was December, a rainy month). Ezra addressed them, urging them to dismiss their foreign wives. They signified their willingness to do this, but said they could not act immediately, since the work required time and it was the rainy season, so that open-air meetings could not be held. Therefore, they suggested, let the chiefs of the people be commissioned to adjust the matter; let them summon the offenders at appointed times and, with the aid of the representative men and officers of the cities, settle the affair, in order that JHVH’s wrath may be averted (Ezra 10:9 sqq.).

This proposition was almost unanimously adopted. Ezra was put at the head of the committee, which convened a few days later on the first day of the tenth month (Jan. 457). In three months the work was completed. According to the list in Ezra 10:18 sqq., almost all the families which had come up to Jerusalem with Zerubbabel were guilty; and even in the family of the high-priest were found three offenders who now pledged themselves to dismiss their non-Jewish wives.

The account breaks off here, and there is no information given as to whether the persons whose names are mentioned in the list kept their word, or as to the consequences which then ensued. The Book of Nehemiah, which is the continuation of the Book of Ezra, opens with a description of the colony in December 445. But not a word is said concerning the events that occurred in the intervening period of 12 years. It would seem that these years were among the most wretched in the history of the colony, and apparently an attempt has been made to expunge from the records all reference to the painful theme.
But even in the absence of direct information, a fairly satisfactory picture of the events preceding Nehemiah’s arrival may readily be constructed. The Book of Nehemiah clearly shows that disunion and strife prevailed in the colony; that the vindictive feeling excited in the non-Jewish families by Ezra’s work of reform found expression in attacks on Jerusalem, in which the community was obliged to submit, and in consequence Ezra’s plan was given up. Ezra no doubt tried to overcome the opposition to his work partly by the authority of the law, partly by the power granted him by the king. But his opponents, both within and without the city, increased in number and became more energetic. The Persian officials in the province gave him no assistance. And, as he lacked the executive ability and statesmanlike qualities of the leader who was presently to appear, he was unable to cope with the circumstances, and his efforts met with failure; the results already obtained were swept away, and it became questionable whether he would ever be able to carry out his plan.

This disastrous failure of the attempt to enforce the Jewish principle of exclusivism exposed the Jews to bitter mockery and insult, and, what was of more consequence, augmented the danger that the congregation would be absorbed by the surrounding heathen.

But at this crisis unexpected assistance came from Persia. Nehemiah, a cup-bearer of Artaxerxes, made use of the favor he had obtained with the king in order to gain permission to help his unfortunate brethren. This man, in whom lively zeal for the Jewish religion and the abilities of a statesman were united, succeeded in getting control of the colony and in bringing it out of its mournful situation to strength and prosperity as well as accomplishing the reforms attempted by Ezra.

In the month Kislev of the 20th year of Artaxerxes (445), while at the palace in Shushan, Nehemiah received a visit from his cousin (or brother) Chanani and several other Jews who had come from Palestine. He asked them about the condition of affairs in Jerusalem and was greatly grieved to learn that the community was in helpless misery, exposed to scorn and ridicule, for the walls of the city were broken down and the gates burnt. For some time Nehemiah was plunged in dejection, and kept praying for the forgiveness of Israel’s sins and beseeching for divine mercy on those who revered JHVH, while he entreated especially that he might obtain favor with the king (Neh. 1:1 sqq.).

But three months passed by ere he could enter upon any plan. In the month Nisan he was on duty in the king’s apartments. Though he strove to conceal his troubled thoughts, his countenance betrayed him, and Artaxerxes inquired the cause of his dejection. Nehemiah replied that the desolation of the city of his ancestors grieved him greatly. The king, thinking that perhaps Nehemiah wished a contribution of money to be made for the city’s benefit, asked him what he desired to do. After a brief, silent prayer to JHVH, Nehemiah requested
that the king should appoint him to go to Jerusalem and repair the city. His petition was at once granted, and he was commissioned governor of Jerusalem. In response to a question of the king, the queen also being present, Nehemiah stated the length of time for which he desired leave of absence. Letters were given him for the satrap of the province west of the Euphrates as well as for the keeper of the royal forests, ordering that timber be provided for use in the proposed work. An escort of officers and cavalry accompanied the new governor on his way to Jerusalem. The letters to the Persian officers were delivered en route. The precise date of the arrival in Jerusalem is unknown (Neh. 2:1 sqq.).

Though Nehemiah was careful not to disclose his purposes, the enemies of the community quickly learned of them in some way, perhaps through correspondence with the Persian officers in the province. Sanballat of Bet-Horon, and Tobiah, an Ammonite officer of the Persian king, were much grieved that a man had come to seek the welfare of the Jews (Neh. 2:10).

For three days Nehemiah remained quietly in Jerusalem. Then in the night of the fourth, accompanied by a small escort on foot, he made a secret inspection of the ruined walls. Becoming convinced of the feasibility of his plan, he communicated it to the nobles and chief men of the community. He urged them to put an end to the disgrace and misfortune of the city by restoring the walls, and to encourage them he told of his conversation with the king and of the edict that had been issued. They recognized in this a manifestation of God's favor, and declared their willingness to undertake the work. When news of this resolve reached the ears of Sanballat, Tobiah and Gehem, they sought by scorn and ridicule, coupled with the charge of sedition, to put a damper on the scheme: "What is this thing you propose to do? Will you rebel against the king?" (Neh. 2:19). But Nehemiah peremptorily dismissed them with an emphatic reference to the real point at issue between them and the community: "The God of heaven will make us prosper; and we his servants will arise and build. But you have no portion or lawful right or remembrance in Jerusalem."

The work was divided into parts of unequal size; for in the assignment of sections the condition of the walls at the various parts as well as the ability and zeal of the workmen were apparently considered. Individual families (Neh. 3:1), companies of men from the villages in Judah (3:2, 5, 18, 27), and guilds of artisans, took part. Many private citizens willingly repaired parts of the wall at their own expense. Individual men worked on those sections which lay near their dwellings; so especially the priests who lived on the east side of the temple (3:28, 29).

Nevertheless there was not complete unanimity in the effort; some persons, in particular the nobles of Tekoa, refused to bear their share of the burden (3:5). It was a task that taxed the strength of the community to the utmost,
and the Jews certainly underestimated the difficulties when they allowed themselves to be induced to begin it. Then to the natural difficulties which soon appeared, to the demoralizing effect of the example of leading men in the colony, there were added the hostile efforts of enemies without. Sanballat and Tobiah continued their disparaging remarks in the hope of discouraging the workmen (c. 3:38 sqq.).

However, the work was rapidly pushed forward; for the people were zealous; and the wall was already half finished when Sanballat, Tobiah and their confederates, alarmed at the prospect, conspired to effect by violence what words had failed to accomplish. They determined to intimidate the workmen by making a sudden attack on the place. This act of violence was possible, since at that time the Persian government could exercise but little control over affairs in Palestine; the colony was thrown on its own resources for defense, and a regular watch was kept day and night to prevent a surprise (Neh. 4:1 sqq.). But the strain of energetic toil on the walls and of constant, anxious watching for the foe soon began to affect the spirits of the people. Complaint was made to Nehemiah that the workmen were exhausted, and that the quantity of debris was very great; moreover, rumors of sudden assaults were flying thick and fast, and those Jews who came from places where they had an opportunity to observe the movements of the conspirators, repeatedly declared that an attack was imminent (c. 4:4 sqq.).

Nehemiah made preparations for the expected assault. He arranged the people by tribes in suitable places behind the walls, exhorting them all to have no fear, but to remember God’s power and to fight with courage for their wives, children and property. But the attack did not take place. The enemy, learning that Nehemiah was ready to receive them, concluded to abandon their scheme; so that the Jews could again devote their whole energy to the work (c. 4:9). But Nehemiah wisely ordered that half of his servants should assist the workmen, while the rest remained under arms in readiness should occasion demand; the rulers of the people were with the different groups of laborers, ready to lead them in case of an attack. The men who brought the building-material as well as those who removed the debris each carried a spear, while the builders had each a sword girded by his side. The hornblower* stood by Nehemiah, who ordered that at the signal all should drop their work and hasten to the place whence the blast came. From the gray of dawn till the stars glimmered in the

---

* The Shofar (נַשְׁוָאר rendered in the A. V. by cornet) was made of a ram’s horn; it was an instrument no doubt used in prehistoric times, and is the solitary ancient musical instrument actually preserved in the Mosaic ritual. It was used in the religious services of Israel (Joel 2:15; Num. 29:1; Lev. 25:24; 25:39), also as a war horn (Judg. 7:18 sqq.; Jer. 4:5; Am. 2:2); according to the Talmud, Mishnah Tamidah 1:6, it was blown in times of famine, plague of locusts and drought. Its use still survives in the modern Jewish synagogue. Cf. The Shofar, Its Use and Origin, by Dr. Cyrus Adler, Assistant Curator of the Collections of Oriental Antiquities and Religious Ceremonial in the U. S. National Museum; vid. Report of U. S. Nat. Mus. 1892, pp. 437–450.
evening sky the work was kept up. Nehemiah and his servants did not remove their garments even at night, and kept their weapons constantly within reach (c. 4:10 sqq.).

A new internal difficulty now threatened to delay the completion of the undertaking. This zealous, unremitting application to labor on the walls amid such great hindrances had brought the poorer members of the colony into debt, for since the work began they had earned no wages, and now want was distressing them; a great cry was also raised against the richer Jews who had made loans to their less fortunate brethren, but had been very careful to secure themselves by demanding adequate security. The debtors had been compelled to mortgage their lands, vineyards and houses, to pledge even their children, in order to procure the necessaries of life. The property of some had already passed into the hands of their creditors and they were unable to redeem it. In order to pay the tribute exacted by the king they had been obliged to borrow, and now had before them the mournful prospect of seeing their children become the servants of their creditors. Nehemiah was very indignant when he learned of the matter, and sternly rebuked the nobles and chiefs for exacting usury from their brethren. In a special meeting he called their attention to the fact that he and other Jews living in Babylonia had redeemed Jews who had become slaves of the heathen, while now here in Jerusalem they, leading men in the community, were selling their brothers. This was clearly wrong; if for no other reason, at least in order to put an end to the reproaches of the heathen, they should walk in the fear of God. He pointed to his own good example, and besought them to cease practicing usury and to restore the property taken, together with a hundredth part of the money, corn, wine and oil. To this they agreed and took the solemn oath he required. This oath was observed (Neh. 5:1 sqq.).

In conjunction with the account of this affair, Nehemiah shows how he strove to lighten the burdens of the people. Though governor, during all the twelve years of his term of office, he did not tax the citizens for his support, as the former governors had done, but on the contrary furnished food for 150 Jews and chiefs who came to Jerusalem from among the heathen. Nor did he permit his servants to oppress the people, but made them work in the interests of the city. While his predecessors in office had pillaged the citizens, he used his money for the public good (Neh. 5:14 sqq.).

These wise acts of the governor could not fail to produce the best results. The wall was presently finished, though as yet the gates were not hung. At this juncture Sanballat and his allies attempted to accomplish their designs by cunning artifices. They invited Nehemiah to meet them in Kephirim, a village in the plain of Ono, in order to talk over matters. But the prudent governor was not to be taken by guile, and with keen irony sent back word that he was engaged in an important work that should not be interrupted. Four times their
messages received the same treatment. Then Sanballat's servant came with an open letter, informing Nehemiah that it was commonly reported that he was building the walls with the idea of rebellion, and of becoming king of Jerusalem; also that he had hired prophets to preach of him in Jerusalem, saying: *There is a king in Judah*; since this would certainly reach the king's ears, it might be well for Nehemiah to consult with Sanballat and his companions in order that the rumor might be quieted. Nehemiah replied that the rumors were lies pure and simple (Neh. 6:1 sqq.).

It seems not unlikely that these rumors did reach the Persian court. Indeed it appears that to this period the account given in Ezra 4:7 sqq. of the correspondence between the officials in Samaria and Artaxerxes should be referred, though the Chronist has erroneously interpreted it as describing circumstances which hindered the building of the temple (cf. Ezra 4:24).* The account relates that Rehum and Shimshai, in the name of the peoples whom Osnapper (Assurbanipal) had settled in Samaria, wrote a letter to Artaxerxes informing him that the Jews who had come up from him to Jerusalem were building up this city and erecting the walls; now, since the city had in time past been rebellious, it would be well to stop this work, or else the Jews might refuse to pay tribute to Persia; if the king would examine the records, he would find abundant proof of the seditious character of Jerusalem, and if he did not prevent the work now going on, his power west of the Euphrates would soon be nil. Artaxerxes returned answer that he had investigated the matter, and was satisfied that Jerusalem had been a seat of rebellion, and therefore, lest an outbreak should again occur, he now commissioned the Samaritan officers to stop this work, and to see that the king's interests suffered no damage. Upon the receipt of this authority the royal officers at Samaria went to Jerusalem, and by the use of armed force stopped the work.

It might be urged against this reference of the above account that the names of the enemies mentioned are not the same as those given in the Book of Nehemiah. But Nehemiah's opponents, Sanballat, Tobiah and Geshem, were to all appearances persons who had no influence at the Persian court, and who were therefore obliged to make use of the officials at Samaria to gain their ends; and for this purpose when, in seeking to maintain their influence in Jerusalem, they tried to hinder Nehemiah from building the walls, they denounced the city as about to rebel. The Persian officers, also, did not want the place to become the nucleus of a new Jewish state.

Also if the letter represents the city as being rebuilt, though now it had stood for nearly 100 years, it must be remembered the arrival of more colonists

---

occasioned the addition of new quarters; moreover, in antiquity a city first became such, in the full sense of the word, when the walls were built.

It is a more weighty argument that but slight allusion is made in the correspondence to the fact that the Jews were acting in agreement with an edict given by the king. This decree, like all other decrees of the Persians, was irrevocable, and could only be made of no effect by issuing another edict. To obtain this the Samaritans pointed out that the undertaking authorized would lead to mischievous consequences; and though Artaxerxes in his new decree flatly opposed the plan concerted with Nehemiah, yet as in the one case political considerations contributed to make the plan seem desirable, so now in view of the facts it appeared to be his duty to heed the suggestion of the Samaritans.

All probabilities seem to commend the reference given above. So far as can be learned, up to this time Jerusalem had remained as in 516, a city without walls. The hostility of the neighboring peoples, which had been aroused by more than one evidence of the Jewish spirit of exclusivism, was embittered by Ezra's effort to enforce the marriage-law; and it had become clear that it was practically impossible to organize the community in conformity to the Law until interference from without was excluded by the erection of the walls. Ezra, a religious enthusiast, may not have had the political wisdom to conceive, much less the executive ability to carry out, such a plan; but the practical as well as zealous Nehemiah probably perceived that Jerusalem must first be made a city, then it might become a Jewish city.

Though the sequel to Ezra 4:23 has not been preserved, yet it may reasonably be assumed that the interruption to the work was of short duration. Nehemiah's diplomatic and military skill prevented the enemy from making an attack upon the city, while his influence with the Persian king, to whom he, as governor, sent his own account of what was being done, soon procured him permission to proceed with his work.

But the craft of the governor's foes was not yet exhausted. Their hired agents among the Jews soon began to annoy him. Shemaiah, a prophet in whom perhaps Nehemiah had reposed confidence, was bribed to frighten him, and thus to induce him to violate the temple; he urged Nehemiah, who was visiting him, to shut himself up in the house of JHVH, for enemies were coming that night to kill him. But this cunning scheme, as well as the attempts of other prophets, likewise failed (Neh. 6:10 sqq.).

During all this time there was considerable excitement in Jerusalem. The ill-feeling aroused among the wealthier classes by the regulation concerning usury still persisted, and not a few wished that things were now as they were before Nehemiah came. Some nobles, on account of marriage-relationships and community of interests, were acting in collusion with Tobiah, whom they praised before Nehemiah and 'whom they kept informed of the governor's actions. A
considerable correspondence passed between these disaffected noblemen and Tobiah, who also sent letters to Nehemiah, seeking to frighten him (Neh. 6:17 sqq.).

From all this it may readily be seen that Nehemiah was the life and spirit of the whole undertaking, and that many prominent men took part in it only because they were morally obliged to do so, or because they feared the determined governor. His energy and wisdom overcame all difficulties; so that success was at length attained. In 52 days of toil and watching the work was completed, on the 25th of Elul, i.e. Sept. 444 (Neh. 6:15).

Now that the fortifications of the city were finished, the governor turned his attention to a prudent arrangement of the internal affairs. First, he provided for the systematic watching of the gates in order that the people might carry on their domestic and civil occupations without fear of an attack. For this police-service he selected fit persons from among the lower classes of temple-servants, as well as Levites and singers who were probably favorably disposed toward him, since from his plans of reform a betterment of their condition might be expected. Over them he placed his relatives Chanani and Chananiah, and gave them strict orders concerning the opening and and shutting of the gates (Neh. 7:1 sqq.).

Now though the space enclosed by the walls was large, and places of residence were not wanting, yet the inhabitants were comparatively few, and the families were not large (Neh. 7:4).* Nehemiah therefore sought to increase the population. What means was adopted is not known. A census was taken; and perhaps the list which was found, giving the names of those who came to Jerusalem in 538, gave occasion to recall families actually belonging to the city who had located elsewhere.

Shortly after the completion of the walls (probably on a day between the 25th of Elul and the 1st of Tishri 444), a feast of dedication was held. The festival began with sacrifices of atonement, and the purification of the people, the gates and walls by sprinkling blood upon them. Two processions, headed by Levites and singers, marched on the walls and through the city, and finally met in the temple, where amid the blare of horns and songs of praise, the people gave expression to their joy (Neh. 12:27 sqq.).

The independence of the city and community had now been secured; so that the time was ripe for the accomplishment of the plan of Ezra, which had been deferred for 13 years. The self-reliance of the people had been strengthened by the success of Nehemiah's great undertaking, and they were now ready for new enterprises. Ezra might therefore come before the public with the book of the Law and renew the attempt to procure its acceptance. Nehemiah's influence on the masses would also be a potent factor in winning success, and Ezra wisely

---

* Cf. Professor Paul Haupt's Article on this passage in the *Johns Hopkins University Circulars*, July, 1894, pp. 108 sqq.
availed himself of it. Unfortunately no information has been handed down relative to Ezra's negotiations with Nehemiah and the leaders of the community, though such must have preceded the proclamation of the Law. It is clear from Neh. 8:1 sqq. that a favorable feeling toward the project had been aroused in the community.

On the first of Tishri (Sept.) 444 a general assembly of the people was held in the open space in front of the water-gate, and Ezra was asked to produce the Book of the Law of Moses which JHVH had commanded Israel. Ezra mounted a high stand erected for him and read from the book until midday, pausing frequently that the Levites might explain to the people the import of the sections read. The people were greatly pained as they recognized the wide variation of their conduct from the requirements of the Law, and wept aloud. But Nehemiah addressed them with comforting words, bidding them observe this day as a time of rejoicing, holy to JHVH. The Levites echoed his speech; and the afternoon and evening were spent in feasting and mirth (Neh. 8:1 sqq.).

But on the second day of the month the heads of the families with the priests and Levites came to Ezra in order to continue the reading of the Law. The prescriptions concerning the feast of Booths claimed first notice, since this feast fell in Tishri. Proclamation was therefore made that the people should go to the mountains and bring thence the necessary materials to construct the booths; and soon on the house-tops and in court-yards as well as in open spaces near the gates these rustic structures were reared, and from the 15th to the 22d of the month the festival was kept with rejoicing; for since the days of Joshua ben Nun, the Israelites had not done so. During the feast the reading of the Law was kept up (Neh. 8:13 sqq.).

On the 23d the feast was concluded by a general assembly. But on the next day the congregation again came together, this time wearing emblems of grief and with earth on their heads. The spirit of exclusivism now came out strongly; all strangers were excluded regardless of any considerations. The assembly alternately confessed the sins of the past and listened to the reading of the Law. Finally Ezra* arose and, in the name of Israel, made an acknowledgment of sins, not only the sins of the present generation, but those of the whole people from the time of its choice by JHVH to the present hour. God, he said, had called Abraham, and made with him a covenant to give to his posterity the land of Canaan; this promise had been kept, and the ancestors of Israel were led out of Egypt into the Holy Land, after receiving at Sinai the laws of God; yet, only by JHVH's great mercy was Israel saved in the march through the desert, only through him was the land subdued and Israel made prosperous and happy; in spite of all this they regarded not God's laws; but killed the prophets who

---

* According to the LXX. text of Neh. 9:6.
called them to repentance, and so provoked the long-suffering JHVH that, after repeated efforts to win them back, he at last gave them into the hands of the heathen; nevertheless in great mercy he had not wholly annihilated them; may he now regard the well-merited punishments which, since the days of the Assyrian kings, have befallen Israel, as sufficient; truly, these punishments still persist, for to-day the inheritance of the fathers is under the dominion of heathen rulers (Neh. 9:1 sqq.).

At the conclusion of this prayer, the whole congregation entered into a solemn covenant to observe faithfully all the commandments given by God to the people through Moses. This agreement was put in writing, and sealed and signed by Nehemiah and the heads of the families.

By the terms of the compact intermarriage with those who did not belong to the congregation, as well as the transaction of business on the sabbaths and feast-days, was expressly prohibited, and it was provided that a tax of one-third of a shekel per capita should be levied for the support of the temple services. It was also arranged that the necessary wood for use on the altar should be brought to the temple at appointed times by the several families, whose turns were determined by lot. The people also promised to bring the first-fruits, the first-born of their sons and their cattle, to the priests, and to pay the tithes to the Levites regularly (Neh. 10:28 sqq.).

The important bearing of this covenant on the further development of Judaism is something unique. For through it the efforts to form a congregation of JHVH out of the remnants of the people of Judah were finally successful; and the movement instituted in 621, when, on the basis of Deuteronomy, the attempt was made to transform the nation into the kingdom of God foretold by the prophets, reached a conclusion. Ezra's victory signified a break with the past; the community had stamped his plan with the seal of approval, and all ideas that opposed it were accordingly condemned. But that the victory was something more than temporary was due, not only to Ezra's earnest teaching, but also to the favoring circumstance that for ten years Nehemiah's strong hands controlled affairs in Jerusalem. This man exhibited the same zeal in preventing heretical practices and punishing offenders against the religious law that he had shown in prosecuting the work on the walls. So the power delegated by a heathen government played a conspicuous part in establishing the Jewish Church. And it would appear that force was perhaps necessary to compel adherence to the Law.

In spite of the sworn promises all was still uncertain. The leading classes in Jerusalem had yielded to the reform against their will, and the great mass of the people still moved in the ruts of old habits. Open rebellion against the prohibitions of intermarriage and the admission of strangers soon occurred; the sabbath was desecrated and the requirements of religious life were neglected.
In the 32nd year of Artaxerxes (433) Nehemiah returned to Shushan, perhaps because his leave of absence had terminated. But after some time,* he obtained permission to make a second visit. Whether in the interval another governor had been in charge is uncertain. On his return Nehemiah discovered that, contrary to his regulations, the high-priest Eliashib had given Tobiah, Nehemiah's old enemy, a room in the temple. Nehemiah took immediate action; Tobiah's property was thrown out, the apartment cleansed and restored to its legitimate use.

At the same time he was informed that the Levites had not received their dues; and in consequence they, as well as the singers, had been obliged to leave their places in the temple and to earn a living by tilling their farms. Nehemiah sharply rebuked the authorities who had carelessly allowed this to happen, and summoned the Levites to their duties; at his command payment of the tithes were resumed, and treasurers were appointed to receive and distribute them (Neh. 13:10 sqq.).

Greater trouble was experienced with the sabbath-breakers; for against the strict law of rest on the seventh day both custom and the interests of trade were arrayed. Nehemiah observed that the Jews living in the country carried on their work and brought their produce to Jerusalem on the sabbath; and on the next market-day he warned them to desist from the practice. The Tyrian merchants, who sold salted fish and all sorts of goods in Jerusalem on the sabbath to the citizens and Jews from the country, likewise found him a determined man. He sternly reproved the Jews for their share in the matter, reminding them that from such sins Israel was still suffering misfortune. Then he had the gates closed on the sabbath, and gave orders that no persons who carried goods should be admitted. The merchants spent the night in front of the gate once or twice; but this act he strictly prohibited and they soon ceased to give him annoyance (Neh. 13:15 sqq.).

He also found the practice of intermarriage with the heathen producing disastrous results. Jews had married women of Ashdod, Ammon and Moab, and their children in many cases could not understand the language of the community. These men may have been of the lower classes, and lived perhaps on the borders of the colony. Nehemiah did not require them to dismiss their wives, but rebuked them, cursed them, plucked their beards, and made them swear that they would not give their sons or daughters into such alliances. In a similar energetic way he dealt with a member of the high-priest's family, the grandson of Eliashib, who was a son-in-law of Sanballat of Bethhoron. Summary punishment was necessary in this case because of the prominence of the offender,

* The expression in Neh. 13:6, דִּמְיָם הַיָּמִים at the end of days—is of uncertain meaning.
whose bad example might be infectious. Therefore, Nehemiah expelled him from the community* (Neh. 13:23 sqq.).

With these notices of Nehemiah’s zealous and successful efforts to create respect for the Law, the account of his activities ceases; and with this also the period designed to be sketched here concludes.

PART III.

TRANSLATION, COMMENTARY AND GRAMMATICAL NOTES.

The Order of the Psalms in this Commentary.

In the Hebrew Psalter the Songs of the Return are not arranged in chronological order. The following is an attempt to dispose them in historical sequence according to their references to the events of the period: 124, 126, 183, 132, 121, 130, 123, 122, 127, 128, 120, 131, 129, 125, 184.

TRANSLATION OF THE SONGS OF THE RETURN.

Psalm 124.—The Release from Exile.

1 If we had not had JHVH—
   Israel should say;—
2 If we had not had JHVH
   When men rose up against us,
3 Then they would have swallowed us up alive
   When their anger was hot against us;
4 Then the waters would have overwhelmed us,
   A torrent would have passed over our life;
5 Then would have passed over our life
   The seething waters.

*This son of Eliashib seems to have been identical with the renegade priest Manasseh, who, according to Josephus (Ant. XI, 7-8), instituted on Mt. Gerizim a temple worship in rivalry to that on Mt. Moriah; he followed the model of the Jewish hierarchy and used the Jewish Book of the Law, into which a change was purposely introduced to harmonize it with the pretensions of the Samaritan community (t. e. Mt. Gerizim was substituted for Ebal in Dt. 27:4). In any case it seems clear that the Samaritans obtained their Law and their form of government, the Pentateuch and the priesthood, from Jerusalem. It is not surprising that the soil of Jerusalem burned under the feet of many prominent priests when the city was under the control of Nehemiah and the exclusivists (cf. Wellhausen, Israelit. u. Jüdische Geschichte, p. 148 note 2). Jewish exclusivism had kept the Samaritans from obtaining the desired entrance into the Jewish community; so now in turn the Samaritans manifested the same spirit, and from this time on each people bitterly hated the other.

The silence of Nehemiah as to the important consequences that followed the expulsion of Manasseh may be due to the fact that the Samaritan community had not been organized when he wrote or indeed that it was not organized until after his death. In placing the expulsion of Manasseh in the time of Alexander the Great (337 B.C.-323 B.C.) Josephus seems to have been “a victim of the strangely erroneous views of chronology which the Jews of his own and of later times have commonly entertained respecting their nation’s history in the interval between the Return from the Exile and the victories of Alexander” (H. E. Ryle, Canon of the Old Test., London, 1892, p. 62). But it is not improbable that he is correct to this extent, that the temple was not built until the time of Alexander.
6 Blessed be JHVH who did not give us
   As prey to their teeth.
7 Our soul like a bird has escaped
   From the snare of the fowlers;
   The snare has been broken, and we survive.
8 Our help is in the name of JHVH,
   The maker of heaven and earth.

Psalm 126.—A Prayer for the Restoration of Prosperity.

1 When JHVH turned the captivity of Zion
   We were like those who dream.
2 Then was our mouth filled with laughter
   And our tongue with triumphant shouting;
   Then it was said among the nations
   “JHVH has done great things for them.”
3 JHVH has done great things for us;
   We are glad of it.

4 Restore our prosperity, O JHVH,
   Like the brooks in the Negeb.
5 They who sow in tears
   Will reap with joy.
6 He goes forth weeping as he goes,
   Bearing the seed-corn;
   He will surely come in with rejoicing,
   Bearing his sheaves.

Psalm 133.—A Plea for Unity among the Colonists.

1 Behold, how sweet and pleasant it would be
   For brethren to dwell in complete harmony:
2 It would be like the sweet oil on the head
   That flows down on the beard;*
3 It would be like the dew of Hermon that falls
   On the mountains of Zion;
   For there JHVH has appointed the blessing—
   Life—forevermore.

* 2(b) The beard of Aaron that flowed down to the collar of his garment.
Psalm 132.—A Prayer for the Restoration of David’s Dynasty at the Dedication of the Temple.

1 JHVH, remember to David
   All his efforts!

2 How he swore to JHVH,
   Vowed to the Mighty One of Jacob:

3 “If I enter the tent of my house,
   If I ascend to the bed of my couch;

4 If I give sleep to my eyes,
   Slumber to my eyelashes;

5 Until I find a place for JHVH,
   A habitation for the Mighty One of Jacob—!”

6 Lo, we have heard it in the fertile-plains,
   It has reached us in the wilderness.

7 Let us enter his habitation,
   Let us worship at his footstool!

8 Enter, O JHVH, thy habitation,
   Thou and the ark of thy strength.

9 Let thy priests be clothed with righteousness,
   And let thy saints shout for joy.

10 For thy servant David’s sake
   Do not refuse thy Anointed One.

11 JHVH has sworn to David:—
   It is truth, he will not go back from it:—
   “Of the fruit of thy body
   I will place on thy throne.

12 If thy sons keep my covenant
   And my ordinances that I shall teach them,
   Their sons also unto eternity
   Will sit on thy throne.”

13 For JHVH has chosen Zion,
   He has desired it for his dwelling (saying):

14 “This is my habitation forever,
   Here I will dwell, for I have desired it.

15 Her provisions I will abundantly bless,
   I will satisfy her poor with bread.

16 Her priests I will clothe with salvation,
   And her saints will shout in exultation.
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17 There will I cause a horn of David to sprout forth;
I have prepared a lamp for my Anointed One.
18 His enemies I will clothe with shame,
But upon him will his crown shine."

Psalm 121.—The Ascent of Ezra. A Promise of JHVH's Protection during the Journey.

1 I raise my eyes toward the mountains;
Whence will my help come?

2 My help will come from JHVH,
Who made heaven and earth.

3 May he not suffer thy foot to stumble,
May thy keeper not slumber!

4 Behold, he neither slumbers nor sleeps
That keeps Israel.

5 JHVH is thy keeper,
JHVH is thy protection at thy right hand.

6 The sun will not harm thee by day
Nor the moon by night.

7 JHVH will keep thee from all evil;
He will preserve thy life.

8 JHVH will watch over thy going out and thy coming in,
Henceforth and forever.

Psalm 130.—A Prayer for the Forgiveness of Sins on Atonement-Day.

1 Out of the depths I cry to thee, JHVH!
O Lord, hearken to my voice,

2 Let thine ears be attentive
To the voice of my supplications!

3 If thou shouldest mark iniquities, Jah,
O Lord, who then could stand?

4 But with thee is forgiveness
For the sake of the Law.

5 I hope for JHVH,
And for his word my soul hopes.

6 My soul waits for the Lord
More than they that watch for the morning.
7 Ye that watch for the morning!
   Wait, Israel, for JHVH!
For with JHVH is mercy,
   And with him is redemption in abundance.

8 And he will redeem Israel
   From all his iniquities.
9 Wait, Israel, for JHVH,
   From henceforth even forever.

Psalm 123.—A Prayer for Deliverance from Contempt.

1 To thee I lift my eyes,
   O thou that sittest in heaven.
2 Behold, as the eyes of servants
   Are directed toward the hand of the master;
   As the eyes of a maid
   Are directed toward the hand of the mistress;
   So our eyes are directed toward JHVH, our God,
   As long as he is gracious to us.

3 Be gracious to us, O JHVH, be gracious to us!
   For we have long experienced contempt.
4 Our soul is sated
   With the scorn of haughty men,
   With the contempt of the proud.

Psalm 122.—An Exhortation to Peace and Unity within the Colony.

1 I am glad when they say to me:
   "We are going to the house of JHVH."
2 Our feet do indeed stand
   In thy gates, O Jerusalem.

3 Jerusalem, that is rebuilt like a city,
   Where 'the congregation of Israel' assembles.
4 For thither went up the tribes, the tribes of Jah,
   To give praise to the name of JHVH.
5 Where were set thrones of judgment,
   Thrones of the house of David.

6 Pray for the peace of Jerusalem;
   They will prosper who love thee.
7 Peace be within thy walls,
   Prosperity in thy palaces.
For the sake of my brethren and companions
I will certainly speak peace within thee.

For the sake of the house of JHVH, our God,
I will seek thy good.

Psalm 127.—An Argument against Nehemiah’s Plan. Sons, not Walls, are the City’s best Defenses.

1 If JHVH does not build the house
   In vain do the builders labor upon it.
If JHVH does not guard the city
   In vain does the guard watch.

2 It is useless for you to arise early,
   To retire late, to eat the bread of toil;
   He gives the same to his beloved ones in sleep.
3 Behold, children are an inheritance from JHVH,
   The fruit of the womb is his reward.
4 Like arrows in a warrior’s hand
   So are the sons of youth.
5 Happy is the man
   Who fills his quiver with them.
   They will not be scattered,
   But will drive back the enemy in the gate.

Psalm 128.—The Relation of Personal Piety to Domestic Happiness and the Good of the State.

1 Happy art thou that fearest JHVH,
   That walkest in his ways.
2 Thou wilt verily enjoy the fruit of thy hands;
   Happy art thou, and it is well with thee.
3 Thy wife will be like a fruitful vine
   In the inner apartments of thy house;
   Thy children like olive shoots
   Around thy table.
4. Observe that thus will the man be blessed
   Who fears JHVH.
5 JHVH will bless thee from Zion;
   And thou wilt see the good of Jerusalem
   All the days of thy life;
6 And thou wilt see thy children’s children.
   Peace be upon Israel!
Psalm 120.—A Complaint against Unfriendly Neighbors.

1 When I was in distress, to JHVH I cried
   And he hearkened unto me.
2 JHVH, deliver my soul from lying lips,
   From a deceitful tongue.
3 What will he give to thee, and what further give to thee,
   O deceitful tongue?
4 Sharp arrows of a warrior
   With burning coals of broom.
5 Alas for me, that I live with Meshech,
   That I dwell beside the tents of Kedar!
6 Long enough has my soul dwelt
   With the haters of peace.
7 I am peaceful; yet if I speak,
   They are ready for war.

Psalm 134.—The Humility and Resignation of the Colonists.

1 JHVH, my heart is not aspiring
   Nor are my eyes ambitious;
   And I do not engage in great matters,
   Nor in things too hard for me.
2 If I have not calmed and quieted my soul
   As a weaned child on the mother's bosom*—!

Psalm 129.—The Happy Fortune of Israel and the Woe of the Enemy.

1 Greatly have they oppressed me from my youth up—
   Israel should say;—
2 Greatly have they oppressed me from my youth up;
   Nevertheless they have not prevailed over me.
3 Upon my back the ploughers ploughed
   They made their furrows long.
4 JHVH, the righteous one, has cut asunder
   The cords of the wicked.
5 Let them be scattered and driven back,
   All that hate Zion.
6 Let them be like the grass on the house-tops,
   Which withers before it grows up;

* As a weaned child is my soul within me.
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7 With which the mower does not fill his hand
Nor the binder of sheaves his bosom;
8 And may those who pass by not say:
The blessing of JHVH be upon you.
We bless you in the name of JHVH.

Psalm 125.—A Warning to Heretics.

1 They that trust in JHVH are like Mount Zion
Which is not shaken, stands fast forever.
2 As for Jerusalem—mountains are around her;
And JHVH is with his people now and ever.
3 For the dominion of the wicked will not remain
On the lot of the righteous,
That the righteous may not put
Their hands to iniquity.
4 Do good, O JHVH, to the good,
And to the upright in heart.
5 But as for those who turn aside their crooked ways,—
JHVH will destroy them together with the workers of
iniquity.
Peace be upon Israel!

Psalm 134.—The Doxology of the Songs of the Return.

1 Behold, praise ye JHVH, all ye servants of JHVH,
Who stand in the house of JHVH by night.
2 Raise your hands toward the sanctuary
And praise ye JHVH.
3 May JHVH, the maker of heaven and earth.
Bless thee out of Zion.

Explanatory Notes.

Notes on Psalm 124.

This Psalm has been thought to refer to the dangers impending over the Jews while they were engaged in the work of refitting the walls under the direction of Nehemiah; but the attempts of Sanballat and his confederates were not dangerous enough and were frustrated too soon to have given occasion for the representations in the Psalm. The same argument overthrows the idea of Grætz, who assigns the Psalm to the time when Darius Hystaspis again became interested in the colony (in 520), and thinks the Samaritans are the enemies meant; there is no evidence that the Jews were threatened with a grave calamity from
the attacks of their neighbors at this time. Many commentators find the allusions too obscure to enable reference of the piece to a particular historical occasion. Some explain it in a general way as alluding to the conditions and circumstances of the returned exiles (so Hitzig, Hupfeld). Olshausen thinks of the restoration of independence by the Maccabean wars; while Tilling makes the Psalm an epinician on the defeat and rout of the Philistines when Goliath was slain. There are several facts which may serve as the basis for the interpretation of the poem. The Psalm recites the experiences of Israel; it is a national song. The strong figures used point to a national disaster of no small moment, which did not, however, come upon the people in all possible severity (cf. vs. 2-6); and the character of the calamity which actually occurred is indicated in v. 7, where an escape from captivity is figuratively described. In view of these facts it seems possible to discover the particular event which gave occasion for the Song. There is here set forth in poetic language an account of the captivity of Judah and of the release of the exiles. The coming up of the angry Chaldean monarch against his rebellious vassals, with his troops of armed warriors, the threatened utter destruction of Jerusalem and all the inhabitants, the commutation of this penalty to captivity, and the final release from exile by the hand of God, are all briefly referred to in the Psalm.

(1) Most scholars render this verse by: If the Lord had not been for us (or with us). Such a translation is at variance with the well recognized meaning of the phrase "לֹא יְהוָה הַיָּדוּעַ, עַד נָפַלְנוּ בָּךָ" (which is a circumlocution for to have), and obscures the peculiar force of the passage. The whole point in this and the following verse lies in the emphatically reiterated statement of the relationship between JHVH and Israel, i.e. that JHVH is Israel’s God, and in this sense belongs to Israel. Cf. Ps. 95:7: "כי דוא אֶלֹהִים אֲנָחָנוּ עַמִּי מִרְכֹּבָה יְהוָה וְרָאָתָנוּ", *For he is our God, and we are the people of his pasture, and the flock of his hand;* Ex. 6:7: And I will take you as my people and will be to you a God; cf. Hos. 1:9; Gen. 17:7, 8; Ex. 29:45.

The benefits accruing from this relationship, assistance in the hour of need, deliverance from grievous distress, are emphasized in the succeeding verses, and finally in v. 8 the teaching of the whole poem is summed up in a declaration equivalent to the opening statement, that in JHVH is Israel’s salvation.

Let Israel therefore recognize, says the poet,† that if JHVH had not been our God, our champion, we might have fared differently.‡ Similarly in Ps. 129, where the same formula occurs, the congregation is exhorted to notice how God has preserved his people in all the past.

---

* So Rosenmüller, de Wette, Baethgen.
† Clarisse thinks that v. 1 was sung by a precentor or a choir, while 2 directs that the remainder of the Song should be chanted by the entire congregation; so also in 129:1. But it seems that the writer makes use of this repetition to impart vigor to his thought.
‡ Hengstenberg supposes that an apostrophe occurs here and in v. 2. But the apodosis is given in vs. 3sqq.
(2) A second element in the picture of the past is now brought out. On the one hand, Israel had JHVH; the crisis, in which the advantage of this possession appeared, came about when men, i.e. a worldly power, the Babylonians, made an attack upon Israel. ירה men is used here in the same sense as אנה in Ps. 66:12: Thou didst cause men to ride over our heads.

Especially to be noticed is the antithetic parallelism between the two members of the verse. To the worldly power assailing Israel was opposed the might of JHVH in defence of his people; cf. for the same antithesis Ps. 118:6: יוהי לאריה מנה ענשה לי, I have JHVH, I do not fear what man can do to me; also Pss. 56:6; 9:20, 21; Isa. 31:1–3.

(3) With this verse the apodosis begins. The poet dwells upon the awful possibilities that were averted because JHVH’s hand interposed; if we had not had JHVH when the Babylonians attacked Jerusalem, then they would have devoured us alive. The figure gives the idea of complete destruction effected with inhuman cruelty; and this might well have been expected, for the enemy’s wrath was kindled against Judah. Nebuchadnessar’s anger, provoked by the unfaithfulness of the tributary ruler of Judah, was fanned into flame by the stubborn resistance to the punishment he sought to inflict. The disposition of the besieging army toward the inhabitants of Jerusalem was embittered by the length of the siege. So when the end came, it was likely that the enemy would instantly destroy Israel, just as wild beasts, maddened with thirst for blood, gulp down the quivering flesh of their victims on the spot; cf. Ps. 22:4:amma את מאיה מר 하ים They open wide their mouths at me, like a ravenous and roaring lion; also Ezek. 22:25; Pss. 7:3; 56:2, 3; 57:4; 35:25; Prov. 1:12. The figure is sometimes used of the capture of Jerusalem and of the Exile, when Israel was as it were swallowed up by the nations; Lam. 2:16: עלו את מת התברכת כל ערי יָרוֹנ This is a fitting illustration of the enemy’s rage; they hiss and gnash their teeth, saying: we have swallowed her up; cf. also vs. 2, 5; Isa. 49:19; Jer. 51:34 (cf. v. 44). רבי יָרוֹנ while yet alive, intensifies the idea of a sudden and bitter fate; cf. the imprecation upon the ungodly in Ps. 55:16: יאדו תמים יָרוֹנ יָרש תוֹד יָרוֹנ Let death ensnare them, let them go down to the grave while yet alive; also Num. 16: 32, 33.

(4) Waters are frequently used as a sign of affliction; cf. note on Ps. 180:1. The figure of streams passing over the banks and flooding everything is applied to the incursions and attacks of enemies; cf. Isa. 8:7, 8. בֵּין יָאר נֵישַׁיְא מִי יָרוֹנ הָעַנְשָׁם הָעַנְשָׁם הָעַנְשָׁם הָעַנְשָׁם אָמְרָא כָּל יָרוֹנ הָעַנְשָׁם יָרוֹנ הָעַנְשָׁם יָרוֹנ הָעַנְשָׁם יָרוֹנ הָעַנְשָׁם יָרוֹנ הָעַנְשָׁם יָרוֹנ Hark, you rulers! I am the Lord, the God of all armies, and if I were to open my mouth, if I were to utter my voice; hold your peace; Holden your peace; hold your peace; hold your peace! Now, therefore, behold, the Lord will bring upon them the waters of the Euphrates, strong and many, the king of Assyria and all his glory; and he will rise over all his chan-
nels and go over all his banks, and he will pass through Judah, overwhelming and going over, reaching to the neck, and the stretching out of his wings will fill the breadth of thy land, O Immanuel; cf. Is. 17:12 sq. and Jer. 47:2, where the march of armies is compared with the rush of an overwhelming flood.

As the waters typify the overwhelming numbers and the spread of the Babylonian hosts over the whole face of the country, so the spring-torrent (דָּרֹחַ) indicates the sudden appearance and irresistible might of the invading force: in the rainy season the dried-up bed of the wady is quickly filled with an angry, surging flood that sweeps away all that impedes its flow; so suddenly, and with like violence, Nebuchadressar's army descended upon the doomed city of Jerusalem, and it seemed that total ruin was inevitable.

5. He means not our soul but our life, as also in Ps. 121:7; cf. Ps. 38:18; יִנָּהּ מַפְלָקֵשׁ נַפְשֵׁי Those who seek my life lay snares for me; also Pss. 35:4; 59:4. Gretz's objection to the proud (or seething) waters, is unfounded; may, even in the sense of proud, be used in this connection; cf. the similar expressions נַפְּשֵׁי נַפְּשֵׁי thy proud waves, Job 38:11; נַפְּשֵׁי נַפְּשֵׁי the pride of the sea, Ps. 89:10. The waters and torrent describe the strength of the enemy; so seething, with the side notion of proud, refers to his pride and haughtiness. Babylon is termed the most proud in Jer. 50:31, 32; cf. notes on Ps. 123:4.

6. These words recall the figure in v. 3. But the supposition of Clarisse that a transposition of verses has taken place, and that v. 3 properly belongs after v. 5, is improbable. After having called attention to the destruction which threatened Israel, and pictured its terrors in a series of strong figures, the poet states his thesis anew; it is sufficient to do this in connection with but one of the figures by which he illustrated the impending woe. The reason we were not devoured alive by the Chaldeans is that our God interposed in our behalf; therefore, blessed be his holy name.

Hitzig declares the Psalm cannot refer to the release from exile, since Israel was actually overwhelmed by the Chaldeans and given as a prey into their power; cf. Jer. 50:17: יָשָׁר פָּרוֹר אֵשֶׁר אָרֵי אֵרֵי חֵרֵית הַמָּשָׁת אֲנָכָּל מֵלֶךְ אֵשֶׁר "Israel is a scattered sheep; the lions have driven him away; first the king of Assyria devoured him, and now finally Nebuchadressar, king of Babylon, has broken his bones; and Jer. 51:34 אֲנָכָּל "Nebuchadressar, king of Babylon, has devoured me, destroyed me, made me an empty vessel, devoured me like a dragon. The explanation of the apparent difficulty is, however, at hand. He to whose mind the sad scenes attendant upon the capture of the city and the stern realities of the Exile were present, might well paint the facts in gloomy colors. But with the dawn of freedom there is given to the returned
exiles a new view of the past. Bad as were the experiences of the fall of Jerusalem and the captivity, they might have been far worse. The poet can see that the figures he has used in vs. 3 sqq. are too strong and in v. 7 he introduces his own view of the matter.

Teeth are a type of strength and violence; cf. Ps. 57:5: נלשים בחרון ו生物科技 I am among lions, I lie down with furious ones, mean men, whose teeth are spears and arrows; Pss. 58:7; 8:8; Job. 4:10; Dan. 7:7.

(7) In the mercy of God not only was Israel spared the possible disasters, but the woe that actually befell the people was not lasting.

The figure of the snare is frequently used of wily schemes or plots into which the unwary fall; cf. I Sam. 28:9; Job 18:7-10. But it is also applied to the captivity in particular; cf. Ezek. 12:18: הפרשת אד אתרי עליי ונהמה I will spread my net upon him, and he will be caught in my snare; and I will bring him to Babylon, the land of the Chaldeans; Ezek. 19:8, 9; 17:20; Lam. 1:13; Ps. 66:11: הכאתה במאורת Thou didst bring us into the net; thou didst put affliction upon our loins.

The points of comparison suggested by the figure are: (1) captivity; (2) the helplessness of the captives; in the prison-house of Babylon the exiles were as incapable of effecting their release as is a bird to escape from the snare;* cf. Lam. 1:14: נשקו על פשיטי בוחר ישاهرות עלול על זהא, חלesco בח' נגרני אדני בוחר לא אוכל חום The yoke of my transgressions has been bound by his hand; they are twisted together and come up on my neck; the Lord has made my strength fail, he has given me into the power of those from whom I cannot rise up; (3) exuberant joy in freedom; the snare is broken, and as for us, we are free! we survive, and have been permitted to return.

(8) The important truth taught in the argument of the preceding verses is here summed up in a general maxim: Our help is in the name of JHVH. Our wonderful preservation and marvelous escape is due to the God of our fathers. In his name, i.e. in what that name represents, the religion of Israel, is the palladium of Israel. The verse may be regarded as a poetical expression of the fact that the Jews survived the Exile not as a nation, but only as a sect; it is also a declaration that the continuance of their existence as such depended on their steadfast allegiance to God. V. 8 lays down the statement that, for all the future, JHVH, who made all things, is the only source of Israel’s help. This

* By this is meant a trap made of two quadrilateral frames, like the covers of a book, each covered with a net; it is set with one of the frames in an upright position, while the other lies upon the ground; the fowler pulls a cord which operates a trigger or ויד, so that the frame lying flat is brought up against the one standing upright, and the birds are caught. Cf. G. Hoffmann, Versuche zu Amos, c. 3, 5, in Zeitschr. fuer Alteuaff., Wissenschaft, III (1888) p. 101.
reference to God as the omnipotent Creator (which appears elsewhere in these Pss., 121:2; 134:3), betrays the influence of the teachings of the Deutero-Isaiah.

In the glorious and terrible name of JHVH (Dt. 28:58) is expressed his power and majesty. But by the name of God is also meant his reputation, not only among his own people (cf. Isa. 48:9, 11; Ps. 52:11), but among the heathen; hence God is often entreated to act for the sake of preserving the fame which he has obtained; cf. Ps. 109:21: "But do thou deal with me, O God the Lord, for the sake of thy name;" cf. Pss. 79:9; 25:11; 31:4; 143:11; 115:1. In the name of JHVH, a term at once suggestive of his divine characteristics, and of his reputation for truth and faithfulness, is the bulwark of Israel’s defence (cf. Ps. 20:8). If a worldly power should again attempt to destroy the congregation, then JHVH will save his people, if they remain steadfastly true to him.

NOTES ON PSALM 126.

Perhaps no one of the Songs of the Return more definitely discloses its historical reference than does this short but beautiful Psalm, which gives at the beginning a direct statement of its post-exilic origin.* Most commentators agree in assigning it to the early years of the Return. A difference of interpretation obtains, however; for while many consider that in v. 4 is contained a prayer of the colonists in Jerusalem for the return of their brethren still remaining in Babylon, there are but few who perceive a different meaning in the phraseology of vs. 1 and 4.

The opening words of the Psalm give the terminus a quo of the period within which it was written; the terminus ad quem is furnished by vs. 4sqq. The occasion which called forth the bright and encouraging piece was the lack of prosperity that troubled the colonists in the times immediately succeeding the first return; the oft-repeated failure of crops had been very disheartening. Prayer for the removal of this woe, and cheering promise of glad times to come, constitute this Psalm, the purpose of which is to encourage the servants of JHVH to work on in patient expectation of that deliverance which, as past events show, God will surely bring.† The piece was probably composed about

* Wolfson regards the poem as referring to the time of Hezekiah when Judah was delivered from the Assyrians. The Israelites in captivity are supposed to hear of this wonderful matter which has excited remark in the world outside of the little kingdom (v. 2), and to offer up prayer for their own deliverance. But that the speakers in v. 1, who rejoice at the salvation wrought, utter the prayer of v. 4, none will deny; and the suffixes in vs. 2, 3 must refer to the same people. But if Wolfson’s exegesis be correct, this could not be; for, granted that v. 1 is spoken by the Israelites, v. 3 cannot be referred to them. There is not the slightest reason to make a difference between those concerned in the turning of Zion’s captivity and those who declare their joy and offer the petition. In a somewhat similar way Ps. 55 begins with a reference to the people of Jacob; but that the speaker is the representative of the people is clear from vs. 5sqq.

† A parallel piece is Ps. 85, in which the facts here briefly alluded to are brought out at length.
the time of Haggai (520). Three sections may be distinguished in the Song: (1) vs. 1–3, Praise; (2) v. 4, Prayer; (3) vs. 5, 6, Promise.

(1) When, by the gracious interposition of JHVH’s power, the captivity was closed and we, the exiled servants of Zion’s God, were permitted to return to the land of our fathers, in our great astonishment and wonder we were as those that dream. It was not that in the dawn of freedom, the long night of captivity became to them a gloomy dream now happily over (so Joseph Qamchi); cf. Ps. 73:19, 20. How have they been destroyed in a moment! How have they perished, been consumed by terrors! As a dream when one wakes, O Lord, when thou awakest, thou wilt despise their image. But the tertium comparationis lies in the unreality of the dream-picture; the news of release was too good to be true, it seemed not a reality, only a happy dream;* cf. Gen. 45:26; Isa. 29:8; Luke 24:41; Acts 12:19.

Zion is put for the city; the two names occur in parallelism in Ps. 51:20: Do good in thy kindness to Zion; build thou the walls of Jerusalem; Jer. 51:35. The downfall of the city sealed the doom of the nation, so the return of the captives of Zion is the forerunner of better things to come. The expression—turned the captivity of Zion—is not inapt in view of the fact that the Return was with the Jews a movement of a religious rather than political character. It was in reality the restoration of the Jews to that place where alone, as they believed, they could carry out the requirements of their religion.

The captivity of Zion, i.e. the captives of Zion; so in 2 Sam. 9:12, מiesz בִּי נוּכָלִי habitation of the house of Ziba = inhabitants of the house of Ziba.


Wolfson objects that the Jews, instead of being complimented on their release from exile, were subjected to scorn and reproach, especially by their neighbors; therefore he thinks the passage cannot refer to the Return. But no matter how bitter the feelings which the heathen may have entertained towards the Jews, this would not prevent them from recognizing the great good fortune God had bestowed on Judah in bringing back the people to their fatherland. Further than this, the mixed population of the land seems to have given a friendly reception to the colonists and would have made common cause with them, but the

* A parallel incident in classical history is related in Livy Hist. lib. XXXIII, 82; when the Romans had vanquished Philip of Macedon, they restored liberty to the Greek cities by proclamation which was made by a crier at the Isthmian games. The great joy caused by this unexpected announcement was equalled by the amazement of the people, who in wonder regarded it as an illusion similar to a dream (sedul somniti vanam spectem). Cf. Polybius XVIII, 59:7.

*6
spirit of exclusivism, which gradually became a characteristic of the new community, prevented a display of reciprocal cordiality. The point in the verse is that while in the past surrounding peoples might point the finger of scorn at desolated Judah, spoiled of her inhabitants and shorn of her glory, now at least they must observe that the tide of her fortune is again on the flow, her shame is in part removed; no longer can they say: Where is the God of Israel?—for he has made bare his mighty arm in their sight, and they must acknowledge: JHVH has done great things for them; cf. Isa. 52:10: JHVH will make bare his holy arm in the sight of all the heathen, and all the ends of the earth will see the salvation of our God.

JHVH has done great things, i. e. has acted nobly, magnanimously: cf. Joel 2:20, 21, where the phrase occurs first in a bad, then in a good sense: הִפְרַז הַגְוֹיִם אֲרָצוֹת מִעֲלוֹת הָרָדָתָיו אֵלָיו צִדְוָא שֵׁמְחָא אָזְמִי פָּנִי אֵל הָיוּ הָרָדָתָיו וְזָכְרוּ נִשְׁמַתָּא חֲסִידָא כְּדִירֵי לָעֲשׂא: And I will remove far off from you the northern army, and will drive it into a land of drought and desolation, with the front toward the east sea, and the rear toward the rear sea, and the foul odor of it will arise and its stench will go up, because it has done great things. Fear not, O land! be glad and rejoice! for JHVH will do great things. But I will remove far off from you the northern army, and will drive it into a land of drought and desolation, with the front toward the east sea, and the rear toward the rear sea, and the foul odor of it will arise and its stench will go up, because it has done great things. Fear not, O land! be glad and rejoice! for JHVH will do great things.

(3) With gratitude Israel acknowledges that it was solely through JHVH’s mediation that the blessing came. When even the heathen are constrained to attribute the fortune of the Jews to the exercise of JHVH’s power, the sheep of his pasture must surely ascribe praise to him for the wonders of his grace. God has done nobly, acted in a manner befitting the great, exalted JHVH. Whatever may be the distressing elements of the present situation, at least there is abundant cause for thanksgiving; as the poet puts it in Ps. 85:2–4: Thou hast been kind to thy land, hast turned the captivity of Jacob. Thou hast forgiven the iniquity of thy people, covered all their sin. Thou hast taken away all thy wrath, turned from the heat of thine anger; cf. Jer. 38:10, 11.

And in view of this the congregation exclaims: we are indeed glad of it.

(4) It has already been noticed that many* exegetes consider this verse as an appeal for the continuation and completion of the work of the Return; those who embraced an early opportunity to avail themselves of the permission given by Cyrus, are supposed to be longing for the coming of their brethren who for various

reasons have remained in Babylonia. The picture is conceived to be that of a depopulated land, waste and desolate, void of water; and as the dried-up brooks become full again in the rainy season and make the land fruitful, so now depopulated Canaan will receive new life through the coming of fresh colonies. But the necessary thing in the early years of the Return was not an increase in the population, but an increase in the productiveness of the soil, and the removal of the unfavorable conditions of drought. So that there would be no point in praying for a larger number of colonists. Deliverance from the distresses the community was then passing through would naturally be the object of the petition.

Some commentators (as e. g. Luther), taking vs. 1–3 as a look forward into the future, consider v. 4 a prayer that the happy day of deliverance may hasten its coming; to this is opposed the Perf. יְנֵל we were standing at the head of the narrative.

Several exegesets have perceived a meaning in the phraseology of v. 4 different from that of v. 1. Grotz declares that שוב cannot mean bring back, for the exiles had some time since returned; he therefore suggests to read restore, supplying נאש life or soul as in Ps. 23:3: נאש שובב יזוחי המעתון, זורק למלע שמנה. He restores my soul, he leads me in paths of righteousness for his name’s sake; cf. also Ps. 60:3. But this emendation is unnecessary. Tholuck and Hengstenberg have rightly understood the verse as an appeal for the removal of distresses so seriously affecting the colonists; and the latter hints at the real point in the verse in that he recognizes a play on the frequently recurring expression found here. The error of a copyist in v. 1 (for שיבת שיבת) and the mistake of the Massorites who suggested here, have obscured the poet’s artistic work. There is between שיבת שיבת = turn the captivity, and שיבת שיבת = restore thoroughly, a paronomasia at once striking and beautiful, by which the two facts of past good fortune and of trouble now existing are brought into clear, emphatic antithesis: thou hast freed us from exile; for this we can never cease to be grateful; but the good work thus begun has not been carried forward to completion, that which has been effected is not enough; restore now our prosperity.

The Negeb is South Palestine, the region lying to the south of Judah, and comprising the country bordering on it to the east and west; it extended beyond Beersheba on the north, while in the south it gradually merged into the desert. The name (דַּרְעָה = drought) is appropriate since upon this district in particular rests the curse of drought. Though once the seat of the cities of Simeon (Josh. 19:1–9), to-day it may scarcely be said to have a permanent population. The

* Cf. the Dissertation of Dr. I. M. Casanowicz on Paronomasia in the Old Testament, Boston 1894, p. 86, note 163.
word is definitely used as the proper name of the region in Josh. 19:3; 10:40; Jer. 32:44; 33:18. The slopes and hill-sides of the Negeb are furrowed by numerous wadys, channels that in the dry season expose their empty beds to the scorching rays of the sun, while the arid land exhibits the desolating effects of drought; but in the period of rain all this is changed; tumultuous torrents roar and foam, chafing within the old courses, and the once dreary land is clad in pleasant verdure. This wonderful change was the idea present to the poet's mind when he wrote the verse: even so, JHVH, mayest thou restore our prosperity, revive us with thy rich blessings. Cf. Ps. 107:34–38, where the same simile is used with reference to the same matter; especially vs. 35, 36: יִשָּׁמַע מִדְרֶשׁ לְאוֹמֵם מִי אֶרֶץ לְאֵלֶּהֶם מִי וּרְאָה שָׁם רְעָבוֹן וּכְוָנוֹן עִיר מֵי-יָם. He turns the wilderness into a pool of water, and the dry land into springs of water; there he makes the hungry dwell that they may prepare a city to dwell in.; cf. Isa. 35:7; 41:18; 58:11.

The character of the brooks is clearly defined in Job 6:15 sqq.: יָהְבָה הָאֲרוֹן כִּם נַחַל תַּלְמִי נַחַל עֲרֹב: הָכְרִים מֵי קְרָה עַל-יָמִים יַעֲלֶם שלֶחֶם: בּוֹא יָרָב נַחַל בַּחֲמָה נַעֲרָךְ מִמְּקוֹם: יָלְתָה אֲרוֹן רַדְכָּם יָלָעָם בָּהָם יָלוּ בָּהָם אַלְּמָה: בַּעֲרָה יָדָו וּמְלִול נַחַל הָאֲרוֹן, My brothers are deceitful like the brook, like the channel of the brooks that pass away, that become turbid with ice; the snow hides itself in them. In the time they flow they become extinct: when it is hot they are dried up out of their place. The caravans on their way turn aside, go up into the wastes and perish. The caravans of Tema looked, the companies of Sheba hoped for them. They were disappointed in their expectations, they came thither and were ashamed. In Ps. 42:2 אַלְפֵי מָים are the streams that flowed in the channels and which have been dried up: כָּכָל הַיָּצָר על אַלְפֵי מָים נָפְשׁוֹ תַּעֲרָר אַלְפֵי עָלָיוֹ As the kind pants for the water-brooks, so pants my soul for thee, O God; cf. Joel 1:20.

(5) This verse is, as has generally been recognized, a proverb setting forth a truth of which v. 6 is a more extended and picturesque presentation. Other proverbial sayings that take their origin from the facts involved in the important works of husbandry, are to be found in the following passages: Prov. 22:8; Job 4:8: "He that sows iniquity will reap mischief, and the rod will be ready for his pride; My father took my hand, and led me; He shall plow his iniquity, and sow the fruit thereof!" "Just as I have seen, they who plough iniquity and sow wickedness, reap it;" cf. Gal. 6:7, 8, 9; Hos. 8:7; John 4:35; 1 Cor. 15:36 sqq.

With tears, with rejoicing: note the position of these words, strongly adversative each to the other.

(5, 6) While the proverb is perfectly capable of being applied in a general sense, and may simply be the equivalent of the familiar English saying: "every cloud has a silver lining"—yet the addition of v. 6 leaves no doubt as to the
special connotation here, though the wider meaning is not excluded; the picture may refer to the work of settlement and rebuilding (Clarisse, Rosenm., Del.) or of undertakings and results (Hengstenberg). In response to the appeal of the congregation for the revival of their languishing fortunes, the priest gives first a more comprehensive, secondly a more specific promise of the realization of their hopes. "Beginnings," says he, "are often fraught with discouraging hardships and difficulties so that the outlook may be very bad; the first years of the colony in Jerusalem may be very miserable, but it will not always be. So. For, while during this season of gloom and despondency, sorrow may lodge with you, in the dawn of the harvest morning joy will come."

Hard indeed were the beginnings; the gladness inspired by the great fact of the Return was counterbalanced by the slow attainment of results; and the Psalm clearly describes the feelings of the time.

(6) מִשְׁמַר הָדוֹרִים the seed-corn. Some, following Qamchi, render precious seed. J. D. Michaelis adopted the idea suggested by Abulwalid and Ibn Ezra that was the skin,* i.e. a bag made of skin in which the seed was carried, the material being here put by synecdoche for the thing made from it; this notion commended itself to Grätz. Others (de Wette, Hupf., Kamph., Hgstb., Schultz., Böthg.) think the phrase refers to the handfuls of seed to be drawn from the sack and scattered over the field.† S. Bochart explains the phrase as said on account of the length of the furrow into which the seed is cast.‡ The primitive meaning of מִשְׁמַר is to draw, and in this connection to draw a line of seed, i.e. to scatter it in a line, the sower moving forward, casting his handfuls upon the soil, while the sown ground stretches behind him in an elongating ribbon; cf. Amos 9:13: Behold days are coming, saith JHVH, when the ploughman will overtake the reaper, and the treader of grapes him that sows seed, when the mountains will drop down new wine, and all the hills will melt. This seems the preferable explanation, and the phrase may thus be rendered in full: carrying the seed which is to be scattered in a long line on the furrows in the field (so Del., Hitz.); or simply: carrying the seed-corn (Cheyne).

The sower, doubtful of results because of previous disappointments, goes forth with a fainting heart, with tears of sad misgiving, to scatter the seed; blasting and mildew, drought and hail have ruined his hopes in former years, and the prospect is not cheerful. But in the midst of this despondency the poet’s words come to his ears: Wait! Beyond these dark clouds hides the sun in shining splendor. Look forward to the day when you will reap with joy at the plenteous

---

* מִשְׁמַר In this sense does not occur in Hebrew, though the word masiku "skin" is common enough in Assyrian.
† In German Saatzug, Saatwurf.
‡ Cf. his Geographia Sacra, L. III., c. 12.
harvest; then, at evening, laden with sheaves, you will come with shouts of
gladness to praise God's name afresh "for his wonderful works to men." Cf. Ps.
85:13, where a similar promise is given to the colonists: נָבֹא הָעָם הַמְּדֹל
והֵאַרְגָּזוּנָה יִבְּדַל Yea, JHVH will give what is good, and our land will yield
its produce.

NOTES ON PSALM 133.

The brief poem is of so general a nature that, if it were isolated from con-
nection with pieces whose historical situation is definitely determined by the
evidence of their contents, it would hardly be possible to refer it to any special
occasion. There is, however, no reason to separate it from the Psalms with
which it is now associated. The position of the Song in the Psalter and a
linguistic peculiarity (the use of וְ with the Participle) suggest a post-exilic
date; nevertheless some commentators (Castle, de Wette) suppose David was the
author, while Wolfson finds a reference to the work of Hezekiah in uniting the
remnant of the ten tribes with Judah and causing the priests and Levites to
perform their duties in harmony. Most exegetes, however, see in this a pilgrim-
song composed in praise of the assembly of co-religionists at Jerusalem; "it is,"
says Cheyne (Origin of the Psalter, p. 53), "a pure and lovely encomium on the
brotherly love fostered by the Jewish πανηγύτριες."* It seems more probable that
the poem pictures a state of affairs not actually existing at the time, but emi-
nently desirable, as the writer aims to show; the salutary influence of fraternal
concord is suggested as the necessary remedy for present ills. Now there was
much discord among the returned exiles, not only at the time of Nehemiah†
(cf. Ps. 122), but also in the earlier period; political strife caused divisions in the
congregation in the days of Joshua and Zerubbabel, between whom there was
rivalry. It seems not improbable that the Psalm was written to allay this party-
feeling by an appeal to the better nature of the people and especially of their
leaders (so Grätz interprets the piece).

The argument of the poem is very simple but forcible. The influence of har-
mony, suggests the poet, will be both sweet and refreshing, and, permeating all
classes of society, will secure the permanence of the community in the place
where God has promised to give his blessing.

(1) The interjection with which the Psalm begins calls attention to the thought
about to be unfolded: Mark, how good and pleasant it is if those who are
members of the same community dwell together in complete harmony. Most
commentators find a reference to the gathering of Israel at the feasts; Clarisse

† Schults refers to Nehemiah's endeavors to have the people dwell in Jerusalem.
thinks the pilgrims may have sung the Psalm as they reclined around a common festive board, but this seems altogether too special. Mention of Zion, the religious center (v. 3), need not indicate that a religious fraternity in particular is meant (cf. Tholuck); the idea of co-religionists is certainly contained in the term דודא “brothers,” but at the same time the notion of common interests in civil and domestic life is also included (Rosenm.). The members of Israel, the church of JHVH, should dwell in complete unity, i.e. in all the relations of life work in harmony to promote the common weal; then they will become partakers in the blessing that will accrue.

The adjectives סֵאֶט sweet and בֶּלֶט pleasant look forward to the two illustrations about to be introduced.

(2) The influence of harmony and peace within the congregation will in the first place be just as sweet as the odor of the holy anointing oil. Some commentators suppose that the oil is poured on the head in such abundance that it trickles down to the beard, and even drips upon the garments. But as the stress laid on sweet indicates, the tertium comparationis is certainly the sweet, penetrating odor of the ointment (Baethgen). When this excellent oil is put on the head, the rich perfume communicates itself also to the beard; in the same way the sweet influence of concord will spread through the community; the good results of harmony among the heads, the leaders of the people, will be felt by all classes.

The expression the beard of Aaron which flowed down upon the border of his garment—seems to be an unnecessary limitation of the comparison; to be sure it is said that allusion to the anointing of the high-priest is very apt here, since at the feasts he was the principal person (cf. Delitzsch); and moreover the oil was literally poured on his head (cf. Ex. 29:7; Lev. 3:12; 21:10) so that he was המשה the anointed priest καρ’ ἱεραρχία. But the tertium comparationis holds true of any case in which good oil is used, as e.g. in the anointing of a guest; cf. Ps. 23:5: Thou preparest a table before me in the presence of my enemies; thou anointest my head with oil; and the holy oil stands simply as an example of an ointment of the best quality. The poet may

---

* The idea of Greitz, that, since דִּים was used to denote officials (as e.g. the chiefs of different sections of Levites), perhaps the word refers to the high priest Joshua and Zerubbabel, seems too narrow. Allusion is made to the leaders of the people in vs. 2, 3.

† Schultz thinks of dwelling together in opposition to the dispersion.

‡ This was a sort of pomade; cf. Ex. 30:22 sqq.

§ De Wette, Greitz, Hupf., Del., Hgstd., Schultz.

1 Clarisse, Kamph., Osh., Thol.

Aaron is explained here as the generic term for high-priest just as David is used in the sense of David’s dynasty (cf. 1 Kgs. 12:16; Hosea 3:5); so Hupf., Hitz., de Wette, Rosenm.—Hgstd. thinks Aaron himself is meant, and Del. quotes from a Haggadah of the Talmud a statement that: “Two drops of the holy anointing oil remained forever hanging on Aaron’s beard like two pearls, as a symbol of reconciliation and peace” (Horsdoth 15).
have had in mind the consecration of a priest; but had he intended to cite the case of Aaron, it seems more probable that he would have placed the name after נֵר head. The whole clause—the beard of Aaron that flowed down to the collar of his garment—was perhaps added in the margin of a MS. by some one who was influenced by mention of the holy oil, and who knew of a tradition that Aaron wore a long, flowing beard. The idea that the poet did not write the words is supported by the analogy of the comparison in v. 3a.

(3) Mt. Hermon is so far from Jerusalem that it has seemed improbable that the poet meant to assert any connection between it and the dew that falls on Mt. Zion. Clarisse thinks נָזֹל Zion is perhaps a scribal error for נָזֹל סיון (Deut. 4:48), which was probably some part of Hermon. Others* think it necessary to understand נָזֹל before שִׁירָד before שִׁירָד when the verse would read: as the dew of Hermon, as the dew that descends on the mountains of Zion. Wolfson proposes a similar explanation of the passage, thinking that had the poet written out his thought in full, it would have read thus:

גֵּרֶר סִינָר
גֶּהֶר מַרְדֹּים
גֵּרֶר לַוָּדִים
גֵּרֶר צִיוֹן
As the dew of Hermon that descends
On the mountains of Hermon;
As the dew of Zion that descends
On the mountains of Zion.

Two more probable ideas have been suggested: either the dew of Hermon is simply a proverbial sort of expression for copious dew† (Bethgen); or else the writer actually attributes the dew on the mountains of Zion to the influence of Mt. Hermon; this last idea seems preferable. A heavy dew after a warm day in Jerusalem would naturally be referred to the influence of the cold current of air from the snow-capped mountains in north Palestine (Delitzsch, Schultz). The moisture evaporated from the snows of Hermon is borne southward by the winds, and deposited in the form of dew on the lower hills, where the wilting vegetation is revived and re-invigorated by it. In Palestine, where rains are infrequent, the dews supply the want of showers since the deposition of moisture is very copious.‡ Hence the dew is used as a figure of an enlivening, quickening influence; cf. Prov. 19:12; Mic. 5:6; Hos. 14:6; Deut. 33:13, 28.

* Qamchi, Aben Ezra, Rosenm., de Wette.
† Nowhere in the Holy Land is the dew so heavy as in the districts in the vicinity of Hermon; cf. Van de Velde, Reise, Vol. I, p. 97.
‡ "The dews of Syrian nights are excessive; on many mornings it looks as if there had been heavy rain;" G. A. Smith, Historical Geography of the Holy Land, London, 1894, p. 65; this dew
The picture is supposed to indicate the happy result of the fraternal meeting of Jews from all parts of Palestine in Jerusalem; when brethren from the north meet with brethren from the south, it is as if refreshing dew from Hermon descended on the mountains of Zion (Delitzsch); from communion with their fellows, individuals derive new strength and life (Baethgen).

But the verse stands in parallelism with v. 2; just as v. 2 illustrates the first attribute ascribed to the harmony of brethren, so v. 3 illustrates the second. Hermon is the highest mountain in Palestine; from it comes the dew to the lowest hills, and the country is benefitted. So if the leaders of the people will only work harmoniously, the refreshing influence of their attitude and actions will reach the lowest classes. The whole political and social atmosphere will be purified, and all will feel the cooling, soothing effect. Then may prosperity be expected; for God, who dwells on Zion, has promised that his blessing shall rest on the congregation in Jerusalem. During the Exile in Babylonia, far from Palestine, it was not to be wondered at if the people suffered. But now in the place which JHVH has chosen as his dwelling, and with which the rich promises of Israel's future are connected, the prospects are fair if Israel will only meet the requirements. If only the disability which now hinders progress, i.e. party-strife—is removed, in fulfillment of JHVH's word the permanence of Israel's existence and prosperity will be secured. For God's blessing is appointed to rest on Zion forever.

Notes on Ps. 152.

The allusions to David's work in connection with the ark and the site of the temple have been taken as an index to the date and authorship of this piece. Some have considered David himself the author, who prays that his dynasty may be established. But the entrance of JHVH and the ark into the sanctuary seems to indicate that the temple has been completed; and the Song is, therefore, very properly viewed as intended to be sung at the dedication of the building. Several commentators, then, incorrectly interpreting v. 6 as alluding to the wanderings of the ark before David and his successor placed it in a permanent location, make Solomon the author,* or at least think the Psalm was employed by him at the opening of the first temple.† It has been urged that the former supposition is made probable by the fact that vs. 8, 9, 10 are contained in the prayer of Solomon, 2 Chron. 6:41, 42; all that can be said of this passage, however, is that the Chronist has freely drawn upon the poetic material at his command to procure a suitable

---

* Langer, Thol., Del.
† Clar., Rosenm., de Wette.
conclusion to the petition. The external occasion on which the Psalm was rendered, viz., the dedication of a temple to JHVH, may fit the theory of authorship, but the historical occasion forming the background outlined in the argument of the Song, is something different from that of Solomon. For when he officiated at the inauguration of the temple, he was firmly settled on his throne in power and splendor; but, on the other hand, if such emphatic reference is made here to the merits of David, to JHVH's promise and his choice of Zion, it would appear that at the time God seemed to have forgotten these things and that the Davidic dynasty had been dethroned. The same objection stands in the way of Wolfson's theory, according to which Hezekiah was the author and the piece was written after the king had restored the services of the temple, and had sent messengers throughout Israel and Judah to urge the people to be present at the passover in Jerusalem (2 Chron. 30:5, 6). In this way Wolfson tries to explain the phraseology of v. 6, but he bestows little attention upon the other important questions that arise in connection with the poem.

The Psalm therefore seems to belong to a period when Judah's hereditary ruler was not in the enjoyment of his right, i.e., a time later than 586 B.C.; and it is post-exilic, for the people are in Jerusalem. Olshausen would assign it to the time of Simon Maccabaeus, and Hitzig finds the special occasion of its composition in the recovery of Zion from the heathen by Simon (cf. 1 Macc. 13:49-52); vs. 7, 8 would then be explained of the resumption of worship in the temple after it had been cleansed from the abominations of heathenism. A note of triumph because of the recent victory would then be expected, but instead of this the assurance of future success (v. 18) points to a present when the enemy is in power. Alongside of the happy thought that opportunity to worship God in his house is now afforded (vs. 6, 7), comes the discouraging consideration that the Mighty One of Jacob is apparently not exercising his power for his chosen people; Judah is humiliated, there has been suffering for lack of bread (v. 15); hence the prayer that God will accomplish salvation by restoring David's line to the throne; and hence the comforting declaration of JHVH'S faithfulness, the cheering promise that his interest in Zion's welfare will speedily obtain practical demonstration. So de Wette seems justified in referring the piece to the early years of the Return. The difficulties and failures encountered by the colonists in their private business affairs gave full occasion to the prophets of this period to lay special stress upon all guarantees for the realization of the bright anticipations with which the restoration was begun. In particular they aroused a lively interest in the Messianic hope, which was then connected with the prince Zerubbabel; and they promised that when JHVH'S house was built the Messianic time would

*Like Ps. 89.
come. Hence the connection of the two matters in the Psalm: the completion of the temple and the restoration of David's line to the throne.

It appears that (1) the Psalm was composed for the dedication of the second temple. That it was possibly employed on this occasion is allowed by some, who nevertheless declare it was not originally written for this purpose (Rosenm., de Wette); otherwise, it is urged, nothing would be said of Solomon's temple; or else the poem is marred by a rudely abrupt transition from the recital of David's efforts to the situation in 516 B.C. (2) Verse 10 refers to Zerubbabel. (3) The Psalm was certainly written during the governorship of Zerubbabel; but the supposition of Ewald* that it was written by the prince himself is improbable.†

**Analysis of the Poem.**

Verses 1–5, introductory reminiscences; vs. 6, 7, the present situation; vs. 8–10, dedicatory prayer of the priest, closing with the appeal to place David's son on the throne; vs. 11–18, address of the priest to the congregation, detailing first the terms of JHVH's covenant with David, then promising the fulfillment of the petition that has been offered.

(1–5) **Remember to David**, i.e., call to mind his works for which he merits favor from thee, and give him his reward; cf. Neh. 5:19; 13:14, 22, 31; the same expression may also signify: call to mind the wickedness of a person and punish him; cf. Neh. 6:14; 13:29; Ps. 138:7: Remember, JHVH, to the Edomites the day of Jerusalem, who said: raze it, raze it even to the foundation. The phrase Mighty One of Jacob occurs in but three other passages: Gen. 49:24; Isa. 49:26; 60:16, and in one place, Isa. 1:24, אבר מישראל Mighty One of Israel is found. The expressions tent of my house, bed of my couch, are examples of poetic diction, the former possessing a slight flavor of archaism on account of its reference to nomadic life. The hyperbole in vs. 3, 4 is thoroughly in keeping with the Hebrew style of speech; cf. 2 Sam. 1:23; Jer. 4:13; Isa. 40:31; it is simply the general idea deductible from the words upon which stress is to be laid. Verse 4 contains a proverbial form of expression doubtless in common use: cf. Prov. 6:4: Do not give sleep to thy eyes, or slumber to thy eyelashes.

The principal thought of this opening section is contained in v. 1: **JHVH, remember how David exerted himself**; there then follows a paragraph of explanation and definition. The purpose of David's efforts will therefore be that defined in

---

* Gréz has a similar view.
† Ewald regards this Psalm as considerably earlier than the companion piece 89, because it says nothing of the great devastation of Jerusalem and violation of the temple; this is quite probable, since the language of Ps. 89 pictures the state of affairs in Judah in the time immediately preceding Nehemiah's coming, when the Jews were at the mercy of their neighbors.
v. 5. According to de Wette, the poet has in mind David's care in providing a fixed resting-place for the ark. To find a place, he thinks, certainly does not mean to build a temple. The great commentator was no doubt influenced by his incorrect exegesis of v. 6; but aside from that verse, an important consideration shows that another reference is intended here. The question arises, What connection has JHVH'S remembrance of David's work with the present? As noticed already, the Psalm is composed of prayer and promise, both of which are concerned especially with the establishing of David's posterity on his throne; God is entreated to act for David's sake, and on account of his covenant he promises to interpose with help. Remembering, then, the origin of the covenant with David, it is reasonable to infer that if any connection exists between the parts of the Psalm, the efforts of David must have been those which procured for him such a great honor from God, and hence they are those he put forth in planning and preparing for the erection of the temple; cf. 2 Sam. 7 and 1 Chron. 22, especially v. 14. To find a place need not signify to build a temple (which David did not do), but it very clearly describes the part he played; he began the centralization of the worship of JHVH in Jerusalem. His oath (of which the apodosis, as of that in 131:2 q. v., is suppressed) appears nowhere else, though some (Clarisse, Del.) thinks that in 2 Sam. 7:2 is to be found indication of a vow; it is more probable that the strong form of expression is due to the poet's wish to emphasize the zeal and earnestness of the monarch in hastening the work. To one who reads between the lines another reason for the prominent reference to David's pious zeal will appear when once v. 6, the crux interpretum of the Psalm, has been explained.

(6) Upon the meaning of this verse views many and varied* have been expressed, though in general two different theories of interpretation may be distinguished. According to the first, allusion is made to the ark of the covenant.† Ephratha and the fields of the wood are supposed to be used here as examples of the places in which the ark at some period found a transient location; the former term, to be sure, stands sometimes as equivalent to Bethel, ‡ but so far as can be learned, the ark was never placed in this town; therefore Hengstenberg, who thinks David is speaking here, conceives that the locative expression refers rather to the subject than to the object of the verb in the first clause, i.e., We in Bethlehem heard of it (the ark). Many exegetes§ are of the opinion that

---

* E. Kautzsch, Die Psalmen Uebersetzt, Freiburg i. B., 1883, omits it from his translation on the ground that it is unintelligible.
† So Clarisse, de Wette, Hitz., Del., Hupf., Hgstb., Bickell, Cheyne, Schultz.
‡ This was certainly a post-exilic use of the word, which was also the name of a place on the northern border of Benjamin. (Cf. B. Stade, in the Zeitschr. fuer Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft, III., 5 sqq.)
§ Gesenius, Clarisse, de Wette, Grætz, Schultz.
**Ephratha** is here equivalent to **Ephraim**, in which the ark remained at Shiloh until the memorable occasion of its capture in battle by the Philistines (cf. Josh. 18:1; 1 Sam. 4:11). This idea is strengthened by the passages where the gentilic noun **Ephrathite** occurs in parallelism with **Ephraim**; cf. Judg. 12:5: *And the Gileadites took the fords of the Jordan to Ephraim; הריה זא אים ולי אום אמס איבר אים assertoribus et it came to pass that if the fugitives of Ephraim said: let me pass over—then the Gileadites would say to him: Art thou an Ephrathite?* Cfr. 1 Sam. 1:1; 1 Kgs. 11:26.

The phrase usually translated the **fields of Jaar or the wooded fields** is taken as a poetic designation of **קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ קרית יערמ ק
whose son, Shabal, was in turn progenitor of the people of Qirjath-Jearim (1 Chron. 2:50); so that the latter city is the daughter of Bethlehem. This explanation is ingenious but very uncertain; it is rather a doubtful proceeding to build such definite ethnographical and geographical hypotheses upon this genealogy, in which the same place appears under the name Ephratha as wife and under the name Bethlehem as son of Salma (1 Chron. 2:51) and as son of Hûr (1 Chron. 4:4).*

Tilling (quoted and approved by Rosenm.) supposed that the verse embodies a veiled allusion to calamities that occurred in connection with the ark in former years and per contrast a glance at the happy present; the poet does not mention Shiloh, but the region of Ephrathah, where Israel suffered defeat and the ark was taken; he does not name Qirjath-Jearim itself, but the field of the woods where God destroyed so many persons because they irreverently looked into the sacred ark;† how sad were the conditions of those times, how shameful the state of the religion! But now God has chosen a place to dwell in perpetually, and thus Israel has both liberty and confidence in approaching his presence.

For several reasons the foregoing theories of reference to the ark must be rejected: the ark has not been mentioned, though mention of David's zealous services in the interest of the religion suggests his act of bringing the sacred box from the obscure city in the woods to the capital of his kingdom. But the service of the monarch upon which stress is laid in vs. 3–5 is that for which he obtained the promise of the perpetuity of his dynasty, viz., his earnest desire and active preparation to build a temple for JHVH. So that from the words and thoughts of the preceding portion of the Psalm there can be deduced no reason for interpreting the pronouns in v. 6 of the ark. And on the other hand, such an interpretation gives the verse no connection with what follows; for v. 7 is then not the natural sequence of v. 6, since upon the announcement of the recovery of the ark there would naturally follow an account or intimation of what was done with it, or at least something to show what the news has to do with the argument of the Psalm. But there is nothing of the sort. It is true, some (e.g. Rosenm.) would obtain a connection by supposing that an opposition is intended between the condition of the religion as shown in v. 6 and that implied in v. 7, in which the poet quickly passes on to the time when the faithful in Israel were able to speak of a habituation of God as already existing. But the transition of thought, from the finding of the ark at Qirjath-Jearim to the mutual exhortation of pious worshipers to assemble in JHVH'S house, is too harsh and abrupt, and would be so even if, as Delitzsch thought, the house was the tent erected by David for the reception of the ark (2 Sam. 6:17); and to remedy this Grätz proposes a textual emen-

† Cf. 1 Sam. 4:8, 6:18, 19.
dation in v. 7; Olshausen also accounts for the lack of a connecting link by suggesting a flaw in the text or the interposition of a special chorus. In any case, why v. 7, which obtains connection with vs. 3 sqq. through the idea drawn as a natural inference from its language, should be preceded, not, as the situation demands, by at least a hint at the accomplishment of David’s wish, but by allusion to the ark, is clearly unaccounted for. And at all events, the idea of a rude transition and a concealed antithesis is certainly not to be preferred to the easy, simple explanation of which the language is capable.

According to the second theory, v. 6 instead of standing in antithetic parallelism to v. 7, forms the necessary introduction to it, bringing in with poetic diction, but in a logical way, news of the completion of JHVH’S house.

Venema (who supposed that the verb of hearing refers to the summons of the messengers sent out by Solomon to invite the Israelites to the dedication of the temple, 2 Chron. 5:2) conceived that under the terms Ephratha and the fields of the wood is included the whole country as made up of arable land and forest districts, the former term standing for the places adjacent to Jerusalem or the fertile regions, while the latter refers to the uncultivated districts, especially Lebanon. Of the same opinion were Ewald, Kamphausen, Hupfeld, and finally Wolfson. This seems to be the correct interpretation of the phrases. יִשְׁרֹאֵל, usually translated forest, properly signifies unimproved property* (English bush), and is most aptly rendered wilderness; and Ephratha, which from its etymology (from stem יַהֲדוֹן produce, bring forth) means fertile cultivated ground, naturally denotes the fertile- plains. Wolfson compares the phrase וַהֲרוֹן יִשְׁרֹאֵל יְבָעֵל From Dan to Beersheba, i. e. from one end of the land to the other.

The verbs stand in parallelism and are in sense equivalent: We heard it (viz. a report) in the open, fertile plains, we found it (i. e. the news reached us) even in the sparsely settled hill-country; or, in other words, the news spread all over the country.

The report that obtained such wide circulation cannot be the announcement of David’s purpose, nor of the completion of Solomon’s temple, nor yet of Hezekiah’s invitation to participate in the Passover; such references seem incompatible with the latter part of the Psalm, which pictures a state of affairs in post-exilic times. Nor is it the exhortation in v. 7 that the people have heard; this is inspired by the news. But vs. 3–5 and 7 suggest what is meant—viz., news that the temple has at length been finished, and that the day of dedication has been appointed. Prominence is given to David’s work and plans primarily because on account of these the promise referred to in v. 11 was made; but also the congregation perceives a parallelism between the present occasion and the past; David took great pains to provide for the erection of the temple; so too the colonists, in their pov-

* Cf. P. Haupt, in Beiträge zur Assyriologie, I., 123, note.
erty and distress, have by a great effort at last succeeded in building a house for JHVH.

(7) The news is given a most enthusiastic reception, and the mutual exhortation is heard everywhere: Let us assemble at Jerusalem, and bow in worship and prayer in the temple. The footstool of JHVH refers primarily to the ark, which was the visible symbol of his presence. But the phrase means in a more general sense the temple, where JHVH reveals himself and communicates his will concerning Israel, and whither the congregation must resort for the purposes of prayer and sacrifice; cf. Lam. 2:1:

אַוֹ לְךָ מִשְׁמַלְמוּ אָרְמִי הָפְרָתָא מִשְׁמַלְמוּ אֶת זֵיתֶן שלֶלֶךָ

How the Lord has covered the daughter of Zion with a cloud in his anger, cast down from heaven to earth the glory of Israel and has not remembered his footstool in the day of his wrath! Cf. Ps. 99:5; 1 Chron. 28:2.

(8) The two principal elements of the situation have already appeared: Israel assembled at the services on the day of dedication and the priest at prayer. The supplication now begins again.

When the temple was burned in 586 JHVH was thought to have retired to the distant recesses of the north.* Now that a house has been erected for him, he is besought to make this his dwelling, and to resume the interrupted relations to the people: here manifest thyself as of old, here let the ark of thy strength be placed,—i.e. the shrine containing the symbol of his strength, the place where the Law was kept; this place in Jewish synagogues of to-day is termed נָרָא הָרָקֶד The Ark of Holiness. The ancient ark has been replaced by the more spiritual palladium of Israel, the inspired Word of God.

(9) To be clothed with is a common figure signifying the possession in a very marked degree of the quality, disposition, etc., spoken of; cf. Ps. 109:18 sqq., 29:

יִלְשָׁנֵנִי שֵׁמוֹ וְלִפְנֶנִי כָּלִיתָא וַעֲשָׂה כְּפָשְׁתָּא

Let my adversaries be clothed with disgrace, and let them wrap themselves in their shame, as in a garment; Ps. 93:1; 104:1; Job 8:22; Ezek. 26:16.

Hitzig supposes that נְדָר righteousness does not actually mean uprightness, but refers to the white robes, symbolizing purity before God, in which the priests

---

*Cf. Ezek. 1:4; 11:22 sqq.; here the mountain of the assembly of the gods was situated; cf. Isa. 14:13, 14. Vgl. A. Jeremias, Die Babylonisch-Assyrischen Vorstellung vom Leben nach dem Tode, Leipzig, 1887, pp. 121 sqq. Friedrich Delitzsch, Wo Lag das Paradies? Leipzig, 1881, p. 118, identifies the Harmōēd of Isaiah 14:13 with the Cuneiform xarsag-(gal-)-kurbura or mountain of Arālu which he supposed lay in the north. But P. Jensen, Die Koemologie der Babylonier, Strassburg, 1890, pp. 294 sqq., regards this identification as unjustifiable; for the Har-Mōēd is in heaven and is in Isaiah directly opposed to Shē'ēl to which xarsag-(kal-)kurkura or Arālu corresponds; in Isaiah nothing is said of a relation of the gods to the Har-Mōēd; likewise the xarsag-(kal-)kurkura is nowhere designated as the place of the assembly of the gods, most of whom dwell in heaven; the Har-Mōēd is situated in the extreme north; this is not said of the xarsag-(kal-)kurkura, which Jensen thinks denotes the whole earth as a mountain.
performed certain duties; cf. Lev. 6:3 sqq., in English version 10 sqq. This seems unnatural and far-fetched. It refers rather to the correct behavior of the priests and the upright exercise of their office; cf. the similar language in Job 29:14: 

אִתָּאָלָה הַשִּׁטְּחָה יִלְכָּה הַשִּׁטְּחָה מָגָּל מָגָּלְוָה. I put on righteousness and it clothed me; my uprightness was a robe and a head-dress.

May they shout for joy may have suggested the idea that by the saints the Levites are meant (so the Targum, Clarisse, Gersd, Wolfson), since this class of attendants in the temple furnished the choirs. But according to the regular use of the word מַדְּרֵי כָּל הַשִּׁטְּחָה are the pious members of the congregation, those devoted to the service of JHVH, in opposition to faithless and recreant members; thus in Ps. 31:24 the expression occurs in parallelism with מַדְּרֵי כָּל הַשִּׁטְּחָה The faithful: אָגֵל מַדְּרֵי כָּל הַשִּׁטְּחָה God preserves the faithful. The meaning is seen quite clearly in Ps. 148:14: And he raises up a horn for his people, מִדְּרֵי כָּל הַשִּׁטְּחָה praise to all his saints, to the Israelites, a people near to him; cf. Ps. 37:28; 97:10; 149:1. Here and in v. 16 the pious laity are so designated. The sense is: make the people who love thee rejoice by dwelling among them and by granting to them the fulfillment of their petitions.

(10) This prayer belongs with the preceding vs. 8 and 9, and is spoken by the same person; the anointed one himself does not speak, but the petition is offered in his behalf. As Hupfeld observes, the passage 2 Chron. 6:41 sq. where vs. 8 sqq. of this Psalm appear, gives no clue to the interpretation of this verse; the Chronicler (writing circa 300 B. C.) has simply availed himself of the Psalms existing in his day to make a suitable conclusion for the prayer he puts in the mouth of Solomon; although even then, as in later times (cf. the Targum), the verse may have been interpreted as referring to Solomon.

Do not refuse, literally: do not turn away the face of, an expression meaning to reject a petition; cf. 1 Kgs. 2:20 (also vs. 16, 17): And she said, I have a small request to make of thee; הָלְכָּה אִי לָא הָלְכָּה אִי לָא הָלְכָּה אִי לָא הָלְכָּה אִי לָא מַדְּרֵי כָּל הַשִּׁטְּחָה and the king said to her: ask it, my mother, מַדְּרֵי כָּל הַשִּׁטְּחָה for I will not refuse thee.

מְשִׁיחַ anointed is used of a king of Israel, as e. g. in 1 Sam. 24:7, 11; but the term has a very wide range of application, and may denote any one who has received from God a special commission of a religious character. Even the Persian Cyrus, God's agent to bring about the release from captivity, is given this title, Isa. 45:1. It is one of the terms by which the high-priest was distinguished, Lev. 4:35; and Israel itself is called a Messiah, Hab. 3:13; Ps. 84:10; 89:39, 52. But in the special sense which became most familiar in post-exilic times, the epithet is applied to the ideal descendant of David, with the advent of whose reign the time of Israel's glory and power was to be ushered in, when all mankind would be brought under the sway of JHVH's scepter. This does not
imply that the person so named is at present a king (as Hengstenberg seems to suppose), but only that with that person the bright hopes of Israel’s future are connected, and that he it is whom JHVH has chosen as his champion to subdue the nations. As seems clear from the Psalm, the individual spoken of in this verse is not yet on the throne; so it is possible that the words may refer to Zerubbabel, whom the prophets Haggai and Zechariah regarded as the Messiah who was to regain the lost independence of Judah.

David’s merits as a zealous servant of God (cf. vs. 1 sqq.) are made the basis of the plea: Remember, Lord, the efforts of David to honor thee, and do not refuse the prayers of thy people and disappoint their hopes of national independence by rejecting the lineal descendant of thy servant to whom thou hast sworn. There was special reason why the people should expect the Messianic revolution now; the temple had been finished, thus bringing to a close the 70 years of captivity and desolation prophesied by Jeremiah (c. 25:8 sqq.); now the nations should be overthrown and Zerubbabel should sit on his throne in majesty and power.

(11) The response to the petition is prefaced by a brief review of God’s promise to David, which according to 2 Sam. 7:4 sqq. was given through the prophet Nathan.

In the Pentateuch a sworn agreement is the usual form of compact. So here God is represented as having confirmed his promise in the most emphatic manner possible; cf. Ps. 89:4, 36, 50. This was necessary because the faith of the people, shaken by the opposition between the ideal and the actual, needed to be established. God has sworn his irrevocable oath; to doubt now is to disbelieve in him. The positive assurance: it is truth (cf. 2 Sam. 7:28),—is supported by the negative assertion: he will not deviate from it; cf. Num. 23:19; 1 Sam. 15:29; Ps. 110:4. The same thought is expressed more strongly and at greater length in Ps. 89:29, 34–38.

Of the fruit of thy body, i.e. one of thy descendants; cf. Deut. 7:13; 28:53; Ps. 127:3; thy sons will continue to occupy thy throne, I will establish thy dynasty after thee.

(12) An important condition is attached to this promise. David’s descendants may by disobedience and faithlessness debar themselves from all claim to the throne. Only by observance of God’s law can they hope to secure the Kingdom for themselves and their posterity; cf. 2 Sam. 7:14 sqq.; 1 Kgs. 8:25; Ps. 89:31 sqq.

(13, 14) The priest now turns to the assembled people and communicates to them the comforting answer to the prayer. Whatever becomes of the royal family, the congregation will not be disappointed under any circumstances. For, it must be remembered, God has chosen Zion, i.e. Jerusalem, as his place of
abode; cf. Ps. 78:68; 87:2. Israel is his chosen people; hence they may reasonably expect that he will interpose in their behalf, save them from all troubles and defend them from all enemies.

(15) God will ensure abundant crops so that there will be food in plenty, and even the poor will have enough to eat.

Clarisse fancifully supposes that by provisions the income of the temple is meant, and that the poor are the Levites who were supported by gifts from the other tribes; but there is no allusion in the Psalm to a lack of faithfulness on the part of the people to the requirements of the Law.

(16) The priests will receive wisdom and power to save their flock by inculcating the fear of God; should the people sin, the priests will be able to correct their faults and to teach them the right way. And, on the other hand, the faithful members of Israel (cf. v. 9) will shout in exuberant joy because of their fortunate circumstances and the many blessings they enjoy.

(17) In מִצְאָבָה זְמֵת I will cause to sprout, is contained an allusion to the צֵמָה, or sprout, a term applied to the Messianic king; cf. Jer. 23:5: נאם ה'lekhem שְׁלֹהָנָה לְדוּרִים צְמָה זְמֵת הָעִם מִלָּה וּרְשָׁלִּים עֹצֶשׁ מְשָׁמֶן Lo, the time is coming, saith JHVH, when I will raise up to David a righteous sprout, and a king will reign and prosper, and will execute righteousness and justice on the earth; * Jer. 33:15; Zech. 3:8; 6:12. The horn is a symbol of strength; thus in the Blessing of Moses, Deut. 33:17, it is said of Joseph: כּוֹרֵן רָאָם כּוֹרֵי His horns are like the horns of a wild bull, i. e., his strength is irresistible. To cut off the horns of a nation is to strip it of its power, make it defenceless; cf. Lam. 2:3: נגֶרֶע בּוֹחֵר אֲלֵיה כּל כּוֹר כּוֹרֵי He has cut off in fierce wrath every horn of Israel; Ps. 75:11; Jer. 48:25; while to exalt the horn means to bestow power and to give victory; cf. 1 Sam. 2:10; Ps. 92:11; Lam. 2:17.

A lighted lamp denotes existence and good fortune, just as the extinguishing of the light is a picture of ruin and destruction; cf. Prov. 13:9: נֵר צְדִיקִין The light of the righteous will be joyous, but the lamp of the wicked will be put out; Prov. 20:20; 2 Sam. 21:17; Job 21:17; 18:6. To prepare a light for a person will then mean to give him success and assure his constant welfare; cf. Ezek. 29:21; Ps. 18:29.

My anointed refers to the same person as in v. 10.

The sense of the verse will therefore be: I will cause the power of David to sprout forth afresh, and a strong representative of his dynasty will sit on the throne, whose reign will be marked by glorious success and continue to shine in splendor. The permanence of David's dynasty is compared to a constantly burning lamp like, e. g., the perpetual lamp נר דְמֵי before the altar; cf. 1 Kgs.
11:36; 15:4; 2 Kgs. 8:19; Ps. 18:29. And so here the declaration is reiterated: the lamp of the dynasty will not be extinguished.

(18) His enemies will not overthrow him, but through divine assistance he will be able to frustrate all their undertakings against Israel; cf. Hag. 2:20 sqq. If the Persians should attempt to assert their dominion over Palestine, they will meet with disaster and defeat. The glory and fame of the prince will be advanced by this vindication of his power, and the crown encircling his brows will shine with fresh luster and beauty.

[CONTINUED IN NEXT NUMBER.]
AN ASSYRIAN INCANTATION TO THE GOD SIN.
(CIR. 650 B.C.)

BY JAMES A. CRAIG, PH. D.,
The University of Michigan.

K. 155 is an unpublished tablet belonging to the Kujundjik collection of Assyrian antiquities in the British Museum, and is one of a large number which I have copied during the last three years, some of which will shortly be published by the Hinrichs'sche Buchhandlung, Leipzig, under the title of Religious Texts,* etc. This one belongs to the class of Incantations. The first part is a hymn of praise to the Moon-god, in which his attributes are set forth in lofty and devout language. The latter part consists of a prayer to the goddess Tasmit, the spouse of the god Nebo. The supplicant prays to her to intercede for him in his dire distress, afflicted as he is by an evil spell, and witchcraft, with a disease that consumes his flesh and wastes his members. It is sufficient to read one of these superstitious but devout compositions to gain some insight into the beliefs of the early Semitic peoples, and also to learn how closely akin in thought and similar in the language of praise and prayer the two great branches of the Semitic family, the Assyrians and Hebrews, were. It cannot be too often urged upon those who wish to master, nay, even to approach a fair understanding of Biblical literature, how requisite and indispensable it is for them to acquaint themselves with the life, history, literature and religious thought of the Babylonians and Assyrians as they are presented to us on these clay tablets and other monuments.

The text is in some respects a difficult one; and I have been compelled, away from my own library, to dispense with valuable aids. Nevertheless, I think the translation offered will in most instances be found to reflect the meaning of the original. Almost one-third of the text consists of ideographs, which is an unusually large proportion even for texts of this class. The notes appended give the grounds for my rendering.

London, August, 1895.

* This work has appeared since the above was written.
1. Šiptu šu Sin Nanna-ru šu-pu-u [e-til-li ilâni pl.]
2. šu Sin id-diš-šu-á mu-nam-[ir ik-li-ti]
3. ša-ki-in na-mir-ti a-na mâtâti pl. [ka-la-ma]
4. ana nišâ pl. šal-mat šakâdi uš-šu-ru ša . . . .
5. nam-rat urra-ka ina šami-e . . . .
7. ma-lu-u nam-ri-ru-ka irṣi-ta rap[aš-ta]
8. šar-ḫa nišē pl. ug-da-ša-ra ana a-ma-ri appi-ka
9. šu a-nu m. šami-e ša là i-lam-ma-du mi-liš-šu m[a-am-man]
10. šu-tu-rat urra-ka kima šu šamšu bu-uk-ri
11. kan-su ina maḫri-ka ilâni pl. râbûti pl. purûs mâtâti šâki-in ina namâri-ka
12. ina lummi atali šu Sin ša arḫu aiûmma īmû aiûmma ša šatti
13. Hul Id pl. abarrakâtī pl. lîmnêti pl. là ťâbâti ša ina ēkallī-ya u mati-ya ibâšā
14. ilâni pl. râbûti i-šal-lu-ka-ma tana-di-in mil-ka
15. murtēdû pu-ḥur-šu-nu uṣ-ta-mu-ū ina ūmēli-ka
16. šu Sin šî-pu-û ša šû-kur i-šal-lu-ka-ma ta-mi̇j ilâni tanad-in(?)
17. bûbûlûm ū-um ta-mi-ṭi-ka pi-ri-s-ti ilâni pl. râbûti pl.
18. ūmu šalašē i-sîn-na-ka ū-um ta-šîl-ti ilû-ṭi-ka
19. šu ina rabû(?)-ut e-muḫ là ša-na-an ša là i-lam-ma-du mi-liš-šu ma-am-man
20. as-ruḵ-ka si-šim-mi el-lu aḵ-ki-ka ri-eṣ-ta a-li m kar-[ri]
21. kan-sa-ku az-za-az a-ḵan-a'-ka ēpēš pī
22. ēgirrē dum-ki u mī-ša-ri šuku-un ēli-[ya]
23. ili-ya u šu istârî-ya ša iš-tu ū-um ma-du-ti is-bu-su [ēli-ya]
25. ū-ma 'ir-ma šu Za-Bur šu šunâti [pl.]
26. ina ni-pē muṣâṭi [pl. ar-ni-ya lu-uṣ-ṣîp šer-ti lu-ta-[aṣ-ṣi]
27. ana da-ra-ti lud-lul da-ni-ni-ka
28. šiptu niš ḵâti šu Sin
29. šiptu ga-rit-tu šu Ištar ka-nu-tu [la-a-ti]
30. parîsat šami-e u irṣi-ti ša-ru-ru ubl-[bi-ib-at]
31. [ilu] In-nin-na . . . . šu Sin i-li-ti šu . . . .
AN ASSYRIAN INCANTATION TO THE GOD SIN.

TRANSLATION.

OVERSE.

1. Incantation: The god Sin, the illuminator, the illustrious, [hero of the gods].
2. The god Sin, the radiant one, who lighteneth the darkness,
3. Who maketh brightness for [all] lands,
4. Who giveth guidance to the race of men [lit. the black-heads],
5. Thy light beameth in the heavens,
6. Thy radiant torch is like unto the fire god in strength...
7. The whole earth is full of thy brightness.
8. Greatly are men strengthened when they behold thy face.
9. The divine lord of the heavens (art thou) whose counsel no man understandeth.
10. Thy light aboundeth like Šamaš, the first-born,
11. Bowed down in thy presence are the great gods; the destinies of lands thou determinest by thy shining.
12. When there is an evil eclipse of the moon, in any month, on any day of the year
13. the evil and wicked sorceresses(?) and female functionaries* (which) are in my palace and land.
15. Thou rulest them altogether—they rise up on thy left hand,
16. The moon god, the illuminator of the temple (E-kur), they ask of thee and thou givest the decision of the gods.
17. The day of assembly, the day of thy declaration,(of) the decision of the great gods,
18. The 30th day (is) thy festival—the day of the consecration of thy divinity.
19. O God, in the greatness of thy wisdom there is no equal, whose counsel no man can learn.
20. I present to thee a splendid offering, I sacrifice to thee the first of the choice rams.
21. I bow down before thee, I present myself, I worship thee; open thou my mouth.
22. Gracious thoughts and righteousness establish upon me.
23. My God and my Goddess who have long been angry with me,
24. In favour and righteousness turn to me.............
25. He hath sent. Bêl? the god of dreams,
26. When the day dawns† may he dispel my sins, may he put away my evil deeds.
27. Forever may thy might be adored.
28. Incantation: The adoration of the god Sin.
29. Incantation: The mighty goddess Istar, the greatest of [the goddesses],
30. The judge(?) of heaven and earth, [brilliant] in splendour,
31. The [goddess] Innina ........ the god Sin, the offspring of the God....

* 13. Apparently a lapsus styli as it is syntactically impossible to construe the sentence if a relative clause, instead of the predicate, begins here.
† Lit. At the shining of the dawns.
2. [ilu] Taš-mi-tu.
3. .... pulānu apal pulānu ša ili-šu pulānu ištār-šu pulānu
4. ina lumni atali Inu Sin ša ina arḫi aiumma ūmi aiumma ša [šattu]
5. Hul Id pl. abarakkātīpl. limnetī lā ṭābate ša ina ēkalli-ya u māti a-bak-[ki]
6. ................ ši-mi-i tašliti-ya
7. a-na Inu Nabu ḫa'-i-ri-ki bèl ašaridu aplu rištī-šī ša E-sag-ila a-bu-ti šab-ti
8. líš-mi sik-ri ina ké-bit pi-ki—lil-ki un-ni-ni-ya lil-ma-da su-pi-ya
9. ina sik-ri-šu kab-ti ilu u Ištār isala-mu
11. lit-ta-bil ašakku ša buanēpl.
12. lip-pa-aš-ru kišpēpl. ruḫēpl. rušēpl. ša įbašū ēli-ya
13. li-in-ni-is-si ma-mit li-ṭa-rid ni-šu
14. lid-dip-pir Inu Nam-tar li-nī'-i irat-su—ina plīki li-ša-kin ba-ni-ti
15. ilu u šarru liḫ-šu-bu u damik-ti ina ki-bit-ki šir-ti ša la nukku-ru
16. u an-ni-ki ki-nim ša la innakaru Inu Taš-mi-tu m. bèltu.
17. Šiptu niš kātā Inu Taš-mi-tu m kan
18. šiptu bèl u muš-ti-šir kiš-šat nišēpl. gi-mir nab-ni-ti
19. duppu kan bit rim-ki ēkal m. an. Ašur-bani-apal šar kīššatī šar māt Inu Ašur kī
20. [ša] Inu Ašūr u Inu Bēlit tak-šur m ša Inu Nabū u Inu Taš-mi-tu m uznā du. rapaš-
tum is-ru-ku-uš
21. [i-ḫu]-uz-zu ēnādu. na-mir-tu m ni-sik dup-šarru-ti
22. [ša ina šarrā]pl.-ni a-liḫ maḫ-ri-ya mim-ma šiš-ru šū-a-tu lā i-ḫu-uz [zu]
23. [ni-mi-ik] Inu Nabū ti-šiš sa-an-tak-ki ma-la ba-aš-mu ina duppāni aš-tur as-niḥ
24. a-na ta-mar-ri ši-ta-as-si-ya ki-rib ēkalli-ya ṭa-kin
25. etīllu muḏū nu-ur šar ilānī pl. Inu Ašûr man-nu ša ittabalu u lu-u šum-šu itti
šumi-ya i-šat-tar-ru
26. Inu Ašûr u Inu Bēlit ag-giš iz-zi-šī lis-šiš-šu šum-šu zēr-šu ina māti li-ḫal-
li-iḳ
2. [the goddess] Tašmit.................................
3. .... anyone the son of anyone, whose god whoever (he be), his goddess whoever (she be) .........
4. When there is an evil eclipse of the moon, in any month, on any day of [the year],
5. The evil and wicked sorceresses (?) and female functionaries which are in my palace and land I bewail.
6. ................ .. ............ hear my supplication.
7. To the god Nebo, thy spouse, the lord supreme, the firstborn son of the temple, present my cause.
8. May he hear my complaint through thy intercession, may he accept my request, may he acknowledge my prayer.
9. In his sore distress may god and goddess be gracious.
10. May the sickness of my body be removed, may the wasting of (my) flesh be driven away,
11. May the consuming disease of the muscles be withdrawn.
12. May witchery and evil breath, and poison which are upon me be loosed,
13. May the ban be removed, may the spell be undone,
14. May the plague demon be expelled, may his breast be appeased—through thy intercession may my health be restored.
15. May god and king proclaim my favour through thy exalted command which is unchangeable,
16. even through thy steadfast favour which changeth not O, Goddess, Tašmit.
17. Incantation: the adoration of the goddess Tašmit.
18. Incantation: the lord who directeth aright the host of men.
19. Tablet* of the house of sacrifice. The palace of Asurbanipal the king of hosts, the king of the land of Assyria,
20. [whose] trust is in the god Ašur and the goddess Beltis, to whom the god Nebo and the goddess Beltis hath granted great understanding.
21. He acquired clear insight (into) the art of writing tablets,
22. which (means of) communication none of the kings who preceded me acquired.
23. The wisdom of the god Nebo, ............. all there was, upon tablets, I wrote (and) prepared (and)
24. Within my palace, in my presence, for my instruction, I placed.
25. O lord, who givesth wisdom, the light of the gods, the god Ašur, whosoever shall destroy (my name), or write his name with my name,
26. may the god Ašur and the goddess Beltis in wrath and indignation hurl him down and his name, his seed wipe out of the land.

*19. Space was left here for the number of the tablet, but the scribe forgot to insert it.
NOTES.

Obv. 1. Nanna ru: an-si-s-ki with phon. complement ru, the common ideographic writing, as e.g., on the creation-tablets, see K. 3567, 12, where we have ilu Nanna ušēpâ. With this last word, the Inf. attributive šūpû which follows, is radically connected, √השל. šūpû III, Inf. etili ilânî a probable restoration, cf. IV R. 9, 13, 14a.

2. id dišu = édišu = orig. ḫâdišu, part I.—for restoration at the end cf. K. 222, 13, where Gi-bîl is said to be naš dipar[i] munammir ikliti, and K. 3927, obv. 11: mukkiš ikliti šakin namirti.

4. uššuru, II., Inf. √נהש.

5. namrat. Perm. I., 2 m. Ud-ärâ = aru, √דה, Br. 7914, VII 47, 61, ef. urru = ilu Bilgi, the fire-god.

6. šar-ḫat. Perm. I., 2 m.

7. namiruru √רבל.

8. šarḫa must here be an adv. In form it might be regarded as 3 f. pl. = šarḫâ, but this explanation nišê forbids. Cf. mahrâ, urra, etc., varying with the termination in u.

9. ilu Anum šamē = god of the heavens.

10. šururat III, Perm. 2 m. √חרום.

12. lumni Hûl = lumnu (s. Br. in loco.) a noun = evil; cf. IV R. 59, No. 2, 19b; duppir lumni usur napišti, and IV 7, 37a, b, lumnu dalhû ša zumrišu = “Destroy the evil, save the life (soul),” and “the destroying evil of his body.”

13. The transliteration and translation depends upon the verb, ideographically written IK-A and, therefore, to be construed here as a fem. What the Hûl I'd means here can only be inferred from the context, cf. Rev. II. 45, and K. 3330. 18-20., my Religious Texts, p. 3.

14. išallu(kà) = iša’alû, I., 3 pl. m. √netinet.

15. Murtêdû: for the reading of the Ideogram, see IV² 2, 37-38e. √לור, prt. II.

16. uštamû: I derive from šamû: “to be high.” II, 3 pl. = uštammi’u.

tamît: a kindred word with mâmît, √מאמיט, = announcement, decision, cf. ina pl apal am-bari ardi-ka ta-mit uptarridû, “by the mouth of thy servant, the seer, the decision they publish(?) cf. Knudtzon, Gebete, II. 42.
tanadîn: the last two signs may be a repetition of those in l. 14 (though the last is very doubtful).

17. bubbolum, cf. for Ideog. IV R. 23a, 4-5 where an e-bar-ra du-du ud-eš-kan, Ideogr. = ilu Nusku apal šalašē bubbolum. II R. 32, a b gives us a list of synonyms, beginning line 4 with um-mu u mûšû continuing, a “former day,” “future day,” a “complete day,” a “bad day,” a “bright day,”
followed by [ki]-is-pi = bu-bu-bu-lum; nu-ba-ti-im = ūm i-dir-ti
5 do (i.e. bubbulum). Here it is immediately preceded by ūmu namru "a
bright day." Nubattim (a feast?) is also a syn. of bubbulum, between which
two, stands ūm i-dir-ti probably meaning day of assembly (rather than
"sorrow," "Trauer") which is the meaning most closely connected with the root
לֶבֶן from which Delitzsch derives the meaning "Trauer." Bubbulum may
well be derived from babâlu "to bring," II., Inf. יְבֵי = the day when people
are brought together. The context here seems to demand a meaning such as this
in which there is no suggestion of gloom and more than "rest day." An unpublished
fragment of the British Museum collection, K. 8293, gives us this word in
a similar context to that before us. The fragment is broken on both sides so
that the lines are incomplete at both ends. 1.7 sq. reads (ūm) 2, ūm 7, (ūm)
15, ūm nu-bat-ti, ūm ab-ba, ūm 19, (then followed probably 23 and 26),
ūm bubbulum ūm rim-ki, ūm (Hu1-ik =) limnu, ūm ēš [kan] i.e.
šalašē. Here the word stands before ūm rim-ki (the day of libation). What
preceded is unfortunately lost. Prof. Delitzsch's restoration in II R. 32 a. b. f.
to [ki]is-pi if correct makes that word a syn. of bubbulum, but it is difficult
to say wherein the synonymity lies. IV 23, 4-5, where the Id. is UD NA A
AN, gives the meaning "day of rest."*
ta-mit-ti. L. 16 tāmit ilâni.
19. rabu(?)ut: The reading is not certain, but cf. IV. 28, 5 b. where Ba-
Da Aragub-šešik = irtabi. Just as Gal = rabū and rabútum, so
this sign (commonly = išdū) was probably employed both nominally and ver-
bally.
20. Sišim-mi can hardly mean other than libation, sacrifice here, as is
clear from the asruḵ and the following parallelism. The two signs forming
the word, which is ideographic, mean literally "giving aroma" = nādân(u)
riḵku.
a-lim: cf. יְלָל , חָיָל . Kar[ri]: probable restoration. Karru is found
as a noun and syn. of šubat mudrû (V R. 28, 59, c. d.) and II R. 7. 42 e. f.
šubat Mu-Bu (= mudrû) = šubat arišti vērēšu. In any case, on
account of the absence of the connective particle u, we can hardly regard it as
a second genitive after rēsta, inviting as it is the comparison of certain passages
in Hebrew, e. g.: Deut. 32:14: חֲלֹת דָּיַם אֲנוֹכִי מִי לְכָּנָא . The word here seems
to be a noun from a vērēš. With rēsta cf. יָשָׁרֹן .
from the Semitic root יָנָשׁ to let down, lower oneself, dismount (of a horse). It
would then acquire a transitive, through the intransitive, meaning to bow or kneel

* When the above was written I had not Jensen's KB. at hand. Cf. ibid., S. 106 sq.
HEBRAICA.

(before) to worship. The possibility, however, of the derivation from נָּפָר is not excluded. Cf. קִנָּאָט u female slave, from a root נָּפָר.

epēš pî = ka ka. See Br. 554.

22. egiṛrê: S. IV R. 12, 43 lu mulamminat egiṛrēšu may she give to him evil (wicked) thoughts. Id. kā-gar. ẹl ẹli.

23. isbusû elî-ya for restoration cf. Lenormant, Choix de T., p. 269 kišad-ka ša tasbusu elî-ya and cf. IV 60, 42 a, where isbusa elî-ya is in paral. with iznû itti-ya and šabasu follows, which Zim., BPS. 69 makes synonymous with דף (cf. V R. 31, 65, e. f.). See, however, on the comparison, Tallquist, Maqlû, s. rad. and notes.

24. A difficult line, and the difficulty is increased by the break. ša-ši-di = mešari IV R. 28 (1) 13, 14a. I have not been able to give any satisfactory transliteration of the last part, which probably contains an ideogram, and I venture no explanation.

25. AN-ZA-KAR, id. s. Br. 11771, II 54, 11a AN ZA KAR ilubēl ša iluna-an[nar]. It is, therefore, as is clear from this, and the context as well, an epithet of the moon-god, ascribing brightness (?) to him.

mušâti cf. V R. 24, 2, ll. 3-4 mušuma = šēri = namaru.

26. Cf. IV 7 43-44 b. mursû, taniḫu, arni, šērti, ḫablati ḫiṭiti, and ibid. 8. 16-17 b. mursû ša ina zumriya šēre pl.ya buʾānê-ya ibašû, the disease, complaint, my sin, my guilt, my wickedness, my transgression, the evils which are in my body, my flesh, my muscles.

Cf. also IV R. 8 11: šēritšu littabik ina ūmi anni = may his šērti be dispersed (poured out) at that time. lu-uššip, (may also be read uššib, uššip ʹtûm II 13 s. = uʾaššip) may he dispel. יָבִשְׁל contradicts the context unless we translate may he cause my sin to be appeased (lit. seat itself). lu-tašši: better lu-tamât may it be exorcised, if we read laʾaššip.

29. garittu, ʹtûm, the mighty one; cf. the inscription of Agukakrimi, who calls himself the idlu dannu ša ilu Ištar garitti ilâti the mighty hero of Ištar, the mightiest of the goddesses. kanutu has almost the same meaning here, and K. 2100, IV 15 sq. gives it as a syn. of ʾilîm and ištaru, so that kanutu ilâti might almost be translated the goddess supreme.

30. Di-bar (_sector ) II 54, 5, a. b. = bēl ša purussî. It is probable that Dibar like bar, was used ideographically for parûsu (= dēnu parûsu to give judgment.

REVERSE.

6. tašliti: for restoration IV K. 5157 2, 3, etc. a-ra-зу = tašliti, ibid., ll. 6-7.

7. ašaridu = ši-du (prop. the one who goes before); ši-du also = šarrutu, sovereignty, V 28, 21-22 g. h. Cf. with this line K. 4623 Rev. 3-5, ASK.
AN ASSYRIAN INCANTATION TO THE GOD SIN.

7. 123 ana Ḃarradi idlu Šamaš ḫā'ī'ri narāmiki abūti ṣabti ina balaṣ ūmē rūḵūti maḥar-ki lutallak: To the Mighty one, the hero, the sun-god, thy spouse, plead my cause, that living, I may hereafter walk before thee.*

8. sikri, sickness, complaint, (lit. strait) ṣerūlu. V. Sm. 1064, 11, (Del., HW, sub. kūru): lākū sikru ḫānīn ša kuri-ṣenušu, the sore-eyed, who is afflicted with the pain of his eye.


12. For the reading, cf. K. 246 (ASKT. 82, (2), 64), ibid., 90 and 91, 64; KZ. II. 35, and Talquist maḵlu III. 84.


* Compare with this, 81, 2-4, 188. Rev.

šabti abūṣsu ana narāmiki abī ilān[i]. ilu Ašur [ana] aḥrat ūmē luṭta'[id bišu]ṭki
Intercode for him with thy beloved, the father of the gods . . . the god Ašur,
That in future days he may praise [exalt] thy sovereignty.

† Halévy, Doc. Jür., p. 182, l. 9 reads šarmūnīšu māmit[i], and Jensen, ZK. II. s. 20, 18 likewise, lipšurūnišu māmit, and translates solvant (eautm) exoratıonem. Prof. Sayce, HTh. L. 558 translates the entire line “May the bondage of wickedness and sin explain to the man the curse (māmit)!” A typical guess! nišu in our text, as shown by the parallelism, is a noun synonymous with māmit. I shall discuss it more fully in Vol. II. of my Religious Texts.

Note.—I may here call attention to IV 7a, 48. kīma “piḵurṭi” lippašir. KK. 4649 and 4657, duplicates of K. 65, have according to my copies kīma piti(be, bat)-ṭi lippašir, i.e. pitiṭu = knot. ṣerūlu.
GRAMMATIK DES TUNISISCHEN ARABISCH NEBST GLOSSAR.

Dr. Hans Stumme, a pupil of Professor Socin, and privat-docent at the University of Leipsic, has just published a valuable contribution to Arabic dialectology, viz., a grammar of the Arabic dialect of the city of Tunis with a glossary.* The work deals chiefly with the forms of the dialect. The phonological questions have been fully discussed by Dr. Stumme in the introduction to his Tunisian Tales and Poems,† a most interesting work, which was very favorably reviewed by Theo. Nöddeke in the Vienna Oriental Journal (1894, Vol. VIII., pp. 250–271). Dr. Stumme has not only given a scientific description of an important Arabic dialect, but his book will also prove useful for practical purposes. The short glossary appended is a welcome supplement to Dozy’s Supplément aux Dictionnaires arabes: it contains several words not recorded by Dozy, with occasional etymological notes, the corresponding forms in classical Arabic being added wherever it seemed desirable.

Dr. Stumme was exceptionally well prepared for his task. In addition to the works mentioned above he edited in 1894 a collection of Songs of the Bedouins of Tripoli and Tunis.‡ A French translation of the Arabic text of these songs was published by Adrian Wagner.§ Dr. Stumme’s Habilitationsschrift deals with the poetry of the Ślōh in Southern Morocco.‖ He has also published an important work on the Tales of the Ślōh Tázerwalt,¶ and, in conjunction with Professor Socin, a number of texts in the Arabic dialect of the Hawwâra (حُوِّاء), on the banks of the Wād Sūs in Morocco,** the texts being given both in Arabic characters and in Roman transliteration, followed by a German translation. Dr. Stumme has collected the facts concerning the Arabic idioms which he discusses not from books but in personal contact with the people speaking those dialects. His statements are based throughout on personal observation. He traveled in Northern Africa for several years, and he was also able to study the peculiarities of some of the Maghrebin dialects with a number of Moroccan acrobats who happened to give performances in Leipzig and Dresden. Paul Haupt.

‡ Tripolitanisch-tunisische Beduinensieder (x. + 153 pp.). Leipzig, Hinrichs, 1894. Price, 5 marks.
†† Dichtkunst und Gedichte der Schluh. Leipzig, Hinrichs, 1895 (vi. + 56 pp.). Price, 3 marks.
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A CRITICAL COMMENTARY ON THE SONGS OF THE RETURN
WITH A HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION
AND INDEXES.

By Daniel Gurden Stevens, Jr.

PART III.
EXPLANATORY NOTES.
[CONTINUED FROM LAST NUMBER.]

Notes on Psalm 121.

This Psalm has seemed to lend considerable support to the theory which makes these pieces Songs of Feast-Journeys. The contents clearly suggest preparation for a journey to Jerusalem; and many exegetes have concluded that the poem was intended to be used by pilgrims, and that it describes the approach to the Holy City.* Thus Hengstenberg terms it an “Evening Song of the Sacred Pilgrim-Journeys” (Abendlied der heiligen Pilgerzuege), and thinks it was to be sung when the travelers had come in sight of Jerusalem. In a somewhat similar way Tilling conjectures that the Psalm was sung by the exiles on the Return when they were at last able to see the mountains of Judea in the distance. But it is clear that the terms of the description do not admit of such an interpretation. Nothing in the Psalm shows that the journey is nearing the close or even that it has been begun. The undertaking is something extraordinary and attended with no little danger, and some persons hesitate to incur the risks involved, so that most emphatic assurance of divine protection is required. Hence the six-fold repetition of the word שיבא keep; in this, however, Hitzig finds an allusion to the Samaritans שיבא between whom and the Jews there was border-strife in the Maccabean period (cf. 1 Macc. 10:30-38; * Clarisse, Hupf., Kamph., et al.
11:28). For the same reason the Psalm might just as well be assigned to an earlier time, but in neither case is the situation pictured in the Song accounted for. Yet more unsatisfactory is the explanation given by Wolfson: the Psalm, he thinks, refers to the captivity of the ten tribes; Israel, as in former years, had forsaken JHVH to worship the heathen deities whose shrines were situated on the hills; the poet now seeks to win back the faithless people to the true God. The language of the Psalm does not justify such an idea. The hills, to all appearances, are not the seat of heathen worship, but the objective point to reach which assistance is needed; a contrast between JHVH and idols is nowhere visible, nor yet an exhortation to repent and turn to God, such as would be expected in a piece of the nature Wolfson takes this to be.

The description fits the state of affairs among the Jews in Babylonia when preparation was being made for the Return. Many persons unwilling to leave their possessions, as well as others who were really timid, found in the dangers of travel an excuse for remaining behind. Thus the Psalm might refer to events that occurred in 537, and some (Rosenm., Delitzsch) have so explained it. But it fits even better the situation described in Ezra's Memoirs (Ezra 8:21 sqq. cf. v. 31); Ezra and his companions had no military escort to protect them on the journey, and so on the eve of their departure they sought help from God against the enemies they might meet on the way. The Song might very well have been employed in this service of fasting and prayer.

The verses are closely connected in pairs, which unite to form two stanzas: (a) vs. 1–4, an antiphonal section containing a dialogue between a faint-hearted or sceptical person (vs. 1, 3) and a true believer (vs. 2, 4);—(b) vs. 5–8, an inspiring address by the priest or a chorus to the congregation, confirming the statements of the second speaker.

(1) I lift up, etc., i.e. I raise my eyes and look; a shortened form of the familiar expression in the Pentateuch,* e.g. in Gen. 13:10: נָיְשָׁת לָהְמָלְאָכַּיָּתָא יִרְיָא And Lot raised his eyes and saw; cf. Gen. 13:14; 31:1, 2; 17:2; 22:4, 13. Notions of pride and worship (Wolfson) are not necessarily connected with the phrase, but must be indicated by the context; cf. 2 Kgs. 19:22: אֲהַוְהָ֫וַת מְלֶפֶת וּרְמֵסִֽתָךְ וּלְעַל מִי הֵדַ֖ם קְלָל הָרְמִיתָה מִרוֹשָׁת עֲיָנִֽיָּה Whom dost thou reproach and blaspheme, and against whom hast thou lifted up thy voice, and haughtily raised thy eyes? Deut. 4:19; Ezek. 18:6, 15, 12.

Some† suppose that the mountains of Jerusalem, especially Zion where God sits (Ps. 87:1; 15:1; 3:5; 43:3; Isa. 2:3), are meant, and that the speaker looks thither for help. Others (Langer) regard the mountains as the Kiblaḥ toward

* Cf. the Assyrian expression 1 nā inātišiš“to lift up the eyes” to some one, i.e. be fond of him; Nimrod Epis VI, 3.
† Hupf., Hgstb., Bethgen.
which the Jews turned in praying; cf. 1 Kgs. 8:35, 38, 44, 48; Dan. 6:10. Qamchi thought of watchers on the hills anxiously looking for the approach of help. Similarly Tholuck had in mind the men in a beleaguered fortress, who look toward the surrounding hills on the summits of which friends hastening to give aid will first be seen. It is clear from vs. 3 sqq. that protection during a journey is the help needed. And it seems most natural to take that point toward which the speaker looks as the place he desires to reach; when he considers the various dangers of the journey, he realizes the need of potent assistance and so propounds the serious question. The mountains, i.e. those of Palestine in general (Delitzsch), stand as goal-posts marking the journey's end; they are not the source of help, for the speaker does not know whence aid may be derived, and to him the proposed undertaking seems therefore impracticable.

(2) Many exegetes* hold that the poet raises the question in v. 1 simply to give occasion for the answer here, which is thus strongly emphasized. Others† think of the two sides of an individual's character; the better self answers the question of doubt. It appears more likely that a dialogue between the representatives of two elements in the congregation is intended here; the voice of faith responds to the question inspired by timidity and unbelief. Mention of the mountains suggests to the believer the holy hill of JHVH, and the answer springs at once to his lips. The omnipotence of Israel's God, manifested in his works, is, he declares, surety for the safe conduct of the travelers.

(3) Vs. 3 and 4 are usually taken as a continuation of the response‡ in v. 2, or are included with vs. 5-8 to form a chorus (Clarisse, Rosenm.) or address to the congregation. Either alternative is forbidden by the form and language of the two verses. Thus v. 3 is plainly addressed to the person who thinks help will come from God, and expresses the hope that his expectation may not be vain. In strong opposition to the idea of such a possibility the believer declares his unflurting faith in God's character as a defender (so Olshausen). Any other explanation involves unnecessary difficulty and obscurity. It is hard to believe that the same person would first put in the weak form of a wish the idea he immediately afterwards affirms so vehemently. Again the very fact that the speaker of v. 3 suggests that God may fall asleep seems to show he did not place much reliance on assistance from such a quarter; the words appear to be those of a sceptic and fit very well in the mouth of the speaker of v. 1. With a sneer he reminds the believer of the long and difficult way; rivers must be crossed and mountains ascended; robbers may lie in ambush by the road, wild beasts will prowl about the camps. So that it is to be hoped that the keeper will prove efficient and vigilant.

* Hupf., Hgstb., Del., Cheyne.
† Kamph., Beethgen.
‡ De Wette, Del., Hitz., Beethgen.
To stumble is aptly said with reference to travel on a long journey. Stumbling is also a figure of calamity; cf. Deut. 32:35; Ps. 66:9; 88:17; 73:2; 55:23; 10:6; 17:5.

Slumber; cf. 1 Kgs. 18:27: Either he is meditating or has gone aside, or is on a journey; perhaps he is asleep and must be awakened. By such notions the heathen excused the indifference of their deities to their petitions.* And to Israel, oppressed and suffering, it seemed at times as if JHVH were asleep; cf. Ps. 44:24: Awake! why sleepest thou, O Lord? Awake! do not cast us off forever.

(4) Behold—an emphatic interjection calling attention to the unqualified rejection of the aspersion cast on JHVH’s faithfulness. He who keeps Israel never sleeps; neither will he carelessly allow himself to become wrapped in heavy slumber, nor, overcome with weariness, will he seek a moment’s repose. As in the days of old, in the pillar of cloud by day and of fire by night he led Israel through the wilderness (cf. Ps. 78:14), so now he will exercise constant, unfailing care for the returning exiles.

(5) The difference between the character of the address which now begins and the speech in v. 8 is self-evident. Olshausen correctly regards this stanza as the confirmation, by higher, priestly authority, of the believer’s remarks. The several verses reiterate in detailed exposition the thought contained in vs. 2, 4.

JHVH is thy keeper, you do well to repose trust in him. Consider his power and faithfulness and remember he is your God; in view of this well may you say:

In peace will I both lay me down and sleep, for thou, JHVH, alone maketh me dwell in safety (Ps. 4:9).

JHVH is thy protection, literally: shadow;† this is used as a figurative expression for protection in general; cf. Ps. 17:8, 9; 91:1–4; Num. 14:9; Isa. 51:16. But the term seems to refer primarily to shelter from the heat of the sun; cf. Isa. 32:2: As the shadow of a great rock in a desert; Isa. 25:4; 4:6. In the present passage both senses, literal and figurative, find application.

JHVH will stand at the right hand of the believer, i. e., will act as a champion, or to use a familiar phrase, as a right hand man;‡ similarly in Ps. 110:5 it is said of Zerubbabel: The Lord on thy

---

* Cf. the Iliad, L, 604.
† This hemistich might be divided into two separate sentences, but the division would have no effect on the sense, except to emphasize the latter clause.
‡ It should be noticed that the same position is occupied by accusers; thus Zechariah (c. 3:4) represents Satan standing in a hostile attitude at the right hand of Joshua; cf. Ps. 109:6.
right hand will smite kings in the day of his wrath; and again in 109:31 God is represented as the savior of his oppressed servant: 

For he stands at the right hand of the unfortunate to save him from those who condemn him. With such a defender Israel need have no fear.

(6) Some (Hupf. Kamph) have thought that the sun and moon are mentioned here simply in parallelism as in Josh. 10:12, 18; Ps. 72:5; Is. 24:23, and de Wette thinks the verse is a poetic form of the thought that neither by day nor by night will any mishap befall the travelers; this may be. But there is also sufficient reason for naming these luminaries as agents of mischief. The particular evil to be feared from the sun was of course the excessive heat which threatened sun-stroke; a familiar case of this is described in 2 Kgs. 4:18-20; cf. Isa. 49:10; Jon. 4:8. The moon is named because to it are referred the rapid fall in temperature after sun-down, the extreme cold of the night and the injurious effects of this atmospheric change upon a man’s physical system. The eyes especially are affected with a painful malady. The Arabs still attribute blindness to the influence of the moon’s rays on those who sleep in the open air. Then too the moon-beams were thought to produce an injurious effect on the mind.* Graetz also finds in the verse an allusion to the Persian idea that the sun and moon exercised a demoniacal influence. Heat and cold, however, are the evils on which special stress is to be laid; cf. Gen. 31:40: רתוי יתא לאלים ילארב וליתא ביוול ה. Thus I was: by day heat consumed me and frost by night; Jer. 36:30.

(7) Not only from ordinary dangers which must in the nature of the case be encountered, but from all perils, anticipated or unexpected, JHVH will deliver his people; their lives are safe in his hands.

(8) Going out and coming in; Clarisse thinks of the safe arrival of the pilgrims in Jerusalem and their return home. In the formula all the acts of daily life are summed up†; cf. Deut. 28:6: בֵּרוּךְ אֲלֹהֵינוּ בָּמֵלֶךְ וּבֵרוּךְ אֲלֹהֵינוּ בֱּצָאֵתָךְ. Blessed wilt thou be when thou comest in and blessed when thou goest out; Ps. 139:2, 3; Deut. 31:2; 28:19; 1 Sam. 29:6; 2 Sam. 3:25. The picture from which the phraseology is derived is given in Ps. 104:23; יַעֲנוּ נַעֲנֵי הָעַרְבֵּי עָרֹב. Man goes forth to his work and his labor until the evening; cf. also Job. 34:21; Ps. 17:5. Most interpreters therefore see in this verse and the one preceding a general blessing on all the activities of life. But the words have also a special application here; to the exiles about to start out on the long march they come with peculiar force: The Lord will ensure your departure from Babylon and your

---

* The same idea finds expression in the Greek συλλαμβανενιαι (Matt. 4:24; 17:15) as well as in the English phrase moon-struck, and the more commonly used Latin derivative lunatic.

† Cf. the words of Chrysostom in his note on this verse: εν τοιοφη δη βλε σπαση, εν ειδολους καλ εξαδοις.
safe arrival in Jerusalem; but not only this; he will bring all your undertakings to a happy, successful termination. He will conduct you even to the end of life's pilgrimage.

Notes on Psalm 130.

That the first section (vs. 1–6) is not the cry of a suffering individual, but that these are the words of the congregation is made plain by the address in v. 7; the references are then to the church-nation.* The allusions in the piece are, however, so general as scarcely to admit of determining the definite historical situation; and some commentators have therefore contented themselves with giving simply a general explanation. Others have ventured upon a more exact interpretation.

To Olshausen the song suggests the later times of the Maccabean war; while Hitzig refers the piece to the time when Jonathan had been captured by strategy in Ptolemais, and the people, alarmed at the threatening aspect of affairs, had assembled at Jerusalem where Simon sought to reassure them (cf. 1 Macc. 12:53 to 13:3); the redemption of Jonathan was then the most important question. This special personal reference is altogether unwarranted by the language of the Psalm; and there is nothing in the situation described in the poem that suggests reference of it to the times spoken of in 1 Macc. 12. The piece was clearly composed for the congregation at a time when the conviction of guilt rested heavily on the conscience of the people, and when the need of divine forgiveness was keenly felt. So Wolfson not inaptness supposes that the song was intended to be sung at the time of the evening sacrifice when the offering was made in atonement for the sins of the day; then, interpreting the dawn for which the watchers wait as a figure of release from captivity and Israel as meaning the ten tribes languishing in exile, he considers the piece as a prayer of the Israelites for their return. DeWette thinks these are the words of a Jew in exile, and to Graetz the lament seems to indicate the exilic period. Hengstenberg assigns it to the same period as the other anonymous pilgrim-songs, i. e. to the early years of the Return. The conjecture of Rosenmüller that the Psalm was first sung at the general penitential day (Ezra, cc. 9; 10) cannot be proved. That it may have been used in the public worship on Atonement Day is not improbable in view of its special fitness for such an occasion. It is also quite possible that it was originally composed for use on the day when the community, after a solemn service of confession and prayer, entered into a covenant to keep the law (Neh. 9). But while the definite reference must remain uncertain, the application of the Psalm to the circumstances and conditions of the colony is plain. Like Pss. 126 and 129 it breathes a spirit of hopefulness, of trust and confidence that JHVH will eventu-

ally work salvation and remove all causes of distress with all the results of sin.

Ps. 130 belongs to the class of Penitential Psalms of which 6, 32, 38, 51, 102, 143, are other prominent examples. It was a favorite with Luther, who termed it, together with 32, 51, 143, Psalmi Paulini; “in fact, there appear in Ps. 130 the condemnation of the natural man, free grace, and the spiritual character of redemption in truly Pauline expression” (Delitzsch). Tholuck also recognizes that “the Psalmist promulgates here the true evangelical doctrine of the New Testament, teaching according to Ex. 2:6, 7, that the enduring existence and prosperity of sinful people is only possible through divine forgiveness.”

On this Psalm compare especially Professor Haupt’s article in Hebraica II., Jan. 1886, pp. 98 sqq.

(1) The congregation directs its petition to JHVH not “out of the deep abyss of sin” (Geier), but from the deep waves of distress and need which have passed over them in consequence of sins, and in which they are sunken as in waters;* cf. especially Ps. 69 (a Song of the Exile): 2, 3流れするがる以色列に汝なり水に没する以色列に汝なり Save me, O God, for waters have come unto my life; I am plunged in deep mire, and there is no standing place; I have entered deep waters and a stream has engulfed me; also vs. 15, 16; Ps. 124:4, 5; Isa. 51:10; Ezek. 27:34; Ps. 40:3.

Out of the depths I cry; the expression is pregnant, embodying at once a declaration of the suffering by which the congregation is oppressed, and the plea for succor. Our condition is most miserable; wearied and worn with the buffetings of waves of adverse circumstances that threaten our ruin, we turn our eyes to thee, praying for help that will bring our trembling feet to stand on a rock of refuge; cf. Jon. 2:3, 4, 5; Ps. 22:22.

(2) The people realize their weakness and the need of superhuman assistance. O JHVH! hearken! i. e., hear and answer favorably; cf. Ps. 120:1 note; 27:7: שמע ידוהי קהל אל分け התנני העני ידוהי קהל אלauce The eyes of JHVH are toward the righteous and his ears are (open) to their cry; Ps. 18:6; 28:1, 2; Neh. 1:6, 11.

(3) If thou shouldst keep in memory men’s sins, i. e. put them to their account, cherish against the offenders the stern purpose of justice and hold them to a strict accountability for their transgressions; or, as Ewald puts it: if thou dost not overlook, condone, forgive. Who could endure? Who, then, could stand examination in trial before God, endure the strict scrutiny of his doings and be acquit-

*Rosenm., de Wette, Langer, Hitz., Greitz, Hupf.
ted of guilt? cf. Ps. 1:5; 109:8. The thought is not: who can maintain a stand against the divine vengeance (Langer), or endure the punishment inflicted by God (Clarisse); for there is here no question of the omnipotence of the Judge; cf. Nah. 1:6: לַפְּנֵי אֹזְנֵי מִי נִגְבַּר וּמִי קָוָם בַּחֲרוֹן אֶלָּפֶּי נֶחָבָה בְּאֵשׁ וְהָרִים נֶתַּחֵモデル נֶתַּחֵモデル Before his wrath who can stand, and who can endure the heat of his anger; his fury is poured out like fire, and the rocks are thrown down by him; Ps. 76:8; Isa. 57:16. But the point is the universal culpability of mankind; no one can establish his innocence before God's judgment-seat; cf. Ps. 143:2: But enter not thou into judgment with thy servant, יִכְּלָל אַזְרָם לְפָנָיו for before thee no living being can be justified; Ps. 14:3; 53:4. The main idea of this portion of the Psalm appears in Ezra 9:15: יִהְיֶה אָלֹהֵי יִשְׂרָאֵל צָרִים אַלּוֹ בַּנֶּא לְאַהֲבָּה פָּלוֹאי הוֹ דָּוִד הוֹ הַנֶּא לְפָנֵי יְהוָה נַפְּלִים בַּאֲדָמָתָן כִּי אִי O JHVH, God of Israel, thou art righteous, for we remain surviving as it is this day; behold we are before thee in our sins, for we cannot stand before thee in regard to this, i. e. God had vindicated his faithfulness by procuring the release of the people from captivity; but they, untaught by past experiences, had again broken the law. God was righteous, but their guilt was established; and convicted by Ezra's preaching, they could only hang their heads in shame and penitence before God, who, should he deal according to the letter of the law, must punish them. The analogies between the ideas in Ezra's prayer (c. 9:5 sqq.) and those of the Psalm are very striking. The congregation, asserting in general terms the sinfulness of man, confesses thereby its own implication in guilt; in this appears the connecting link between the first and second distichs: sin has occasioned the deep floods of distress; hence the appeal for help cannot be based on the ground of merit; if God has regard only to transgressions, then Israel can only plead guilty and is unworthy of his aid.

(4) This verse has given trouble both in the matter of translation and of explanation. The particle with which it begins, does not, as is frequently the case, introduce a reason for the preceding statement, but rather an antithetic declaration; the counterbalance of forgiving statement is placed over against the weight of justice in the scales of the divine decision. Hence if this verse is to be connected immediately with v. 3, the particle must be rendered not for but yet. Similarly in Ps. 22:10 this adversative force appears: here the suffering congregation is represented as pleading with God for deliverance on the grounds of his relation to Israel, and of faith in his power to save which was honored in the past by concessions of the favor desired; but it seems that now God's ear is turned away, the prayer is unanswered, and Israel becomes an object of the ridicule of the foe, who scornfully remarks (22:9): Let JHVH save them, since he delights in them, i. e. they claim to be the chosen people, let us see what truth is in their assertion. To this taunt the congregation replies: כנָא הַנֵּחַ מִבְּנֵי מֵבָאָרָה
Yet thou art he that brought me forth from the womb; thou wert my trust upon the breast of my mother. But an alternative possibility of translation presents itself: the causal conjunction may be taken as indicating the ellipsis of an idea to be supplied in thought: though my prayer is unanswered, and my enemies mock me, yet my confidence in JHVH is unshaken, for thou art he that brought me forth, etc.; cf. also Ps. 44:23; 37:20; Eccl. 5:8. So in the present passage, in opposition to the thought of v. 8, the statement in Ps. 103:10 may be added: בֹּא כִּיַּמֶּשׁ הַעֲשֵׂה הָלֹא הָלֹא בִּעְנָנוֹי הָנָּמִל עָלִיּוּ But thou wilt not deal with us according to our sins, nor reward us according to our iniquities.

To the latter part of the verse the principal difficulty attaches. The Masoretic text may be read in a variety of ways: perhaps most in favor has been the reading: לְכִי לְכִי לְכִי לְכִי לְכִי לְכִי לְכִי לְכִי לְכִי לְכִי לְכִי לְכִי לְכִי לְכִי לְכִי לְכִי לְכִי לְכִי לְכִי לְכִי לְכִי לְכִי לְכִי L could be read as, e. as Clarisse puts it, that we may be moved to reverence thee. Should God exercise retributive justice, he will be feared and obeyed as a tyrant, lest he inflict injury; whereas the fact that he deals with mercy provokes pious fear, and wins men to worship him. But if certain punishment have no restraining effect on offenders, then exemption from the penalties of violated statutes will surely not tend to uphold the dignity of the law, nor induce fear of the Law-Giver. Then, too, this is a strange plea in the mouths of offenders; while the long-suffering JHVH might graciously overlook his people's sins and save them with power for the sake of his honor, it would be nothing short of an insult to the Deity for the congregation to come before him with a confession of guilt and the request for forgiveness that they may be moved to revere him.

Some exegetes have sought by emendation to obtain a more satisfactory text. Graetz thinks the passage quite incomprehensible; and comparing the Sexta in Origen's Hexapla ἐνεκη τοῦ γινόμενος λόγου σου = לְכִי לְכִי לְכִי L that thy word may be known, suggests to read נִרְאָה. Professor P. Haupt, observing Jerome's tradition with regard to the text, i. e. that נִרְאָה not נִרְאָה was to be found in the original, conjectured that this word was a rare synonym of נִרְאָה fear, and translated: for the sake of the Religion.† The sense would then be: "We in our sins are unworthy of thy grace, but do forgive us for the sake of the true Religion revealed by thee of which we are the only though unworthy representatives." In honoring the relation between himself and his people on which that religion is founded, JHVH maintains his glory, re-assures the congregation and shames scoffers at the true faith. This is an intelligible and reasonable explanation, but the emendation is unnecessary,‡ since the same thought may be obtained from the Masoretic text. The word may be read נִרְאָה Law. Graetz's assertion to the contrary notwithstanding, this

† Hebrew II., Jan. '86, p. 100 n. 3.
‡ Professor Haupt has since abandoned it, as he informed the writer.
gives a most excellent sense. For the Torah embodies not only statutes and precepts, but promises and covenants, and while the congregation could not base the petition on an appeal to the fulfillment of ordinances, but must confess guilt, yet it could justly entreat God to vindicate his promise of forgiveness and restoration to favor on condition of repentance and turning unto him. On the one hand punishment is the due recompense of violated law; on the other, the people acknowledge their ill-desert, and in justice to the covenant of mercy God will grant pardon. This thought finds expression frequently in the Old Testament; thus in Deut. 30:1 sqq. closely succeeding the recital of the woes consequent upon disobedience comes the promise of the blessings to be showered upon the repentant; cf. Lev. 26:40 sqq.; Zech. 1:3; 2 Chron. 6:24, 25, 36 sqq. Especially prominent did the covenant relation become in the exilic and post-exilic times, when with earnest longing Israel looked for the day of redemption and restoration.

With thee is forgiveness; cf. Neh. 9:17; אֲרוֹם אֱלֹהֵינוֹ מֶסָּהוֹן Thou art a God of pardons. Tender mercy constitutes quite as important a feature of God’s dealing with man as does his justice.*

Luther’s beautiful penitential hymn, which closely paraphrases this Psalm, begins with the words: Aus tiefer Noth schrei ich zu Dir. He seems to have taken as the principal idea the thought of the second pair of verses, that God will deal in mercy, and therefore makes the Psalm a promulgation of the evangelical doctrine of justification by free grace, and an exhortation to trust in it and not on personal merit. But as connection and analogy show (cf. vs. 4 and 8), the forgiveness of sins implies here especially the removal of the temporal consequences of sin, of the distresses accruing from iniquities. Forgiveness precedes salvation, but the latter is the sign confirming the bestowal of the former. If the congregation continues to suffer, there is no assurance that the petition has been heard. Hence even after the Return, a wonderful pledge of JHVH’S favor, the colonists, depressed by the failure of their hopes, could attribute their misery only to the fact that JHVH’S face was still turned away in anger, and hence they cry: how long ere we shall be restored to favor and prosperity; cf. Ps. 85:6, 7, 8; 126:4.

(6) We have been and are still earnestly expecting a favorable response to the prayer. With a yearning deepened and intensified by past disappointments, Israel † waits still for the boon which God alone can bestow. Events that still live in memory have proved the truth of Jeremiah’s words (c. 3:23): Truly in JHVH our God is the salvation of Israel. And though the reward of faith is slow to appear, Israel waits for JHVH’S coming in might to save; cf. Isa. 8:17:

---

* Cf. Dan. 9:9: לָא צוֹרֲנֵינוּ וַחֲרֹמִים וַחֲמֹרְאֵנוּ וְלִמְרָהַה וְלִמְרוֹמַה To the Lord, our God, belong mercies and forgivenesses though we have rebelled against him.

† Olshausen’s idea that the priests here make reply to the congregation is unwarranted by the language.
And I will wait for JHVH, who hides his face from the house of Jacob, and will hope for him.

His word, the announcement of pardon, the divine fiat that abolishes the reign of sin and suffering and inaugurates the coming of blessings so long desired; or in other words, the verification of promises, the proof in deeds that God's word never fails. Ewald defines it as "the word of salvation and redemption." As commentators have generally recognized, it is the word of promise that forms the basis of hope, and its accomplishment the object looked for; cf. Ps. 119:25, 28, 42, 74, 41, 49, etc.

(6) By a forceful comparison the poet seeks to depict in a yet more striking way the intensity of expectation and longing which he has emphasized by repetition of the thought in parallel phrases. By some the watchers are supposed to be the priests watching in the temple for the coming of the dawn when they will summon their companions to assist in offering the morning sacrifice * (so Clarisse). Wolfson thinks of the Levites upon whom devolved the duties of watching in the temple and of opening it every morning; cf. 1 Chron. 9:27. Others think of attendants at the bedside of the sick. It seems, however, more reasonable and more in keeping with the idea of intent expectation of a joyful hour to come to consider that the poet had no special class of watchmen in mind, but meant in general those who after a night’s vigil (or perhaps the detail of men who keep the morning watch)† await with eager impatience the break of dawn which will bring them relief from the exhausting strain and anxiety imposed on them by their responsible office. The point of comparison is the extremity of desire; as the tired sentinel looks toward the east to catch the first rosy tints that betoken the dawn, so Israel looks to discover the first manifestations of JHVH’S coming.

(7) The repetition of the phrase has given rise to some difficulty, and occasioned the erroneous translations to be found in the Ancient Versions. It is explained by Clarisse as a device to gain the attention of the audience, or as due to the metre, or made for poetic effect (so Rosenm.). Some translators have entirely omitted the significant repetition; thus Bickell: Ich hoff auf Gott, auf sein Wort | Harr, meine Seele. | Mehr als auf Fruehrot Waechter, | Harr, Israel.

* Cf. the Mishnle Tract Joma, 3, 1.
† On the night-watches: cf. F. Delitzsch, Assyrischen Notizen zum Alten Testament, No. III. in the Zeitsch. fuer Ketz. Forschung, II, July, 1885. The New Testament distinguishes four night-watches (cf. Matt. 14:25; Mark 6:48), denoted by δπε , μεσονυκτιον δλεκτροφωσια and πηδω (Mark 13:35), a division derived from the Romans. In the Old Testament, the night is divided into three watches: καιρυ the beginning of the watches, Lam. 2:19; שבירת לילה the middle watch, Judg. 7:19; בקע the morning watch, Ex. 14:24. The same division obtained among the Assyro-Babylonians; cf. R. R. 53, 57 b; II R. 56, 30; II R. 11-13 e, f: maçartu barartum, so named because held when twilight was succeeded by the glory of the stars (cf. Neh. 4:15, in V. 4: 21); maçartu qablitu=middle watch; maçartu šadduru (for šadurri)=watch of the breaking of the dawn.
Sein |. So also J. D. Michaelis: *Meine Begierde sieht nach dem Herrn aus, | mehr als einer, der zur Nachtzeit reiset, auf den Morgen wartet. | Israel hoffe auf Jehovah | ; and so also E. Meier†.

De Wette considers that this is merely a repetition in the spirit of the degree-like rhythm, while Olshausen thinks it has significance only for the external form of the recitation, and Gratz would explain it as an antiphony of the chorus. Hengstenberg attributes it to the earnest longing which loves repetition; and Delitzsch supposes that by this means the poet sought to give the idea of long protracted watching. The Ancient Versions also failed to find the point.

P. Haupt was the first to perceive that "the words with a delicate turn of the figure are used as accosting the congregation," ‡ and belong not in v. 6, where the Masorites by incorrect division of the original text have placed them, but as the hortatory introduction to the address which begins in v. 7. The priest, seizing the last expression used by the congregation, applies it to his auditors as a phrase most apt and fitting, a description clear and terse of Israel's present condition. Your comparison, says he, is just; for indeed you are watching for the morning; in the dark night of sin and sin's consequences you grope, your vision is strained to discover the morning glow of divine grace that will usher in the day of redemption. Darkness and night represent calamity; cf. Deut. 28:29: רֹאִיתָךְ וְאֵלֶּה תַּעֲרִיבּוּ וְהֲשִׂים נֵעָרָיָךְ וְאֵלֶּה תַּעֲרִיבּוּ וְהֲשִׂים נֵעָרָיָךְ and thou wilt grope at noon-day as the blind grope in darkness, and thou wilt not prosper in thy ways; Ps. 88:7, 8; 107:10; Isa. 42:7. Light, on the contrary, is the symbol of prosperity and happiness; cf. Isa. 60:20: Thy sun will no more go down, nor will thy moon withdraw, יִשְׂמְרוּנָה יִשְׂמְרוּנָה וְיִשְׂמְרוּנָה יִשְׂמְרוּנָה and JHVH will be thine everlasting light and the days of thy mourning will be over; Isa. 58:8; 9:1 (cf. Matt. 4:16); Mal. 3:10. In a similar strain the priest speaks here: In the evening weeping turned in to pass the night with you, but in the morning glad joy will come (Ps. 30:6: בְּעֶרֶב יִשְׂמְרוּנָה וְיִשְׂמְרוּנָה וְיִשְׂמְרוּנָה). Though that fair dawn be slow to break, yet wait, Israel, for JHVH! Let neither your distress nor your impatience cause you to doubt for one moment God's faithfulness; neither let your sinfulness cause you to think he will not have mercy on you. For with JHVH is grace, and with him is redemption in abundance; Ps. 103:11.

(8) And as he redeemed Israel from captivity, so now he, HE (the pronoun is emphatic) will deliver his people from all their iniquities. These sins embrace also the consequences they have entailed; cf. Ps. 35:11: יִכְלֹל בַּגֵּן חִזֵּי יִכְלֹל בַּגֵּן חִזֵּי יִכְלֹל בַּגֵּן חִזֵּי יִכְלֹל בַּגֵּן חִזֵּי וְיֶשֶׁנֵו יָנָה וְיֶשֶׁנֵו יָנָה יָנָה יָנָה יָנָה וְיֶשֶׁנֵו יָנָה יָנָה יָנָה יָנָה Yeshua, bar Adam has been given to suffering, for my life is spent with

† Die poetische Bücher des Alten Testaments, Part II, Die Psalmen, Stuttgart, 1850, p. 155.
grief and my years with sighing; by reason of my iniquity my strength fails and my bones waste away; Ps. 40:18; 88:5, 6. The forgiving love that puts away transgressions from the remembrance of the Judge will accomplish the removal of all woe; Isa. 48:25; Ps. 108:3, 4, 5. Let Israel, therefore, wait in calm reliance upon the sure promise of JHVH; cf. Isa. 50:10: "מי מבס רָא יְהוָה, שָמָע בַּכֹּל עָבָרָיו וְאֶפְשָׂר הֲשָׂכָם אֶזֶן נֶגֶד לוֹ בֵּיסַת בֵּשָׂת יְהוָה וְישָׁלַח אֶל-אֱלֹהִים "Who among you is fearing JHVH, listening to the voice of his servant? He that walks in darkness, without a ray of light—let him trust in the name of JHVH and support himself on his God.

Very apt seems the conjecture of Paul Haupt that the final verse of Ps. 131, which is there out of place, and has no connection with what precedes, belongs properly to Ps. 130. That Ps. 132 already, in the time of the Chronicler, was placed near 130 is shown by 2 Chron. 6:40-42. Accordingly we may safely assume that Ps. 131 followed 130 at that time, and there is no difficulty in supposing that, even at that early period, the end of Ps. 130 was added to the fragment Ps. 181:1, 2 in order to give it a proper conclusion.* At all events, the fitness of the verse as the closing exhortation of the priest's address is apparent. You, says he, have waited long, are waiting still; this is the proper attitude, for your light will come. And not only in this present instance do I counsel hope and trust in JHVH, but also in all future cases rely upon him and you will not be disappointed.

Notes on Ps. 123.

The similarity between the opening of this Psalm and that of Ps. 121 need by no means indicate, as Hengstenberg thought, unity of authorship. As remarked by Cheyne,† the points of similarity with Ps. 120 are much more marked. They are both "distinctively persecution psalms" and contain a "record of deepening misery among malicious neighbors." Like Ps. 120, this piece seems to refer to the unfriendly disposition of the peoples in Palestine toward the new colony. In the former piece, the Jews arraign these hostile neighbors before the bar of God for slander; in this one, feeling keenly the disgrace of their national calamity that had made them a by-word among the nations, they pray for deliverance from the cruel shafts of contemptuous scorn aimed at them by these unsympathizing persons. Whether the reference is to the general feeling toward the Jews or to some special manifestation of spite, it is difficult to say. But the piece may be placed in the period before the arrival of Nehemiah, when the unfortunate colonists, as we learn from Neh. 1:3, were subject to ridicule and heartless contempt.

(1) After the destruction of the temple, where God manifested himself and where many among the congregation supposed that he actually dwelt, the name

---

* Cf. Hebraica, II., p. 105.
† Origin of the Psalter, p. 55.
of JHVH as the God of heaven came into particular use, differentiating him from the heathen vanities while answering the slur cast upon his very existence by the question of the heathen*: Where is your God? cf. Ps. 115:3, 4; Ezra, 5:11, 12; 6:9; 7:23; Neh. 1:4; 2:4. The proof of JHVH's non-existence or of his weakness was not involved in the ruin of his earthly house; for his throne is in heaven; cf. Ps. 11, 4: ירהוֹ הַשָּׁמַיִם וּניֵרָה הַשָּׁמַיִם בְּרוּךָ JHVH is in his holy temple; his throne is in heaven; Ps. 103:19; 102:20; 2:4.

In the name of the distressed congregation, the poet raises his voice in prayer. Human assistance is lacking and would be of no avail; JHVH is the only saving helper, and he is ready to give aid; cf. Ps. 20:7.

(2) Several explanations are offered: (a) some think that just as servants who, when they suffer violence at the hands of others, have no other recourse than to apply to their master or mistress for defence and the punishment of the offender, so the congregation of Israel, oppressed by powerful enemies, takes refuge in the help of JHVH (Venema, J. D. Michaelis); (b) just as servants are attentive to their masters in expectation of gifts or favors, or even the necessities of life, so Israel looks to the liberal hands of God for kindnesses and blessings (de Wette, Hupf., Kamph., Olsh.); (c) others think of servants undergoing punishment, eagerly watching the hand of their lord for the sign that the castigation shall cease (Rosenm., J. Qamchi, Langer, Hgstb., Bæth);—(d) while yet others have in mind the close attention of slaves to catch the slightest indication of their master's wishes (Hitz., Grætz, Del., Thol.). No one of these explanations seems to yield a satisfactory interpretation of the passage.

It appears that the verse sets forth the relation between JHVH and Israel. In brief, it is an epitome of the Jewish idea of religion. The tertium comparationis lies in the obedience, faithfulness and allegiance of the servants to their master. An obedient servant has the right to expect kind, considerate treatment from his lord, and if abused would be justified in leaving his service; cf. Gen. 16:6-9. The tone of the Psalm may appear strange to Christian readers, but it is in keeping with the Jewish conception of religion. JHVH and Israel were parties to a contract, and the terms of agreement were these: protection and prosperity bestowed by God in return for constant, faithful observance of his laws by his people, while, on the other hand, disregard of the divine ordinances entails punishment upon the offenders; cf. Deut. 11:26-28; 28; 29:9-12; 30:1-8. Frequently in the Psalms appeals for help and deliverance are based on the ground of service and obedience; Ps. 86:2: שמרנה נפשי כ' חמור א' חמור וברך עליך אֲלֵה יָדֹת יָבְדֵּל A preserve my soul, for I am pious; O thou my God, save thy servant who trusts in thee; Ps. 31:2; 86:16; 79:10.

Israel pleads the terms of the covenant* that JHVH has apparently violated by permitting his faithful servants to suffer under the contempt of their enemies. The people declare their fidelity, humility and utter dependence on God; he is their Master, they his chosen people; † they wait in anxious suspense for the slightest indication of his purpose to help them. Willing to do anything even if they do not get out of their difficulties, yet they hope for and expect deliverance as the reward of their unflagging allegiance. But it seems now as though JHVH were unmindful of his covenant and careless of their misery.

The hand is the symbol of power and authority; by its gestures the master makes known his will. To lift up the eyes to the master’s hand is to be attentive to his commands, to acknowledge his authority; it is the attitude of submission and obedience.

(3) The Masoretic text reads: כי רָכַב שְׁבֵעְתָּנוּ הָב For we are but too full of contempt (Cheyne), i. e., we have been compelled to swallow so many insults that we are filled to repletion with them; cf. Ps. 88:4: כי שְׁבֵעָה בֵּרָעָה לֶמְשׁי For my soul is full of troubles, and my life draws near to the pit; Job 9:18; Sam. 3:15. But the reading of the Syriac versions seems preferable here; the change is very slight, and the sense of the passage remains unaltered.

The poet, having shown upon what grounds Israel lays claim to the protection of JHVH, declares that this is a time of distress and need, when JHVH, faithful to his promise, should bring deliverance. Remember, JHVH, the reproach of thy servants, and, for thy mercies’ sake, save us from our enemies, who heap upon us cruel insults; though thou hast made us a by-word among the heathen, yet we have not forgotten thee, nor have we dealt falsely in thy covenant; cf. Ps. 44:13 sqq.

For the allusions in the passage cf. Neh. 1:8: And they said to me, the remnant that are left of the captivity there in the province נַחֲゅָּה נַאֲדָה חָּוָּף are in great affliction and reproach; also Neh. 2:17-19.

(4) The more general expression in v. 3 would fit past or present experiences equally well; but here the defining adjectives give clearer indication of the reference. De Wette justly concludes that the epithets do not suit the Samaritans, for they too were Persian subjects, though in more fortunate circumstances than their Jewish neighbors. Olfshausen recognizes that the verse speaks of heathen oppressors. In reference as in form the passage seems to be similar to 120:6 (q. v). A glance is afforded into the gloomy period of the Exile; overbearing and proud were appropriate epithets to describe the Chaldeans; cf. Isa. 13:11-19: †I will punish the world for its evil and the wicked for their iniquity; הֵרָשָׁבָה נָאִים רְאִים מְרָאָה תָּמָּלָה תָּפָּרָה נָאִים שׁוֹדָה נָאִים עַרְיִים אָשָׁמֶל רוֹבָה בְּכָל זִי מַלְּכָּה תָּפָּרָה נָאִים שׁוֹדָה

* Cf. Ps. 44:18-21; 89:40.
† Cf. especially Mal. 1:3.
I will cause the arrogance of the proud to cease and the haughtiness of the fierce I will lay low; and Babylon, the glory of kingdoms, the beauty of the pride of the Chaldeans, will be ruined as God overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah; cf. Isa. 14:4 sqq.; Jer. 50:29, 31 sqq.; 51:41; Ezek. 31:1-18.

Long enough did the people suffer shame during the Captivity; but now even in the land of their fathers reproach is heaped upon them.

Notes on Ps. 122.

The title in the Hebrew text has suggested the possibility that David wrote this strong poem. But the idea is at once excluded by the reference to Jerusalem as the former seat of civil government, the capital of David's dynasty, and as a religious center whither the tribes were wont to resort, as well as by the allusion to the temple.

According to the popular view, the Psalm is a pilgrim-song: in it the pilgrims, at length arrived at the gates, pour forth their admiration of the city; or else, as Delitzsch thought, the author, on his way home, recounts the events of his journey from the first summons to go up to Jerusalem. This seems to explain to some extent the language of the opening verses; but does not account for the latter half of the song, from which it would appear that the author is a citizen of Jerusalem and profoundly interested in all that pertains to her welfare.

There is nothing to justify the idea of Wolfson, who thinks that the Israelites in captivity express their intense longing for the temple; on the contrary, everything seems to indicate that the privileges of worship are free to those spoken of in the Psalm, and it is clear that the population of Jerusalem is addressed in v. 6.

The chief features in the situation are these: the people are in Jerusalem; public worship in the temple is now possible, and the city has been rebuilt; but the picture has also a dark side; the earnest prayer for peace and harmony and the exhortation to promote the welfare of the city show that discord and selfishness have been causing trouble. The close correspondence between the situation thus described and that in Jerusalem at the time when Nehemiah was rebuilding the walls is at once evident.* On the one side stood the brave governor with those men who remained true to their obligations as citizens and Jews; on the other were the parties whom the work of reconstruction and reform had displeased, whose schemes to better their private fortunes conflicted with the best

---

*Hitzig finds a place for the Psalm in the Maccabean period, at the time (141 B.C.) when Simon repaired the walls (cf. 1 Macc. 13:10). Certain of the conditions in the historical situation are thus met; but, as Graetz remarks, the reference in v. 2 seems to point to a time shortly after the Exile.
interests of the city. A special occasion for the Psalm may be found in the distress consequent upon the extortion of interest from the poorer Jews, whom circumstances had compelled to borrow from their richer brethren; the idea is favored by the similarity in tone between the Psalm and the speech of Nehemiah (cf. c. 5). The piece is in any case an address to the people, to the disaffected elements in particular, urging them to promote the public prosperity and promising that personal blessings will thus be secured.

The argument of the poem is developed in a thoroughly artistic and very effective way: mention of the causes for rejoicing in the present state of affairs, coupled with reminiscences of the past glory of the city, naturally leads up to the exhortation and prayer that peace and prosperity may be perpetuated; a fitting climax and powerful conclusion is then reached in the individual resolve of the writer, who swayed by forcible considerations, sets a good example to his fellow-citizens.

(1) The quotation has generally been taken as the resolve or summons of the pilgrims to set out for Jerusalem. But as recognized by Graetz and Hengstenberg, let us go does not give this sense, which would be expressed by נעלתי let us go up. So Hengstenberg supposes that the pilgrims, having arrived at the city, are now stopping at the gates in order that the festive procession may be set in order for the march to the temple; an ingenious idea certainly.

Translated into ordinary English the second hemistich will read: let us go to church; cf. Eccl. 4:17: שמר רגלך紫色 חציו אל בית האלהים Restrain thy foot as thou goest to the temple. The returned exiles rejoice in the restoration of the privileges of public worship; these had been denied them during the Exile; but now the temple had been rebuilt and the services begun afresh; thither the worshipers now go to pray and to make offerings.

(2) Those commentators who take v. 1b as the summons to go on pilgrimage, see in this verse the arrival at the gates of the city; the poet, following the travelers with his mind's eye, is “already in spirit at Jerusalem” (de Wette); so Cheyne renders: our feet stand at last within thy gates.* But with this verse ends everything that might suggest that the present situation has anything to do with a feast-journey; the verses that follow, especially 6-9, show that the occasion is of a different nature.

We are indeed in Jerusalem. The author seeks to impress upon the minds of the people an adequate idea of the magnitude of the blessings which God has conferred upon them, to arouse within them feelings of joy, thankfulness and love, and so to prepare the way for the exhortation to follow. We are again permitted to worship JHVH in his house, for we are indeed back in Jerusalem, the city of

*Olahausen, however, gives the following paraphrase: einmal betraten wir deine Strassen und Plätze.
David, whose very stones and dust are dear to us.* How abundant are the causes for thankfulness.

The gates are specially mentioned because they were the centers of public life, the places of business, 2 Kgs. 7:1; also the courts were held there; cf. Amos 5:12; Zech. 8:16; Deut. 25:7; 21:19; Isa. 29:21; there, too, news and gossip were circulated; Ps. 69:13: שׁוֹ但却 בְּפִיו, שִׁאְלֵי יַעֲנוּיָה שִׁאְלֵי שֶׁבֶר They that sit in the gate speak against me, and I am the song of drunkards; Prov. 31:28, 31; the plural gates is used in metonymy of the city itself (cf. Deut. 17:2; 12:15; 14:21, 27, 29) just as the feet refer to the persons, so that the notion of literally standing in the gates cannot be maintained.

(3) According to the received Hebrew text the translation is usually given: Jerusalem that is built up as a city that is compact together. As to the first hemistich there can be no dispute except concerning the meaning of הבנין. Some (de Wette, Schultz) take the word in an emphatic sense: well built; or else it is said that the principal thought lies in as a city (so Grez), and the verse is supposed to express the astonishment and wonder of a peasant on beholding the great city, with the long rows of houses closely joined together, in striking contrast to the hamlets of the country districts, composed of scattered cottages with wide spaces between them (Chrysostom, Rosenm., de Wette, Thol.). That a city is built need not be said; and hence if such stress is laid here on the fact that Jerusalem now looks as a city should, it can only mean that the place has been rebuilt. In antiquity a city became such in the full sense of the word only when it had been girded with protecting walls.

In the second hemistich the meaning of the words found in the received text is perfectly plain: where assembled together; but the subject of the verb is lacking. A subject, however, of the character suggested by the context, is readily obtained from v. 4, where the expression סדרות לישרא at an ordinance for Israel is obscure and out of place and should be changed in accordance with the rendering of the Greek translator Symmachus to read סדרות לישרא the congregation of Israel, and then transferred to this verse.† The sense now becomes perfectly clear: Jerusalem is rebuilt, has arisen from the ruins, so that she now sits in the dignity of a city, the center of a people, where the congregation of Israel assemble for worship as in former years.

The poet advances a step further in his argument: not only are we back in Jerusalem, but the city in which we take pride no longer presents the sad spectacle of heaps of ruins, battered walls and burned gates. The heathen can no longer point the finger of scorn at us, for Jerusalem is rebuilt.

---

* Cf. Ps. 102:15: כִּי רָז עֹביֹדִין אֲלֵי אַבֵּנֵי אַלְעַב יָוִין For thy servants take pleasure in her stones, and her dust they look upon with sadness.
† Cf. Prof. Haupt’s restoration of the text in HEBRAICA, II., Jan. 1886, p. 99, note 5.
(4) The phrase "לישר אלא שער" variously rendered as: (according to) a law, (custom, statute) for Israel, or a testimony for Israel,—can have no place in this verse. It has been explained as referring to the ordinance in obedience to which the tribes went up to Jerusalem; cf. Ex. 23:17: שאלת פערים בשמנ יראת יהוה לך וידידי אל פני הראים יהוה Thrice in a year shall all thy males appear before Lord JHVH: Ex. 34:23; Deut. 16:16.

The tribes of Jah constitute the spiritual Israel, the congregation of JHVH; cf. Deut. 32:9: כי חלָל הוּא יבמה "For JHVH's portion is his people;" Ps. 74:2; Isa. 63:17. The expression contains a reference to the relation between JHVH and Israel; cf. note on 124:1.

The three great annual feasts may perhaps be primarily alluded to here; Deut. 16:16: Thrice a year shall all thy males appear before thy God in the place he chooses, באת המצות ובאת העצמות ובאת hakkף at the feast of unleavened bread, the feast of weeks and feast of booths. But the point in the verse is of a more general nature; Jerusalem is declared to have been the religious center of the people, the seat of the national religion.

(5) The city was also the seat of government, the civil and political center.

To the king appertained the right to sit in judgment (1 Sam. 8:5; 1 Kgs. 7:7; Isa. 16:5; 32:1; 28:6), though he might also deputize an officer to hear cases (2 Sam. 15:2, 3). This power of administering justice stands only as a representative function of the government* which is referred to as a whole by this mention of one of its more important prerogatives.

By these allusions to the glorious past the poet touches those feelings most potent to arouse his auditors to the desired action. He congratulates the people on their present blessings and expresses the gratitude they must have. Their situation in the theater of the actions of bygone years awakens memories of the nation's former greatness and the height of power, splendor and influence Jerusalem attained in the reign of the warrior David and his successors. He thus appeals to national and religious pride.

(6) A most excellent commentary on this verse is contained in the advice of Jeremiah to the captives in Babylon, c. 29:7: רדימו את שלום וhổ אפרוג הוליגת אתשם ושם וה الفقرת אל יוהו כי יЉון יוהי למל שולמו And seek the peace of the city whither I have caused you to be carried away captive, and pray to JHVH in her behalf; for in her peace you will have peace.

In this and the following verse the point of the whole Psalm is reached and clearly set forth: an attempt to promote prosperity and unity; an appeal to the citizens to seek with hearty, whole-souled endeavors the welfare of the city. The natural inference is that discord and strife had previously reigned and had produced disastrous results. The exhortation is backed by the strongest arguments

* Hitzig sees here an allusion to the Sanhedrin.
† I. e. identify yourself with the interests of.
that the writer could possibly find. I appeal to you in the name of all you hold pleasant, dear and sacred, unite your hearts and voices in fervent petition for the peace of our city, restored to us from her desolation; they alone who manifest love for thee, O Jerusalem, may expect to be prospered; abundant blessings will reward pursuance of work for the city's interest.

(7) The apostrophe of the city is simply a poetic way of addressing the people; cf. Jer. 4:14; 6:8; 13:27; 15:5.

Some think that by לְוָי, properly circuit, the space in front of the walls is meant; so Rosenmüller takes the idea to be that the city will be at peace with the nations, so that there will be no need of an army to protect her; at the same time peace is to reign within, for the palaces are put for the whole city, as in Ps. 48:4: אֲלָדֹים בְּרָמֹרְתָיו נָעֲרֶנָה לְמִשְׁנֵה God is known in her palaces as a refuge. But the Psalm is directed to the solution of internal dissensions and the consequent troubles in the city; and the reference in בוֹלֶל is rather to the city as enclosed within encircling walls, while by the palaces the public buildings, temple and houses in general are meant; the two words are put in parallelism, as also in Ps. 48:14: שְׁיֹא לְבָכוֹס בוֹלֶל מִשְׁנֵה אַרְמֹרְתוֹת Mark you well her walls; consider her palaces. The verse is, in form and language, parallel to v. 6. The prosperity of the city is conditioned upon the harmonious thought and action of the citizens; peace and prosperity can reign only as co-regents; for the entrance of internecine strife overthrows the state.

(8) In view of all this, says the poet, I will use my power to promote the welfare of the city, that my co-religionists, men endeared to me by social, civil and religious relations, may be benefitted; cf. the parallel portions of Nehemiah's speech to the usurers, c. 5:5, 7, 8, 10.

(9) With this the climax in persuasive argument is reached. Here is brought forward the highest motive which, above all others, should prompt the believing Jew to do what the poet urges. The occasion is one which demands the display, not only of patriotism and fraternal feeling, but of devotion to the true religion. He, then, who refuses to do what the writer so clearly shows to be his duty, proves himself void of fidelity to the city, his fellow-men and his God.

Notes on Ps. 127.

This poem has presented difficulties to some who have sought to interpret it according to the demands of their peculiar theories. With the feast-journeys it has nothing to do. Wolfson finds scanty allusion to the times of Hezekiah, and is obliged to explain it as written "concerning Solomon." Some (de Wette, Hitz., Hupf., Olsh.) consider the piece as altogether general in nature, without special reference to any historical event. The unity of the Song has been doubted, since the connection between the stanzas has been missed. Rosenmüller is disposed to consider it as a fragment of a longer Psalm.
The heading ִילַּּשיַּלִּים has been taken: (1) as indicating the author (so Clarisse, Hgsb., Thol.). In support of this, it is urged that the sentiments of the Psalm are very similar to those in Ecclesiastes and Proverbs, works by tradition ascribed to Solomon, and that the argument of the piece seems to point to the golden age of the kingdom as the period of composition; besides, Solomon bore the title רַּּבוֹ יִי, beloved, 2 Sam. 12:25. But the proverb-like form of verse appears elsewhere in the Psalter; e.g. Pss. 1, 112, 128; and by what a time of great national prosperity is indicated in the Psalm, is not clear.—(2) The title may also mean: "for Solomon"; and some think the piece was written by David as a prescription to his son of the manner in which the temple was to be built, or perhaps to give principles of action on the lines of which the affairs of the kingdom were to be administered. Others, again, see in these vigorous verses a rebuke to Solomon as the author of Ecclesiastes, to whose teachings many took exceptions; cf. Eccl. 2:21, 23; 4:6–8; 5:11, 16, with 127:2. The Psalm supplies the answer to the question propounded in Ecclesiastes, and thus gives a good lesson for Solomon.

The superscription (which occurs in the Targum, Aquila, Symmachus and St. Jerome) does not endure the strict examination of textual criticism: it is omitted in the LXX. (except in some MSS.) as well as in Theodoret. It owes its origin to the superficial interpretation of the scribes, to whom mention of the house suggested the temple; this seeming allusion to Solomon was then confirmed by רַּּבוֹ יִי his beloved and עַּלָשַ in sleep, in view of such passages as 2 Sam. 12:25 and 1 Kgs. 3:5–14.

Some commentators seek to find the point of union between the two seemingly unconnected portions of the piece in the general conception which Delitzsch prefixes as the title of the Song, that on God’s blessing everything depends (an Gottes Segen alles gelegen), the begetting and rearing of children being a special instance of the fact (so Ewald, Hupf., Olsh., Cheyne et al.), chosen perhaps because of the great importance attached to the acquisition of sons. In this way the force of the Psalm is obscured in comparatively meaningless generalities, and the adversative element in the second stanza is utterly lost. The connecting link lies rather in the stem רָּבָי, whose double use, of building in the material sense and of building up a family, is well known, and it is precisely these two ideas that are brought into juxtaposition in the Psalm. Over against the work of rearing houses, the Psalmist places the rearing of sons; against the provisions of defence for the city is set the idea of protection, to be secured by the multiplication of the inhabitants (v. 5); in antithesis to the notion of restless labor is put the statement that JHVH’S beloved obtain the same results, by the divine blessing, even in sleep. It is true that the words of v. 1, if disconnected from the

* Cf. Prof. Haupt’s paper, Batim 10 benuyim, Johns Hopkins University Circulars, July, 1894.
Song, might be taken as referring simply to those who undertake the important works mentioned, without seeking divine assistance and approval (Hengstenberg); but v. 2 will not admit of this. Quiet confidence in the power of God, attention to the development of the family as the hope of the city, the duty of marriage in the time of youthful vigor,—these are the points of the Song. The opening verse is, to all appearances, general in nature; but at the head of v. 2 stands the indication of special reference in the direct address to the party whose actions incur condemnation. In clear lines the picture is drawn, the original of which in post-exilic times, to which many exegetes assign the poem, it is not difficult to discover. With exact detail is reproduced the description given in Nehemiah's Memoirs of his assiduous labor in rebuilding the walls (c. 4:15–17). Moreover, the praise accorded him who rears a large family, seems to imply a corresponding reproach for those who were childless; and this indirect rebuke, as well as the open condemnation in v. 2, appears to be especially directed against Nehemiah himself, who was chiefly responsible for the work, and who was, in all probability, a eunuch. The credit of discovering this reference belongs to Grotz.

The piece originated most likely in the party, composed largely of priests and nobles, who because of their more liberal views in civil and religious matters, and because of their alliances by marriage with the surrounding non-Jewish peoples, were opposed to the orthodox Nehemiah, whose uncompromising exclusivism and determined zeal in carrying out his scheme for the protection of Jerusalem provoked their anger. Many thought all this extraordinary activity misdirected and unnecessary, and considered that the chief good was an increase in the population which, as in the time of Zechariah (c. 2:1–5; 8:4 sq.), was small. This gave occasion to condemn the marriage reform instituted by Ezra, as well as opportunity to taunt the governor with his physical deficiency. Nehemiah appears as a man actuated by religious motives; yet his application of practical means to secure his ends laid him open to the charge that he was not a God-fearing man, since as such he would not have availed himself of worldly instrumentalities (Grotz). But was Nehemiah a eunuch? The words of Isa. 56:3–5 plainly show that there must have been among the congregation in Exile orthodox Jews who, if the law in Deut. 23:1 was enforced, would have been placed under the ban of excommunication as eunuchs. The statement in Dan. 1:3 sqq. that comely children of the Jewish captives were selected to be prepared and instructed under the charge of the chief eunuch for the King's service is probably correct. Eunuchs were a regular appurtenance of royal households in Oriental countries (cf. Gen. 39:1; 1 Kgs. 22:9; 2 Kgs. 9:32; 23:11; Jer. 34:19; Isa. 39:7; Est. 1:10, 12, 15), their especial function being the care of the harem (cf. Est. 2:3, 14, 15), though other matters were also entrusted to them (Jer. 38:7), and their station might be very high, as was that of the Ethiopian treasurer of Queen Candace (Acts 8:27; cf. Gen. 39:1; 2 Kgs. 18:17). So, if Nehemiah had been a
eunuch there would have been nothing strange in granting to him authority as governor in Jerusalem. Indirect testimony showing that he was a eunuch is given in Neh. 2:6, where, speaking of his interview with the king, Nehemiah mentions that the queen was also present. It must be remembered that the queen was jealously guarded from the gaze of men; so that Vashti was acting in a becoming manner and in accord with custom when she refused to obey the command of her drunken lord (Est. 1:10 sqq.). Concubines, to be sure, were allowed to be present at banquets (Dan. 5:2 sq.), but the queen proper, the שׁלְיָל, never.* The eunuchs, by reason of their peculiar connection with the royal household, were brought into closer relation to the king and his family: it was the eunuch’s business to wait on the monarch and his women; and in this position Nehemiah was serving.

(1) The house to the Jews in later times suggested the temple, which is more properly designated בֵית יְהוָה house of JHVH, Ps. 122:1, 9; 184:1; 23:6; 27:4; 92:14; or בֵית אָדָם the house of God, Ps. 42:5; 52:10; 84:11. By metonymy the term also means family; Ex. 1:21: Because the midwives feared God יִשְׂרָאֵל he made houses for them,† i.e., built up their families; Deut. 25:9; Ruth 4:11. Not only the combination of house and city, but also the opposition between the two stanzas of the Psalm shows that the literal sense is intended here, viz., the material building; but besides this, there inheres in the expression the side notion of rearing a family, and, in continuation of this idea, mention of defence for the city suggests protection of the purity and virtue of the home and all the family interests.

The watchers are the regular watchmen of the city, whether guards on the walls, or “policemen” patrolling the streets; cf. Cant. 3:3: מַלְאָנִים יִשְׁלֹם The watchmen that go about the city found me; Cant. 5:7; Isa. 62:6: יִשְׁלֹם וְחָכָם They have put watchmen on thy walls, O Jerusalem; cf. Ps. 130:8. The poet has in mind those who labor as if everything depended on their personal efforts and on physical energy, instead of seeking the help of God as the one all-important mean† to the accomplishment of the desired end. These pious remarks set forth clearly the principle to be followed, and, however general they may be, contain a sharp allusion to the present affairs.

(2) The poet now quits his proverb-like utterance and passes, with a brief word of personal reference put in the place of emphasis at the beginning, into

---

* Queen-consorts seem to have been able to invite men of high rank to dine with them and the king (Est. 5); Herodotus (5:18) states that not only the concubines, but also the young wives were accustomed to be present at Persian feasts; Plutarch, however, says concubines but not wives might be present (Symposium I., 1).

† Paul Haupt thinks it not improbable that these words were taken from a different document, and referred originally not to the midwives but to the Israelites. Cf. his paper B atim lo ben yim, John Hopkins University Circulars, July, 1894, p. 109 note.

d Cf. Rom., 9:18; 1 Cor. 3:6 sq.
direct address, reiterating his reproof on the basis of a charge more definite and more detailed. V. 2 thus stands not so much in addition to v. 1 as furnishing fresh examples of unbliest human activity, but rather in continuation of it, giving exactness and vividness to the picture.

Wolfson, who terms this the Psalm of architecture, explains the verse as a reference to the labors of agriculture, since "who rises so early or works so late as does the tiller of the soil?" Such an interpretation is comparable to that of the Targum, where the passage is explained of robbers who early and late are intent upon their criminal pursuit. Others see here a description of extraordinary exertions to obtain wealth (Hgstb., Hupf., Kamph., Del., Cheyne).

sit is here used not of sedentary occupations, i.e., of sitting down to work* (Luther, de Wette, Riehm, Olsh., Del.) but in opposition to arise, not, as de Wette thinks, so much in parallelism as adversative; cf. Ps. 139:2: Thou, who knowest my sitting-down and my rising-up; Deut. 6:7; 11:19; Lam. 3:68. The sense will therefore be not prolong the sitting up (Langer, de Wette), but defer the sitting-down, leave off work late; sit up late is without examples, though is used in opposition to with this connotation in Isa. 5:11: Woe to those who rise early in the morning, who are eager for strong drink, who prolong it into the night, or better, who put off ceasing to drink until late in the evening. Who rise early is contrasted with who sit down late, the early commencement of work against the tardy seeking of rest. The two phrases conjointly set forth an unusual prolongation of the working-day (Kamph.), a weary round of toil from the first ray of dawn until the fading of evening's twilight.

Bread of toil, i.e., won by toil,† the reward of hard labor; cf. Gen. 3:17: In the sweat of thy face thou shalt eat bread; Ps. 80:6; Prov. 20:17; 31:27; 4:17; Isa. 30:20.

To eat the bread of toil stands in apposition with the two preceding clauses, but not in more immediate connection with the latter (as Hitzig thinks); the phrase expresses the result of all the troubles to which the parties addressed have subjected themselves: uncalled for exertions bring no enjoyment of unusual profit; to no purpose are the troubles taken.

Clarisse takes in the sense of rightly or well; cf. Num. 36:5: The tribe of Joseph's sons has said well; Num. 27:7; 2 Kgs. 7:9; bread is then supplied as object of he gives. But most exegetes correctly explain the word as meaning the same, i.e., the result of labor. Cheyne, however, renders it by surely and takes sleep as the object: surely he giveth his beloveth sleep; the quiet, restful slumber of God's people is put in antithesis to the restless

* Cf. Mal. 3:8.
† Not bad bread; cf. Dan. 10:3: dainty food.
activity of those who, anxious to ensure their temporal welfare, deprive themselves of necessary sleep. But, as Hengstenberg observes, the theme here is not *sleep* but *gain*; and the point Cheyne emphasizes is but one of several in the sentence. נלע in *sleep* is rather to be considered the accusative of time; while the object of the verb is embraced in יב. *The same*, the object sought which may be won by him who labors incessantly without divine help, only at the expense of toil, is reached by the servants of God without extra exertion, nay, it is even bestowed on them while they sleep; the divine Benefactor grants to the righteous that, with ordinary efforts, in peace and the enjoyment of rest, they may obtain all needful things, whether protection or property.

Two inferences may be drawn from this: (a) that the poet conceives that the party he addresses is working with unwarrantable zeal and energy and in opposition to God’s will; (b) he intends to emphasize not only the greater fruitfulness of action approved by God, but even the reasonableness and propriety of resting in quiet confidence that JHVH will procure what is required; no human effort is needed, Omnipotence is the source of help and protection. With the work going forward the writer has no sympathy; it is worldly and indicative of distrust in God.

Nehemiah’s piety and orthodoxy cannot be advanced as in any way repugnant to the idea that his work is alluded to here. A very wide difference of opinion as to what was right and proper existed between the parties in Jerusalem, and either side might claim reason and the approval of God for its views. In view of the fact that at the head of those opposed to the governor were nobles, priests and prophets, men of influence in religious affairs, it is in no wise strange that they should employ this means to occasion his downfall and accuse him of irreligion.

(3) *An inheritance from JHVH*; cf. Gen. 48:9; ימ נא אצרא ל נ in יל תאי They are my sons whom God has given me; Gen. 38:5; Prov. 19:4. Barrenness was regarded as a visitation of divine judgment (Gen. 20:18; 18:2; 29:31); the birth of a child, especially of a son, was a mark of the divine favor (Gen. 30:22, 24; 1 Sam. 1:11; 2:21). *Sons* together with the parallel expression *fruit of the womb* may include children of both sexes (Del.); cf. Deut. 7:13; 28:4, 11, 18. But as the context clearly connotes, sons are especially referred to here. The Oriental of ancient times like the Oriental of to-day boasted of the sons he had begotten; daughters were of minor importance.

(4) *Sons of youth*, not young children, but the offspring of young, vigorous parents,* since such as a rule possess greater physical excellence and superior constitutional endowments as compared with children begotten in old age; cf.

---

* Cf. Eccl. 12:1, which is rendered by Prof. Haupt (vid. his remarks *On the Book of Ecclesiastes* in the Johns Hopkins University Circulars, June 1891, p. 118): *Remember thy well* (l. e. the mother of thy children) in the days of thy vigor; cf. Prov. 5:15-18.
Gen. 49:3:  רַאוּבֵן בָּלָּשׁ, עָלָּתָּה כְּתֵי וְרָאָשִׁית אֲוֹנִי, וְיָהְרָה יִשְׂאֵת וַיְהֵרַע אִיתְוָה נָּגַו.

Reuben, thou art my first born, my strength and the beginning of my wealth, the excellence of majesty and the excellence of might; Gen. 21:7; 44:20; 37:3. But not only this; also these children will be able to help their parents when they have most need of assistance in their declining years.

As arrows, as the bright (Jer. 51:11; Ecc. 10:10), sharp-pointed (Ps. 45:6; 120:4; Isa. 5:28) shafts in the hands of a trained warrior (cf. note on 120:4). Rosenmüller thinks the strength of the children is compared to that of a strong bowman, their uprightness to the straight shafts of the arrows; but the point of comparison lies in the idea of means of defense and offense (Hgsthb., Hupf., Del.); special stress should be laid on the notion of efficiency; the experienced warrior will not miss his mark, his keen arrow will penetrate deep; so the vigorous progeny of mature parents will furnish sure and satisfactory protection.

(5) **Happy the man,** he is to be commended and congratulated as one who has done his duty, and who may reasonably expect the due recompense. **Filled his quiver,** i. e. begotten a large family, filled his house with children; thus he is like a bowman with a quiver full of arrows.

The closing verses have generally been taken as containing an allusion to suits at law or cases in general before courts, since the gate was the place where justice was administered (cf. notes on 122:2); the sons are supposed to plead their father’s cause (Clar., Hgsthb., de Wette et al.) against the enemies, i. e. the parties on the other side; cf. Jer. 12:1; Josh. 20:4; 2 Sam. 19:30. בָּשׁוּרְתִּי, rendered by put to shame, is taken to refer to the mortification and disgrace of defeat, or to being intimidated and browbeaten by the opposing parties. The subject of the verb is either the children alone whose efforts will not be frustrated (Rosenmm., de Wette, Hitz.), or the father and sons together (Del.). The emendations proposed by Grätz, to read the sing. בָּשֻׁרְתִּי, and to substitute בָּשֻׁרְתִּי רוּלְכֵּכְכִי, seem unnecessary and unwarranted; Bickell’s translation indicates the same substitution of the sing. for the plur.

According to this interpretation there is introduced into the Psalm at its close an entirely new idea for which there is no preparation, though the transition seems natural enough: not only in war, but also in legal strife the sons will furnish protection. If only the general notion, that all things are to be referred to JHVH as the source of blessings, is the chief thought of the Psalm, and no well defined connection exists between the stanzas, then the interpretation may hold. But, as may easily be shown, the Psalm is a unit; and, moreover, the language of v. 5 is capable of another explanation. Upon the meaning of הַלְּכָּרֲנַי the interpretation hinges. By some commentators (Gesenius in his Thesaurus, Rosenmm., Langer) the verb is rendered by destroy, kill, or annihilate. The sense thus obtained agrees with the preceding verse much better than does
the idea of legal processes. Further, passages are at hand to illustrate this meaning. 2 Chron. 22:10: When Athaliah, mother of Ahaziah, saw that her son was dead, she arose and destroyed all the royal seed of the house of Judah (cf. the parallel passage in 2 Kgs. 11:1, where destroy is used); more instructive are the following passages: Ps. 18:48 (cf. 2 Sam. 22:48): The God that deals vengeance on my behalf and drives back the nations under me, i.e. so that they are subdued under me; Ps. 47:4: He drives back the nations under us. That the verb conveys the idea of repulsing or defeating these examples clearly show, and the aptness of such meaning here is plain. The force of in the gate is now discernible; against the gates besiegers directed their attempts to effect an entrance; cf. Isa. 22:7; to possess the gate of the enemy was to capture and hold his town; cf. Gen. 22:17; 24:60; the gate was often the scene of fierce and desperate fighting; cf. 2 Sam 11:3; Isa. 28:6.

Over against drive back is placed the parallel expression will not be scattered. The idea of failure, defeat, is implied in the word which connotes the mental side of disaster; there occur passages where its force is but weakly expressed by be ashamed, and can only be brought out by a circumlocution, as disappointed in confidence, foiled in purpose; cf. Jer. 48:20; 50:2; 46:24; Ps. 44:8; 53:6; 83:18; or else some stronger phrase, as be routed, scattered in defeat. Such is the sense here: the sturdy warriors will not suffer the disgrace of defeat, but will drive back the enemy. The subjects of the verbs are the same in both cases—not the father, but his sons, whose effective warfare in defence of the state reflects honor upon their parent.

It is now possible to discover the relation between the two stanzas, and to solve the problem of their connection. (1) The parts of the Psalm are placed in antithetic correspondence to each other; the former is negative, denunciatory, the latter marked by a tone of positive commendation. The end sought by the workers spoken of in the first stanza is assured in the second, i.e. protection for the city; it is only the means employed to secure that end of which the poet disapproves, and he therefore recommends the means he thinks should be adopted. In the final clause of v. 2 is a brief statement of his proposition, which is elaborated in vs. 3 sqq.; in the development of the family, not in material building, is the hope of the state as well as of the individual. (2) Thus appears the more important connecting link consisting in the double use of the

* In illustration of this passage Haupt quotes an Assyrian proverb: ἰὰ δαννυ γακκαςυ ἱ ας κακεα απερ παιν αυλισυ ὑ ἰππαταρ “the enemy will not be scattered in front of the gate of a city whose weapons are not strong.” Cf. Johns Hopkins University Circulars, July 1894, p. 109, note **.

† Professor Haupt regards 유 in this and similar passages as the equivalent of Arabic бάθα or батта “to scatter;” cf. Johns Hopkins University Circulars, July 1894, p. 109, note †.
verb הָבַּל to build, (a) in the more ordinary material sense, and (b) in the figurative application of the word to the building up of families;* cf. Gen. 16:2; 30:3; Deut. 25:9; 1 Sam. 2:35; Ruth 4:11; Hos. 9:11.

The purpose of the Psalm is, therefore, to advance the thesis that through JHVH, not through the devices of men, is protection to be attained; in explanation of this, sons, the gift of God, are named as the true defence of the city; and by natural inference from this only that man does his duty who begets a large family, while, on the other hand, he who does not do so, and prevents or hinders others, is working against the best interests of the community and even against God.

The priests and others (in view of the prophecies of Zechariah, cf. 2:1-5; 8:4 sq.; 2:6 sqq.) believed in Jerusalem as the spiritual center of the people with JHVH as a wall of fire to shield the place from harm; so that there was no need for walls of stone. Nehemiah by his worldly ideas and methods offended the prophets; his measures of reform seemed anything but favorable to happy married life. In view of the small families the acquisition of children seemed the chief thing. Hence the language of the Psalm: if the Lord is going to protect us, we need not labor on the walls, we need not watch against the Samaritans—such work is useless. But we do need the building up of our families, and we do not want any foreign eunuch here to interfere with us and defeat our wishes with his ill-timed schemes.

Notes on Ps. 128.

The contents are of a general nature and by themselves do not necessarily convey any special historical† allusion. One purpose of the piece is revealed by the cheerful tone, the bright outlook for the future, viz: encouragement. In the promises of temporal prosperity, of children, of the city’s welfare, conditioned upon obedience to God, seems to be contained allusion to the state of affairs directly the opposite of that described, when prevalent distress, both public and private, might fitly be explained as due to the sins of the people. Therefore Rosenmüller (comparing Zech.8:) thought the song was written to lift up the depressed spirits of the early colonists‡ by hopes of a brighter future, and to incite the people to work for the common good; the fear of JHVH must displace the transgressions which have occasioned evil. But one fact must not be overlooked, namely, the close accord in idea between this Psalm and the companion piece 127. Each suggests the same remedy, i. e. piety, to procure the welfare of individuals and of the congregation; in each the blessings appointed fall to the same class of

---

* Cf. Prof. Haupt’s paper, Batim le benuyim in the Johns Hopkins University Circulars, July 1894, p. 108 sq.
† Oehler arbitrarily refers the Psalm to the times succeeding the release of Jerusalem from the Syrian dominion.
‡ Hengstenberg also assigns the piece to the earlier period of the Return.
persons, the beloved of God, those who fear him. The former song enforces by contrast and applies in a single matter the thought which the latter amplifies and extends by general application of it to all interests, personal or common, civil or domestic; to the faithful JHVH will not only give sons who will protect them from foes, but he will also assure internal peace and happiness, the increase and perpetuity of the families and the consequent growth and permanence of the city. Yet Ps. 128 is not an imitation of 127 (Rosenm.), nor an idle repetition of the same thoughts. The poet's view is broader, not so much restricted by special considerations of immediate moment such as occupied the writer of 127. The polemical feature so marked in the latter piece is wanting here, and it seems hardly probable that a reproach against Nehemiah is intended (Graetz). On the contrary, the Psalm may have been written by one of the orthodox party* in reply to Ps. 127, urging the citizens to heed God's law and not to listen to the seductive speeches made by the party of the nobles and the prophets.

The Psalm consists of two stanzas (of three verses each), each introduced by the condition upon the fulfillment of which depends the promised prosperity. The first stanza states the more immediate blessings to the individual in business life and the home circle, while the second discloses the more remote results of piety in the advancement of common interests, the perpetuation of the family and the state.

(1) This introductory verse is an epitome of the contents of the Psalm.

According to the Masoretic text the verse should read: Happy is every one who fears, etc.; thus the characteristics of the type are first predicated of an indefinite individual; then the poet, passing into direct address, enlivens his discourse by a more personal application of the remarks: every one who fears and obeys JHVH is blessed; if the conditions are fulfilled in thee, thou wilt obtain the consequent results. Olshausen suggests that the change from the third to the second person is connected with a change of voices in the rendition of the Psalm; but this is improbable. The transition is also abrupt and harsh; compare with it the easy passage from the general to the personal in Ps. 119:1-5 sqq. More reasonable and satisfactory is the adjustment proposed by Graetz, who suggests to read יֶבְּשָׁנַי מָן being taken from לֶבַל and the ל stricken out, i.e., blessed art thou. When it is remembered that the original text was written in the archaic Hebrew character, without spacing between the words or the use of literae finales, it will readily be seen how the scribes may have erred here. So from the start the poet addresses the God-fearing individual, and the attention thus claimed is held to the end.

By the ways of the Lord is meant the course of conduct, the manner of living prescribed in the Law. So, in pursuance of the figure, a life of obedience is

* It is also quite possible that the piece was composed by one who sympathized with Ezra and Nehemiah in their effort to introduce the Law in 444.
termed *walking in the straight road*, while any neglect or failure to keep the requirements of the Law is a deviation from the path of moral rectitude, a turning aside to crooked paths; cf. note on 125:5; also Ps. 25:4, 8, 9, 12; Acts 9:2; and the Coran I, 5, 6. *To fear JHVH is to keep his commandments*; cf. Ps. 112:1: "Happy the man that fears JHVH, that delights greatly in his commandments;" Ps. 119:1; 1:1 sqq.

Despite the second person in address, it by no means follows that the writer has in mind a definite individual; the verse is rather addressed to the ideal personality, the most excellent type of man and citizen described (Hgsth.). The latter clause is explanatory of the first, perhaps a more exact statement of the condition required, a restriction purposed to exclude pretenders who, simulating piety and reverence of JHVH, might claim the blessing promised. The condition of the heart toward God must be vouched for by actual conformity to the divine Law. Wolfson sees here an allusion to the mixed worship of the heathen tribes settled in Samaria; cf. 2 Kgs. 17:33: "אֲחַלֹם יְהוָה וְהָיָה לְאָלְפֵי חַוִּים וְיְהוָה יְבִרֵם JHVH they feared, but they served their own Gods in the manner of the nations from whence they had been carried away."

(2) The poet now passes on to the special illustrations of happiness, and first takes up the matter of personal interests.

The words *the fruit of thy hands* are put first for the sake of emphasis. The phrase means first labor itself, as in Gen. 31:42; then, as here, the outcome of work; cf. Deut. 28:33: פִּרְי אֲרָמָתָר וּכְלָא יִנְעַר יִכְלָא יְמָא אַאָר יַאָר הָעָר The fruit of thy land and all thy labors a nation which thou knowest not will enjoy; Ps. 109:11; 78:46; Ecc. 5:18; 6:2; Job 10:3; Hag. 1:11. וְיָאָכַל thou wilt enjoy, as in Isa. 3:10; Jer. 29:5; Job 31:8; Eccl. 5:18; 8:2.

*Happy wilt thou be* stands here in parallelism to the following, it will be all right with thee.* Your good fortune is secured; you will not work and fail to see and enjoy the produce of your toil; or worse still, exhaust yourself by application to business only to see others, your enemies,† perhaps, feasting upon your gains. But from an unfailing source there will flow to you rich blessings of success and increase:‡ cf. Ps. 1:3: וַדֶּה בְּעַמְּיו שֵׁרַת עִלָּי פֹּלַני מִמִּי אֲשֶׂר פָּרֹת וּוֹתִים And he will be like a tree planted beside streams of water, which yields its fruit in the proper season and whose leaf does not wither, while whatever he does he carries through to a prosperous issue; Ps. 119:71, 92.

---

* The Mishnaic Tract Pirqē Abot, 4:1 gives the following explanation of this passage: אֲשֶׂר רֹבִי חַוִּים הָוָה רֹבִי לְעַל פֹּלֵל יָאָר וְאַל תִּאָשֵׁר עֲלֵיהוּ "Happy art thou in this world and it will be well with thee in the world to come."
† Cf. Deut. 28:90 sqq.; Amos 5:11; Mic. 6:15; Hos. 4:10; Eccl. 6:2; 4:8.
‡ The idea (advanced by Qamchi, Calvin, Venema and Delitzsch) that the reference is to allowing oneself to be nourished by others instead of undertaking self-support, is against analogy and the connection.
There is no need to regard 2 as the foundation of the statement in 2, and hence in order to bring out the sense of the passage, to invert the order of the clauses; 2 is simply a more emphatic repetition of the more general terms of 2.

(3) Not alone in business interests, but also in domestic relations will the God-fearing man be blessed. The reproach of childlessness will not rest upon him, but his wife will be honored because she will be as a fruitful vine in the inner apartments of the house. For two things especially was a woman held in high esteem: fruitfulness; she must be the mother of many sons; cf. Gen. 30:23; 1 Sam. 1:6, 11; Ps. 113:9; and domesticity; she should, in womanly modesty, in fidelity to her husband, in devotion to the interests of her household, remain within the sacred inclosure of the home;* if she frequents the street her character may be misjudged, and discredit will attach itself to her name and shame be cast upon her husband; cf. Prov. 7:11, 12.

The vine, laden with rich clusters, is frequently used as a type of productivity; cf. Isa. 32:15; Ezek. 19:10; Jer. 2:21; Hos. 14:7; Joel 2:22; Deut. 8:8; and this idea is the tertium comparationis here. Tholuck, however, thinks the weakness of the vine, its inability to support itself, the necessity of a stake to which it may cling, is also alluded to. From a similar idea some have referred the words רִיבְעֵי יִתְמָל (rendered: on the sides of thy house) to the vine. But against this are to be urged the connection, the parallel expression (around thy table is certainly said of the children), and further, what seems from analogous phrases to be the correct meaning of רִיבְעֵי here. רִיבְעֵי means hind part,† whence the meaning side, in particular the rear side; cf. Ex. 26:22, 28:27; 1 Kgs. 6:16; Ezek. 46:19; then the signification of extreme, innermost recesses as being at the rear, or the interior parts in general, as the hold of a ship (Jon. 1:5), or the depths of a pit (Isa. 14:15; Ezek. 32:23), the fastnesses of a mountain forest (Isa. 37:24; 2 Kgs. 19:23), the interior of a cave (1 Sam. 24:4), the penetralia of a house (Amos 6:10), and finally remote regions (Ezek. 38:6, 15; Ps. 48:3; Jer. 50:41). The word is used here of the women's apartments, which were most secluded from the outside world.

The olive shoots are not, as Rosenmüller supposed, the branches that bear the fruit, but young shoots of the olive tree which grow with remarkable rapidity and require no attention (Hengstenberg); cf. Ps. 52:10; 144:12: רַבָּן בְּנֵי נְזֵלֵי גָּן-עַלְמָא מִלְּאוֹרֵי בְּנֵי-עַלוֹיִם That our sons may be like plants, growing up in their youth; Gen. 49:22; Jer. 11:16; Hos. 14:7. The point of comparison is vigor together with the notion of beauty; strong, hearty children are promised to the righteous man, such as will not suffer the blight of disease, or be retarded in

growth by physical weakness; for in this case there is no iniquity of the parent to be visited on the children (cf. Ex. 20:5; 34:7; Num. 14:18; Deut. 5:9); but on account of his righteousness he will be blessed in regard to the fruit of his body (Deut. 28:1–4, 11).

Around thy table, an apt allusion to the home circle; the few words serve to call up one of the most charming pictures of domestic life. Perhaps there is here some reference to the healthful appetites of growing children, with the side-notion that the father will always be able to make abundant provision for the support and comfort of his family.

(4, 5) As in 127:3 the new stanza is introduced by a hortatory interjection calling attention to what is now to be said; יִכְלָל thus points to the statements that follow.

Not only will the righteous man be blessed personally, but his piety will have a good effect on his fellow-men; the good of the whole community will be secured; thou wilt see the good of Jerusalem. From which it follows directly that it is the duty of every citizen to obey the divine law in order to promote the welfare of the state; cf. Prov. 14:34:

זְדַקָּה חֲיָלֶם נִי חָתַם לַאֲמָלִים חַמָּא הָאָדָם Righteousness exalts a nation, but sin is a reproach of peoples; cf. notes on 122:6–9.

The poet's words are not the expression of his own desires (Rosenm., Hupf.); this would make the Psalm very weak. What gives power to the poem is that it is founded on the Law, it is a reminder of the promised rewards to be bestowed according to the attitude of each man and of the community toward the Torah (cf. Deut. 38). The language is that of positive assurance, made as it were upon divine authority.

(6) Here again the language abounds with allusions to the feelings and aspirations of an Oriental. It was an honor to be the father of many sons, to secure the perpetuity of the family; that the family name should be blotted out was an irreparable disgrace; cf. the imprecation in Ps. 109:18:

יִדְי אָבֹרִית לָהָרָי בְּרָהָר אָבֹרִית יִהְיֶה שָׁלְם Let his posterity be cut off; in the next generation let their name be wiped out; Ps. 9:5; Job 18:17; 2 Kgs. 8:19. Secondly, long life was esteemed a blessing, especially when the aged man could point to the evidences of his family's growth, when grandchildren were rising up to spread his name and maintain his honor in Israel;* cf. Prov. 17:6:

טָנוּרָא לָקִים בְּנֵי בָנִים וַהֲמָרָא הָאָדָם The crown of old men are children's children and the glory of sons are their fathers; Gen. 45:10; 46:7; Gen. 50:23; Ex. 20:12; Ps. 91:16; Prov. 3:1, 2; 4:10; 9:11; Zech. 8:4.

* Professor Haupt has pointed out that the same idea prevails in the cuneiform inscriptions. Thus Nebuchadnezzar prays: אֵֽלְבִּי לְשָׁנַד לְעַבְּלֵי: לִבְּלֵי: "let me reach old age, let me be satisfied with progeny" (vid. E. Schrader, Keilschriftliche Bibliothek, Band III 2, 29:8; 30:50); cf. Johns Hopkins University Circulars, July, 1894, p. 109.
A Critical Commentary on the Songs of the Return.

The effects of individual piety are not to be confined within the narrow sphere of private and domestic life, nor are they transient; spreading their beneficial influence through the community, they ensure the common-weal; and continuing throughout the life of him who by obedience to the Law brought them about, they have promise of permanence through the works of his children.

The liturgical formula: peace be upon Israel—forms a fitting conclusion to this Song of cheering promise; whether written by the author or added by a later hand, it may be conceived as expressing the wish that the blessings of peace may be secured to Israel through the means just pointed out. Personal piety and civil prosperity are linked together; those who desire the latter must have the former; then they may plead the promises.

Notes on Ps. 120.

Two elements of the distressing situation referred to in the Psalm stand forth prominently: (a) slanderers are causing injury to the people, and (b) barbarous neighbors manifest a spirit of hostility to peace-seeking Israel. Actual strife is threatened, not in progress, and the position of the people is not that of a victor, but of a sufferer; so that Hitzig is mistaken in assigning the Song to the epoch in the Maccabean period when Jonathan defeated the Arabs and marched to Damascus (cf. 1 Macc. 12:31 sq.). A strong objection to the interpretation of Wolfson has already been noted in the introductory discussion of the Title. His explanation of v. 2 as an allusion to the words of the Assyrian general (2 Kgs. 18:31 sq.), by which he sought to cause a defection among the defenders of Jerusalem, is not inapt; but there is no reason for his violent disruption of the Psalm into two entirely distinct pieces, the one referring to the distress of Judah, the other to the Israelites in captivity; unless indeed it be that he could not otherwise explain v. 5.

Nor is Bethgen correct in supposing that the enemy was a godless and powerful faction that had been stirring up quarreling and strife in Jerusalem, and was not composed of heathen, since these used in the oppression of Israel other weapons than the tongue. In the post-exilic period, to which he thinks the Psalm belongs, there was a time when non-Jewish peoples in Palestine did employ this very means (i.e. slander) to procure trouble for the colony in Judea, when neighboring tribes did oppose with intrigue and menaces of violence the efforts of the Jews to advance the welfare of Jerusalem; this time is, it seems, the period when the walls were being rebuilt under the direction of Nehemiah. Rosenmüller (following Tilling) correctly supposed that the Samaritans were the enemies here alluded to; but erred in adopting the view of the Chronist (in Ezra 4:24) that the accusations of this people (Ezra 4:6–23) caused an interruption of the work on the temple. Hupfeld's objection that Ezra 4:6 sqq. refers to matters that took place
in the reigns of Xerxes and Artaxerxes does not invalidate the idea that the Samaritans are meant in the Psalm.

As shown in the Historical Sketch, Nehemiah's work in Jerusalem was not approved by the neighboring peoples in Palestine; reports were in circulation that the Jews intended to revolt and to make Nehemiah their king; these slanders reached the Persian officers in Samaria, who promptly communicated them to the king; it was now a period of anxious suspense in Jerusalem; an attack might be made on the city by the hostile tribes in the neighborhood, and the work of the slanderers might prove disastrous; at this time, it appears, the Psalm was written.

(1) De Wette, on the ground that nothing in the Psalm refers to a favorable response already given to the petitioner, understands the verse as an allusion to the present; so Bickell, who renders: I cry . . . . . . he will hear me; also Wolfson, and Hitzig and Bethgen, who take the following verse as the text of the prayer. But the grammatical form of the verse and the analogy of other prayers combine to confirm the usual explanation, that the poet states his past experience and then, in confident expectation, presents a fresh petition. JHVH has proven himself a God who answers prayer, and trust may therefore be reposed in him. The thought is expressed here very briefly, yet as forcibly as in the long introductions to Pss. 40 and 89; cf. also Pss. 85, 71, 31, 28, 25, 27. The verse may simply allude to the past in general (Hgstb., Hupf. et al.), though the great mercy of recent date—the release from captivity—may be specially meant (Clarisse, Rosenm).

הָלָּעָרֶה corresponds exactly to the expression in straits, or to the more familiar phrase, in a tight place; the opposite expression is logically, in a wide place, i. e., in freedom from the difficulties caused by oppression and danger; cf. Ps. 118:5: Out of distress I cried to JHVH; he answered me (and put me) in a wide place, i. e. set me at liberty; Ps. 18:30; 2 Sam. 22:20; Ps. 81:9.

(2) O JHVH, thou that hearest prayer (Ps. 65:3), as thou didst deliver me in former times, so save me now. The prayer, though a model of brevity, clearly defines the causes of present distress. Lying lips and deceitful tongue are poetically put for untruthful utterances directed to injure the petitioner; cf. Ps. 109:2; 81:19. The terms aptly describe the means employed to hinder Nehemiah.

(3) The chief difficulty here is the uncertainty as to who or what is the subject. Hebrew usage would permit that יְנַשֵׁל tongue, though feminine, should be construed with the masculine יְנַשֵּׁה will give; then the masc. יְנַשֵּׁה to thee would be taken as meaning the slanderer as the possessor of the tongue (Rosenm., de Wette, Hitz.), and to give would have the sense of bringing profit or advantage. This explanation is certainly better than that of Olshausen, who refers יְנַשֵּׁה to
JHVH:  *What does the deceitful tongue give to thee, and what profit does it bring thee?* and, as there can be no answer to such a question, he considers v. 4 as an expansion of the subject in v. 3. Such an address assumes that God is in alliance with the enemy and has an interest in the deceit; but this idea is at variance with the confidence in God that moves the people to appeal to him. It gives much better sense to take the indefinite masculine subject of יָרֵעַ as referring back to JHVH, and to consider the verse as an address to the false tongue, יַלְשֹׁנָה being vocative and used poetically of its possessor who is to be thought of in connection with יִלְדָּ֥ה יְהֹוָ֥ה מִ֣י תַּ֣ה יִלְדָּ֥ה רָ֑ה שְׁמֵ֥אלָּ־וֹ שְׁרֵ֥ים צְמִיקָּ֖ו Give it to them, JHVH! *What wilt thou give?* Give it to them, a miscarrying womb and dry breasts. So in the present passage; on the ground of experience the Psalmist expects the desired answer to his prayer, and now turns to the enemy to impress them with the certainty and severity of the divine punishment that they will suffer for their wicked speeches: Punish you he certainly will; he will give it to you; and in what shape will his punishment be and how will he increase the magnitude of the penalty. The same form of expression is to be observed in the familiar formula of the oath; cf. notes on Ps. 131:2.

(4) **mighty one**, does not mean God as Delitzsch thinks, nor yet robber or murder (Clarisse, Thol.); these commentators miss the force of the word which is here used in a technical sense of a trained warrior; cf. Jer. 50:9: הָּרִים נֶבֶרֹ֑ו מִשְׁדָּ֣א לֹא יִשְׁוֵ֗א חָרֵ֛ם His arrows will be like those of a trained warrior; none will return empty; Josh. 8:3; Gen. 6:4; 1 Sam. 2:4; 2 Sam. 16:6; Ps. 127:4. The skillful hand of the archer will not miss its aim, but will speed the deadly shaft straight to the mark. The arrows are sharpened to make them more effective because more piercing; cf. Isa. 5:28.

The **broom-plant, genista monosperma**, not *juniper* as Aquila has it, is a shrub found in the deserts of Arabia. Under a bush of this species Elijah reclined when wearied, in his flight from Jezebel (1 Kgs. 19:4). The root is extremely bitter and would be used for food only in the greatest emergencies; cf. Job 30:4: מַלְכָּו דֵלָֽו שֶׁיֵּא שֶׁיֵּא שֶׁיֵּא שִׁיָּמֹר לְהֵמָּ֖ו Who pluck the salt-plant near the bushes, and the root of the broom-plant is their food; but the word יָלְמִ֖א may also be rendered to warm them (cf. Isa. 47:14), and this gives a better sense, since

---

*Böttcher (Exeg. Kritische Aehrenlosse zum Alten Testament, p. 295) thinks the poet conceives of himself as addressed by the Deity with the question: Why this prayer? What evil has the tongue done you? V. 4 would then be the reply. This is possible, as similar dialogues occur elsewhere in the Psalms; e. g. Ps. 22:7, 8, 9, 10. Hitzig also supposes that some person addresses the petitioner, who justifies his prayer by the response in v. 4.

† יֵלֵדָּה and יָרֵעַ are alike used of reward, good or evil, according to merit; cf. Lev. 24:20; Ps. 103:10; Ruth 1:18; Isa. 8:11; Jer. 17:10.
the plant was used for fuel and from the root a very superior sort of charcoal is obtained, which is consumed slowly and yields a great deal of heat.*

Rosenmüller, followed by de Wette, thinks the verse was spoken by the people, who compare the great evils they suffer to sharp arrows and glowing coals. But much more naturally the words stand as an answer to the question in v. 3, and are spoken by the same person; the character of the punishment is described. The Masoretic accentuation is to be preserved, so that שָׁלֹגִים may not be construed with שָׁלְגָּה, i.e. sharpened in or by means of coals of broom† (Olsh.). דַּע here means together with, in addition to, so that the members of the verse correspond to those of v. 3: Sharp arrows, shot by a warrior, he will give, and he will add glowing coals of broom. The penalty is adjudged according to the lex talionis in Exod. 21:23 sqq.; cf. Lev. 24:19 sq.; Ps. 17:17; Isa. 59:18; Obad. 15, 16; Ps. 9:16 sq.

The tongue is likened to a sword, Ps. 57:5: נפשני בחרק לעבדים אשר תבכה My soul is among lions, I lie down with furious men whose teeth are spears and arrows and whose tongue is a sharp sword; Ps. 64:4; to a bow, Jer. 9:2: והרים את ושניהם קשתה They bend their arch as their bow; and to an arrow, Jer. 9:7: והם חוטם לארמך דבר A killing arrow is their tongue, it speaks deceit. False witnesses are compared to a sword and arrows, Prov. 25:18: מפיים וחרב והן A war club and a sword and a sharp arrow is the man who bears false witness against his neighbor; Ps. 59:8. Both the tongue and lips are compared to a fire; cf. Isa. 30:27; Prov. 26:23; 16:27; 26:21; James 3:6. Fire is sent as a punishment; cf. Ps. 21:10; Lam. 2:3 sq.; Neh. 1:6; Ps. 140:10 sq.

The sense of the verse will therefore be: Like for like will he give to you; with sharp, piercing arrows he will requite you for your cutting, cruel lies; and he will add live coals of broom which, with burning heat, intense and lasting, will repay the fierceness of your cherished hate.

(5) With this verse the second section of the poem begins; the writer in the name of the people bewails the hostility of their neighbors.

Meshech is in the Old Testament usually associated with Tubal; in Gen. 10:2, the two peoples are called sons of Japheth; cf. also Ezek. 27:18; 38:2, 8. But in Isa. 66:19, Tubal alone is mentioned in the Masoretic text, though the LXX. has Meshech as well. Also in Assyrian literature after the time of Sargon (721–705) Tabal and Masku (Mu-u-sh-ku) are mentioned together as in

* Cf. Jerome, Opera ed. Vallarsius, ed. Alt. Venetius 1796, Vol. 1, p. 480, Epistola ad Fabiolam, XV, where he refers to the story (found in the Midrash Tehillim) about the travelers who, having kindled a fire of broom, went off, and on returning the following year, found it still burning.
† This would refer to the custom of hardening the points of the arrows in the embers.
Herodotus III. 94, VII. 78 Τιβαρανόι...Μόσχου. Both peoples dwelt in the mountainous regions to the southeast of the Black Sea; the Moschi between the sources of the Phasis and the Cyrus, the Tibareni eastward of the Thermodon, in what was later the kingdom of Pontus in Asia Minor.

Kedar was one of the most important Arabic tribes among the Nabateans. From about 800 B.C. down they are frequently mentioned. They were good bowmen (Isa. 21:16, 17), dwelt in black tents (Cant. 1:5) or open villages (Isa. 42:11; Jer. 49:31), were rich in sheep and camels, in which they carried on trade (Isa. 60:7; Jer. 49:32; Ezek. 27:21). They had their seat in north Arabia, between Arabia Petraea and Babylonia; after the time of Alexander the tribe disappeared, though the name is still to be found in rabbinical works as a designation of the Arabs.

The occurrence here in juxtaposition of these names of peoples who dwelt at such a great distance from each other, and, Meshech in particular, so far from Palestine, has given rise to much difficulty. The Ancient Versions did not understand Ḥεο Mēshech, but took it as meaning a great while, a long protracted time, from Ḥeо to draw out, to prolong, and explained it of a lengthy stay among the enemy.

The law of parallelismus membrorum demands that, as in the second hemistich, so in the first, the name shall be that of a people. Many exegetes, accepting this, take the names in a figurative sense: people of the sort of Meshech and Kedar, these standing as examples of savage men, "just as we might speak of Turks or Hottentots" (de Wette). Some* think of the dispersion and suppose that Meshech and Kedar indicate the remote regions in which the Jews were scattered, these places being mentioned as representative ones (Olsh., Cheyne). Similarly Wolfson, who sees in the verse a reference to the captivity of the Ten Tribes, thinks these places denote the distant localities to which the captives were transported. It seems most probable, however, that the verse describes another element in the situation already pictured in v. 2. Meshech and Kedar are mentioned simply as representatives of the foreign elements which formed so large a part of the population of Palestine and Syria in the times of Ezra and Nehemiah. It was a motley host of peoples gathered from among the rebellious subjects of the Assyrian conquerors. Tilling's idea, that these two tribes were among those transported to Samaria, appears possible and even probable, though no direct statement has been found to confirm the supposition. It was a custom with the Assyrian kings to remove rebellious peoples from their own countries to other places in the vast empire. Now, it is known from the records of Sargon (Nimroud-Inscription l. 11, Cylinder-Inscription, II. 15, 28, 24)† that in 715 he conquered a

*So Saadya, Clarisse, Rosenm., Hgath., Hupf., Del.
†Cf. E. Schrader, Keilinschriften-Bibliothek, II, Berlin, 1890, pp. 88, 42
coalition of nations in the north, among them the Moschi; he then operated against the Arabs in the south and placed some Arab tribes in Samaria. It is not impossible that a similar disposition was made of the Moschi, especially in view of the fact that Samaria seems to have been used by the Assyrian kings as a sort of Botany Bay, since no less than three kings are mentioned as having colonized the place.* In Ezra 4:2 Esarhaddon is said to have brought up to Samaria some of the adversaries of the Jews. One of the most remarkable achievements of this king was his expedition into the heart of Arabia, where he inspired great terror among the desert tribes; so that he perhaps was responsible for the presence of Arabs in Samaria. His successor, the illustrious Assurbanipal (the Asnapper of Ezra 4:10) may have settled the Kedarenes in the place, for he directed military operations against the tribe about 650; and it is known that he colonized the land of Israel with a number of alien tribes.

The sense of the verse will thus be: it is a grievous misfortune that I have such unsympathetic, uncooperative neighbors, these barbarians from the north and these restless nomads from Arabia.

(6) Long enough already; the unfriendly neighbors among whom the people live, suggest to the poet's mind the captivity. Enough and more than enough have I had of such company in Babylon, where, during the weary years of Exile, I was forced to associate with my hereditary foes. The verse is not a key to the character of the neighbors represented by Meshech and Kedar (Hgstd.); that is supplied in v. 7.

The haters of peace are the Chaldeans, who were perhaps not so warlike as the Assyrians, but nevertheless this disposition was more conspicuous in them than in the older Babylonians; the empire they had won by violence had to be maintained by force. Revolts had to be put down and invasions repelled. The expressions found in the prophets justify the above epithet; cf. Isa. 14:4 sqq. 16 sq.; Hab. 1:5 sqq.

(7) I am peaceful; literally: I am peace; cf. the analogous expression in Ps. 109:4: In return for my love they assail me, וּלְאָנָי חֲדָלָה and I am all prayer. But even if I speak, i.e., in the interests of peace; the contents of the speech will naturally be sentiments in accord with the disposition just defined. The full phrase to speak peace occurs in Ps. 35:20: For they do not speak peace but plan mischiefs against the quiet people of the land; Zech. 9:10; Ps. 28:3 and 128:8 q. v.

They are for war; they will listen to no overtures for peace. The verse quite aptly describes the anxiety of the Jews to be let alone and the hostile disposition of the alien inhabitants of the land. Inflamed with anger and jealousy,

* Cf. 2 Kgs., 17:24; Ezra 4:2, 9, 10.
these enemies were endeavoring by warlike demonstrations to frighten Nehemiah and the Jews, and paid no heed to conciliatory words.

Notes on Ps. 131.

This Song is but a fragment of a lost whole, yet in itself is complete and intelligible, though the definite evidence of personal or national reference may have been contained in the part that has disappeared. Some commentators see no historical allusion here, while others interpret the words as the pious remarks of one who does not seek to pry into the great and wonderful mysteries of the divine nature.* It has been thought (Hupf., Hitz.) that the expression of the heart’s disposition toward God is an unnatural one for the congregation, but, as Nowack observes, why this is so, does not appear. Several exegetes, accepting the superscription as a guide-post, consider that the Psalm was composed by David in reply to the false charges of Saul and his courtiers (so Langer; cf. 1 Sam. 24:10 sqq.; 26:19; 20:31); and Delitzsch thinks the little piece is but an echo of David’s response to Michal (2 Sam. 6:21 sqq.) when she rebuked him for disgracing himself before the people. Wolfson supposes that Hezekiah was the author; allusion is made to the humility of the king after God’s wrath had been aroused against him and the inhabitants of Jerusalem on account of his pride (2 Chron. 32:25 sqq.); the king, after the trial imposed on him by God in the matter of the ambassadors sent from Babylon (2 Chron. 32:31; Isa. 39), wrote the Song in order to show “that he had acted in uprightness of heart.” Hitzig argues that if the writer thinks it necessary to say that he has not had lofty desires, then an honor is being shown him, or a dignity being conferred, which he has not sought; so Hitzig supposes that Simon Maccabæus here expresses the feelings with which he received the news of the resolution adopted by the popular assembly (1 Macc. 14:26 sqq.) which, on account of his services, appointed him ἕγορμενος καὶ ἀρχιερέας εἰς τὸν αἰῶνα; the date of composition would then fall about Sept. 18th, 141 B. C. Similarly Gratz thinks the note in the Syriac Version deserves notice, i. e. that this Psalm refers to the high-priest Joshua, who oppressed his former colleague Zerubbabel; he might have been charged with haughtiness and arrogance, so he calls God to witness that he is free from pride and does not strive after extraordinary things.

These commentators overlook the fact that the poet speaks, not of what has been received unsought, but of resignation to the loss of what was once a possession (v. 2); this seems to indicate that the spirit in which v. 1 is spoken is not that of a man who deprecates an honor unexpectedly offered, but of one who does not aspire to attain what present circumstances will not permit him to gain; deprived of a blessing formerly enjoyed, so far from attempting to recover it, he has forced himself to be content with his new fortunes.

* Cf. Ps. 145:3, 5; Col. 2:18.
To whatever other historical occasion the language may be applicable, and however aptly it may be taken as recording the experience of an individual soul, its fitness as a description of the situation in Jerusalem in the days of Nehemiah is clear. The Jews had lost their national independence and were unable to regain it. Now the necessity for such a solemn asseveration as that in v. 2 can only have been brought about by the very possible liability to damage of some sort accruing from grave charges of discontent and ambition, preferred by such persons, and in such a quarter, that it seemed a denial must be made, or mischief would result. So it would appear, in reply to the accusations made and to the rumors current among the neighboring tribes* (cf. Neh. 3:34; 6:5 sqq.), the Jews say they are not inclined to revolt, they have no great schemes in their minds looking to the re-establishment of their independence;† but, on the contrary, are willing to take a solemn oath that they will remain in peaceful subjection to the will of God, under Persian rule.

In form the fragment (with the exception of v. 3, which appears to be a later addition) consists of two verses in antithetic parallelism, the former stating negatively facts, the positive side of which is set forth in the latter. A most striking feature is the strength of expression.

(1) According to the interpretation usually given, the two parallel phrases, with which the Psalm begins, convey the notion of spiritual pride exhibiting itself in haughty demeanor and contemptuous looks; cf. Prov. 30:3: רוח מא$ים רוח יוניים ינפלים יושאים There is a generation—how lofty are their eyes, and their eyelashes are lifted up! But this idea of superciliousness and assumed authority is not in close connection with the thought in the second hemistic, since the logical complement would be: nor have I despised and oppressed the humble and lowly (cf. Ps. 10:2). As Hengstenberg says, pride, in particular the sort accompanied by a contemptuous depreciation of other men, is often the result of personal success; there is, however, no suggestion of any such good fortune here; on the contrary, the speaker affirms that he has actually suffered loss (v. 2).

The connotation of lofty looks is pride; cf. Ps. 101:5: ליבך ינווה ורחב נב ה ינווה לא יוכל A proud look and a haughty heart—I cannot endure it; Isa. 2:11, 17; Prov. 6:17; Ps. 18:28; and also to be high, said of the heart, means to be haughty; cf. Prov. 16:18: לפני שכר נושא ולפיים כשלים נב ה רוח Before destruction there is pride, and a haughty spirit precedes a fall; Prov. 18:12; 2 Chron. 32:26. But the sort of pride meant here is readily determined when the relation of the two hemistichs is considered; the poet describes first

* So Rosenmüller.
† The ideal of the post-exilic scribes was to abandon all political schemes and to devote themselves solely to carrying out the precepts of the Law. Cf. W. R. Smith, Old Test. in the Jewish Church, 1892, p. 45.
his disposition, then his behavior, first habits of thought, then habits of action; 
*out of the heart, as the poet recognizes, are the issues of life (Prov. 4:23), and so from 
the feelings disclaimed originate impulses to pursue the course of action avoided. 
If, then, the declaration is made that certain feelings are absent from the heart, 
coupled with confirmatory evidence of this fact in that no attempt is made to 
accomplish impossible schemes, it involves simply a process of reasoning to 
discover the nature of the feelings in question. No such special meaning as 
pride of birth or station (Del., Langer) is justified by the context. The principal 
thought of the verse is the dethronement of arrogant ambition which, refusing 
to be moderated by reason and common sense, will not be restrained within the 
bounds of possibility, but trains the eye to look for the realization of unfounded 
expectations. It is the self-sufficient pride of ambition that causes a person to 
venture indiscreetly beyond his depth;* cf. Isa. 37:28 sqq. Those whose condition 
is described here would not be guilty of such a mistake. Their attention is 
not directed to secure the consummation of aspiring hopes such that men, who 
consider wisely the present state of affairs, would stamp as arrogant folly. 

Gretz thinks נלעפה here means *honor or dignity,* and that the allusion is to 
some position of power and authority; this seems an unwarranted restriction of 
the application of the word, which extends over much the same ground as the 
following phrase, and has the same import as in Jer. 45:5: נלעפה לא יבקש 
And if thou wouldst seek for thyself great things—do not seek them, i.e. the accomplishment of large plans with a view to gaining important 
results; Jer. 33:8. נלעפה means not too wonderful (Hgbst., Ewald) which 
would give the idea of something beyond comprehension; cf. Job 42:3: Wherefore I have uttered what I did not understand, נלעפה המני ולא יראוי 
things too hard for me to know; but rather too difficult, unattainable things (Del., 
God? Deut. 30:11; 17:8; Zech. 8:6. 

The thought of the verse is therefore: ambition does not induce my mind to 
devise great schemes, since this would be the extreme of folly, for I am incapable 
of accomplishing them. 

(2) The author now outlines the positive side of the character he is describing. 
The form of the statement first demands attention. Some translators (LXX., 
Vulgate and Luther) have misunderstood the verse as containing within itself 
both protasis and apodosis of a conditional clause. But, as most commentators 
have recognized, the formula is that of the oath; cf. 1 Sam. 8:17: חכ יעשוה 
לך אלוהים גח ישים אם תחררมงคล רבר May God do so to thee and 
more also if thou concealest anything from me; 1 Sam. 20:13; 2 Kgs. 6:31; 1 Sam. 

* Cf. Shakspeare’s *King Henry VIII.,* Act III., Sc. 2, in Wolsey’s speech: “I have ventured, 
like little wanton boys that swim on bladders,” etc.
14:44; 2 Sam. 3:9, 35; 1 Kgs. 2:23; Ruth 1:17. Though the imprecation itself, the unpleasant part of the oath, is omitted, its presence is implied, and the expression is still felt, not simply as an emphatic declaration, but as an actual oath; cf. the following passages where the verb *swear* is used: Ps. 95:10, 11: *For forty years I loathed the generation, and I said: a people of an erring heart are they and they know not my ways; איש נשבט כמאים ים טמא אלהי מנהרה, of whom I swore in my wrath: If they enter into my rest—; Deut. 1:34 sq.; Isa. 14:24; Ps. 132:2 sqq. The apologetics is to be noted in the midst of an address where no external sign of the presence of an oath can be seen; cf. Isa. 22:14: *And JHVH Sebaoth made a revelation to me (saying): אמ יכלה, których וק שמית ליבש אתה ער עמות, if this iniquity be purged from you till you die—; Job 1:11; 2:5; Jer. 22:6; Job 17:2; Ps. 27:13. The nature of the imprecations implied may be inferred from the context; so here: If I have not quieted my soul, may God, to whom I appeal, condemn and punish me!

Calm ed, literally *made even* or *smooth*, as the waters of a troubled sea subside: in Isa. 28:25, the word is used of preparing the soil for the seed.

The mind is not puffed up with ambitious desires, for all the great longings after what is impossible have been suppressed and the turbulent appetites brought into subjection; so that the spirit now rests in quiet like a weaned child in the mother’s arms. Some exegetes, disregarding the idea conveyed by *weaned*, think the reference here is to dependence: *as an infant helplessly depends on the mother, so I on the Lord*; others explain the words as meaning: *as a child is quiet when clinging to the parent, so I, clinging to JHVH, rest tranquilly*. Hengstenberg thinks the point of comparison is the modest humility of the child; cf. Matt. 18:34; the Psalmist is content to wait until God is pleased to give what he wants; similarly Cocceius and Venema gave explanation. But (as noticed by Clarisse and Rosenm.) this interpretation contradicts the meaning of the terms employed. There is no reason to take יבול in the sense of an infant still possessed of a suckling’s appetite; ילב תוכן must then have been used; but the word means simply an actually weaned child; cf. Isa. 28:9: *Whom will he teach knowledge, and whom will he cause to understand the message? נמל ימלוח ימלוחי ימלוחי מיישמה Those weaned from milk and removed from the breasts; Isa. 11:2; 1 Sam. 1:23; Hos. 1:8. There is no suggestion that emphasis is to be laid on the gradual process of weaning; but rather on the fact that the work is completed. The child may lie upon the very bosom whence it was wont to derive nourishment, but it no longer restlessly craves the breast; reconciled to the loss, it has become content with present arrangements. Hence the tertium comparationis is: *reconciliation to the deprivation of something of value and importance and contentment with the present lot*; there is no prospect of recovering what has been lost, nor is there any wish for it. Exegetes who refer the Psalm to David, Hezekiah, Joshua or Simon the Macca-
bee, have missed this point; but the whole piece seems to obtain most fitting explanation when regarded as expressing the feelings of the sensible portion of the congregation in the days of Nehemiah. Jewish national independence was ruined when Jerusalem fell in 586; the national spirit, kept alive by faith during the Exile, was roused to new vigor by the cheering influence of the Return, and many expected to see Judah take her place among the nations. But as years passed without bringing the great revolution expected, it became patent to thinking minds that the Jews could maintain a collective existence only as a religious body, not as an independent civil organization; all idea of the latter must be given up. The occasion of replying to charges made by enemies of the congregation, gave opportunity for the public declaration of this fact. Hence it is said: We are not guilty of arrogant ambition, nor, unmindful of our feeble condition, have we any purpose to pit our weakness against the power of the Persian Empire; but we have schooled ourselves to accept our present circumstances as the inevitable and now rest contented.

The Jews do not want anything from the Persian government, but are content to remain under the protection of the mother city, from which they went out as a colony.

As a weaned child is my soul within me. Some regard this repetition as in accord with the degree-like construction (Hupf.). Grätz, following the Greek versions, would emend to read: "'ו יב וידב יב, when the clause would stand as the apodosis of the oath formula: If I have not quieted . . . . . . , so may it be repaid upon my soul. Others (Del., Ewald, Clarisse, Rosenm., Hupf.) think the words as a weaned child upon the mother are to be connected with this clause, thus: As a weaned child on its mother, so the weaned one in me, my soul; but if so, then the text should read יב יב וידב נו. Delitzsch translates: Like a weaned child with its mother, Like the weaned child is my soul with me, i. e. "as a weaned child is his soul in relation to his Ego"; and he thinks it is an example of the "ladder-like construction." But the clause actually spoils the literary form of the piece, which is otherwise written entirely in accord with the scheme of the Kinaḥ-Strophe.* The words seem to be a marginal gloss appended to indicate the tertium comparationis; Bickell, in his metrical rendering of the Psalm, very properly omits them.

V. 3 in the Masoretic text, has no connection with the argument of the Psalm, though it has been explained as an address of commendation and encouragement to the congregation from the high-priest, or a priestly choir (Olah., Grätz). In any case, it presupposes that vv. 1:2 voice the feelings of the people, not of an individual; otherwise it is a "strange addition" (de Wette). Those who regard the piece as originally composed with reference to some person's personal experi-

ences, think that by means of this apostrophe it was adapted to the uses of the community (Clarisse). The supposition seems quite probable, that the formula was added when the Song found a place in the temple hymn-book; and it appears to have been taken from Ps. 130, which stood close at hand; cf. Ps. 130:8, notes.

Notes on Ps. 129.

Ps. 129 is first a hymn of thanksgiving for the deliverance of Israel from oppressors (v. 1 sqq.), then a prayer that the divine Guardian may continue his watch-care over the chosen people, while the ungodly heathen are swept from the face of the earth. The present situation is one of comparative freedom, but, it appears, the people are still exposed to the assaults of enemies.

That the Psalm is of post-exilic origin is generally admitted. Hitzig and Olshausen think that the contents point to Maccabean times, and the former fixes the date as shortly after the capture of the castle in Jerusalem by Simon in May, 142 B. C. (cf. 1 Macc. 13:51 sqq.), i. e. in the harvest season; hence the figure in vs. 7, 8. But this reference is by no means necessary; the close parallelism with Ps. 124, which, as has been shown, is best explained as a product of the Return, argues an origin in the same period. Both Psalms ascribe Israel's salvation to divine interference, and in both figures of captivity are employed to picture the state from which the people have escaped. The language of Ps. 129 is of more general application than that of 124; for while the latter treats of a single epoch of distress from the gloomy beginning to the happy end, Ps. 129 compresses within the brief space of four verses an epitome of the national history from the dawn in the Egyptian house of bondage, through centuries of persecution, through national disasters and the night of captivity, to the morning of freedom, when, with bright anticipations, the congregation faces a future fair with promise.

One purpose of the Song, i. e. encouragement, is contained in the idea to be supplied as a connecting link between the two stanzas, viz.: JHVH will direct and care for the fortunes of Israel in the future as he has done in the past. Enemies of the religion of Israel, who may do harm, are at hand; upon them, as upon all adversaries of Judaism, the curse of God is invoked.

Thus it appears that the historical situation may be found in the era of the Return. The allusions to enemies indicate that it was composed later than Ps. 124; not, however, in the gloomy period succeeding Ezra's unsuccessful attempt to reorganize the community on the basis of the Law, but when public confidence had been restored by the successes of Nehemiah.

(1, 2) The terminus a quo of the period alluded to is rightly declared to be the captivity in Egypt. Israel was conceived of as a virgin to whom youth might be ascribed; cf. Ezek. 16:23; Jer. 18:13; 31:4, 18; or, as a boy, JHVH's son; Hos. 11:1: "When Israel was a
child I loved him, and called my son out of Egypt; cf. Exod. 4:22; Jer. 31:20; similarly in other places the sojourn in Egypt is definitely referred to as the period of Israel's youth; Ezek. 23:3; 23:19; Jer. 2:2; 3:25; 22:21; 32:30; Isa. 46:4; Hos. 2:17.

The formula of address is an exhortation to join heartily in the thanksgiving for the mercies experienced. The repetition (in v. 2) emphasizes the idea of violent, unintermittent persecutions which for centuries had been inflicted on Israel. In antithesis to the recital of woes, the adversative particle nevertheless introduces the glad thought of endurance through all the storm of affliction; the repeated attempts of the oppressors to procure Israel's ruin have failed to gain a permanent success; the people has not been utterly subdued.

(3) The meaning is disputed. Many incline to take the words figuratively as referring to severe, merciless scourging; the furrows are the long stripes or welts on the back of the virgin (i.e. Israel) now in a state of servitude;* and the phrase made long their furrows is supposed to denote oft-repeated or prolonged application of the whip as well as the length of the wounds; so in Egypt the taskmasters compelled the Hebrews to work under the lash; cf. Exod. 1:13, 14; 3:7 etc. But parallel passages to prove this view correct are wanting; those quoted in support of it do not refer to scourging; e.g. Am. 1:3: Thus saith JHVH, for three transgressions of Damascus and for four, I will not restore it, because they have threshed Gilead with sharp instruments of iron; Hab. 3:12; Isa. 41:15; Jer. 51:33; Mic. 4:13; 2 Kgs. 13:7. The allusion in these passages is to subjugation, and even annihilation, by the unsparing iron hand of military power; and so it is here. The picture is that of the nation prostrate in defeat, exposed to the merciless treatment of the foe; cf. Isa. 51:23: But I will put it (i.e., the cup of my fury) in the hand of them that afflict thee, who said to thy soul: bow down that we may pass over; and thou didst place thy body as the ground and as the street to those who went over. Israel was made the highway over which the enemy passed.

In the light of the history of Western Asia, the passage becomes clear and simple. The battle-ground in the struggle between the two great rival powers of the Nile and the Euphrates lay in the intermediate provinces of Syria and Palestine.† The acquisition of this territory by either was a menace to the existence of the other; to Egypt it might be a bulwark against her Eastern foe, to Assyria the gateway to the treasures in the rich cities of the Nile valley. Through this

---

* Agellius (quoted by Rosenm.) supposed that the words refer to smiths who lengthen out the metal by hammering it; so the Egyptians cut the Hebrews with scourges as though they were pounding on iron.
† Cf. the paper of Dr. Cyrus Adler, Ancient Eastern Politics in Johns Hopkins University Circulars, July 1894, pp. 116 sq.
district passed the great caravan routes connecting the extremes of the Oriental World, and which, leading to the seaport-towns on the Mediterranean coast, were the arteries through which flowed trade and prosperity to the nation whose military power was sufficient to divert the benefits to itself. Hence, for commercial reasons as well as strategic purposes, the possession of this territory was a matter of prime importance; and so the contest was waged over it again and again. The smaller nationalities that had their seats here might for a time, under the protection of defences provided by nature, maintain their independence; but sooner or later, the alternative presented itself of choosing either Egypt or Assyria as lord. In this situation was Israel; submission to the invading armies was always either voluntary or forced; and, not content with free passage, the enemy subjugated the country in order to secure it; Palestine was considered as a field that might be cultivated for their own benefit without regard to the fate of the nation of Israel; just as a plough breaks up the soil that it may be ready for the ploughman’s use, so the oppressors broke up the independence of Judah that it might no longer remain as an obstacle to hinder the realization of their desires. The figure might even have literal application and refer to the utter destruction of cities; cf. Jer. 26:18: Micha the Morashtite was prophesying in the days of Hesekiah, the king of Judah, and he spoke to all the people of Judah, saying: כל זה לעלאת צרות יהודה וירשלאם עיני התהום והר גבוה גבורה ויר thus saith JHVH Sebaoth, Zion will be ploughed as a field, and Jerusalem become heaps and the mountain of the temple a desolate hill;* Mic. 3:12. It seems better, however, to take the words as alluding to the frequent invasions, the expeditions and counter expeditions, all of which were ruinous to Palestine. They made long their furrows; traces of the mischief done could be seen for centuries.

(4) By some the figure is thought to refer to hostile dominion; the cords are chains or fetters, emblems of the subject’s relation to the dominant power (Hgstb.); cf. Ps. 2:3: נתך את מטרתים וישראלים ממון עבתרים Let us break asunder their fetters, and cast off from us their cords. Others think of slavery, a condition of servitude and captivity (de Wette, Hupf., Olsh.). It seems much better, however, to consider the expression as an element of the figure drawn from agriculture which begins in v. 3; the cords are those attached to the yoke, i. e. the reins or traces; cf. Job. 39:10: מחקרשיך על חלם עברה Canst thou bind the wild bull with the cord in the furrow? There is no point in Hupfeld’s objection that the people represent not the oxen drawing the plough, but the field; the country is especially meant in v. 3; here it is the people themselves. The

* Cf. also the common expression in the Assyrian historical inscriptions, used when speaking of the demolition of cities: an a tilin Karmi utâr, “I turned it into a heap of ruins and cultivated ground.” Cf. the Prism-Inscription of Tiglath-Pileser I (c. 1110 B. C.), col. III. 1. 84; vid. W. Lotz, Die Inschriften Tiglath-Pileser’s I, Leipzig 1886, pp. 82, 138.
country suffered because the inhabitants had to serve the pleasure of their en-
emies; with the removal of the foreign yoke the cruel ploughing ceases. The lot
of the righteous (cf. 125:3) was, to the foe, a field that might be tilled for his ben-
efit; the people kept in the bondage of tribute were as the creatures that draw the
plough, merely beasts of burden; cf. Lev. 26:13: I am JHVH, your God, who
brought you forth from the land of Egypt that you should not be servants to them,
and I brake the bands of your yoke and made you walk erect; Ezek. 34:27; Isa.

JHVH, the covenant-keeping guardian of his people's interests, has cut in
twain the cords and Israel has experienced relief. With this declaration the
narrative reaches its terminus ad quem in the present; obviously, the story of
release has reference to an important event yet fresh in the minds of the people.
Israel's enemies have inflicted much distress, but have not wrought a permanent
disaster; for now God has broken the yoke of Babylonian bondage, and the Jews
are no longer beasts of burden, but men, breathing the sweet air of liberty in the
land of their fathers.

(5) From the contemplation of the wonderful past, the poet turns to the
future. Inspired with hope and confidence, he prays that God may continue to
work for Israel by removing all who manifest hostility to the true faith. There
underlies the words of this stanza an implied exhortation to confidence: learn
the lesson taught by history that in JHVH is salvation; therefore let us hope he
will destroy all who are inimical to us.

The verbs stand first for the sake of emphasis as in Ps. 6:11: ישוע יבכלה...
Acheri la'olam, all my enemies. The haters of Zion are all the adversaries of the Jewish religion (Langer, Del.), for an
attack on the church was an attack on the people. From this time on much of
the trouble and persecution inflicted on the Jews was in consequence of their
religious belief and practices. In particular their neighbors gave proof of anno-
ynce at the policy of exclusivism by bringing into play every means to subvert
the work of reconstructing the state. The phrase here embraces all enemies,
those now existing and those yet to come.

(6) The roofs of many houses in the Orient were constructed in the following
way: pieces of timber were laid across from wall to wall to serve as rafters;
upon these were placed smaller sticks and brush and over the whole was spread
thick mud or clay, which was rolled or pressed to make it firm. Upon the surface
of this structure, moistened by the rain, blades of grass would quickly appear,
but the fierce heat of the sun soon dried up the mud and, lacking root and
moisture, the grass wilted and died.

The only difficulty which the verse presents attaches to the verb in the
second hemistich. ישוע is employed elsewhere in the Old Testament only
in a transitive sense; of drawing a sword, 1 Sam. 17:51; Judg. 8:10; of pulling a weapon from a wound, Judg. 3:22; Job 20:25; of removing a shoe, Ruth 4:7. Hence the LXX., Vulgate, Theodotion and some modern exegetes (Clarrisse, de Wette, Hgstb., Olsch.) have conceived that the allusion is to the plucking up of the grass, either in weeding, or in gathering it for provender. But this grass is not usually weeded out, nor can it produce hay; so that the rendering pluck is pointless. The tertium comparationis here, as in so many other passages where the figure of withering grass is employed, is transitoriness; cf. Isa. 40:6-8; Pss. 37:2; 103:15, 16; 90:5; and especially Isa. 37:26, 27 (=2 Kgs. 19:25, 26): Hast thou not heard how long ago I did it, and of ancient times I performed it? Now I have brought it about that thou shouldst be for laying waste fortified cities so that they become ruined heaps; their inhabitants were powerless, dismayed and discomfited, they became as the grass of the field and the green herb, as the grass of the house tops, and a blasting (of vegetation) before it has grown up. The idea of a premature end underlies these comparisons, and the same is true of v. 6. So that the ancient Versions (Targum, Aquila, Symmachus) which several modern exegetes (Hitz., Hupf., Kamph., Cheyne) have sensibly followed, appear to be justified in taking the verb in an intransitive sense, with grass as subject. In its original signification נַעַשְׁתָּה = to unsheath; so here, intransitively, it is very properly said of the grass, to unsheath itself, to come forth from its bracteal covering. This then gives most excellent sense: may they be like the grass on the flat clay-roofs which, suddenly appearing after a shower, as suddenly withe under the fierce heat of the sun before it has time to develop, to put forth stalk, or to produce blossoms; there is no deep root,* nor can a supply of moisture be obtained from the baked mud, hence the destruction of the plant is inevitable; it leaves no seed, hence the reproduction of its kind is cut off. May such be the fate of Israel’s enemies; destitute of real foundation, having no access to sources whence sustenance may be derived, exposed to the constant assault of pitiless forces of evil, may their ruin be complete, may they utterly vanish from the face of the earth.

(7) As the sun-scorched blades of grass are useless, yielding naught that the harvesters may gather, so may nations hostile to Zion play no part in the history of the world, may they leave nothing to posterity,† may no people reap any fruit from them.

(8) According to the traditional explanation this verse represents the exchange of greetings between the reapers and the passers-by; some, however, explain the second hemistich as a parallel repetition of the first,‡ or else a circumlocution expressing the same thought (Qamchi, de Wette, Kamph., Olsch.).

---

† Thus Israel left religion as a heritage to the world, Greece art, Rome law.
idea is suggested by the allusions to the harvest field in vs. 6, 7, and a superficial likeness between the phrases here and those in Ruth 2:4: *And behold, Boaz came from Bethlehem and said to the reapers: יִהוּדָה יָעַבֵּר לְךָ יִהוּדָה JHVH be with you; and they said to him: may JHVH bless thee.* But the formulæ are not the same; and further, the fact must not be overlooked that this strophe is spoken with reference to the hostile peoples, and that the words in v. 8 are not addressed to the reapers, but describe the disposition and feelings of others toward the enemies of Zion, who represent not the harvesters but the worthless withered grass. The passers-by, i.e. other nations, and future generations of men, are the reapers, those who would naturally expect to receive from sister-peoples, from their predecessors on the stage of national existence, some fruit of experience or knowledge, some heritage of literature, institutions or civilization. Such an inheritance, the poet prays, may Zion’s enemies not bequeath to the world; may sudden destruction cut off the possibility of producing anything that will be of use to mankind. The words in v. 8 must refer to something that takes place after the fall of the nations; they express the sentiments of those who contemplate the swift ruin and utter annihilation of those who dared to oppose the Jews; cf. Jer. 18:16: לְשׁוֹנָה אָרָזִים לְשׁוֹנָה שַׁרְקָה עֲלָם כָּל כָּל עַבְרוֹר עַלְיוֹד יִשְׂרָאֵל יִשְׂרָאֵל בָּאָרָא To make their land desolation, a perpetual hissing; every one that passes by it will be amazed, and will wag his head; Jer. 19:8; Zeph. 2:15; Lam. 1:12; 2:15. Instead of words of sympathy and regret, imprecations will fall from the lips of those who gaze upon the ruin of the once proud states; there will be no such kindly farewell as requiescat in pace, but the relegation of the name to infamy and reproach. These nations will not have a nomen perenne per annos; no one will have grateful remembrance of them. Unblest, unwept, driven suddenly from the stage of history, leaving nothing behind of good to the world, the haters of Zion come to an end.

The second hemistich cannot be the reply of those concerning whom the first is spoken; for they no longer exist. Nor are the members parallel; for parallelism would demand either a verb with a negative, or the positive statement of a curse. But the hemistich may be the expression of an antithesis which has to be supplied mentally in connection with the statements in the preceding verses: the haters of Zion perish, but Israel will flourish; as the soil broken up by the plough becomes more productive, so all the persecutions of Israel will contribute to the people’s good. This antithesis would be clearly brought out in the antiphonal rendition of the Psalm by the temple choirs (Grätz). But it would seem that this liturgical formula did not belong to the Psalm as originally composed; the author’s plan provided for an antithesis between strophes: he shows (a) the endurance of Israel through persecution, (b) the evanescent character of the enemy’s existence. So the second strophe is virtually closed with 8*. Why then
the addition of סו? It is due, it seems, to a superstitious fear which would not allow that a piece, especially when rendered in public, should end with a curse or with words that suggested evil. This demand for a propitious conclusion has brought it about that in the case of the so-called נְפִּ֖רְשָׁ֣הְתָּ (Isaiah, the Twelve Minor Prophets, Ecclesiastes, Lamentations), when these books are read in the synagogues, the reader repeats at the close the last verse but one (or the second from the last) in order that the final utterance may not be something unpleasant or ill-omened. Similarly here, the formula of priestly blessing turns the thought away from the untimely fate of the haters of Zion to the happiness of Israel, rejoicing in JHVH'S blessing. Cf. the notes on 128:6 and 125:5; also Ps. 27:14.

Notes on Ps. 125.

The assertion that JHVH is constantly guarding the interests of his people is but another form of exhortation to faith and trust, and implies the existence of distressing influences that tend to destroy confidence in God and give an excuse for heresy. The situation, of which these influences are the outcome, is declared to be that of subjection to the rule of the heathen. Finally, two classes of persons are contrasted, the first being composed of faithful believers while the latter is made up of those who have quitted the path of orthodoxy, i. e. heretics, whose fate will be that of a third class, the workers of iniquity or non-Jews. The Psalm must therefore be referred to a time when a foreign power was dominant in Palestine, and when the members of the congregation were separating into two factions, one party preserving strict orthodoxy while the other was disinclined to exact observance of the Law. In view of these facts, of the emphasis laid upon allegiance to the Law and of the strong church-feeling manifest in the Psalm, the period of composition must be sought in poet-exilic times; and here none fit so well as the times of Nehemiah. To be sure, the earlier part of the Maccabean epoch presents some very similar circumstances and conditions, and for this reason the Song might be assigned to the times of Judas when, by his capture of Jerusalem, 165 B. C., hopes were awakened, that the rod of Syrian rule would ere long be removed from the land (Hitzig). But it is a justifiable inference from the language of the Psalm that Jerusalem, as well as the country, is still subject to the foreign power; and also, if the piece was written previous to 165, but within the Maccabean age, the absence of allusion to the recent crushing calamities and the bright cheerful tone of the opening section remain to be accounted for.

It appears, then, that the Psalm belongs to the time of Nehemiah's activity (so Rosenm., Grätz). In purpose the piece resembles Ps. 128; it was intended to stimulate the Jews to faith, but especially to induce conformity to the Law; not only, however, is the promise of blessings employed as a means to secure this end, but also the threat of punishment for heresy is used to arouse the indifferent and careless. Clearly loose practices, due in part to external influences,
were prevalent: and as Ps. 128 fits best the situation in 444 when the Law was promulgated and accepted, so this poem should, it seems, be assigned to the time when Nehemiah's term of office was renewed, about 431; a reaction had in the meanwhile set in, and the requirements of the Law were being disregarded.

(1) Mention of any other mountain would have served to bring out the *tertium comparationis*; but Mt. Zion is named because it was the external seat of the church (Hgstb.), the holy hill of JHVH. The mountain is never shaken so that its characteristic firmness and stability become lost, but remains fixed, upright in its position; so too, those who trust in JHVH, the true adherents of the Jewish religion, will endure firm in their faith. Everything on Mt. Zion might be destroyed, the temple itself utterly swept away, but the hill would still stand; so the faith of Israel, though subjected to fierce storms of war, bitter persecutions and grave national disasters, continues steadfast because centered on the eternal rock, the living God; cf. Ps. 18:3; 92:16; 62:3.

(2) Many exegetes explain this verse as the picture of a city surrounded by protecting walls, some considering that the mountains themselves form a natural bulwark of defence against besieging armies. This idea seems quite natural since Jerusalem is girt about by high hills which shut it in like a wall; but the difficulties of approach could be overcome, and had been overcome before this Psalm was written. So that the point of comparison cannot, it would appear, be the idea of defence, but is rather that of unfailing presence, of constant association: the everlasting hills always stand about the city, Jerusalem and her mountains belong together, so JHVH is ever with his people. But while the hills are simply passive spectators of the varied fortunes of the place, God is deeply interested in the welfare of his people, and his presence is the synonym of protecting care; cf. Ps. 34:8; Zech. 2:9.

It is to be observed that here, as elsewhere in these Psalms, the religious side of life, the importance of firm adherence to the true religion is emphasized. None the less clear and important is the side thought connected with vs. 1, 2, that though the national existence and independence of the Jews may have been destroyed, the ideal side of Judaism, the religious ideas, cannot be destroyed; this fact is also brought out in the following verses.

(3) The proof of JHVH's unfailing goodness to Israel is to be shown (1) in release from evil influences, (2) in the divine blessing that descends on the truly upright, and (3) in the removal of the heretical.

The *rod* or scepter is the symbol of power and authority; cf. Ps. 2:9; Thou wilt break them with a rod of iron, thou wilt dash them in pieces like a potter's vessel;* Gen. 49:10; Num.

24:17, 19; Zech. 10:11; it also denotes oppressive, cruel rule; cf. Isa. 14:5; JHVH has broken the staff of the wicked, the scepter of rulers; Isa. 9:3.

The wicked are non-Jews, who were capital examples of wickedness since they did not acknowledge JHVH; cf. Ps. 79:6; Ps. 9:18; 129:4; 9:6. Pour out thy wrath on the heathen that do not recognize thee, and on the kingdoms that do not call on thy name; Ps. 9:18; 129:4; 9:6. On the other hand the righteous are those whose ways are approved by God, the orthodox members of the congregation; cf. Ps. 1:6. כי ירעו יוהי רר צריך: For JHVH approves the way of the righteous. The lot of the righteous is equivalent to the heritage of Israel (Judg. 20:6; Ezek. 35:15; Ps. 61:6), i.e. the Holy Land; the expression doubtless contains a reference to the apportionment of the territory by lot; cf. Judg. cc. 1-3, and Josh. cc. 13 sqq. גואל is the exact equivalent of the English lot, a parcel or portion of ground.

Closely following upon the thoughts suggested by v. 2, that the protecting presence of JHVH is ever abiding around his people, comes the consideration of the contradiction to this assurance which the present state of affairs presents: If God be with us, how comes it that we are still subject to heathen rulers? In answer to this objection the poet, confident that JHVH’s salvation is nigh to them that fear him (Ps. 85:10), declares his belief that this state of things will not last, but that the heathen rule will ere long be removed in order to promote the purity of the religion. The wickedness feared from contact and association with the ungodly is not so much the service of false gods, but rather defection from the party seeking the interests of the oppressed congregation (Hupf.); in consequence of this there would follow disregard of the law, and other departures from the path of orthodoxy.

(4.5) The good or, as the parallel expression puts it, the upright in heart, are Jews true to their religion; cf. Ps. 38:11; 64:11; 94:15; 97:11; 11:2; 32:11. The difference in form from the ordinary phrase (uggestions סיר הלא שע יער, הבו) is due perhaps to the desire to lay emphasis upon religion of the heart, to make prominent the requirement of internal righteousness as opposed to mere outward conformity to the Law (Hupf., Olsh.). Directly the opposite of this class are those who turn aside to walk in crooked ways. The straight highway is the pure religion; cf. Ps. 44:19: Our heart has not turned back, nor have our steps turned aside from thy way; Deut. 9:16; Ps. 37:34; 5:3; Mal. 2:8, 9; Ps. 119:1. Those that turn aside unto their crooked ways are Jews who, though once orthodox, have allowed themselves to be led away, and now neglect the duties imposed by the Law and do not hesitate to do what it forbids; thus when Nehemiah returned to Jerusalem he found that the tithes
were not being paid, the Sabbath was being broken, while the law prohibiting intermarriage with the heathen had been disregarded and even priests had violated their covenants.*

The workers of iniquity is a term synonymous with wicked. There are but two great classes in the congregation, the orthodox and the heretical. The latter party will be classed with the unmistakably wicked men who do not so much as make a profession of serving JHVH, and concerning whose sins and the consequent judgment of divine wrath there can be no doubt, i.e. the heathen (Ewald, deWette, Hitz.) mentioned in v. 3; cf. Ps. 14:4; 28:3; 36:12 sq.

Here, as in Ps. 120:4, the lex talionis is the principle upon which the disposition of rewards and punishments is to be based; the righteous adherents to the true faith may expect blessings from God, while the heretical, who walk in the crooked by-ways of their own liberal views, instead of allowing themselves to be guided by the Law, will fall into the same destruction that awaits the heathen. The highest good that can be bestowed on the upright in heart is the removal of strangers, freedom from evil associations, and, to this end, deliverance from foreign oppressors; on the other hand, the greatest evil that can befall Jews who are careless in their observance of God's statutes, is to be cut off from the congregation, to be numbered with the heathen and so to share their fate. There comes out here the principle of exclusivism which Nehemiah put into such vigorous practice on the occasion of his second visit.

(55) Concerning these words a slight difference of opinion prevails. Delitzsch pictures the poet with uplifted hands bestowing in priestly manner the blessing upon the congregation. Others (Gnatz) regard the phrase as a liturgical formula; cf. 128:6; 129:8. It stands in strong opposition to the preceding statement and may have arisen from unwillingness to end the Psalm with the words of a curse; or what is more likely, it is an emphatic reiteration of v. 4. With the stability of faith, the sustaining presence of God, the removal of foreign oppression and of heretical elements from the community, the blessing of peace must ensue. This peace is the end of tyranny, hostility, disunion, unrest; peace is freedom, harmony, unity, safety and happiness (Langer); cf. Ps. 119:165: שלוֹם רב לָאוֹדְיָה הַוָּרָתָא וַאֲמִימָה לֵית לֶבֶשַׁל They that love thy Law have abundant peace, and have no occasion to fall.

Notes on Ps. 134.

This short Song seems well adapted to form the conclusion of the little Psalter, the name of which it bears. The contents—an exhortation to praise JHVH followed by an invocation of the divine blessing—are somewhat similar to

*E. g. the renegade priest Manasseh, Eliashib's grandson, who had married the daughter of Sanballat (Neh. 13:28), and who joined the Samaritan community. Cf. H. E. Ryle, Canon of the Old Testament, 1892, p. 92.
those of the doxologies which close the Book of Psalms; and it is quite possible that the Psalm owes its present position to this consideration.

It is an antiphony; the exhortation (vs. 1, 2) seems to be addressed to those who carry on the services in the temple; these respond with the formula of priestly blessing; from this it would appear that v. 3 was intended to be spoken by the priests, while vs. 1 and 2 contain the words of the congregation or its representative. The piece may therefore have been employed on some special occasion, or at some particular part of the service in the sanctuary. Some commentators, who hold to the theory of Songs of Feast-Journeys, suppose that the pilgrims, assembled in the temple at the time of the evening sacrifice, exhort the congregation (so Hgstb.), or the priests and Levites (so Baethgen), to praise God, whereupon the priests reply with the benediction. More convincing evidence to prove the theory with reference to the other Songs must first be brought forward before this explanation can claim acceptance. The majority of commentators think of Levites watching in the temple at night, and take vs. 1 and 2 either as the address of an individual to his companions on guard, or as the greeting with which, at the change of the watches, the retiring party meets those coming on duty; this seems an unfounded conjecture, for, as Olshausen has observed, the Psalm was probably purposed to introduce the chanting of hymns, and must therefore have had a place in the public worship. The idea of Gretz appears then not inapt: on the basis of a Talmudic tradition* he argues that the Psalm was composed for use at the time when, in the nights of the Feasts of Booths, the services were varied with song in order to heighten the joy at the libation of water—perhaps therefore at the time of the Hasmonean queen Salome-Alexandra (circa 75—69 B. C.). There can be no doubt that the Psalms were employed in the services of the temple; and the tradition may be correct in so far as it testifies to the use† made of Ps. 134; but it does not follow that the Song was written for the purpose.

The supposition of Tiling, that the Psalm contains a joyful exhortation to the priests and Levites to perform their duties faithfully now that after the Return worship in the temple has been restored, agrees with the arguments of the other pieces in this group. But there is no evidence that services were held at night during this period. The difficulty occurred to Venema, who suggested that the phrase בְּלֵילָּו commonly rendered in the nights, is properly a syncopated form of בְּלֵיַלָּו with Hallels. With this emendation the Psalm might serve as an introduction to the Hallel-Psalm which follows it (Ps. 135).

But another possibility should not be overlooked. The Psalm may have been employed during the nights of anxious watching when, at the time Nehemiah was

*In the Tosephta of the Mishnic Tract Sukka, IV. 7.
†Cf. A. D. Neubauer, Authorship and Titles of the Psalms according to the Early Jewish Authorities, in Studio Biblicum II, 1890, p. 4 sqq.
rebuilding the walls, the citizens of Jerusalem were expecting an attack from their enemies.

(1) The term *servants of JHVH* might be applied to the congregation in general; but here, as the clause added by way of definition shows, it designates the priests and Levites who had in charge the various services of the temple; *to stand*, i.e. before the Lord, is the regular term employed to briefly describe the part taken by these persons in the worship of JHVH; cf. Deut. 10:8; Neh. 12:44; 1 Chron. 23:30; 2 Chron. 29:11; Deut. 18:7; Ezek. 44:11; Ps. 135:2; Hebrews 10:11.

De Wette and Olshausen suppose that an extraordinary assembly of the congregation has been made at night in the temple, and regard the address as an exhortation to penitence and piety; but for this idea there is no reason to be found in the Psalm. And while the possibility remains, that there were services in the sanctuary after nightfall, there is no evidence for it in the Old Testament. Some few commentators, therefore, are inclined to take לילוים *nights* in the sense of *evenings,* and think of services held at the hour of the evening offering (Hgstd.), but this seems forced. The correction suggested by Venema (לליות = with hallels), though doubtful, would remove the difficulty, and would fit very well the meaning of בורא עמים אלהים *Praise our God, ye nations*; Ps. 68:27; 96:2.

(2) The lifting up of the hands is the gesture of prayer and adoration; cf. Ps. 28:2; 44:21; 142:2; Lam. 3:41; Hab. 3:10; 1 Tim. 2:8. The suppliants always turned toward the most Holy Place where the sacred symbol of God’s presence was; cf. Ps. 138:2.

(3) If, according to the usual explanation, vs. 1 and 2 contain the greetings of the watchmen to those who are coming to take their places, it seems strange that the response is made as to an individual. But, on the other hand, the singular in an address to the congregation is very common.

The formula of blessing seems analogous to that prescribed for use by the priests in Num. 6:24 sqq. Zion is God’s chosen place of abode on earth; hence the expression: *bless thee out of Zion*; cf. 128:5. Here again the omnipotence of JHVH is emphasized; cf. 121:2; 124:8.

*Cf. Assyrian 111ātī “evenings.”*

BY GEORGE RICKER BERRY.

The University of Chicago.

The term Assyrian Letters may for convenience be applied to Letters written either in Assyrian or Babylonian. A distinction is usually made between Letters in the proper sense and the Reports of government officials, which are generally formal and conventional. No clear distinction, however, is possible. Many tablets, properly called Letters, are, in reality, Reports from officials to the king. Such Letter-reports are much less interesting than the more informal—or rather less official—Letters.

In this introduction I aim to give a résumé of the work done upon Assyrian Letters. In some cases, it has not been considered necessary to attempt a distinction between Letters, Letter-reports and Reports.

In the narrow sense in which it is ordinarily used, the term Assyrian Letters designates a large mass of literature which is, by common consent, referred to the period of the Sargon dynasty. In a wider sense, however, it should also include the Letters found at Tel el-Amarna in 1887. The latter belong to the XVth century B. C., and are now in the museums at London, Berlin and Gizeh, with the exception of a few in the possession of private parties. The following is the most important literature on the Tel el-Amarna tablets: (1) Der Thontafel-fund von El Amarna, Hugo Winckler, Berlin, 1890, containing the cuneiform text of 240 Letters, besides six other tablets which are not Letters. A large part of these tablets is now in Berlin, some are in Gizeh, and a few in the possession of M. Golenischeff of St. Petersburg. (2) The Tell el-Amarna Tablets in the British Museum with Autotype Facsimiles, C. Bezold and E. A. W. Budge, London, 1892, containing the text of 82 tablets printed with the type of the Harrisons, with an introduction and summary of contents. (3) Oriental Diplomacy, Charles Bezold, London, 1898, contains a transliteration, and a résumé of the contents of the tablets in the British Museum, a valuable Introduction, setting forth many of the characteristic features of the language of these letters, and a Glossary. (4) The Tell Amarna Tablets, C. R. Conder, London, 1893, is of little scientific value. The articles in Hebraica, ZA, PSBA, JBL, etc., etc., need not be cited here.
The great mass of Assyrian Letters, however, belongs to the later period. The texts of a few are published in *The Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western Asia*, III. (1870), IV. (1875) and V. (1884).¹ Some Letters are transliterated and translated by George Smith in his *History of Assurbanipal* (1871).² His *Assyrian Discoveries* (1875) contains the translation of one letter.³

The next important work on the Letters is by Theo. G. Pinches (1) in *TSBA* VI. (1877), pp. 209–243, where he gives the text, transliteration, and translation of four Letters,⁴ and (2) in *PSBA* (Nov. 1881) pp. 12–15, where he transliterates and translates two Letters.⁵ The first article also contains some interesting and valuable general information on the Letter literature.


Pater Strassmaier has done a great service to Letter, as well as to other Assyrian, literature, in his *Alphabetisches Verzeichiss der Assyrischen und Akkadischen Wörter*, etc. (1886). This work contains much material from the Letters, chiefly from those Letters which were, at that time, unpublished. Some Letters are published in full, e. g. K. 280 on p. 813 sq. Many others are published in part.

Much more extensive work in this field than had yet been done was undertaken by S. A. Smith. In his *Keilschrifttexte Assurbanipals* II. (1887) and III. (1889) many Letters are found.⁷ They are given in the text, with transliteration, translation and notes, and some supplementary notes by Pinches and Bezold.

This author has published other Letters, following the same plan of giving text, transliteration, translation and notes, in *PSBA* IX. (June 7, 1887) pp. 240–56; X. (Nov. 1, 1887) pp. 60–72; Jan. 10, 1888, pp. 155–77, and April, 1888, pp. 305–15.⁸ These articles were reprinted and published under the title *Assyrian Letters*, Parts I.–IV. (1888).

---

² These are K. 1199 (p. 108 sq.), K. 313 (p. 189 sq.), part of K. 529 (p. 196 sq.), K. 18 (p. 197 sq.), K. 18 (p. 197 sq.), K. 259 (p. 262 sq.), K. 567 (p. 266 sq.).
³ Sm. 1084.
⁴ These are K. 181, K. 528, K. 79 and K. 14.
⁵ Viz. 80–7–19, 26 and 80–7–19, 26.
⁶ K. 31.
The work of Smith may be judged from different points of view. In many of the Letters, he has failed to grasp the central idea, and many of his explanations of particular words are unsatisfactory. A more thoroughly scientific grasp of the language would have led to better results. However, considering its value for the study of the Letter-literature, much may be said in its praise. The fact that the texts are very well transcribed is in itself a service of the first importance. Smith has made a great deal of material accessible to other investigators, and he has undoubtedly stimulated others, who, on the basis of his results, have been able to reach results differing, it is true, from his but more satisfactory.

In ZA II. (1887) pp. 58-68, two Letters⁹ are published by C. F. Lehmann, under the title Zwei Erlasse Asurbanabals. These have text, transliteration, translation and notes.

Theo. G. Pinches, in his Texts in the Babylonian Wedge-Writing, Part I., has published the cuneiform text of several Letters.¹⁰

In the publication by C. Bezold of the Catalogue of the Cuneiform Tablets of the Konyszynik Collection of the British Museum, I. (1889), II. (1891), III. (1894), a forward step is to be noted. These volumes greatly facilitate systematic study of the texts, which is indispensable in this branch of Assyriology. A preliminary service of a similar character had been rendered by his Kurzgefasster Ueberblick über die Babylonisch-Assyrische Literatur.

In the published portion of his Assyrisches Wörterbuch (1887-), Friedrich Delitzsch has given extracts from many Letters. His chief work upon them, however, is found in Beiträge zur Assyriologie, I., 1 (1889), pp. 185-248, L., 2 (1890), pp. 613-631 and II., 1, pp. 19-62.¹¹ These are published without the text, but with transliteration, translation and full notes. A large number of these texts had been previously treated by S. A. Smith, but the results here obtained mark a great advance beyond those of Smith. The work of Delitzsch is characterized by an acquaintance with the literature and by strict adherence to grammatical and lexicographical principles.

The scientific and systematic study of the Assyrian Letters was for the first time made possible to students in general through the publication of The Assyrian and Babylonian Letters belonging to the K. Collection of the British Museum, Part I. (1892), Part II. (1893), by Robert Francis Harper. The volumes so far published, which are part of a series, give the texts carefully transcribed, printed in type and arranged according to the names of the scribes. Volume I contains 124

---

⁹ K. 96 and 67-4-2, 1.
¹⁰ These are K. 647, K. 10, K. 823, K. 215, K. 828, K. 381, K. 215, 80-7-19, 19.
and volume II. 99 tablets, a total of 223 Letters.\textsuperscript{12} Volume III. of this series will appear about October 1st, 1896.

Two Letters\textsuperscript{13} have been treated by C. Johnston in The Journal of the American Oriental Society, XV., 3 (Apr. 22, 1892) pp. 311–16. They are transmiterated and translated, and accompanied by a few notes. There is also a note on one of them, K. 84, by the same author in the Johns Hopkins University Circulars (June 1893) p. 108. Another Letter, S. 1064, is translated in JHUC (July 1894) p. 118 sq. Some general statements about the epistolar literature are given by him in JHUC (July 1894) p. 119 sq.

Several Letters are published in the cuneiform text by Hugo Winckler in Sammlung von Kellschrifttexten, II., 1 (1893) and II., 2 (1894).\textsuperscript{14} These contain many mistakes in copying. The editor’s excuse in the preface of the last part to the effect that he had compared his copies with the original text but once, is an aggravation of the offense, for it is well nigh unpardonable for a man to publish such texts without taking every precaution to insure their correctness.

A few other miscellaneous references may be grouped together here. J. Menant, in his Manuel de la Langue Assyrienne (1880), has published K. 582. Part of K. 164 is published with transmutation, translation and notes, by H. F. Talbot in TSBA I., 16 sq., 852 sq. Extracts from K. 177 are published by Lenormant in Essai sur un document mathematique, p. 74. A translation of K. 582 is given by Delitzsch in Wo lag das Paradies? 302 sq. Part of K. 605 is published with transmutation and translation by Pinches in PSBA, V., 23. A transmutteration


\textsuperscript{13} K. 828 and K. 84.

and translation of K. 1619b is given by Sayce in *Babylonian Literature*, p. 78, and by Amlaud in *Babylonian and Oriental Record*, II., 197 sqq. The text of K. 1620b with transliteration and translation has been published by Budge, *History of Esarhaddon*, 14 sq.

The cuneiform text of the Letters here considered was published by Robert Francis Harper in *ZA*, VIII. (1893) pp. 341-59.

The best information obtainable places the number of Letter tablets in the British Museum at over one thousand, of which less than half have been published. Their difficulty has often been emphasized. Undoubtedly the short notes containing accounts of the transportation of horses and other animals present the least difficulty. Military reports are deciphered with considerable ease, while the Letters upon astrological subjects are most difficult. In fact, they are often quite unintelligible. A few are dated, but only with the month and day, so that they give no help in determining the date of composition. How the date, in such cases, may be determined, however, Bezold has shown in *Die Thontafelsammlungen des British Museum* (1888), p. 14 sqq. The method suggested by him will be increasingly successful as the decipherment progresses.

There is no section of Assyrian literature which requires more patient, systematic and well directed labor for the solution of its problems. But it is not too much to expect that ultimately these Letter tablets, on account of their number, the variety of their contents, and the light which they throw upon the everyday side of life, will contribute much material of great value for the real history of Assyria and Babylonia.

Most of those who have written upon the Letters have attempted to give a complete translation in each case. It must be confessed, however, that these attempts have not been particularly successful. The difficulty of many of the Letters is such that to attempt a connected translation in our present state of knowledge is almost a waste of time. I have, therefore, in the following pages deemed it best, not to give translations, but rather a complete glossary, following in this the example of Bezold in his *Oriental Diplomacy*.

To my teacher, Professor Robert Francis Harper, I am greatly indebted for valuable suggestions and help in my study of these texts. For the conclusions reached, however, I alone am responsible.

---

**TRANSLITERATION.**

**Rm 2, 1.**

**OBVERSE.**

1 A-na šarri bēl-i-a 2 ardu-ka m slu šamaš-bēl-ušur 3 lu šul-mu a-na šarri bēl-i-a 4 ina muḫḫi ka-li-i-a ša šarru be-ili 5 ištu m slu Arba-ilu-a-a iš-pur-an-ni 6 ma a-ta-a ka-li-i-a-u la-šu 7 ki-i ištu m Išdi-ḫarrāni amašu mutir

REVERSE.

1 a-di alu Dūr-ta-[li-ti] 2 .................. 3 ................
4 šarru be-ili u-da 5 ki-i alu Ar-zu-ḥi-na 6 ina libbi išu pi-lu-ur-te 7 ka-
ri-ru-u-ni mar-di-tu 8 ištu alu Ur-zu-ḥi-na a-di 9 alu A-ra-ak-di a-na u-ma-
me 10 ta-da-in šarru be-ili- 11 a že-mu ši-kun 12 ka-li-ia-u 13 ina alu Dūr-
atānṭe 14 lu-ša-zi-šu a-bi-i-aši 15 nu-ti-in ina muḫḫi anāšu zammērē pl.
16 ša šarru be-ili iš-pur-an-ni 17 ma-a ina muḫḫi anāšu marāš pl.-ni 18 ša anāšu
rab-ŠE-SA ina mātu Ba-bi-ti 19 i-tu-uk-tu a-sa-al 20 u-ta-ši-ši me-me-[ni]
la-šu 21 u la ni-ši-me šarru be-ili 22 i-šap-ra ma-a šum-ma anāšu zammērē pl.
23 ba tu-ša-bit ma-a lu tu-da 24 ki-i ap-ta tu-šal-lum-ni 25 anāšu pa-ri-šu-u-te
26 ša alu Arrapha 27 ša bit anāšu nāgir ekallı 28 up-ta-at-ḫu-ru ina libbi šum-
ša ku-bu u-ma ..... 29 u-si-li i-na-šur šum-ma u-ša-bit-u-ni ..... 30 u-bal-u-ni-šu-nu a-nu-šim anāšu zammērē pl. ša bit anāšu ..... 31 ša ka-an-
ni alu Ur-zu-ḥi-na šarru be-ili ina pān šarri bēli-[ja].......
HEBRAICA.

ša m Si-e-ti-ni amēlu bēl piḥāti 7 ša pu-tu ellu a-na alu Mu-ša-šir 8 u-ta-
me-šu nāru ME 9 e-ta-b-ru ithšu a-šap-pu-šu 10 ········ še ma-la ša m Si-e-
ti-ni 11 ina pa-ni-šu šu-u 12 ša m Šu-na-a 13 amēlu bēl piḥāti.

REVERSE.

1 ša pu-ut mātu U-ka-a-a 2 amēlu šabā pl.-šu 3 u-ta-mi-šu-ma 4 alu Mu-
ša-šir 5 a-si-me ma-š šarru 6 ina libbi alu U-e-si 7 il-lak u-di-na 8 la u-nam-maš.

RM 2, 4.

OBVERSE.

1 A-na šarri bēli-ia 2 ardu-ka m šam-šu iflu ša-maš 3 lu-u šul-mu 4 alu šarri bēli-ia 5 ina muḫḫi amēlu šakan-maššarti 6 ša ištu amēlu da-gil-issurē pl.

REVERSE.

1 a-sa'-a-la 2 u-ta-ši 3 me-me-ni ········ 4 ištu pa-ni-šu-nu 5 la i...ši-i
6 ina muḫḫi...pu-na 7 u-ma-a a-ki ša šarru 8 bēli iḵ-bu-u-ni 9 amēlu šakan-maššarti ur-ki-ia-u 10 ina pān-šu-nu 11 ak-ta-la 12 am-me-ia-u 13 a-na maššarti-šu 14 i-ta-ta-ka

RM 2, 5.

OBVERSE.


REVERSE.

1 u-ma-a 2 an-nu-ri 3 u-tam-me-ša 4 il-la-ka 5 ma-a a-na šul-me 6 ina ekalli al-lak

RM 2, 6.

OBVERSE.

1 A-na šarri bēli-ia 2 ardu-ka m ištar-sum-er-eš 3 lu šul-mu a-na šarri bēli-ia 4 inu Nabū u inu Marduk 5 a-na šarri bēli-ia lik-ru-bu 6 ša šarru be-li iš-pur-an-ni 7 ma-a u-la ina bi-rīt pu-ri-di 8 a-me-li e-ti-ik 9 ina muḫḫi ša šap-la ḫu narkabi-e 10 tu-ṣu-u-ni ina muḫḫi-šu 11 šarru be-li i-ḵa-[bi] ········ 12 ma-a pu-ri-di ············ 13 pu-ri-di ki-ma ············ 14 ša amēlu u ············ 15 šu-šu bi-[ši] ············ 16 iš-
[su]-ri ma(?) ·········· 17 u ············ 18 ············
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REVERSE.


RM 2, 7.


RM 2, 8.

OBVERSE.


REVERSE.

1 .......... šap-pa 2 .......... bit-ḫal-li 3 [ištu alu D]ūr-šar-ukin 4 .... ūnu an-ni-u 5 e-tar-bu-u-ni 6 mu-šu an-ni-[u e]-pu-šu 7 ša ti-[ma]-a-li 8 sisē pl. as-si-kal 9 a-na mi-i-ni ka-a-ma-ni-u 10 sisē pl. ša šarri u-ša-ad-la-ab 11 šum-ma šarru be-illi i-ḥab-bi 12 sisē pl. la-as-kal 13 mi-i-nu ša šarru be-ili 14 i-šap-par-an-ni 15 ūmi 23

RM 2, 11.

OBVERSE.

[Several lines broken away.]

HEBRAICA.

REVERSE.
1 kam-mu-su i-ṣab-tu 2 na-ṣu-ni-ṣu a-sa-al-ṣu 3 nu-uk aḥu-ka a-li-e 4 ma-a la il-li-kam-ma ina muḥ-ḫi-a 5 an-nu-ši-m......... šarri bēli-a 6 u-si-bi .......... 7 u āmētu ma.......... 8 ina muḥḫi m Di.........
[Several lines broken away.]

RM 2, 458.

OBVERSE.
1 A-na šarri bēli-ia 2 ardu-ka m Ṭābu-šil-Ešarra 3 šul-mu a-na Ešarra (ki) 4 šul-mu a-na ekurrâte 5 šul-mu a-na aḫu Aššur 6 šul-mu a-na muḫ Aš-šur (ki) 7 lu šul-mu a-na šarri bēli-ia 8 Ašur išu Bēltu a-na šarri bēli-ia 9 lik-ru-bu ina muḫḫi ḫu gušûrē p; 10 ša šarru iš-pur-an-ni
[Several lines broken away.]

REVERSE.
[Several lines broken away.]
1 .......... 2 ...... a-dan-niš 3 ...... u-ma-ni-e 4 ma-a-du ḫu gušûrē p; 5 lib-bu ša šarri .......... bēli-ia 6 lu-u tāb

RM 2, 459.

[Several lines broken away.]

RM 2, 462.

[Several lines broken away.]

RM 2, 463.

1 A-na šarri be-ili-ia 2 ardu-ka m Šamaš-emur-an-ni 3 lu-šul-mu a-na šarri bēli-ia 4 šul-mu a-na aḫu Ḥal-ṣu 5 ša šarru be-ili iš-pur-an-ni 6 ma-a 50 āmētu Kur-ra-a-a 7 50 āmētu I-tu'-a-a 8 ina aḫu Sa-ba-ḫa-ni 9 šup-rū a-ṣap-ra 10 āmētu šābē p; ša āmētu rab-bi-lul 11 ša ina libbi .......... 12 la i......... 13 la-u .......... 14 [m]i-nu .......... 15 be-ili .......... 16 liš pa-r[u]
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₄ R. 2, 464.

OBVERSE.

[Several lines broken away.]


REVERSE.

1 ki-i a-na-ku ina pa-ni-t[u-šu] 2 al-liq-an-ni šu-u-tu 3 a-na màtu ša-mā-[da] 1 ḫ-tal-ḫa 4 m ṭlu Nabu-lal-an-ni amēlu NA 5 ša šarrū is-si-mi šu-u-tu 6 m U-ak-sa-tar i-sa-ap ru 7 is-šab-tu-ni-šu 4 amēlu mārāni ṭl. Šu 8 is-si-e-šu ina libbi ūmu 9 ša a-na-ku a-na alu Kár-m šar-ukinn 10 e-ru-bu-u-ni ina muḫḫī m Ra-ma... i 11 a-sa-ap ra šum-ku-ut 12 še-bi-lā ki-ma iš-ša......... 13 na-šu-u-ni a-na.......... [Several lines broken away.]

NOTES.

₄ R. 2, 1.

OBVERSE I. 4.—The sign muḥ may be read either eli or muḥḫi. It is usually read eli except where a phonetic complement makes this impossible. I think in the letters that it should everywhere be read muḥḫi. The reason is, that it is frequently found written muhões, both by itself and before pronominal suffixes. It may be a question whether we have here syllabic writing, or an ideogram and phonetic complement. So far as I know, it is never written with any other phonetic complement which would indicate the reading eli; nor is eli found written syllabically in the letters. ka-li-a occurs in this letter in two other forms, ka-li-e, l. 20, and the fullest form, ka-li-i-a-u, l. 6, 19, rev. 12. u at the end can not be a separate word, cf. l. 19. A word kalū=priest, is given by Zimmerm, B.B. (p. 28, note 2), which is not suitable here. Delitzsch, Heb. Lang. p. 25, gives the word kalū, vessel, synonym of unātu, Hebrew יָט, without

---


*5
examples. In his Handwörterbuch he omits kalû, giving only kalûtu in this sense. I accept Delitzsch's derivation here, giving a broad meaning, as in Hebrew. The general meaning, preparation for war, or for march, is very appropriate here. For a similar meaning in Hebrew, cf. Jer. 46:19. One may take ia-u as equivalent to iu,2 which might have been still further contracted to kalû. The other forms of the word then give no difficulty; ka-li-i-a is the accusative, ka-li-e the genitive.

l. 5. It is interesting to note the separation between the wedges of the first character. It is undoubtedly to be read ištu.

l. 6. The character a is intended to do double duty. The scribe meant to say ma-a a-ta-a. Such things are common in the letters.3 la-šu. The form is läšû. This is the usual form in the letters, contracted from lâ išî, or lâ išû of the historical inscriptions. lâ išî uncontracted occurs rarely in the letters.4 On the other hand, läšû sometimes occurs in the historical inscriptions.5 The writing in the letters varies much.6

l. 7. mutîr pu-te—The meaning and various writings of this word have been discussed by Delitzsch.7

l. 8. i-li-kan-a-ni. A peculiar writing=ilikani; cf. also l. 21 below. Like tab-rat-a-ti, cf. DG., § 23 note. Urzuḥina.—Delitzsch8 correctly identifies this form with the more common Arzuḥina. It is interesting to note it in this letter as the usual form, occurring here and in Is. 18, 23, and rev. 8, 31, while Arzuḥina occurs once, in rev. 5.

l. 9. It seems evident that na is simply omitted by the scribe. There is no break in the text. Such omissions are not uncommon in the letters.

l. 9. imaru ku-din. For the reading and meaning of this word, cf. Zehnpfund, BAS., I, 2, p. 505, note, where references to other passages are given.

l. 11. i-ša-bat must be taken as a Pres. This fact shows that the parallel i-ta-lak, l. 18, is probably to be considered a Pres., although the Pret. has the same form.

l. 14. The most probable conjecture for the break would be u-da, which is often found in places like this, cf. rev. 4. But that does not suit the portion which is legible.

l. 15. The break does not seem sufficiently large for any more than I have supplied. Dûr-Ta-li-ti = wall of nativity, an interesting name for a city.

---

2 For a similar form cf. lû-šar-bî-la-u, K. 575: 7, LK. 177, the usual form of which is lû-šar-bî-u, K. 510: 12, LK. 118; K. 688: 18, LK. 114, etc.
3 Cf. K. 490: 7, LK. 18, ma-a-na = ma-a a-na.
4 Cf. Râ, 3: 4; rev. 5.
5 Cf. la-aš-šu, TP. 7: 25.
6 The most frequent writing is la-aš-šu; K. 188: rev. 17, LK. 2; K. 188: rev. 17, LK. 222; K. 822: 18, LK. 31; K. 657: 9, LK. 105; K. 908: rev. 4, LK. 124; K. 491: 9, LK. 122, etc. Also lû-aš-šu, Rû, 2, 11: 8; lû-aš-šu, Rû, 2, 11: 5; for la-šu, cf. also rev. 20 below.
7 Cf. BAS., I, 1. p. 203.
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1.19. ka-li-ia-u a-na ka-li-e means evidently, provision in abundance.⁹
1.22. bid. Occurs frequently in the letters and is practically equivalent to k†, as, when, cf. BAS., I., 1. p. 205-6.

Reverse I. 7.–karirani, Perm. from ירanni. This root occurs several times, chiefly in the letters.¹⁰ S. A. Smith, PSBA., 1886-7, p. 246, gives the meaning repair. Delitzsch BAS., I., 2, p. 616, gives einreissen, niederreissen. Neither suits all the passages. Here the word seems to have a passive meaning, is situated. Its subject apparently is Arzuḫīna.

1.7. mar-di-tu. A good ë-formation with fem. ending from ידר, to tread, march, exactly like marštatu, possession, etc. It would then seem that it should mean either march, or way, road. I prefer the latter.

1.9. u-ma-me, wild beasts, furnishes a key to the thought here.

1.10. ta-da-in. If this were tudain, it would suggest a s.1. form from a root ידר, or ידר, cf. the common form uka-in, but this form would naturally be I. 1. The root is perhaps ידר, nadānū, to give. The form da-in is then for din, a form comparatively common in the letters. It can hardly be called an irregularity; it is more correct to say that the letters do not demand that a vowel be always followed by the same vowel. For a noun, tadānū = gift, cf. BAS., I., 1, p. 232. Note the very unusual division of a word at the end of a line.

1.11. ši-kun. I am disposed to regard this as a Perm. from šakānū. ƙ is a bad form, but it is not without analogy.¹¹

1.17. We see here an extension of the use of determinatives beyond that found in the historical inscriptions, but precisely similar to that found in the Tel el-Amarna tablets. Other examples may be given.¹²

1.18. cf. Ašurnaširpal, 2;33, 34.

1.20. u-ta-ši-ši from נשי, II., 2 might possibly be taken as a quadrilateral formed by reduplication of the last radical, cf. DG., § 117, 2)a). It is better, however, to regard it as a simple repetition of the last sign by the scribe.

---

⁹ For a similar expression, cf. Ġepu ansa Ġepi, K. 14, rev. 13, LK. 42.

¹⁰ The passages known to me are these, ka-ri-ru-uni, K. 5406: rev. 8, LK. 99; karru Ep. Y. 783; ka-ra-ri, K. 464:5, LK. 19; Sm. 1094: 22; 11-1k-ru-ur, Sm. 1094: 18; 11-1k-ru-ra, K. 464: 12, LK. 19; 1k-ter-a-rār, K. 128: rev. 13, LK. 48; ak-ta-ra-rā, K. 655: rev. 5, LK. 132.

¹¹ Cf. The Permansive forms given in Bezold, Oriental Diplomacy p. XXIX, thus, ṣabat, šiḥir, šulmat, and similar forms. CF. also Za., V. pp. 13-21. This form is parallel to šiḥir as qatul to qatil, cf. DG., § 89 and also Za., V. p. 9, note 3. Another unusual form of permansive in the letters which may be cited is kara- bu, Ha. 2. 464:10, like ṣabat. CF. also, outaside of the letters, ni-bu-[u, TP. 1:35, k1-bir, etc.

1. 20. me-me.-ni is evidently omitted by the scribe.
1. 20. The reading given for this line is confirmed by passages closely parallel.13
1. 23. ba is probably a mistake of the scribe, and is to be considered as erased.
1. 25. pa-ri-ṣu-ute. From מְרוּ צָהִיר probably judges.14
1. 27. nā gir, undoubtedly so to be read, although it actually is the sign for nīru, yoke.
1. 28. up-ta-at-ḥu-ru, II. 2 Pret. of paḥaru, with doubled t, cf. DG., § 83, note. ḫu ru is for the usual ḫiru.15
1. 28. ḳu-ḥu, cf. K. 485, rev. 18, LK. 112. Probably this is kūbbū (ן-ח) cry.
1. 30. a-nu-ṣim. The word is a very common one in the letters. Usually written an-nu-ṣim, yet several times a-nu-ṣim.
1. 31. ḳa-an-ni. Taken up both by S. A. Smith, and Delitzsch in BAS., II., 1. p. 60. Smith derives it from קֶפֶל, nest. Delitzsch takes it from the root קֶפֶל, making it pl. of ḳu, but gives no translation. Neither can be considered entirely correct. The writing in this passage renders it improbable that it is from קֶפֶל. I offer no derivation, but I think the meaning is reasonably certain. It has a meaning and usage very similar to put, i. e. entrance, side. The way in which it is used with names of countries, and, in this passage, of a city, shows this, cf. Re. 2, 2:10, with Re. 2, 8 : rev. 1.

---

13 Cf. Re. 2, 4: rev. 1-5, and Re. 2, 11: 3-5, especially 5.
14 Distinguish this word from (a-mōlu) par-ri-ṣu, in K. 617: 17, LK. 206.
15 Many roots are found which have a different ultimate vowel in the letters from that which had been known elsewhere. This occurs chiefly in the L. I. Preterite. Some cases occur in the historical inscriptions, and have usually been classed as irregularities. Some of these occur so frequently in the same form in the letters that they can not be considered simply mistakes, but show a current, although it may be colloquial, form. Together with this, it is true, there is much variation in vowels in the letters which may be ascribed simply to carelessness and inaccuracy. Some examples of verbal forms found with an ultimate vowel in the letters different from the usual one elsewhere are the following: ʾiš-ka-nu-u-ni, K. 14: rev. 3, LK. 42, L. I. pret. for ʾiškunu; ʾiš-a-ku-nu, K. 14: rev. 14, LK. 42, L. I. Pret. or Pres., either for ʾiškunu, or ʾišākanu; cf. also, for the Pret. ʾiš-ka-nu-ni, Aṣurn. 2:83 (where Winckler writes “sio!”), and niš-iš-kan, Benzold, Orient. Dipt., p. 112; e-pa-ši, K. 601: rev. 5, LK. 45, L. I, Inf. and e-pa-aš-u-ni, K. 691: rev. 8, LK. 45, L. I, Pret. or Pres. instead of the usual e-paši, and epušuni or epušuni. Cf. also, for this infinitive epaši, K. 578: 9, Smith, Aṣurb. III, p. 36 and for the Pret. or Pres. e-pa-šu, Aṣurn. Mon., l. 55, e-pa-šu-ni, K. 657: rev. 9, LK. 102; cf. also, e-pa-aši, K. 688: 19, LK. 173; K. 577: 18, LK. 203; K. 657: rev. 6, LK. 102, and ep-pa-aši, K. 617: rev. 22, LK. 203. Instead of eru, L. I. Pret. we have e-ra-ab, K. 112: rev. 2, LK. 133; e-ra-bu-u-ni, K. 5488: 4, LK. 129. Instead of e-par L., 1, Pret, we have lā-pa-ru-u-ni, K. 1013: rev. 16, LK. 170, lā-pa-ru-niš-šu, K. 530: 21, LK. 158. It is notice-able that the examples given show a predominance of a instead of the usual u. For a different vocalization, in other places, in verbal forms cf. the following: instead of ida-bub, or idibub, L. I, Pres., we have frequently idubbub; cf. 1-du-bu-bu, K. 635: rev. 8, LK. 181; id-du-bu-ub, K. 530: 14, LK. 185; ad-du-bu-ub, K. 817: 18, LK. 208; for itta-din, L. I, 2, ittidin, cf. in various forms, K. 112: rev. 2, LK. 228; K. 582: rev. 6, LK. 167; K. 619: 12, LK. 174; K. 641: rev. 3, LK. 207, etc. Many other examples of both these classes could be given. In connection with them, cf. Benzold, Orient. Dipt. p. XXXVI.
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R^m 2, 2.

 Obverse.—l. 1. du p p u. Very few letters begin in any but the stereotyped way, which is so familiar that it need not be mentioned. This is one of the most informal, not to say brusque. The beginning with du p p u is found in but few letters.\(^1\) It would seem that there was some special reason for its employment. That of Bezdol\(^2\) seems very probable, that it was the way in which the scribes, who arranged the letters in the royal libraries, commenced those of which the beginning had been lost, or badly mutilated. A fact tending to confirm this view is that du p p u here is followed by the expression a-na-ka, instead of the almost universal third person, and in K. 1396 du p p u is followed in the same way by a-na-ka-a-si.

1. 2. a m a 1 n a g i r b i t i. Cf. a m a 1 n a g i r e k a l i, K. 485: 1, LK. 112.

1. 3. a-na-ka. The independent form of the pronoun is generally used, with the ordinary prepositions, including a-na.\(^3\) With some longer prepositions the suffix is used, thus with m u h-h i, p a n a t u, m a h r i, l i b b i, b a t t u b a t t i,\(^4\) etc. The use here of a-na-ka is exceptional.

1. 5. It is a peculiarity very characteristic of the letters that the ending a-a, which is properly the Gentilic ending, has become commonly used with ordinary names of cities and countries. This usage is so very common that examples need not be given.

1. 6. e-m u k-k i-š u, his soldiers. The writing e-m u k-k i, instead of e-m u-k i, is quite common.

1. 7. k a r-k a-t e-e. Cf. A V. 4208. I think it is certainly to be read as one word and is an adjective modifying e m u k. Its meaning would then be something like strong, mighty. U-a-si occurs in the same form in l. 14 and in the form U-e-si, an interesting variation, in R^m 2, 3: rev. 6. Both forms occur elsewhere.\(^5\)

1. 10. k a-n i. This passage is quoted by Delitzsch in the passage above cited.

1. 15. u b-h u-r u. From root ˥˥�, used often as a technical astronomical term; cf. Del. H W B. p. 44, Jensen, Kosmologie. It has a non-technical use, however, as is evident from this passage. This letter is not dealing with astronomy, or astrology. Its natural meaning would be, to be behind, to delay. This is preterite, instead of the usual u b h-i r, and i l a k a n i follows it in the present. It is then to be translated, "the prefects have delayed in going." It may, however, have a semi-technical meaning, "took observations."

---

\(^1\) Cf. K. 1306, LK. 155; K. 831, LK. 214; K. 1289, LK. 219.

\(^2\) Die Throntafelsammlungen des British Museum, p. 17.

\(^3\) Cf. D G., p. 131, § 55, 1 b).

\(^4\) Cf. D G., § 81, b).

REVERSE.—I. 4. ša la pi-i. Cf. K. 1187: 5, LK. 217. Literally, "what is not the mouth of the king my lord," = "what the king my lord has not commanded."

1. 6. ti is probably to be supplied, as omitted by the carelessness of the scribe.

1. 7. lu la. An emphatic negative. Not common, but occurring several times in the letters. me-me-ni.............lâ form a usual combination, = "not at all." Cf. BAS., I., I., p. 217.


1. 11. a-ki-e. Probably equivalent to a-ki-i preposition or conjunction, meaning as. Cf. HWB., p. 52.

Rm 2, 3.

Obverse.—I. 4. The use of determinatives here is a question which admits of discussion. Bezold claims\(^1\) in a case similar, but without the amēlu, that šâbê is a determinative. The use of amēlu here renders that supposition improbable. In Rm 2, 7:5 there is more probability that the šâbê is a determinative.

1. 8. u-ta-me-šu. II., 2, from ʾbī, the root from which attumūš is the most common form. This root occurs quite frequently in the letters.\(^2\) The meaning set out, depart, usually given to attumūš, suits all the cases. A recognition of this root, outside of the form attumūš permits the correction of Delitzsch’s transliteration and translation in two letters. Thus in K. 526:14, I read u-ta-miš-u-ni instead of his u-ta-rid-u-ni\(^3\), giving a much better meaning, and showing the same form which occurs in our present letter. Again in K. 146:10, LK. 192, instead of Delitzsch’s difficult ša-ma-mu-šu,\(^4\) I read u-na-mu-šu, making that part of the letter perfectly clear, with the following translation for Is. 9 and 10, the twenty-eighth day they remained there, on the twenty-ninth day they (or I) departed. The form in this last case is unammuš, where usually we have unammaš, but this variation is sufficiently common to cause trouble. S. A. Smith and Strassmaier (cf. references quoted by Delitzsch) had no doubt given the correct transliteration, but had failed to give the right connection of words and interpretation.

1. 9. a-ṣa-app-pu-šu. Some animal, evidently an animal for riding, probably some kind of horse. I read with p rather than b on account of Rm 2, 8: rev. 1, where . . . . . . . šapp-pa is preceded and followed by bit-ḫal-li, and is probably the same word as this. A-zapp-pu would be equally good.

\(^1\) Cf. Or. Dipl. XVI. 87. (c).
\(^2\) Besides the forms given in the glossary to these letters, cf. unamaš-u-ni K. 1170: 10, 11, LK. 147; and u-ta-me-ši, K. 621, 14 (unpublished); cf. also, BOD., p. 101.
\(^3\) Cf. BAS., I., 1, p. 238-4. Here S. A. Smith had previously read u-ta-lak-u-ni, Assyrian Letters, part III., p. 23.
\(^4\) Cf. BAS., I., 1, p. 204-5.
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Reverse.—l. 7. $u$-di-na. I accept here the meaning given by Johns, as yet, with negative, not yet. I would connect it closely with Heb. בִּיְם, at which derivation he only hints. The ending is the adverbial ending.

$Rm$ 2, 4.

Obverse.—l. 6. $d$-a-gi-liššurē pl. For the form as a compound word, cf. Del. BAS., I., 1, p. 219. K. 572:9, LK. 23, shows that this was a regular court officer, and that the whole word is plural. That it means a diviner is self-evident. Our word augur, the Latin augur, and the Greek ἄγωρας testify to the same custom among the Romans and Greeks.

l. 10. $l$-u-uk-ta-ti-ni, is probably from the root $k$-nu ($ןיל) to stand. Such a meaning is required by the context. The stem is $אָנַּשׁ עָנַּשׁ, for which cf. the similar forms given by Bezold; cf. also DG. § 83, note.

Reverse.—l. 3. It is very evident that the signs which I have left untransliterated in ls. 3 and 5 and the whole of l. 6, have been erased. The meaning is complete without them.

l. 5. la iši-i. As already noted, this form written separately, is comparatively rare in the letters.


l. 12. am-me-ia-u. Probably equals a:mmū this, the not very common masc. singular of the word frequently occurring in the letters as a:mmāti in the fem. plur. and a:mmāte in the masc. pl. This word is much more common than generally supposed. It occurs several times in the Tel el-Amarna tablets. It is very common in the Assyrian letters. I am inclined to favor the view of Bezold that it is simply another form of a:mmū, a being changed to $m$.

$Rm$ 2, 5.

Obverse.—l. 8. uṣ-ṣu-ru. A good imperative form. It, however, looks like a plural where a singular is needed. It may possibly be a plural, being a command addressed to the present scribe and those associated with him. It may be an instance of the overhanging vowels which are used in the Letters, in accordance with laws not yet fully determined.

l. 9. mar. Probably an ideogram the reading of which is uncertain. The meaning, however, from this and other passages, is reasonably certain, viz., time, with ištū, from the time that.

---

1 Cf. PSBA, Nov. 5, 1895, 228 sq.
2 Cf. Or. Dipl. p. XXXVII, § 29.
3 Cf. Or. Dipl. p. XX and 76.
5 For passages in which the same expression occurs cf. K. 853: rev. 10, LK. 154, and K. 662:15, LK. 211.
REVERSE.—l. 2. an-nu-ri. An interesting form. From its use, it certainly has the same meaning as annušim. This is shown by the way in which it stands here, preceded by umâ, and by the context in other passages in which it occurs. Two possibilities present themselves. This may be an independent word, possibly related, having the same meaning as annušim; or it may be that we are to give ri a new value šim.

Is. 5–6. The expression used in these two lines seems to be stereotyped; cf. very similar expressions elsewhere.

Rm 2, 6.

REVERSE.—l. 2. Nu-ka-al is found elsewhere. Cf. nu-ka-la, K. 1039: 11, 12, which is probably from the root kalû (וֹלָל) = to delay. This may be a different root.

l. 10. The meaning either............or has usually been given to lû............ lû. Cf. DG. § 82 and Del., Prol., p. 185. It may be questioned, however, whether the meaning both............and is not more suitable here. Cf. also other places where it is found. A new usage is the expression used in the letters šumma............ šumma, meaning whether............or.

l. 14. mu-gir-ri. This word is not given in Del. HWB. A synonym of narkabtu, as is shown here by the determinative išu and by the context. From יִרְבּ, a chariot, as being that which runs. The form is perhaps מַמְעַל but more probably מַמְעַל with transition of ac to i.

Rm 2, 7.

l. 7. Na-ša, occurs in another form in Rm. 2, 11, and Rm. 2, 464, where it will be discussed.

Rm 2, 8.

OVERSE.—l. 4. a-dan-niš. Entirely untenable are the derivations of Delitzsch from יִנָּא; of Zimmern, from יִנָּא, and of Jensen from יִנָּא, with the meaning, appointed time, like Heb. יִנָּא. All these make it an adverbial formation from a noun adanu. It is probably from a na daniš, as given by Harper.

---

1 Cf. K. 656: 11, LK. 92; K. 175: 11, LK. 221; K. 473: 7, LK. 17. Cf. also, K. 1170: 9, LK. 147, where we have an-nu-su, and the various forms in the Tel el-Amarna tablets: cf. Besold, Or. Dipl., pp. xl and 76.


3 Cf. K. 1366: 4, LK. 185; K. 112: 6, LK. 225.


6 Kosmologie, p. 414 sqq.

1. 8. The restoration of this and the following lines is taken from similar phrases which occur elsewhere.\(^1\)

ls. 10–12. This restoration is given chiefly from a combination of two passages.\(^2\)

**Reverse.**—l. 3. For the reading, cf. K. 582 : 5, LK. 167, where the name is also without determinative. The portion of Dur preserved has the form of narkabtu.

l. 8. For all this passage from Obv. 19 through to the end, cf. K. 1113 and K. 1229, LK. 71, by the same scribe, which presents many parallels. The reading of Kurpl. as seis here and in ls. 10 and 12, while not very frequent, is well authenticated.\(^3\)


l. 10. u-ša-ad-la-ab. Del., *HWB.,* p. 217–8 gives two roots, בָּלֹל, neither of which is suitable here. The context, especially ana mini, indicates the meaning, reckoned.

l. 10. la-as-kal. Undoubtedly the same as as-si-kal in l. 8. This may be a case of unusual syncope. It is, however, more in harmony with the usual custom of the letters to consider the sign si as omitted by the carelessness of the scribe.

**RM 2, 11.**

**Reverse.**—l. 2. na-šu-ni-šu. This root has been discussed both by S. A. Smith and by Delitzsch.\(^4\) Smith compares both Hebrew נִשָּׁע and יָבָש, and thinks that this root combines both their meanings hinfliehen and streiten. Passages in which it is found in the letters he translates are K. 359 : 5, 10; K. 328 : 25; K. 582 : 8.

Delitzsch gives as the root יָבָש. He, however, thinks it combines the meanings herbeileiten and entteilen, enficheten. In addition to the passages given by Smith, he quotes only K. 186 : 4. Many other examples of its occurrence may be given.\(^5\) A careful comparison of all these makes it probable that the root is נ-ש. Its meaning is similar to נ-ש, but in some passages like the present is evidently the transitive, bring out. The hapax legomenon נ-ש, Jer. 48:9, is to be taken from the same root in Hebrew, if the text of the passage is correct. Johns

---

\(^1\) For nummura cf. the similar phrase in K. 60:1: rev. 12, LK. 7.


has given the meaning *bring*, *PSBA*, Nov. 5, 1895, 225, 233, 236 sq. but without comment.

It is to be noticed that מָלַל in every case cited is found in the I., 1 perm. with the meaning of the pret. This is one illustration of the fact which has already been noticed,1 of the more frequent and varied use of the permansive in the letters than in other inscriptions. Other permansives in connection with preterites occur in the letters.2

Rm 2, 458.

Letters of the same scribe are found in *Lk*. 87–99. Cf. also *BAS*, II., 1, p. 32 sqq. They show marked similarities. Ašur and Bēltu are the gods invoked in all. This letter down to the middle of line 9 is exactly duplicated in K. 656:1–8, *Lk*. 92, and with but slight variation in K. 5468:1–4, *Lk*. 99. K. 656 also presents a marked resemblance in subject matter to the present one.


Rm 2, 459.

The general subject of this letter is evidently similar to the preceding. 1. 7 bears a marked resemblance to Rm 2, 11:2 and suggests the possibility that they may have the same author.

Rm 2, 462.

1. 2. For another letter by a scribe with the same name, cf. K. 525.3

1. 3. This is an unusual use of *ištu*, where we usually have *ina*. It is, however, simply a loose use of the ideogram for *ištu* for other prepositions, such as we have elsewhere, most frequently in Ašurnasirpal.4 The name of this man is interesting. *A father he did not know*, is apparently the meaning.

Rm 2, 463.

1. 9. *šupru*. Evidently imperative. Apparently singular, since the letter is from one man, and in the next word he makes answer in the sing. The *u* at the end may be a supernumerary vowel, as in cases previously mentioned.

Rm 2, 464.

Obverse.—1. 5. That a plural sign is to be read in the break is rendered probable by the context, especially *bat-te-bat-te-e-a* round about me. This

---

1 Z.A., V. 1890, pp. 18-21.
3 Cf. *BAS*, II., 1, p. 55, sq.
word might possibly be read "kəpəni", as Delitzsch has done; but the reading I have given is the standard one. Its occurrence in the letters is certain.

1. 6. A supernumerary vowel between a word, especially preposition and suffix, as here, is common in the letters. Its significance is doubtful. It may mark a change of tone to that syllable.

1. 7. i-sa-al-lu is probably plural, the subject being ḥazənate. šulmu išaldu = they ask peace, i.e. send greeting.

1. 10. ḳa-ra-bu. I think there is no doubt that this is to be considered a perm., as previously remarked. i-sa-ḥa is probably pres. from ḳalmu, to rebel, revolt.

1. 11. u-pu-šu. Probably a L. 1. pret., first person. The u for e is not surprising in the letters. The same form is found elsewhere. A general meaning, I attended to the matter, may be given here.

1. 14. p-a-tu-u-ni. Evidently from Nหล, perm. Its reference may be either to the man Up'iti or the city Uriaku.

1. 16. i-ḳa-bu-u-ni. This is evidently a pres., but it seems to have the force of the pret., because in expressions similar to this the pret. is the form regularly used.

Reverse.—1. 4. I am inclined to read ṃu Nabu-emur-an-ni, the sign .'] being omitted by the scribe, or LAL itself having the ideographic value aμaru; cf. the names, Šamaš-emur-an-ni, and Bēl-emur-an-ni.

Glossary.


edu (𓊣𓊨), one. edumânu, alone(?), e-du-ma-nu, 11: 10.

u-di-na (𓊣𓊥), as yet, 3: rev. 7.


aḫu-lam-ma, on that side, 6: rev. 11.

aḫaru (𓊢𓊻𓊭), to be behind. II. 1. uḫ-ḫu-ru, 2: 15.

āka, where? a-a-ka, 2: 8.

1 In K. 507:19, LK. 88, cf. BAS., II., 1. p. 36.
2 Cf. the writing ḥa-zu-nu, in K. 679:4, LK. 212.
akî ([אָקִי], as, like. a-ki, 4: rev. 7. a-ki-e, 2: rev. 11.
ekallu, palace. e-kalli, 5: rev. 6.
ilu (נִלּוֹ), God. ilu, determ. 6: 42; 8: 52, 73; 458: 82; 459: 42. ili, 6: rev. 10.
ûlû ([בּוֹלּוּ], perhaps. u-la, 6: 7.
ali-e, where? 11: rev. 3.
elû ([בּוֹלּוּ], to be high. III. 2. u-se-li, 1: rev. 29.
ellû ([נֶלֶלִי], bright, 3: 7.
ûmâ, now. u-ma-a, 1: 21; 4: rev. 7; 5: rev. 1.
amêlu ([נאָמֶלֶו]), officer, determ. 1: 7, rev. 15, 17, 18, 22, 25, 27, 303; 2: 2, 6, 9, 10, 15; 3: 4, 52, 6, 13, rev. 2; 4: 5, 6, 12, rev. 9; 5: 5; 6: 14, rev. 9, 11; 11: rev. 7; 462: 5; 463: 6, 7, 103; 464: 5, 11, 13, rev. 4, 7; a-me-li, 6: 8.
am-me-ia-u, this, 4: rev. 12.
ummâmu ([נַמִּמאָמְו]), beast. u-ma-mê, 1: rev. 9.
ummânu, people. u-ma-nî-e, 458: rev. 3.
emêku ([נֶמֶקְו]), to be deep. emûku, warriors. amêlu e-mûk-ki-shu, 2: 6.
amâru ([נַמְאָרְו]), to see. I. 1. e-mu-ru-šu, 11: 5.
imêru ([נַיִימֶרְו]), animal, determ. 1: 9, 11, 16, 19, 24; 3: 9.
inî, in. ina, 1: 4, 10, 11, 12, 19, 23, 24, rev. 6, 15, 15, 17, 18, 28, 31; 2: 12, 14, rev. 1, 6; 3: 11, rev. 6; 4: 5, 9, rev. 10; 5: 4, rev. 6; 6: 7, 9, 10; 7: 7; 11: 4, 7, 10, rev. 4, 8; 458: 9; 459: 5; 463: 8; 464: 2, 7, 9, 12, rev. 1, 8, 10. i-[na], 1: 9.
anî, to. a-na, 1: 1, 3, 8, 13, 20, rev. 9; 2: 2; 3: 1, 3, 7; 4: 1, 4, rev. 13; 5: 1, 3, rev. 5; 6: 1, 3, 5, rev. 1, 3; 7: 1, 3; 8: 1, 3, 6, 15, 16, 17, rev. 9; 11: 6; 458: 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8; 459: [1], 3, 4; 462: [1], 3; 463: 1, 3, 4; 464: 4, 15, rev. 3, 9, 13. a-na-ka, 2: 3.
an-i-u, this, 2: rev. 11; 6: rev. 7; 8: rev. 4. an-nî-[u], 8: rev. 6.
an-nû-ri, just now. 5: rev. 2.
anûšîm, just now. a-nû-šîm, 1, rev. 30; an-nû-šîm, 11: rev. 5.
is-sî-e-šu ([נִיָּסָאָוְו]), with him, 464: rev. 8.

išu (𒆠𒆠), tree. išu, determ. 1: rev. 6; 6: 9, rev. 4, 14; 458: 9, rev. 4; 459: 5.

ašappu, probably some kind of horse. 1mēru a-ṣap-pu-šu, 3: 9; [a]-ṣap-pa, 8: rev. 1.


ardu, servant. ardu-ka, 1: 2; 3: 2: 4: 2; 5: 2; 6: 2; 7: 2; 8: 2; 458: 2; 459: 2; 462: 2; 463: 2.

urū (𒈦𒈬), stall. u-ru-u, 1: 15, 16.

aširti (bit ali), sanctuary, 2: 12.

ištu, from. ištu, 1: 5, 7, 18, rev. 8; 4: 6, 12, rev. 4; 5: 9; 6: rev. 3; 7: 12; 462: 4.

itti (𒆠), with. it-[ti]-šu, 2: rev. 6.

atâ (𒊏𒆠), now. a-ta-a, 1: 6; 6: rev. 12.


i-tu-uḫ-tu, 1: rev. 19.

bitu (𒊏), house. bit, 1: rev. 27, 30.

bēlu (𒊏𒆠), lord. be-ili (my lord, nom). 1: 4, 14, 22, rev. 4, 10, 16, 21, 31; 4: 7; 5: 6, 9; 8: rev. 11, 13; 11: 1; 459: 6, 8; 463: 5. bēli (my lord, nom.) 4: rev. 8; 462: 6. be-li (my lord, nom.) 6: 6, 11, rev. 6. bēli-ia (my lord, gen.) 1: 1, 3, rev. 31; 4: 1, 4; 6: 1, 3, 5, rev. 15; 458: 1, 7, 8, rev. 5; 459: 1, 3, [4]; 463: 3. bēli-a (gen.) 5: 1, 3; 11: rev. 5; 462: [1], 3; 464: 15. be-ili-ia (gen.) 3: [1], 3; 8: 1, 3, 6, 9, [11],[12]; 463: 1. be-ili-a, 1: rev. 10 and 11. amēlu bēl piḫati, prefect. 2: 9, 10; 3: 6, 13. amēlu bēl piḫatē, 2: 15.

bi-rit, among, between, 6: 7, 15.

bid, as, when. bid, 1: 22.

bitḫallu, riding horse. bit-ḫal-li, 8: 19, rev. 2.


---

garāru (𒊏 terör), to run. 1šu mu-gir-ri, chariot, 6: rev. 14.

gušāru (𒊏), beam. (1šu) gušārē, 458: 9, rev. 4; 459: [5].

---

dāgīl-iššūri, bird inspector, augur. amēlu da-gīl-iššūrē pl., 4: 6, 12.

dāku (דוק), to kill. I. 1. i-du-u-ku, 464: 12.
dalābu (דלאב), to reckon (?) III. 1. u-ša-ad-la-ab, 8: rev. 10.
a-dān-nīš (痈) very much, 8: 42, 458: rev. 2.
duppu, tablet. duppu, 2: 1.


II. 2. u-ta-ṣi-ṣi, 1: rev. 20; u-ta-ṣi, 4: rev. 2. šētu, end. ša-at, 8: 17.
asābu (נשב), to dwell. I. 1. Pres. u-šab, 2: 8, 14.
urkīu (עיר), later. ur-ki-ia-u, 4: rev. 9.

zammēru, singer. amēlu zammērē pl., 1: rev. 15, 22, 30.
zēru (se), seed, family. zi-ri-ka, 8: 16.

ḥalāku (חלאך), to flee. I. 2. iḥ-tal-ka, 464: rev. 3.

ṭēmu (תיד), tidings. ṭe-mu, 1: rev. 11. ṭe-[e-mu], 464: 7.
ṭābu (תוב), to be good. I. 1. Perm. ṭāb, 458: rev. 6.

iaši, I. ia-ši, 464: 10.
ūmu (וע), day. ūme (UD-ME) 8: 17. ūmu (UD-MU) 8: rev. 4; 464: rev. 8. ūmi (UD), 8: rev. 15; 464: 2.
išū (ינש), to be. I. 1. i-šu-u-ni, 4: 13. i-ši-i, 4: rev. 5; contracted with lā to lāšū; la-šu, 1: 6, rev. 20; la-a-šu, 11: 5; la-a-aš-šu, 11: 8.

imēru ku-dīn, mule, 1: 9, 11, 16, 19, 24.
kānu (كن), to be firm. II. 1. lu-ki-in-nu, 8: 12. II. 2. lu-uk-ta-ti-ni, 4: 10. ki-e-ni, firm, 8: 13.
ki, determ. 2: rev. 8; 7: 6; 458: 3, 6.
kalū (קל), to delay, restrain, imprison. I. 2. ak-ta-la, 4: rev. 11; ak-tal-šu-u, 2: rev. 9.
kilu (כילה), prison, restraint. kil-la-šu, 2: rev. 12.
ka-li-e, 1: 20.
kīma, like. ki-ma, 6: 13; 464: rev. 12.
ka-a-a-ma-ni-u, continual, 8: rev. 9.
kamūtu (כattività), captivity. kam-mu-su, 11: rev. 1.
kanašu (כנות), to submit. i, 1. Pres. i-ka-an-nu-šu, 6: rev. 16.
karašu (כרצה), to bless. lik-ru-bu, 6: 5; 8: 6; 458: 9; 459: 5.
kara-ka-te-e, mighty (?) 2: 7.
kiššatu (כשית), totality. kiššat, 6: rev. 10².

lū (ל), surely. lu 1: 3, rev. 23; 2: 3, rev. 7; 3: 3; 5: 6; 6: 3; 7: 3; 8: 3; 458: 7; 459: 3. lu-um, 4: 3; 458: rev. 6; 462: 3; 463: 3. lu-u...........lu-u, both......and, 6: rev. 10.

lipu, descendant. li-pi-i-ka, 8: 15.

māru (מרים), child, son. amēlu mārā pl.-ni, 1: rev. 17. amēlu
mārāni-$u, 464: rev. 7.

nāru ME. 3: 8.
mūšu (_Destroy), night. mu-šu, 8: rev. 6.

mala, as many as. ma-la, 1: 14; 3: 10. (Both doubtful because of breaks.)

manū (מנה), to number. mi-i-ni, number, 8: rev. 9.
mīnu (with ša), according as. me-i-nu(ša), 4: 11; mi-i-nu(ša), 8: rev. 13. memeni, at all. me-meni, 4: rev. 3.

maṣū (Mahon ?), to be wide, sufficient. III, 1. Perm. šum-ṣa, 1: rev. 28.

nâru (ܢܶܪ), river. nâru, determ. 3: 8.
amêlu NA. 464: rev. 4.
amêlu nâgir e kalî, overseer of the palace, 1: rev. 27. amêlu nâgir bîtî, overseer of the house, 2: 2.
nuk, saying. nu-uk, 11: rev. 3.
nu-ka-al, 6: rev. 2.
namâšu (ܢܡܡܫ), to set out, depart. II. 1. u-nam-maš, 3: rev. 8. II. 2. u-tam-maš, 3: 8; u-tam-me-ša, 5: rev. 3; u-tam-mi-šu-ma, 3: rev. 3.
nu-ti-in, 1: rev. 15.

saḥû (ܢܫܛܘ), to rebel. I. 1. i-sa-ḥa, 464: 10.
saḥâru (ܢܫܛܳܪܐ), to turn. I. 2. lu-u-ṣa-ḥi-ri, 4: 14.
sisû, horse. sisêpl. 8: rev. 8, 10, 12.

pû (ܦ), mouth. pi-i, 2: rev. 4.
išu pi-lu-ur-te, 1: rev. 6.
pû-ri-di, 6: 7, 12, 13, rev. 5.
pârišu (ܲܪܫܲܐ), judge. amêlu pa-ri-šu-u-te, 1: rev. 25.
paḥâru (ܠܲܚܲܪܳܐ), to collect. II. 2. up-ta-at-ḥu-ru, 1: rev. 28.


kātu, hand. ka-ti, 5: 7, 12.
kītridu (םב), mighty one, 6: rev. 9.

amešu rab-bi-LUL, music director, 463: 10.
amešu rab-SE-ŠA, chief of the sacrificial festivity, 1: rev. 18.
amēšu rab-šabrê pl., chief of the magicians, 3: 5.
marditu (ם תורה), road. mar-di-tu, 1: rev. 7.
narkabtu (םב), chariot. iṣu narkabt-e, 6: 9. iṣu narkabti, 6: rev. 4.

ṣa, which; has also the force and meaning of. ṣa, which, 1: 4, rev. 16; 2: 4, rev. 3, 4, 10; 3: 12; 4: 6, 7; 5: 6; 6: 6, 9, 14, rev. 6; 8: rev. 7; 11: 1; 458: 10; 459: 6; 462: 6; 463: 5, 11; 464: 6, 11, 14, 15, rev. 9. ṣa, of, 1: 15, 16, rev. 18, 26, 27, 30, 31; 2: 9, 10, rev. 5; 3: 6, 7, 10, rev. 1; 6: rev. 5, 15; 8: 8, 10, rev. 10; 458: rev. 5; 463: 10; 464: 2, 8, 13, rev. 5.
ṣā = he. šu-u, 3: 11; 6: 15, rev. 2.
ṣakālu (םב), to care for. I. 2. as-si-kal, 8: rev. 8. la-as-kal, 8: rev. 12.
šalāmu (םב), to complete. II. 1. tu-šal-lum-ni, 1: rev. 24. šulmu,
peace. šul-mu, 1: 3; 2: 3; 3: 3; 4: 3; 5: 3; 6: 3; 7: 3; 8: 3; 458: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7; 459: 3; 462: 3; 463: 3, 4; 464: 5, 6. šul-me, 5: rev. 5.
šum-ku-u-n(?), your name, 464: rev. 11.
šumma, if. šum-ma, 1: rev. 22, 29; 8: rev. 11.
amâlu ša-n-u-te, second officer, 3: 5.

šattu (ר"ש), year. šanâtipl. (MU-AN-NApl.) 8: 11.


šarru (ר"ש), king. šarru, 1: 4, 14, 22, rev. 4, 10, 16, 21, 31; 2: 13; 3: rev. 5; 4: 7, rev. 7; 5: 6, 9; 6: 6, 11, rev. 6; 8: rev. 11, 13; 11: 1; 458: 10; 459: 6, 8; 462: 6; 463: 5. šar, 2: 5, rev. 8. šarri, 1: 1, 3, rev. 31; 2: rev. 5; 3: 1, 3; 4: 1, 4; 5: 1, 3; 6: 1, 3, 5, rev. 10, 15; 7: 1, 3; 8: 1, 3, 6, 8, 10, rev. 10; 11: rev. 5. 458: 1, 7, 8, rev. 5; 459: 1, 3, 4; 462: [1], 3; 463: 1, 3; 464: 15, rev. 5. šarrâni pl, 6: rev. 13. šarrru-u-tu, royalty, 8: 14.

šu-u-tu, that, the aforesaid, 11: 9; 464: 8, rev. 2, 5.

tebû (ג.ם), enemy. tebê pl, 7: 5.

mutir puti, body guard. amâlu mutir pu-te, 1: 7; 7: 4; 462: 5.
ti-[ma]-a-li (ו.ם), yesterday, 8: rev. 7.

The following numerals occur in these letters, written in each case without any phonetic complement.


PROPER NAMES.

m U-ak-sa-tar, 464: rev. 6.
alu U-a-si, 2: 9, 14.
m Abâ-ul-i-di, 462: 4.
m A-bit-šar-uŝur, 5: 2.
mâtu U-ka-a-a, 2: 10; 3: rev. 1.
mâtu Akkad-a-a, 2: 5.
mâtu Akkad (ki), 7: 6.
m Up-pî-te, 464: 12.
m alu Arba-ilu-a-a, 1: 5, 12.
al u Ur-uzu-bi-na, 1: 8, 18, 23, rev. 8, 31.
al u Ar-uzu-bi-na, 1: rev. 5.
asmulu Aš-da-a-ti, 6: rev. 11.
m Išdi-barrāni, 1: 7, 10.
E-šarra(ki), 458: 3.
Ašur, 458: 8; 459: 4.
mātu Aššur(ki), 2: rev. 8; 458: 6.
al u Aššur (LIB ALI), 458: 5.
m Ašur-Dûr-pa-ni-[a], 462: 2.
m Ašur-ri-su-a, 3: 2.
m Ištar-šum-er-eš, 6: 2.
asmulu I-tu'-a-a, 463: 7.

al u Bēl, 8: 7.
m al u Bēltu-kab-din(?), 6: rev. 8.
mātu Ba-bi-ti, 1: rev. 18.
m Ba-ba-ni, 7: 4.

m Gil-ša-na, 2: 1.

al u Dûr-ta-li-ti, 1: 15, rev. 1.
al u Dûr-Šar-ukin, 8: rev. 3.

al u Hal-šu, 463:4.

m Ṭabu-šil-Ešarra, 458: 2; 459: 2.

mātu Kal-da-a-a, 462: 5.
asmulu Kal-da-a-a, 5: 5.
al u Kâr-mšar-ukin, 464: 3, rev. 9.

m Lu-tu-u, 464: 8.
nāru ME, 3: 8.
mātu Ma-ṣa-mu, 1: 13.
alu Mardu, 6: 4; 8: 5.

alu Nabū, 6: 4; 8: 5, 7.
malu Nabū-šum-iddina, 8: 2.
alu Nergal, 8: 7.

m Si-eti-ni, 3: 6, 10.
alu Sa-ba-ḥa-ni, 463: 8.
m Su-na-a, 3: 12.


m Ra-ma......i, 464: rev. 10.

m šam-hu-amu Ša-maš, 4: 2.
m Šamaš-emur-an-ni, 463: 2.
m Šamaš-bēl-ušur, 1: 2.
m Šar......7: 2.

alu Ta-ga-la-gi, 1: 16.
THE PRESENT ORDER OF THE ALPHABET IN ARABIC,

BY JOSEPH K. ARNOLD.

University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.

The arrangement of the Arabic alphabet in its present order, is an emenda-
tion from an older order; but so far as can be ascertained no theory has as yet
been set forth satisfactorily to account for the re-arrangement, on the basis of
the older one. The object of this article is to set forth such a theory.

The original arrangement was identical with the arrangement of the Hebrew
alphabet. This fact is proven by the traditions of the Arabs (see note by Prof.
Jastrow at the end of the article) as well as, and especially, by the numerical
values of the letters, which are the same in both alphabets, not varying in a single
instance. Even the Arabic sibilants, some of whose positions appear insecure in
some arrangements\(^8\), show thus their Hebrew equivalents: ﷪ and ﷪, being
numerically 60; ﷪ and ﷪, 90; ﷪ and ﷪, 300. The numerical value of the
six additional letters\(^2\), which were added by the Arabs to the original twenty-two,
also shows their position in the original scheme of the Arabic alphabet, ﷪ being
500; ﷪, 600; ﷪, 700; ﷪, 800; ﷪, 900; ﷪, 1000.

The following order, then, will show the arrangement of the alphabet at the
time at which the Arabs set to work to re-arrange it:

\[\text{ب} \rightarrow \text{ج} \rightarrow \text{د} \rightarrow \text{ه} \rightarrow \text{ي} \rightarrow \text{ك} \rightarrow \text{ل} \rightarrow \text{م} \rightarrow \text{ن} \rightarrow \text{س} \rightarrow \text{ع} \rightarrow \text{ف} \rightarrow \text{ق} \rightarrow \text{رش} (\text{ش})\]

This is the numerical order given by Wright\(^1\); but concerning the re-
arrangement, he merely says "the ordinary sequence of the letters was very much
altered, chiefly for the sake of bringing similar sounds or similar figures into
juxtaposition, e.g., ﷪ ﷪ ﷪ ﷪ ﷪ ﷪ ﷪ ﷪ ﷪ ﷪ ﷪ ﷪ ﷪ ﷪ ﷪ ﷪ ﷪ ﷪ ﷪ \".

"The changes in the arrangement," says Isaac Taylor\(^2\), "can mostly be
accounted for by two causes which have largely influenced the re-arrangement
of other alphabets. It is evident that letters have been brought into juxtaposi-
tion either on account of the resemblance of their forms, or because of the simi-
ilarity of their phonetic powers. Thus "te" ﷪ has been brought from the end
of the alphabet into the third station because of the resemblance of form to "be"
\(\text{ب}\), while "re" ﷪ for a like reason has been moved up thirteen places and placed
next to "ze" ﷪. The juxtaposition of "qaf" and "kef" is due to the similarity
of their powers. Both causes have co-operated in bringing about the collocation of the sibilants in the middle of the alphabet." While it is true—as will appear further on—that the new arrangement may be accounted for partly by phonological and morphological reasons, yet such reasons, by no means, account for the entire re-arrangement, and provide no complete or logical explanation of the phenomena. Furthermore, "qaf" and "kef" are not juxtaposed by reason of "the similarity of their powers," but assume their new positions through the accidental result of the process to be indicated further on.

Faulmann⁸ declares that the present order is so essentially different that one cannot recognize the earlier arrangement, and that it cannot be explained except on the assumption that it follows the old Himyaritic order—an opinion, however, for which there appears to be no justification whatsoever.

Other grammarians, including Schultens⁴ and de Sacy⁵, do not discuss the theory of the re-arrangement, but content themselves with the statement of the different arrangements, as they appear.

In addition to the arrangement A as above, which was peculiar to the Arabs of Syria and Egypt, there exist a second B, which was peculiar to the Arabs of Morocco:

(B))

differring from A in the order of the sibilants, putting for , and showing, by this interchange, that the phonetic values of the sibilants were not strongly differentiated; and still a third arrangement C, which was, at one time, adopted by both Eastern and Western Arabs, and which, in comparison with the ordinary and present arrangement D, seems to show an intermediate order between the old and the present order:

(C⁶)

In comparing C with A, it will be seen what has been done to effect a re-arrangement: and were brought up from their original places and made to follow , because of their resemblance in form; for the same reason, follows ; and follows . It is evident that, in this arrangement (as in B), the position of the sibilants is not clearly defined; also that precedes ; in order to carry out the uniformity of the scheme of placing letters without diacritical points before those so provided; and finally, that , , and are brought to the end of the list as vowel letters, together with ; the latter, of
course, is merely a graphical device. But this effort at re-arrangement did not reach its perfection until we come to the present order D, which is as follows:

\[
\text{D:} \quad \text{ب ج د ذ س ش ص س ت غ ف ق ك م ن و ي}
\]

All grammarians agree that this is the correct order, so far as the present arrangement is concerned, though some make س follow ك; but as Schultens\textsuperscript{7} observes, such inversion is contrary to all lexicons as well as to alphabetical laws.

The reason for this re-arrangement is tersely given by Socin\textsuperscript{9}:

"By means of diacritical points, the Arabs early distinguished a number of sounds, which in that older alphabet (i.e. Syriac) were not separated from one another. And many characters became by abbreviation so similar to one another that such diacritical marks were necessary to distinguish them. These similar forms were afterwards placed next one another in the alphabet."

The contention of the present article is that the new arrangement has been obtained from the original order A, not arbitrarily, but through a logical process that altered without, however, effacing the order of the Hebrew alphabet. The process by which the change was effected involves several considerations. In the first place, a distinction was made between (1) the consonants in general and (2) those which also serve the purpose of vowel letters, namely, س, ر, and م. The latter were relegated to the end of the list (as already in the intermediate order C), appearing, however, in their order as in the Hebrew alphabet.

Secondly, a distinction was drawn between (1) those characters which occur in twos and threes, being differentiated by means of diacritical points, and (2) those which occur singly, namely, ك, م, ن. Distinguishing between the two classes, they were so grouped that the former were bunched at the head of the alphabet, the latter at the end, just before the vowel letters. In this way we obtain as the last third of the alphabet the following order:

\[
\text{ك م ن و ي}
\]

There now remained for arrangement, those consonantal characters occurring in twos or threes with diacritical variations. These were arranged, just as the letters without diacritical points (ج ُ), in the order of the Hebrew alphabet—and each particular form according to its number of points in an ascending scale—with the single exception of ر. The logical arrangement necessitates (as in C) the bringing of ز from its original place near the end, and placing it before س, because it (س) is of similar form and without point. In this way we obtain the order down to س, as in C. On the other hand, س suggested the other SIBILANTS (we have seen above that their positions easily shift); and these follow س, but, again be it noted, in the order that they have in the Hebrew
alphabet, except ش، which is made to follow س for the same reason that ر is made to precede ز. In this way we obtain the following order, covering the first seven letters of the Hebrew alphabet:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{א} & \quad \text{attracting by similarity of form ث} \\
\text{ב} & \quad \text{“ “ “ “ “ ح} \\
\text{ג} & \quad \text{“ “ “ “ “ د} \\
\text{ד} & \quad \text{vowel letters at the end.} \\
\text{ז} & \quad \text{attracting by similarity of form ر, but order inverted, to make the unpointed character precede the pointed.} \\
\text{ז} & \quad \text{attracting the sibilants, we have ض، ص، ش، س.} \\
\text{ ח} & \quad \text{is already included in the series; and the order, interrupted by the sibilants, is taken up with ק, and continued to the end as in the Hebrew alphabet, excepting, of course, those letters previously disposed of, by reason of their resemblance in form to letters, further up in the original scale. We, therefore, find:} \\
\text{ט} & \quad \text{attracting by similarity of form ظ.} \\
\end{align*}
\]

The next six letters are already disposed of as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{י} & \quad \text{vowel letter at the end.} \\
\text{כ} & \quad \text{“ “ “ “ “ ה} \\
\text{ל} & \quad \text{“ “ “ “ “ ג} \\
\text{מ} & \quad \text{“ “ “ “ “ ב} \\
\text{נ} & \quad \text{sibilant, attracted by ג,} \\
\text{ס} & \quad \text{The next six letters are already disposed of as follows:} \\
\end{align*}
\]

There follows ظ which is succeeded by:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ף} & \quad \text{attracting by similarity of form غ;} \\
\text{פ} & \quad \text{“ “ “ “ “ خ,} \\
\text{}= & \quad \text{(though they would naturally fall together), while the remaining five letters are, again, such as have been already disposed of, namely:} \\
\text{ך} & \quad \text{attracted by ג with the other sibilants;} \\
\text{ף} & \quad \text{“ “ פ, being similar in form;} \\
\text{ל} & \quad \text{placed before ג for reasons above given;} \\
\text{מ} & \quad \text{“ “ after س “ “ “ “ ”} \\
\text{נ} & \quad \text{“ “ “ “ “ “} \\
\end{align*}
\]
There follow upon ݊ (相关规定) as above indicated, the two groups (a) of unpointed and (b) of vowel letters.

To sum up, then, four principles have governed the re-arrangement of the alphabet:

1. Vowel letters relegated to the end of the alphabet;
2. Letters similar in form and distinguished by diacritical points, separated from letters that occur without diacritical points, the latter being placed at the end, and the former at the beginning of the alphabet;
3. In the case of two letters similar in form, one without, and one with a diacritical point or points, the former is always given precedence, even at the expense of an inconsistent inversion; and the latter arranged in a scale according to the number of points;
4. The sibilants attracted by ݊ to a higher position in the order.

NOTES.

1. William Wright: Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Languages (Cambridge, 1890), page 41.
5. Silvestre de Sacy: Grammaire Arabe (Paris, 1831), page 8, §§ 9, 10.
6. Confer above 4 and 5; also William Wright: Grammar of the Arabic Language (London and Edinburgh, 1882), page 3, § 1, rem. b.
8. Cf. arrangement (B).

[NOTE BY PROFESSOR MORRIS JASTROW, JR.]

University of Pennsylvania.

In the Kitab al-Fihrist (ed. Flügel) there are found some curious traditions, regarding the beginnings of Arabic script, which, when critically sifted, are not without some value. "Men differ," says the Fihrist (p. 4) "with regard to the invention of Arabic writing. Hišam el-Kalbî says:

The first to write Arabic were people of pure Arabic blood, who traced their descent to Adnan b. Ad., and their names were ابِرَام جَاد هِراَز حَطِي كُلِمْوَن صَعْفِص قَرِيْسَات. This on the written authority of Ibn el-Kufl, who says on this subject that the Arabs evolved the alphabet on the basis of these names; but, finding thereafter letters not occurring in these names, namely خ ذ ظ ش غ
they called the latter ‘additions’ (rawādīf). The names represent Kings of Midian who perished on the day of ‘overshadowing’ in the time of Shoaib” (see Coran, 26, 17).

These fictitious names reflect, it will be seen, the old order of the Arabic alphabet in agreement with the Hebrew, and in so far, the tradition is in accord with historical development. Ibn Abi Sa'd (continues the Fihrist) gives the names in this form اجتجاد هارز حاطي كلبان صاع صغفص تيست غئ in the same order, but somewhat more exact through the omission of the ت in كلبان and of the ت in تيست.

“ Ibn Abbas, however (continues the Fihrist), traces the script to three men of the town of Anbar, who, in unison, perfected the various forms of the connected and unconnected script.”

The two traditions of Midian and Anbar may be combined in this way, that the one tracing the alphabet to Midian represents the old order, while the Anbar tradition represents the new one. This supposition is borne out by a tradition recorded further on in the chapter (p. 5, ll. 13-15), according to which Anbarites “invented” the letters ألف ب ت رث that is, the new order. It would appear, then, that the scholars of Anbar, to whom is distinctly ascribed the perfection of the various forms of the letters, are also the ones who changed the old order to the new one; and if the further tradition (Fihrist ib.) is to be trusted, that from the Anbarites the new order was brought to the Meccans in the days of Omar Ibn Shabba, who flourished from 758 to 876 A. D. (Hadji Khalifa, vol. vii., p. 572), we would have as the approximate date for the change from the old to the new order—the first half of the 9th century. A reference to the part taken in the perfection of the Arabic script by the scholars of Anbar will be found in Ewald’s Gram. Crit. Linguae Arabicae, I, pp. 8-9.
A STUDY IN OLD TESTAMENT NAMES.

BY HENRY L. GILBERT, PH. D.,

Fellow in Semitic Languages (94-95), University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

In making the following study of Hebrew names in the Old Testament, my desire has been to add a quota, however small, to that increasing array of critical knowledge which is the best defense of truth. Therefore I have tried to gather into convenient classification material which might prove of service to others. If I have deduced from the phenomena so presented a conclusion about the worship of Jehovah among the Jews, I may say that conclusion came upon me as a surprise, and it was not until my work was done that I learned that other critics had surmised the deduction; I started out to prove no theory, but I am willing to accept the evidence of the facts.

From the student of Old Testament names, the possibility of errors in the text demands continual caution. Inaccuracy, which is not a rare phenomenon even in the transcription of impressive and easily comprehended narrative, increases in lists of names, where the sequence is not logical nor the words familiar. Examples are furnished by the three different lists of the descendants of Benjamin and the corresponding reading of the Septuagint.

**Descendants of Benjamin.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genesis 46: 21</th>
<th>Numbers 26: 38</th>
<th>1 Chronicles 8: 1</th>
<th>(1 Chronicles 8: 3 sq.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>כְּלַע</td>
<td>כְּלַע</td>
<td>כָּלָע *</td>
<td>כָּלָע</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>כֶּרֶב</td>
<td>כֶּרֶב</td>
<td>בֵּכַר</td>
<td>בֵּכַר</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>יָשֵׁבְל</td>
<td>יָשֵׁב</td>
<td>יָשֵׁבְל</td>
<td>יָשֵׁב</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>הֶרֶה</td>
<td>הֶרֶה</td>
<td>הֶרֶה</td>
<td>הֶרֶה</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>יַעֲשָׂנָה</td>
<td>יַעֲשָׂנָה</td>
<td>יַעֲשָׂנָה</td>
<td>יַעֲשָׂנָה</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The reading of 1 Chron. 8: 1, לֵךְ "his first-born" for the proper name לֵךְ is a curious error and seems to have suggested to the chronicler the plan of numbering all the others.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genesis 46:21.</th>
<th>Numbers 26:38.</th>
<th>1 Chronicles 8:1.</th>
<th>(1 Chron. 8:3 sq.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>יָּאִּית</td>
<td>יָּאִית</td>
<td>יָּאִית</td>
<td>יָּאִית</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>בֵּ֛ית</td>
<td>בֵּ֛ית</td>
<td>בֵּ֛ית</td>
<td>בֵּ֛ית</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>וּמָּ֖יֶם</td>
<td>וּמָּ֖יֶם</td>
<td>וּמָּ֖יֶם</td>
<td>וּמָּ֖יֶם</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>הָּמָּ֖יֶם</td>
<td>הָּמָּ֖יֶם</td>
<td>הָּמָּ֖יֶם</td>
<td>הָּמָּ֖יֶם</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(וְיָּוָּיֶהוּ בָּנָיִּים)</td>
<td>(וְיָּוָּיֶהוּ בָּנָיִּים)</td>
<td>(וְיָּוָּיֶהוּ בָּנָיִּים)</td>
<td>(וְיָּוָּיֶהוּ בָּנָיִּים)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>לָּרָ֖י</td>
<td>לָּרָ֖י</td>
<td>לָּרָ֖י</td>
<td>לָּרָ֖י</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Besides such consonantal errors in the Hebrew text as may be due to scribes, it must be borne in mind that for a long period, the vocalization of these names was preserved by oral tradition only, during which period many names, seldom used or obscure in sense, may have been assimilated to the more familiar forms. Another cause for caution is the fact that so little critical work has been done upon the Septuagint. We are not able, at present, to say what system of vocalizing, if any system at all, was followed by the Greek translators. A cursory glance reveals apparent carelessness in transliterating names, but the following list of Hebrew names of the form q tet al with their uniform transliterations as qat al, points towards the possibility of a system existing where nothing else than anomaly, at present, appears.

**Proper Names of the Form Q tet al in the Septuagint.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>בֶּ֛ית</th>
<th>בֶּ֛ית</th>
<th>בֶּ֛ית</th>
<th>בֶּ֛ית</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>נָּבַ֛ט</td>
<td>נָּבַ֛ט</td>
<td>נָּבַ֛ט</td>
<td>נָּבַ֛ט</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>קַּ֛בֶר</td>
<td>קַּ֛בֶר</td>
<td>קַּ֛בֶר</td>
<td>קַּ֛בֶר</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>קַּ֛בֶר</td>
<td>קַּ֛בֶר</td>
<td>קַּ֛בֶר</td>
<td>קַּ֛בֶר</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>בֶּ֛ית</td>
<td>בֶּ֛ית</td>
<td>בֶּ֛ית</td>
<td>בֶּ֛ית</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>קַּ֛בֶר</td>
<td>קַּ֛בֶר</td>
<td>קַּ֛בֶר</td>
<td>קַּ֛בֶר</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>נָּבַ֛ט</td>
<td>נָּבַ֛ט</td>
<td>נָּבַ֛ט</td>
<td>נָּבַ֛ט</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>נָּבַ֛ט</td>
<td>נָּבַ֛ט</td>
<td>נָּבַ֛ט</td>
<td>נָּבַ֛ט</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The variants from these readings are unimportant. B has נבש in several places in 1 Kgs. A has קבש, קבש, and קבש in Num. 3:17; 4:2; 26:57. For

*For נבש we have נבש in 1 Chron. 8:7.
†I have put מַּעַל of 1 Chron. 8:5 opposite שְׁאֵל of Genesis, of which I think it is a corruption, the מ being an error for מ while the ש of the following name belongs to the מ as shown in Genesis. In Numbers שְׁאֵל seems to have been partly swallowed up by the previous שְׁאֵל and the following שְׁאֵל.
‡The alphabetical letters are those generally used to distinguish the MSS. of the Septuagint. I have followed the Cambridge (1887) edition in this article.
The following tables of compound names include every case in the Old Testament in which יָוָּא, יִיָּא, יְיָא, יִיָא, יָאִ, יִיָא, יָאִ, יִיָא, or יָא forms one of the factors, whether prefixed or suffixed. In the tables of parallel names, I have added to the above such parallels as are compounded with יָוָּא, יִיָּא, יְיָא, יִיָא, יָאִ, יִיָא, יָאִ, יִיָא. These tables I have endeavored to make as complete as possible, not merely in the Hebrew, but also, wherever possible, by adding in notes parallel names from the kindred dialects. That these notes do not cover the whole ground need hardly be said. I believe, however, that I have exhausted the cases of parallels in the Old Testament. As was to be expected, the parallels between יָאִ and יִיָא far exceed all others; this surplus I have arranged at the end of the tables. Wherever the mark (=) is used, the names are actually used of the same person. In grouping the parallel names, I have not always followed the derivation indicated by the Massoretic pointing, believing that in some cases there exist in the unpointed text more parallels than the Massoretes allowed. References to Nestle, without further specification, are to his "Israelitische Eigennamen nach ihrer Religionsgeschichtlichen Bedeutung" (Haarlem, 1876). References to Ledrain, are to his "Dictionnaire des Noms palmyriens." For the Babylonian and Assyrian names used in the lists, I am chiefly indebted to the suggestions of Prof. Morris Jastrow, Jr., of the University of Pennsylvania.*

NAMES WITH יִיָא FINAL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>יָאִ</th>
<th>יָאִ</th>
<th>יָאִ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>יָאִ</td>
<td>יָאִ</td>
<td>יָאִ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>יָאִ</td>
<td>יָאִ</td>
<td>יָאִ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>יָאִ</td>
<td>יָאִ</td>
<td>יָאִ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>יָאִ</td>
<td>יָאִ</td>
<td>יָאִ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>יָאִ</td>
<td>יָאִ</td>
<td>יָאִ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The comparisons with proper names in other languages are merely offered as suggestions and make no claim to being exhaustive.

N. B. The mark (=) throughout these lists indicates that the name after it is simply another form in actual use in the O. T. for the same individual; more cases of these variants exist, than are here given; the passages can mostly be found in Gesenius' *Lexicon* or Siegfried and Stade's *Wörterbuch*. All lists include all the cases of the compounds found in the O. T.
Read Ἰωάννης. Only Joh. 15:5. So Siegfried and Sale yoddhush, after Hollenberg, and

[Text continues with various alphabetical and numerical notations, possibly involving translation or linguistic analysis.]
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1 Gesenius, following certain codd., thinks transposed for רָעָם. Compare, however, Nabateanְוַעַם. Euting, Nabatäische Inschriften, No. 25.
Names with יד final.

שכן = שכן
שלמה = שלמה
שמע = שמע
שמר = שמר
שיה = שיה
שבת = שבת
שרא = שרא
שרא = שרא
שרא = שרא

1 Probably here belong also מִרְדְּשׁא 1 Chron. 4:18† and מִרְדְּשׁא 1 Chron. 11:44†. The mark † indicates that there are no other passages.

2 See further names with יד final.

3 In the Kethib of Ezra 10:25†=Qere נָלָו לְאֶזְרָא.
### Names with י' Prefixixed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>יָאוֹב</th>
<th>יִנְיָב</th>
<th>יָאוֹב</th>
<th>יִנְיָב</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>יָאוֹב</td>
<td>יִנְיָב</td>
<td>יָאוֹב</td>
<td>יִנְיָב</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>יָאוֹב</td>
<td>יִנְיָב</td>
<td>יָאוֹב</td>
<td>יִנְיָב</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>יָאוֹב</td>
<td>יִנְיָב</td>
<td>יָאוֹב</td>
<td>יִנְיָב</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>יָאוֹב</td>
<td>יִנְיָב</td>
<td>יָאוֹב</td>
<td>יִנְיָב</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Names with י' Prefixixed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>יָאוֹב</th>
<th>יִנְיָב</th>
<th>יָאוֹב</th>
<th>יִנְיָב</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>יָאוֹב</td>
<td>יִנְיָב</td>
<td>יָאוֹב</td>
<td>יִנְיָב</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>יָאוֹב</td>
<td>יִנְיָב</td>
<td>יָאוֹב</td>
<td>יִנְיָב</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>יָאוֹב</td>
<td>יִנְיָב</td>
<td>יָאוֹב</td>
<td>יִנְיָב</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>יָאוֹב</td>
<td>יִנְיָב</td>
<td>יָאוֹב</td>
<td>יִנְיָב</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

2. May be a corruption of יָאוֹב.
4. Jer. 37:3: יָאוֹב Jer. 38:1+ יָאוֹב; for יָאוֹב יָאוֹב, according to Gesenius, for which LXX. read יָאוֹב יָאוֹב; but without assuming any contraction, the unpunctuated text gives us יָאוֹב יָאוֹב which we may easily point for ourselves יָאוֹב יָאוֹב.

*7*
Names with ל prefixed.

לאו = אֵלִיָּהוּ
לאָדו = אֵלִיָּהוּ
לאָלהו = אֵלִיָּהוּ
לאָל = אֵלִיָּהוּ

4 Only in 1 Esr. 12:24, "לָבָז הַבֶּלֶת "the Bethelite." 5 Conf. Sabaean אֶלִיָּהוּ, Nestle, Isr. Etq., p. 35.
5 Sam. 22:26, "Not in LXX. Omited in 1 Chron. 11, and not recognized in 1 Chron. 27."
4 Conf. Sabaean אֶלִיָּהוּ, Nestle, Isr. Etq., p. 35.
3 So LXX. Ἐλιμωλῆς.
### Names with הַנְּ Suffixixed.

| 
| --- |
| בַּיִת בֶּלֶן  
= בְּרֵנוֹל  
= בְּרַנָּה | בֹּרֵנֶא |
| שִׁיטְיָא | שִׁיטְיָא |
| יַחְיָא | יַחְיָא |
| אֶתְיוֹ | אֶתְיוֹ |
| יִרְיָא | יִרְיָא |
| וִינְתְיָא | וִינְתְיָא |
| יִבְרָא | יִבְרָא |
| בֵּית יִטְלָא | בֵּית יִטְלָא |
| בֵּית לָא | בֵּית לָא |
| יֵתִי | יֵתִי |
| יֵתִי | יֵתִי |
| לָא | לָא |
| מְתֵהָ | מְתֵהָ |

---

1. **probably for** בֵּית בֶּלֶן בְּרֵנוֹל whence LXX., 2 Sam. 23:31 Tadabbera word.

*See note under names with הַנְּ prefixed.*


5. An Aramaic name.


Due to Babylonian influence. Compare Assyrian Mūṣīzīb—Marduk.

According to Nestle, *Isr. Ebg.*, p. 110, a mixed Egyptian and Semitic name. "נִכְנָא is identical with 'נִכְנָא in Potiphar."


Conf. Babylonian anā-pān-īlī, "in the presence of God."
### Names with ב Prefixed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>שְׁנֵה</th>
<th>כֹּל</th>
<th>נִנְפָּה</th>
<th>אֲשִׁי</th>
<th>יִנְפָּה</th>
<th>מְזָה</th>
<th>שְׁנֵה</th>
<th>כֹּל</th>
<th>נִנְפָּה</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>שְׁנֵה</td>
<td>כֹּל</td>
<td>נִנְפָּה</td>
<td>אֲשִׁי</td>
<td>יִנְפָּה</td>
<td>מְזָה</td>
<td>שְׁנֵה</td>
<td>כֹּל</td>
<td>נִנְפָּה</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Sam. 23:31. Hence LXX. from יִנְפָּה: read פָּדַשְׁלָה v.l.c.

2 And see above, הָּלָא.

3 According to Dillmann, Com. on Genesis (last ed.) ad loc., a Sabaean name.

4 Where אֲשִׁי = אֲלִילֶה, the former is probably a general title for Phœn. kings, in this case the latter being the name proper.

5 As a Gentile יִנְפָּה.
### Names with ב Suffixed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>שבט</th>
<th>ירה</th>
<th>שבט</th>
<th>ירה</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Compounds with מ Suffixed.

#### Prefixes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>שבט</th>
<th>ירה</th>
<th>שבט</th>
<th>ירה</th>
<th>שבט</th>
<th>ירה</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Suffixes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>שבט</th>
<th>ירה</th>
<th>שבט</th>
<th>ירה</th>
<th>שבט</th>
<th>ירה</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Compounds with י Suffixed.

#### Prefixes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>שבט</th>
<th>ירה</th>
<th>שבט</th>
<th>ירה</th>
<th>שבט</th>
<th>ירה</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Suffixes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>שבט</th>
<th>ירה</th>
<th>שבט</th>
<th>ירה</th>
<th>שבט</th>
<th>ירה</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
<td>ירמ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1 The uncompounded forms פלט and פלט also occur.  
2 Idol of Ammonites.  
3 (1) A god of the Sepparites; (2) Son of Sennacherib.  
4 Perhaps a proper name.  
5 LXX. both times (Josh. 10:1, 8) ἀρινθάρας, i.e. ἀρινθάρας, perhaps the same person, conf. Driver, Introduction to the Old T., pp. 106 and 153.  
6 No names seem to occur with this factor suffixed.
A Study in Old Testament Names.

Compounds with מָזָא

Prefixes.

מָזָא = מַזָא
מָזָא = מַזָא
מָזָא = מַזָא
מָזָא = מַזָא
מָזָא = מַזָא
מָזָא = מַזָא
מָזָא = מַזָא
מָזָא = מַזָא
מָזָא = מַזָא
מָזָא = מַזָא

Suffixed.

מָזָא

Compounds with מָלָא

Prefixes.

מָלָא = מַלָא
מָלָא = מַלָא
מָלָא = מַלָא
מָלָא = מַלָא
מָלָא = מַלָא
מָלָא = מַלָא
מָלָא = מַלָא
מָלָא = מַלָא
מָלָא = מַלָא
מָלָא = מַלָא
מָלָא = מַלָא

Suffixed.

מָלָא

1 "Da die LXX. 1 Chron. 4:2 ἀγγέως oder ἀγαπεῖς für ἀγαπῶι lesen, so darf man vielleicht diesen Namen * * * = ἀγαπῶι 'Bruder meiner Mutter' erklären." Nöëde in Wiener Zeitschrift für die Kunde d. Morgenlandes, VI. Band, Heft. IV.


3 Conf. Assyri. מַלָא מַלָא, Halevy, Jour. As., Ser. 7, x., 386.

4 With Nunation. 5 But may be מַלָא with Mination.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prefix</th>
<th>Suffix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>עַמְיוֹרֵה = עַמְיוֹרֶה 1</td>
<td>יִכּוֹנֶה</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>עֵמֶרֹב</td>
<td>יַכְוֹנֶה</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>עֵמֶרֶשֶׁה</td>
<td>יַכְוֹנֶה</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>עֵמֶר</td>
<td>יַכְוֹנֶה</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>עֶמֶר</td>
<td>יַכְוֹנֶה</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Qere of 2 Sam. 13:37.  
2 Probably belongs here.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Uncompounded</th>
<th>אָדָם</th>
<th>אָלָל</th>
<th>בָּעַל</th>
<th>יִשָּׂרָאֵל</th>
<th>אָבִי</th>
<th>בָּן</th>
<th>אָזַת</th>
<th>עֵם</th>
<th>מָלָךְ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With אָלָל</td>
<td>אֶלְיוֹב</td>
<td>אֶלְיָהוּ</td>
<td>בֵּית</td>
<td>יִשָּׂרָאֵל</td>
<td>אֶלְיָהוּ</td>
<td>בֵּית</td>
<td>אֶלְיָהוּ</td>
<td>עָבָד</td>
<td>מָלָךְ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With אָזַת</td>
<td>אָזֶר</td>
<td>אָזֶר</td>
<td>בֶּן</td>
<td>יִשָּׂרָאֵל</td>
<td>אָזֶר</td>
<td>בֶּן</td>
<td>אָזֶר</td>
<td>עָבָד</td>
<td>מָלָךְ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With יִשָּׂרָאֵל</td>
<td>יִשָּׂרָיֶל</td>
<td>יִשָּׂרָיֶל</td>
<td>בֶּן</td>
<td>יִשָּׂרָאֵל</td>
<td>יִשָּׂרָי</td>
<td>בֶּן</td>
<td>יִשָּׂרָי</td>
<td>עָבָד</td>
<td>מָלָךְ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Chron. 11:34+ for 2 Sam. 23:32 בֵּית, יִשָּׂרָי, יִשָּׂרָאֵל or בֵּית, יִשָּׂרָאֵל, יִשָּׂרָאֵל, and the verbal יִשָּׂרָאֵל, יִשָּׂרָאֵל, and the Assy. Milki-im.
4 Conf. Hymaritic nābāb Osander, *ZDMG.*, X., p. 55, and Babylonian Baniš-
7 For variants, see Table of Descendants of Benjamin.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>With</th>
<th>אָרִינָא</th>
<th>אֲל</th>
<th>ה</th>
<th>בּוּל</th>
<th>ש</th>
<th>כּ</th>
<th>ב</th>
<th>מַלְאִיךְ</th>
<th>ע</th>
<th>מַלְאַךְ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>מַלְאִיךְ</td>
<td>מַלְאִיךְ</td>
<td>נוֹבָן</td>
<td>בּוּל</td>
<td>נוֹבָן</td>
<td>נוֹבָן</td>
<td>נוֹבָן</td>
<td>מַלְאִיךְ</td>
<td>נוֹבָן</td>
<td>מַלְאִיךְ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>אֲלָלִין</td>
<td>מַלְאִיךְ</td>
<td>נוֹבָן</td>
<td>בּוּל</td>
<td>נוֹבָן</td>
<td>נוֹבָן</td>
<td>נוֹבָן</td>
<td>מַלְאִיךְ</td>
<td>נוֹבָן</td>
<td>מַלְאִיךְ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>אֲלָלִין</td>
<td>מַלְאִיךְ</td>
<td>נוֹבָן</td>
<td>בּוּל</td>
<td>נוֹבָן</td>
<td>נוֹבָן</td>
<td>נוֹבָן</td>
<td>מַלְאִיךְ</td>
<td>נוֹבָן</td>
<td>מַלְאִיךְ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>אֲלָלִין</td>
<td>מַלְאִיךְ</td>
<td>נוֹבָן</td>
<td>בּוּל</td>
<td>נוֹבָן</td>
<td>נוֹבָן</td>
<td>נוֹבָן</td>
<td>מַלְאִיךְ</td>
<td>נוֹבָן</td>
<td>מַלְאִיךְ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 Conf. Phoenician לָלָלִיךְ Oslander's conjecture for לָלָלִיךְ, ZDMG., XIX., p. 309; and Babyl. Abu-Malik. לָלָלִיךְ is probably a title of the Philistine kings.
3 Conf. Phoenician לָלָלִיךְ. Possibly belongs here.
4 Nestle, Isr. Eig., 173 note, would put אֶלֶף אֲלָלִין אָלֶּם here. This name, however, occurs in 1 Chron. 3:16 as אֶלֶף אָלֶּם and probably should be so read in Kings.
5 Here, too, according to Nödeke, belongs בּוּל בּוּל. See note to compounds with בּוּל.
6 Like בּוּל בּוּל. Compare the Bēl of Babylonia.
7 Com. Palmyrean לָלָלִיךְ Ledrain. As shown elsewhere, this is merely another form of בּוּל בּוּל. Probably בּוּל בּוּל can be explained in a similar way.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>With</th>
<th>אַרְכִּי</th>
<th>עִיר</th>
<th>בָּעוּלָה</th>
<th>שָׁמָּה</th>
<th>אֵל</th>
<th>אַב</th>
<th>או</th>
<th>או</th>
<th>מֵלֶךְ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>קְהֶה</td>
<td>אֶלְבָּכָה</td>
<td>כָּעַי</td>
<td>הַמְּסִי</td>
<td>בָּאוּרָי</td>
<td>נוּם</td>
<td>יְהוֹ</td>
<td>אֶלְבָּכָה</td>
<td>הַמְּסִי</td>
<td>בָּאוּרָי</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>רוּד</td>
<td>אֵלְבָּכָה</td>
<td>כָּעַי</td>
<td>הַמְּסִי</td>
<td>בָּאוּרָי</td>
<td>נוּם</td>
<td>יְהוֹ</td>
<td>אֶלְבָּכָה</td>
<td>הַמְּסִי</td>
<td>בָּאוּרָי</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>סָעֵב</td>
<td>אֵלְבָּכָה</td>
<td>כָּעַי</td>
<td>הַמְּסִי</td>
<td>בָּאוּרָי</td>
<td>נוּם</td>
<td>יְהוֹ</td>
<td>אֶלְבָּכָה</td>
<td>הַמְּסִי</td>
<td>בָּאוּרָי</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>צָאֵר</td>
<td>אֵלְבָּכָה</td>
<td>כָּעַי</td>
<td>הַמְּסִי</td>
<td>בָּאוּרָי</td>
<td>נוּם</td>
<td>יְהוֹ</td>
<td>אֶלְבָּכָה</td>
<td>הַמְּסִי</td>
<td>בָּאוּרָי</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>נֶעֲמָ</td>
<td>אֵלְבָּכָה</td>
<td>כָּעַי</td>
<td>הַמְּסִי</td>
<td>בָּאוּרָי</td>
<td>נוּם</td>
<td>יְהוֹ</td>
<td>אֶלְבָּכָה</td>
<td>הַמְּסִי</td>
<td>בָּאוּרָי</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>פָּרְחּ</td>
<td>אֵלְבָּכָה</td>
<td>כָּעַי</td>
<td>הַמְּסִי</td>
<td>בָּאוּרָי</td>
<td>נוּם</td>
<td>יְהוֹ</td>
<td>אֶלְבָּכָה</td>
<td>הַמְּסִי</td>
<td>בָּאוּרָי</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>שְׁלַמְּלָו</td>
<td>אֵלְבָּכָה</td>
<td>כָּעַי</td>
<td>הַמְּסִי</td>
<td>בָּאוּרָי</td>
<td>נוּם</td>
<td>יְהוֹ</td>
<td>אֶלְבָּכָה</td>
<td>הַמְּסִי</td>
<td>בָּאוּרָי</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>קִיל</td>
<td>אֵלְבָּכָה</td>
<td>כָּעַי</td>
<td>הַמְּסִי</td>
<td>בָּאוּרָי</td>
<td>נוּם</td>
<td>יְהוֹ</td>
<td>אֶלְבָּכָה</td>
<td>הַמְּסִי</td>
<td>בָּאוּרָי</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 See further under Parallels with בָּאוּרָי and נוּם.
4 Conf. Babylonian Nūr-ilūšu, "light of his God."
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WITH</th>
<th>עם</th>
<th>עֵמֶּה</th>
<th>מַלְכֶּה</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>דָּרָין</td>
<td>אֶלֶּה</td>
<td>בְּעֵלָה</td>
<td>שְׁמַרְמְרָה</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>רַבִּים</td>
<td>יִרְמָה</td>
<td>שֵׁמֶרְמָה</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>זִנְבוֹ</td>
<td>יִזְנוּ</td>
<td>יִזְנוּ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>נֵרֹב</td>
<td>נֶרֹב</td>
<td>נֶרֹב</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>בוּלָת</td>
<td>אָלָף</td>
<td>אוּ</td>
<td>אָבָא</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARALLEL NAMES.—Continued.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With עֶוֶר</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>אָדָרִי</td>
<td>אָלָלָל</td>
<td>בֵּאל</td>
<td>שֶּם</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With {שֶׁבֶן}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>שֶׁבֶן</td>
<td>אֶלֶלֶל</td>
<td>בֵּאל</td>
<td>שֶׁבֶן</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With קְוֹב</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>אֶלֶל</td>
<td>בֵּאל</td>
<td>קְוֹב</td>
<td>אֶלֶל</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With יִוֹדֶר</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>יִוֹדֶר</td>
<td>בֵּאל</td>
<td>אֶלֶל</td>
<td>צְבֶּה</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With יֵוָר</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>יֵוָר</td>
<td>בֵּאל</td>
<td>אֶלֶל</td>
<td>צְבֶּה</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Renan compares Asdrubal, Balaazar, Hist. Lang. Sem., p. 191.
2 Conf. Phoenician אֶלֶלֶל and בֵּאלָל, Nestle.
3 צְבֶּה = אֶלֶלֶל Num. 26:30.
4 These names appear to be from מַרְרָא. I have grouped מַרְרָא with them on account of similarity of form, if we omit the Massoretic pointing.
5 Conf. Nabatean מַרְרָא, Euting, Nab. Inschriften, No. 1. Euting (p. 24) says, "Der Name ist ubrigens auch carthagisch." Compare also Sabaean מַרְרָא.
6 Conf. Palmyrean מַרְרָא, Ledrain.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>אורי</th>
<th>או</th>
<th>בח</th>
<th>שם</th>
<th>בכ</th>
<th>אב</th>
<th>אם</th>
<th>א Mothers' Names</th>
<th>א Mothers' Names</th>
<th>עMothers' Names</th>
<th>מלMothers' Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+++++++++</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With סומר</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withشير</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withרוב</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withבר</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withרע</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withרחב</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


### PARALLIES WITH 'אל AND 'י ONLY.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ע”ה</th>
<th>ע”א</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 'א | 'י |)
| או | ע"א | социально | "The light of Sin."
| בר | ע"א | Conf. Palmyrean בָּלָהִים, Ledrain.
| בות | ע"א | Conf. such forms as בָּהִים, דָּרִים, etc.
| דוד | ע"א | Conf. such forms as דָּרִים, דָּרִים, etc.
| סנה | ע"א | Conf. such forms as סנה, דָּרִים, etc.
| שָׁה | ע"א | Levy, ZDMG., XX., p. 211.
| שָׁה | ע"א | Conf. Palmyrean דָּרוֹל | Ledrain.
| סָה | ע"א | Phoen. דָּרוֹל, Nestle, "Melek schenke Leben," Baby. Liblat, "may he live."
| כָּה | ע"א | Ašur-uballit, "Ashur grants life."
| ד"ה | ע"א | The last of these Gesenius, Lex., derives from דָּרִים, ידָעִים, and ידָעִים, "to call." Compare also Palmyrean ידָעִים, Ledrain. Babylo-
| ד"ה | ע"א | nian Sin-kalama-idi, "S. knows all."
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>Hebrew</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>verifier</td>
<td>רִירֶת</td>
<td>For forms like רַיְיאֵל see above under בַּה.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>סָלָה</td>
<td>סָלָה</td>
<td>Conf. Palmyrean עַרְנֹר, Ledrain. Assyr. Bel-iddin, Nabu-nâdin-zir, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>עַשְּאָא</td>
<td>עַשְּאָא</td>
<td>Conf. Palmyrean פָּלָמָא, Ledrain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>פָּלָמָא</td>
<td>פָּלָמָא</td>
<td>Conf. Palmyrean פָּלָמָא, Ledrain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>זָאוֹר</td>
<td>זָאוֹר</td>
<td>Conf. זָאוֹר. With יָרְזִיָּה compare שָׁבָטָא = שֹׁבֵא.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PARALLELS WITH לָא AND הִי—Continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>לָא</th>
<th>הִי</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>צָמַך</td>
<td>בַּעֲלָא</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>נָפָל</td>
<td>םֹתְה</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>שָבֵע</td>
<td>קָמָה</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>שָפָא</td>
<td>שֹׁפֵא</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the preceding tables it appears that there are about 26 Hebrew roots which occur compounded with one or another divine element and also with בְּלָא, מָלָא, עָבו, or מָלָא הִי; about the same number of roots are found compounded with לָא and הִי only, besides many that occur with only one of these two divine factors. בְּלָא does not occur in any compound except בָּלָא חָרָא, where we should perhaps read בָּלָא חָרָא; although the fact that a root occurs compounded with לָא only, or with בְּלָא and הִי only, is no proof that it would have made an objectionable compound with בְּלָא, מָלָא, מָלָא, etc. Many combinations, which have not come down to us, may have existed among the Hebrews. Brecher's somewhat faulty but very useful "Concordantiae Nominum Propriorum" (Frankfurt am Main, 1876) records 8000 different names which are found in the Old Testament, and with such data as these afford, we are obliged to be content. About one-ninth of these names (838 according to my tables) are combinations formed with לָא and הִי; these are almost equally divided numerically, there being 154 combinations with לָא, and 184 with הִי (לָא, הִי). What might be called the historical distribution of these compounds may be seen from a comparative table. Omitting 34 compounds with לָא and 46 with הִי which do not occur outside of 1 and 2 Chron., (and many of them only once in those two books) we find that

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>of לָא names,</th>
<th>of הִי names,</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50% occur first in the Hexateuch,</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11% &quot; &quot; Samuel,</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6% &quot; &quot; Kings,</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7% &quot; &quot; Ezra-Neh.</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*8
These figures indicate a steady decrease in the use of ני and a corresponding increase in the use of יי, at least until the time of Chronicles. The slight apparent increase of ני names in Ezra-Neh. is really a decrease, because the number of names of all kinds in Ezra-Neh. is much greater than in Kings.

The first occurrence of יי in a compound is the well-known case of "Moriah," Gen. 22:2. Against this reading is the tradition of the Samaritans, which ascribes the site of Abraham's altar to Mount Gerizim. I would call attention to the fact that this is the only instance, in the story of Abraham's trial of faith, of a name being given to the mountain until Abraham himself named it (v. 14), apparently ignorant of any name bestowed upon it by the Deity just a short time before. Elsewhere this site is almost mysteriously referred to as the place "which I shall tell thee of," (22:2); or "which Elohim told him of," (22:3; 22:9); or simply "the place" (22:4). In fact, the expressions are such as indicate either an intentional suppression of the name or an ignorance of it. In this place only we are confronted with a name (קדמיא), opposed to the traditions of the Samaritans, compounded in a manner otherwise unknown in Jewish annals until a thousand years later, and contradicted by the reading of the Septuagint. The Septuagint reads ελ̄ τεμν γένες τον ἐπιληφθεν,* that is to say "to the mountainous country," showing that the reading was קדם יי (the same word occurs again in the verse), which some clever polemic, by simply reversing the positions of יי and י, changed into קדם יי.

In fact, until the appearance of the Mosaic family in the Scriptures, if we except Moriah, there is no occurrence of the divinity יה in any proper name. It is Jochebed, the mother of Moses, who first bears the name of Jah in any of the several forms in which it afterwards becomes so common; it is Joshua, the successor of Moses, who next bears it, it would almost seem granted upon his name קטנ י, under which he sometimes appears. From that time on, this style of compound generally grows into favor, צניז ו, ו濟נוכ, and יתנוכ appearing in the Book of Judges, 16 new names in Samuel, and, altogether, 53 different names with יי in the Books of Kings. Although it is evident that this manner of compounding names with Jah existed outside of the Davidic family, it is not until the rise of that family that the custom becomes common. After the separation of the kingdoms, Judah exhibits a greater fondness for the Jah element than does Israel; 88 new names compounded with Jah appear in the Northern Kingdom, whereas only 11 such belong to the Southern Kingdom. Up to the time of the division of the kingdom, the invariable form of the suffix is יי; the form יי first occurs in the name יי יי I Kings, 18:3. By this time in Jewish history, אלה had fallen into such disuse in compounds that we are left without sufficient data to show whether it was the more used by Israel or by Judah. Of the

* That יפועפ and יפועפ are nearly synonymous may be well seen in Herodotus I, 110.
seven compounds with El which occur after the separation, three (אר, יהוה, העון) appear to belong to the North, and four (אלל, יהוה, הים, אלהים, יהוה, אלל, יהוה) the servant, and צֶדֶק (the king) to the South. Among the latter, is the interesting name יְהוֹ הָאָמֶר (which, we are told (II K. 23:34) was changed by Pharoah Neco into מֵרְכָּבָה, a change which, I suspect, was influenced by the desuetude of El and the popularity of Jah in Judah. Many such changes may have taken place during the gradual supplanting of El compounds by those in Jah, without leaving any trace that we can now recognize.

The interesting question now suggests itself; if the custom of using the name Jah instead of El in compounds began at the time of Moses, when did the Jah cult begin among the Hebrews? The testimony of the Scriptures themselves is clear on this point—it began with Moses. Ex. 6:3, “And Elohim spake to Moses, and said to him, I am יהוה; and I appeared to Abraham, to Isaac and to Jacob (there) (should we read ‘as El (and) Shadai’?), but my name יהוה I did not make known to them.” Compare also Ex. 3:13 sq. (the revelation in Horeb) Moses says to the Elohim, “And they will say to me, ‘What is his name?’ what shall I say to them?” And Elohim said to Moses, יהוה אֱלֹהִי אֶלֹהִי (the) Elohim of your fathers, the Elohim of Abraham, . . . sent me to you: this is my name forever and this shall be remembered for all generations.” These two passages are (according to the analysis in Driver’s Introduction Lit. O. T.) the former from the P code, the latter from code E. However that may be, they indicate a clear tradition to the effect that Jahve (or Jah) was not known to the Jews before the time of Moses. On the other hand there is the frequent occurrence of the uncompounded name Jahve even in the very early stories in Genesis; for example, we are told in direct contradiction of the statement that Abraham did not know the name Jahve, that he called the name of the place where he was about to sacrifice Isaac, “Jahve jireh.” (Gen. 22:14.) But this name is evidently borrowed from the expression Elohim jireh which Abraham uses in verse 8; there is the idea which gave the name to the place, and that should probably be the reading in verse 14. The gloss, which was added to 14 at a later date, (note the phrase “as is said at this day?”) appears to have influenced the redactor to make the reading more in consonance with the proverb. He should have changed the Elohim in verse 8 also. In fact, I doubt if there is any reading in the Old Testament which, if we could understand it aright, would contradict the statement of the Book itself that Moses taught the children of Israel the worship of Jahve.
NOTE ON DRIVER'S DEUTERONOMY.

BY BENJAMIN W. BACON, D.D.

Oswego, N. Y.

In reviewing this welcome fruit of the best type of English erudition in the Old Testament, my attention was attracted to the discussion of the discrepancy of Deut. i. 46 and ii. 1, 14 with JE in Numbers, and the various attempts to resolve it, which in Dr. Driver's view, as well as in Dillmann's and Wellhausen's, are thus far fruitless. As it has become quite apparent to me that the light thus shed upon the question proves my own analysis* of the Story of the Spies, Num. xiii. xiv., to be incorrect in a small, but historically important particular, it may be of interest to students of Hexateuch criticism to know the result.

Prof. Driver describes the situation as follows (p. 31), commenting on the expression "many days" in Deut. i. 46: "The same expression, applied here to the sojourn at Kadesh, is applied in ii. 1 to the wanderings about Edom. The expression is, however, a vague one, and need not necessarily in both passages designate a period of similar length. In ii. 1 it must denote a period of 37-38 years, so that, unless the present passage be inconsistent (Wellh. Comp. 110, 200) with ii. 1, 14, it cannot here embrace more than a few months. In point of fact, however, two different representations of the course taken by the Israelites after the incident of the spies at Kadesh are to be found in the O. T., which it seems impossible in some respects to harmonize."

Attacking the question from the other side, I had already spoken (l. c.) of other "indications" in D's reproduction of Num. xiii. of a "double point of view in the Deuteronomist." Those who study carefully and candidly Prof. Driver's excellent discussion will find it hard to escape the conclusion that this "double sight" of D, if I may call it so, was due to the incongruities of representation in the source he followed (JE), these incongruities themselves being due to the difficulties experienced by Rje in reconciling his two divergent documents. One of these (J) would seem to have brought Israel uninterruptedly from Sinai to Kadesh (in "eleven days"?—cf. Deut. i, 2), and in J Kadesh remained their headquarters during the 88 years of nomadic life in the wilderness, the penalty for murmuring at the spies' report. The other document (E) turned Israel back from the point on the south border of Canaan whence the spies had been sent out (not Kadesh), and drove them "into the wilderness by the way to the Red Sea." E did not bring

them to Kadesh until toward the end of the period of wandering. Israel's objective point is now the plains of Moab, and direct access is sought through the territory of Edom. Kadesh is the station reached on Edom's western border. It is thus apparent that the word זָרְפָל in Num. xiii. 26 belongs neither to P, from which the adjoining context is drawn, but which makes "the wilderness of Paran" the scene (cf. xii. 16b and xx. 13), nor to E, from which the last clause of xiii. 26 must be derived, and with which my analysis tacitly connected it, but to J. From the fact that the experience of scarcity of water, with the consequent miraculous supply, would be felt immediately after arrival, not after a prolonged stay (Num. xiii. 26) nor upon a second visit, and the further probability that J's etymology of the name, of which traces remain underlying P in xx. 1-13, will have preceded his mention of the place as "Kadesh" (Num. xiii. 26), it is to be inferred further that the J element of Num. xx. 1-13 was removed by Rje from before chap. xiii. to adapt it to the order of events in E.

We shall see that these suppositions are just those which are best adapted to account for the confusion in succeeding authors from Rje onward as to where the 38 years were spent, whether as "nomads in the wilderness (Num. xiv. 33, J), with Kadesh as headquarters, or on indefinite wanderings "toward the Red Sea," or "compassing Mount Seir."

Prof. Driver well says in the note in smaller type (p. 32), that according to JE's account: "After the defeat at Hormah (Num. xiv. 40-45) we next read of them that they ('the people') 'abode in Kadesh,' on the [western] border of Edom (Num. xx. 1, 16)—as seems clear in the fortieth year of the Exodus." This is clear, unless we are prepared to say that Num. xx. 1b, 14-21; xxi. 4 sqq. are unconnected. The death and burial of Miriam, moreover, are naturally to be expected not at the beginning but at the end of the 38 years, not long before that of Moses and Aaron (Deut. xxxxiv. 5-6; x. 6-7; cf. Josh. xxxiv. 29, 30, 32, 33—all E, and Num. xxxiii. 38). But how account, then, for the singular inconsistency between Deut. ii. 1, 14 on the one hand, and Deut. i. 46; Jud. xi. 16-18 on the other? These latter passages certainly understand the 38 years to be subsequent to the arrival at Kadesh, and know of but one visit there. The tradition they follow is obviously that of the word זָרְפָל in Num. xiii. 26. As critics are agreed that Num. xx. 1b; 14-21; xxi. 4 sqq. etc., are from E, this document is not that which made Kadesh the starting point of the spies. The "double sight" of D is due to the fact that besides the perfectly clear representation of E (followed as usual by P) there lay before him a different account, which, after bringing Israel in the first year from Sinai to Kadesh, represented that after the report of the spies "they abode in Kadesh." This latter account we have no difficulty in identifying in Num. xiii. sq. with J, who reports as Yahweh's sentence on the murmurers (xiv. 31-33), "As for you, your carcasses shall fall in this wilderness (i.e. Kadesh and the surrounding region), and your children shall be nomads in the
wilderness 40 years and shall bear your whoredoms, until your carcasses be consumed in the wilderness." In E, on the contrary (v. 25) they are to turn "on the morrow" and get them into the wilderness by the way to the Red Sea. Wellhausen also (l. c.) is clear, that the mention of Kadesh in Num. xiii. 26 and the idea of Israel's "abiding" there during the 38 years are due to J.

But to which of the pre-Deuteronomic writers shall we attribute the story of JE Cornill has shown (Zt. f. A. T. W. xi. 1) to underlie the story of P in Num. xx. 2-13? Aside from certain considerations of style, and the relation to Exod. xvii. 1-8, which led me to attribute vs. 3a, 5, 8 (in part) to J in my "Triple Trad." (p. 203), there are three reasons why these verses cannot suitably follow in E upon xx. 1b. (a) The mention of the place by name (1b) is not appropriate if the author is just proceeding to relate the circumstances whence the name was derived. (b) The complaint of the people at having been brought from Egypt to "this evil place," besides its affinity with Ex. xiv. sq. (J) is not appropriate to the 40th year, when the people are already on the march toward the trans-Jordanic region, just about to apply to Edom for leave to pass through. (c) The connection of v. 1b with 14 sqq. is interrupted.

Shall we then attribute these verses to Wellhausen's X, a fourth source elsewhere unknown? That J and E did not include all the traditions of Meribah is made probable by Deut. xxxiv. 8. But the plan of the story leading up to the etymology in v. 13, as we can still discern it underlying P, is so characteristic of J, and the importance of Kadesh in J's narrative so manifest, that it should require stronger reason than here appears to assume an outside source.

How, then, does the narrative appear so long after Israel, according to this writer, has been established at Kadesh? The answer is that which we have already propounded as the explanation of all the contradictions in subsequent narratives. As we have already seen ("b" above), its language indicates displacement in its present position. Its true place in J was just before the story of the spies. It was removed by Rje to combine with E, in whose narrative Kadesh was the last station before compassing the land of Edom.

Rje, in accordance with his usual method of combination, doubtless wished his readers to understand two visits to Kadesh, one just before, the other just at the close of the period of wandering, and likewise two defeats at Hormah (Num. xiv. 39-45 E and xxxi. 1-3 J); but the copious list of stations and incidents related of the 40th year (Death of Aaron at Moserah,—Deut. x. 6, 7; Smiting of the Rock at Kadesh, Num. xx. 1-13; Embassy to Edom, xx. 14-21; Second Defeat at Hormah, xxxi. 1-3; Serpent of Brass, 4-9), in contrast with the absolute dearth of data for the "forty years," not unnaturally led D to assume that the two stays at Kadesh, spoken of in almost immediate succession, were one and the same, and the 38 years of wandering were the wanderings of Num. xx.—xxi. Accordingly he expressly states, ii. 14, that this period of 38 years was spent in going from
Kadesh-barnea to the brook Zered, or, as he expresses it in v. 1, "compassing Mount Seir many days." Doubtless it is for the sake of harmonizing with this very improbable but easily explicable view of D, that R has mutilated the date of P in Num. xx. 1a, where, as Wellhausen has shown (Comp. p. 109), we should almost certainly supply "of the 40th year" (cf. Num. xxxiii. 37, 38).

It is true, therefore, that D separates the 40 years into two periods of "many days," one when they "abode in Kadesh (r. 46), the other "compassing Mount Seir." To the former he was driven by the representation of J, and in deference to it he sacrifices the literalness of his quotation of the command of Yahweh he takes from E (Num. xiv. 25), "to-morrow turn you and get you into the wilderness by the way to the Red Sea." This he alters to: "But as for you, turn you and take your journey into the wilderness by the way to the Red Sea." But he is very reluctant to grant any greater length than he is compelled to to this first period of "many days" at Kadesh. The "compassing Mount Seir" occupied "many days" without qualification (π.1), in π. 14 its duration is fixed as "38 years;" but the former period, although admitted to be also "many days," is only "according unto the days that ye abode there," (Num. xx. 1 a β) Anglice "more or less." In D's mind it is doubtless reduced to a few months.

As between the two alternatives presented by Dr. Driver (p. 82), the former is to be chosen. The present narrative of JE in Numbers is practically complete, the 38 years in the wilderness were spent at Kadesh (E, however, in accordance with Num. xiv. 25, xx. 1b, must have had a somewhat different idea) and the circuit round Edom (Num. xxxi. 4) took place at the close of this period merely in order to enable the Israelites to reach the east side of Jordan. The representation of Deut. π. 1, 14 is simply irreconcilable with JE. But the explanation is simple. The notion of 38 years spent in "compassing Mount Seir" could only arise by misunderstanding. D as usual leaned toward E, the source nearest in date of origin and type of religious conception to himself. E's notion of the punishment for the murmuring at the spies' report was endless marching and counter-marching across the desert west of Edom from "the Way of the Red Sea" to the south border of Canaan and back again, north and south, east and west, till at last the word is given to set their faces toward the wilderness of Kedemoth beyond Edom and Moab. Now the eastward march begins by specified stations till they halt at Kadesh on the west border of Edom, and, soliciting in vain permission to pass through, they end by a detour to the south through El-Paran at the head of the Gulf of Akaba. Had D been able to accommodate himself to Rje's mode of harmonization with two visits to Kadesh, he might have got along with no further incongruity in his story than what we experience through the removal of the J elements of Num. xx. 1-13 from before ch. xiii. to connect them with E. But having clearly made up his mind (Deut. π. 1, 14; see Driver p. 32) that Kadesh was visited but once, all he could do was to make as much allowance for J's
representation that "they abode in Kadesh," as obedience to the command "to-morrow turn ye and get you into the wilderness by the way to the Red Sea" (Num. xiv. 25, E) would allow, and prolong the journey "from Kadesh-barnea to the brook Zered," a journey made in the effort to "compass mount Seir," to 38 years (!).

The difference in my analysis of the sources made by this new discussion of the relation of D to JE is slight indeed if mere quantity be considered, since it consists simply of the transposition of the one word שָׁמַר in Num. xiii. 26 from the E column to that of J, and the carrying back of the responsibility for transposing the J elements of Num. xx. 2-13 from R to Rje. But from the point of view of historical criticism it is important. We find now a regular advance, as we go back in time from D to E and J, toward historical veri-similitude. Even E is not committed to D's extraordinary conception of 38 years spent in "compassing mount Seir," though apparently the date of J's account of the occupation and naming of Kadesh but a few days or weeks from Sinai was sacrificed to E's unhistorical order, which brought Israel to Kadesh only in the 40th year. Both the older sources are agreed in locating Israel during the 40 years next after the exodus in the region of the Negeb. J is both more specific and closer to historical probability in designating Kadesh, the sacred "Well of Judgment," as their place of "abode" during this period. We are surely justified in deducing from the phenomena this two-fold result: on the one hand a confirmation of the independent version of the traditional 40 years of nomadic life which appears in the prophets (Am. v. 25), as well as of the a priori probability of a first refuge from Egypt in the oases of the desert on the immediate west; on the other, an indication that the traditions embodied in the narratives of J and E as to this remote period, particularly those of J, are worthy of a consideration greater than some schools of criticism are disposed to give them.

The account of a first attempt upon Canaan from the south immediately after the exodus, and its repulse at Hormah; of the long period of "nomadic" life (Num. xiv. 38, J) centering at Kadesh; of the final flank movement upon the Amorite east of Jordan through the territory of Edom and Moab, may well receive our credence. If the quiet, formative period of simplicity and liberty in Kadesh seems to have no history, we know at least that it was the germinating period of the religious and national institutions of Moses, and if seemingly cut off from the stir and commotion which during the eventful thirteenth century agitated Palestine and Egypt,* their isolation was at least beneficial to themselves.

But is the primitive legend-lore of Israel in reality so destitute of all record of this period? Among the earliest traditions incorporated by J are certain tales of

---

* See N. Schmidt in Bibl. World for Feb. 1896, p. 114 sq. As to the importance of the years at Kadesh, see Wellhausen, Comp. p. 110.
the oases and sacred wells northward and westward of Kadesh, the substance of which declares their names and sacredness to have been derived from the quarrels of Isaac and his herdsmen with the servants of "Abimelech, king of the Philistines," and their final adjustment in a covenant of peace. The quarrels at first had threatened the independence of the tribes (rape of Rebecca) and afterwards the territory of Isaac; but after the successive loss of Gerar, Eshek and Sitnah, the stock retired to Rehoboth and afterward "went up thence to Beersheba," where "Isaac" finally entered into covenant with "Abimelech, king of the Philistines, and Ahuzzath his friend (grand vizier) and Phicol the captain of his host."

But the reasons are very strong for believing that the advent of the Philistines "from Caphtor" into Palestine was not earlier than the concerted attempt of the Aryan peoples upon Egypt in 1280 B.C. repulsed by Rameses III. In the words of Prof. Schmidt: "About 1230 the Aryan swarms fell upon Palestine and rushed past Kadesh on to Egypt. Rameses III. seems to have met and defeated them not far from here." Among these "Aryan swarms" appear "the Philistines," and after the defeat they securely established themselves on the southwest coast of Canaan, extending their power in the time of Samuel and Saul over nearly the whole cis-Jordanic region.

If the ancient song known as the Blessing of Noah (Gen. ix. 25-27) refers, as Wellhausen holds (specifically), to the Philistines under the (comprehensive) name "Japheth," it affords evidence of a period earlier than that of Saul or the Judges, when the relations between Israel (Shem) and the invaders from "the coast-lands" were friendly, and the reduction of the Canaanite to a double servitude was regarded as a task to be undertaken in common. Philistines in Canaan before the exodus are an anachronism, but from the year 1230 B.C. onward until Israel, coming from the east, had gained a sufficient footing in Canaan to become a serious rival with Philistia for the booty of Egypt's former province, there was every reason why Israel should adjust on favorable terms its quarrels with so powerful a neighbor, relinquish, if need be, a few wells and desert oases toward the northwest, make a permanent covenant of peace with the Aryan newcomers, and sing with full sincerity:

"Elohim enlarge Japheth,
And let him dwell in the tents of Shem,
And let Canaan be his servant!"

As between J, who attributes these relations with Philistia to the stock called Isaac, parent of Esau (=Edom) and Israel, located at Beerlahai-roi in the Negeb (Gen. xxiv. 62); and E, who carries back the traditions still further to attach them to Abraham, we must of course prefer the older J (cf. Kuenen. Hex. § 13, n. 11), and follow the usual principle that the course of progress toward historical truth is in the direction from E to J, and not vice versa. Let the personnel
of the drama be the same—the Philistine king and his officers, and Isaac, the clan looked up to by both Edom and Israel as their parent stock; let the scene be the same—the border oases between the Philistine Shephelah and the steppes of the interior; change only the date, in recognition of the fact that as the story of the rape of Sarai by Pharaoh (Gen. xii. 10–20) almost certainly refers to Israel's loss of its independence under the yoke of Egypt, so that of the rape of Rebekah by Abimelech, king of the Philistines, may equally well refer to a partial subjugation by Philistia, after the revolted tribes had rejoined the parent stock in their former home; change it from a period when the Philistine is unheard of in Palestine to a time shortly after their incursion from "Caphtor" in 1230,—and the legends of the wells of the Negeb, of the rape of Rebekah and of the covenant at Beersheba at once take rank as sources of prime importance for this unknown period, the 40 years in the wilderness. A treaty of alliance offensive and defensive against the Canaanite, between the monarchy of Philistia and the stock Isaac, inclusive of both Edom and Israel, is not an improbable tradition to accept for the time when Israel was established at Kadesh under Moses in the last quarter of the 13th century B.C.
The first two parts of Professor Strack's valuable commentary, containing the two most important of the Books of Moses, indicate clearly enough this veteran scholar's general attitude to the Pentateuchal question. The results of critical analysis as respects the composition of Genesis and Exodus are accepted almost in toto as to the distribution of the matter between P. and JE. Only in a very few places is there divergence from the generally received arrangement as stated in Canon Driver's Introduction. The most noteworthy occurs in the Deluge story. Professor Strack cannot find an adequate reason why vii. 12–17 and viii. 6–12 should not be assigned to P. The arrangement is exhibited in the text by the use of two different sets of type. The verses, however, mentioned above as probably belonging to P. are with strange inconsistency (unless it be owing to a printer's error) represented as belonging to JE. The complete separation of J. and E. is considered to be at present impossible, and therefore no attempt has been made to distinguish between these two authorities in the text. The analysis of modern criticism is followed up to a certain point, but many of its conclusions are decisively rejected. One example will illustrate our author's courage in opposing these "false inferences," as he calls them. Unlike most modern critics, he sees no contradiction between the two accounts of the creation and supports his contention by a strange, if not unnatural, rendering of Genesis ii. 19. That verse is translated thus: "Therefore Yahveh Elohim brought every beast of the field and all birds of the heaven which he had made out of the ground to Adam to see what he would cry to them and whatever the man should cry to any living creature that should be its name." This singular method of construing the sentence is declared to be not only possible but necessary. Unless we are mistaken, the necessity will be far from obvious to many readers. It is stated in the preface that polemics have been avoided, but this is by no means wholly the case. The paragraph entitled "The Bible and Natural Science," (pp. 6 and 7) is strongly controversial. In fact the combative element in the Professor's nature has sometimes seriously interfered with judicial impartiality. The theological tone is in the main conservative. Those who deny the supernatural will find this commentary uncongenial. The Elohist account of creation, for instance, can only be accounted for, we are assured, on the assumption of revelation. It is neither the result of laborious speculation nor the product of poetic fancy. Its substance must repose on divine revelation. The arrangement differs a little from that observed in the well known commentaries of Orelli in this series. There is no continuous

exposition succeeding the text and the foot notes, but each section is followed by observations on the source or sources and when necessary by longer notes on points demanding fuller treatment. Some of these notes are capital specimens of wide and exact scholarship brought down to date. Some deal with Hebrew philology. Prominent among these are the notes on the use of the article (p. 94), the *Vav Consecutivum* (p. 81), the names of Abraham and Sarah (p. 57), the use of Elohim with the plural (pp. 67–8), the name El Shaddai (pp. 56–7), and the Tetragrammaton (pp. 181–184). The last named note supplies the student in two and a half pages with a mass of facts on the pronunciation, derivation, significance and history of this famous name, the statement and discussion of which could easily have been spread over ten times the space. Other notes are geographical or historical, as for instance, those on Ur of the Chaldees, Pithom and Rameses, the history of sacrifice before the legislation at Sinai, and the time, place, and manner of the Exodus. Others again are literary, several deal very helpfully with moral or doctrinal questions suggested by the text, and some are purely exegetical, such as the careful discussion of "the sons of Elohim" in Gen. vi. 2, and the learned note on "Shiloh" in Gen. xl. 10. Special attention seems to have been given to recent research in Bible lands and many of its best results are duly noted and accepted, but it is rather startling to find Ur of the Chaldees located in the neighborhood of Haran, and the cities of the Plain in the Southern part of the Dead Sea. As to the time and place of the Exodus, Professor Strack agrees with most scholars in putting it after Rameses II. and follows M. Naville in fixing the spot at a place a little south of Lake Timsah, but has a very strange theory concerning the manner. Regarded as a whole, this commentary is extremely valuable on account of its rare combination of great learning, critical methods, moderate views and reverent faith.

W. TAYLOR SMITH.

RIEMH'S HANDWOERTERBUCH DES BIBLISCHEN ALTERTUMS.*

Although the Germans move very slowly in some directions, they are undoubtedly far ahead of the rest of the world in their appetite for elaborate scientific literature and for revisions of existing works down to date. Whilst the great Bible Dictionary of the English-speaking race has undergone only one revision, and that extending over but a part of the work, in thirty years, the German publishers of Riehm's Dictionary began to issue a second and improved edition within eight years of the appearance of the first. Confining ourselves to the first volume of this new issue, it is possible, without doing an injustice either to the publishers or to the editor, to institute a comparison between the two forms of this deservedly popular work. The name of the scholar to whom the superintendence of the revision had been entrusted is in itself a guarantee of careful workmanship. An undertaking presided over by Professor Baethgen might reasonably be expected to be carried out in a scholarly manner, and the expectation has been fulfilled within the somewhat narrow limits to which the editor's activity has been confined. He was required by the publishers to avoid enlarge-

ment of the size of the book as far as possible, and to that end to compensate for additions by corresponding omissions. This rather hard condition has been carefully observed, this first volume of the new edition having only fourteen pages more than its predecessor. Very few new articles have been added. Those by deceased contributors (seven out of the original twenty) have been revised by the editor, with the exception of the botanical articles which were submitted to a botanist who desires his name not to be mentioned. The articles of the late Dr. F. Delitzsch, however, have to a large extent been left as they were because their strongly marked individuality in most instances prevented modification by another hand. The articles by living writers have been usually revised by the authors. Notable exceptions are Schrader's articles "Aram" and "Arabia," which have been revised by Professor Kessler of Greifswald. The important articles entitled "Assyria" by Schrader, "Egypt" by Ebers, and "Jerusalem" by Mühlau, have each been enlarged by several pages. The second of these—one of the most useful and interesting articles in the original work—has been carefully retouched. The first which, with the other articles of Schrader, added so greatly to the scientific value of this Dictionary as originally issued, exhibits some interesting addenda and modifications of opinion. Schrader is now inclined to agree with Oppert and Jensen in regarding the ideogram for deity as a representation of the sky and not as an eight-rayed star; and the postscript at the end of the work indicates that his views about the ideograms for the planets and about the Babylonian order of the planets have been shaken by the researches of Jensen and Epping. The article on Bubastos has been rewritten by Ebers in consequence of the discoveries of M. E. Naville. Another article which has been considerably modified is that of Schürer on the term Asiarch. Whilst in the first edition he regarded the Asiarch as a member of a college or committee, he now pronounces this view untenable, believing that the honour was enjoyed by an individual, not by a body. The use of the plural in the New Testament and elsewhere is explained by supposing that all who had occupied the position retained the title. The department of illustrations, which constitutes so important a feature of this Bible Dictionary, has also been revised. The new volume contains about 70 fresh engravings and a map of Palestine. In some instances an old engraving has been replaced by a better one on the same subject, and in others a different illustration, which was considered more appropriate, has been substituted. A few pictures have been removed in the interest of scholarship. The article on Adrammelech is no longer accompanied by a representation of a human-headed winged bull; and two figures of Astarte, not of ancient origin, which had been indiscreetly inserted in the first edition, have silently disappeared. Readers who may be disappointed by the conservative character of this edition may take comfort from the editor's assurance that the next, should another be required, will be more extensively revised.

W. Taylor Smith.

DAVIDSON'S INTRODUCTORY HEBREW GRAMMAR.

Hebraists have reason to welcome anything from the pen of so profound a scholar and so inspiring a teacher as Prof. A. B. Davidson, who has been most chary of giving to the press the fruit of his studies. Perhaps this may be because
he prefers to live in his students rather than in books, which aside from a few epoch-making works, soon have their day.

His Introductory Hebrew Grammar has demonstrated its excellence, as the work of a practical and successful professor, in having passed into the eleventh edition in twenty-one years.

His Syntax,* as he tells us, is mainly a rescript of his lectures to students. It does not contain anything essentially new, which may not be found in the English translations of Ewald and Müller, and in Driver—not to speak of Harper's "Elements of Hebrew Syntax"—but it is certainly the most complete and useful of the Hebrew Grammars which have been published in Great Britain. It is scientific in treatment, excels in clearness of statement, abounds in illustration; and is sufficiently comprehensive for the needs of all ordinary students. It is to be regretted that so many abbreviations are used. Besides, the sections are not indicated on the upper margins, so that some turning of the leaves is required to find a section desired.

There is yet room for a great Hebrew grammarian. Ewald still stands alone, unapproached in his discussion of Hebrew Grammar. None has presumed to issue a new edition of Ewald. Gesenius, famed for his lucidity while he lived, still survives in name at least, although in the words of Davidson, "now so covered with patches of various hue and manufacture that the original texture perhaps scarcely anywhere appears."—Preface to first edition of Davidson's Introductory Grammar.

Who shall say that the next great Hebraist, who shall give us a grammar, worthy to be compared with Ewald's in its grasp and insight, may not be an American, who has received his inspiration to study the Semitic languages through "The American Institute of Sacred Literature?"
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